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NOTE TO THE READER

This report_has been produced in three'sevarate and distinct

volumes. Volume I'contains material related to the institutional

4

.management of student financial aidvVolume II focuses oft the effect of

the various aZd Programs an postsecondary studen4; the final volume is a
*

Summary which highlights the most significant aspects of the study's

findings. In lieu of a single abstract, the preface to each of the

%sections of Voluies I and II provides an overview of the material

discussed therein - (Volume I con'taihs five sections; Volume II contains

two-sec,tions).

is, of course,

purpose.

41.

For a summary of the.findings of both volumes, the reader

referre d. to the Summary volume'which was prepared for this

(
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTIOg

P A-KLFACE

Chapters 1 and 2, which comprise Section I, provide an overvew of

the Study of Program Managezent Procedures in the Campus,Based and Basic

'Grant Programs, and.attempt to place this study in the context of current

research on this subject. Included are pcussions'of the study's
f

research approach and methodology, a brief outline of Tederal

responsibi4ties lor financial aid, a histoiical summary of the

development of the student aid concept, as well as a survey of previoui

literature regarding the institutional role in student assistance. All

of Chtapter lois repeated pa Volume II of this report, while,the latter

portion of Chapter 2 is focused on institutionally related conceins. Thee

/ List of Selected-References 'which is appended to Chapter 2, concentrates

-primarqy on lieerature which pertains to the institutional tole in thet-

student finan aid process,

r
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INTRODUCTION

CONTENTS OF THIS VOLUME

This report, the first of two Volumes, is divideeinto five main

sections. The first two sectionsrovide general supporting information

while sections III, tV, and V provide the empirical results. of tlhis

study. Sctions I 'and II begin by sketching the background and context

of the subject of student aid with emphasis upon institutional practices,

i.e., the history of its developaent, a review Ili the extent of exiSting

literature, and a discussion of the distribution of Federal student aid
ft

funds. Section III begins with- a profile of institutional finatcial aid
/.

office operations and concludes with a discussion of the interface

between tIve offices and the Federal government. The final. sections,

evlore various aspects of the role of'the institution regarding

student-need analysis, budgeting, aid packaging, loan management, student

i,nformation, 4onitoring and, validation.

STUDY BACKGROUND

This study is the third and- final phase of the U.S. Office of

Education's (USOE) assessment of the impact of Federal financna aid
A
prOgrams gn postsecondary students, institutions, and state governments.

Formally titled a 94tudy of the Impact of Student Financial Aid

Programs," or "IISFAP," the components completed prior to this study

include:

the design of a research strategy to assess.the impact Of 4

financial aid (SSISFAP I):

the study of the impact of Federal and state,financial aid
programs and policies on the choice process of postsecondary,

bound students (SISFAP II,- Study A);

1 . 1 (.1



....
the design.of a research strategy to assess tlie impact of
financial aid (SISFAP I);

t
(
he study of the impact of Federal and state financial aid

. programs and.policies en the ,choice process of.postsecondary
bound students (SISFAP II, Study A);

the study of the way in which labor marIcet conditionss (and
perceptions tYiereof) inteiact with Aducational costg and
financial aid to influenct access to postsecondary education
(SISFAP II, Study B);

the examination of the impact of financial aid on student
persistence in postsecondary educatiom (SISFAP II, Study C); ahd

the relationship between Federal ind state student aid programs
(SISFAP II, Study D).

This remaining component (SISFAP III) was intended to evaluate the

effectiveness arid efficiency of procedures employed'by the Federal

government and by participating institutions of postsecondary educatiqh
.

to operate and manage the Campus Baged and Basic EducatiOnal Opportunity ,

Grant (BEOG) assistdnce programs. The BEOG program, currently funded at

$2.56 billion, is the'mains'tay of U.S. student aid. It is centr.ally

administered,by the U.S. Office of Education and provides the eligible

posjecondary student with gn entitlement to financial assistance which

can be used at any of thousavds of approved pos,tsecondary institutiong.

The amount of the entitlement is based upon the student's.need (as'

derived from a uniformly applied formula), white' actual awards are

calculated using the cost of education,at the school the student has

chosen to attend. The Campus Based programs, on the other hada7 are

administered locally by the staff of eligible institutions. They include

the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG); National Direct

Student Loans (NDSL); and College' Work-Study.(CWS).

THE.IMPETUS TOR THE STUDY

Evaluations of the Federal student aid programs, from pro ram

appropriations to the distribution of funds, have been mostl piecemeal
A

S.

in nature. While specific components of this complex system ave been

examined at several levels of sophistication and detail, there has been,

.prior .to the SISFAP project, no unified, comprehensive analysis of the

4
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Federal. government"s involvement in the provision of funds for post
.

secondary students. The need for such an indepth, broadscope study,

howeverl'did not long go unnoticed. In 1974.1 the National Task, Force on

Student Aid Problems (otherwise known as the Keppq. Task Force) 'was
.

tformedto exaN mne a complex system that had become ...i.ncreasingly,

trouolesome to'the general public...4i Its char.ge was,to examine the
A

delivery system for student did'while ignoring the broader issues of an

_Appropriate social policy for the financing of postsecondary edudation.

NierwWhile the Task Force addressdd many of the issues ingluded in this study,

its recommendatiOns wereiderivdd in a deliberative fashion from the

expertise of the various panel members. As stated in its Finad Report,

itg role-was to "integrate'and impliement the results of many existing

' effoxl.ta--into the broader form,of a total delivery system and then to

achieve the support and backing of the associations and individuals who

can bringthem into being."21 In a significant sense,,t1le proplems

identiqed by el, Task Force and its recommendations formed the basis for

the bformaLevaluative.effort represented by the SISFAP studies.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

. "The Office of Education's.interest in examining these programs and
,

ihg41r procedures is thijeefbld: to evaluate,the equity of the

distribution of Federal financial assistance.funds amOn4 student"-with
A.

similar charIcteristics; to identify the aid practices and procedures

that best meet the objectives of the Federal uograms; and to provide the

data needed to develop a behavioral model of the flow of U.S. studen't aid

dollars. Speoifically, the study was designed to examine:

pe relationships between program gunding levels and program
'objectives;

the factors influencing the decisions of institutions to
zarticipate in the progrips;

the impact of application and aid distribution procedures on
both institutions and students;

2/_ Francis Keppel, National Task Force on Student Aid Problems: Final
Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Education), p. 1,

2/Ibid., p. 5.

4
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the factors affecting pie ability of postsetondary institutions
to implement the programs in accordance with the needs-of
students and the regulations and guidelines isued by USOE;

the factors affecting the participation of students in these
programs, including counseling, consumer information,
application processes, need determination, and aid packaging;

-

the burdens and benefits of program oversight procedures (e.g.,
monitoring and validation) for both institutions and the Federal

' government; and
, ,

the impact of these programs on postsecondary institutions,
particularly with regard to cost, changes in educational
quality, and changes in student body composition.

While this'report, and the companion volume on institutional

practices, address Most of these areas,- no attempt has,been made here to.

duplicate the material cover ed in reports previciusly isued-during this

project. A/listing of all such documents is provided in AppetidiACA. ((

THE SCOPE OF FEDERAL SUPPORT TO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
,

The p ostsecondary educatron sector represents a significant portion

of this nation's economy. According Eo the NItionil Centef for'Education

Statistics, as of autumn 1978, there were about 12.6 million students

k enrolled 4z more than 5006 institutions of advanced learning. Of these,

11.4 million'Wfre.enrolled in 3,046 traditional colleges, and the
*-

-emainder in proprietamposchools. While slightly less than half of the

coneges (1-,455) were publicly controlled, this component'enrolled almost

80 percent of all college students.

With regard to the financing of poetsicondary education (see Exhibit

r.1), the Atrional Center estimates that for fiscal year 1977 the

revenues to all of postsecondary e u ation totalled $43.4 billions, 34

percett of which- came from state and 4local suppOrt, 2. percent from

tuition and fees, and 17 percent 'from he Federal government. This is')

further illustrated below in Exhibit 1.

This massive influx of public monies into the postseconplary education

sector has grown at an incredible rate since 1965, particularly in the

ar,,!a of Federal support (seeTable 1.1). During this 15-year period, the

Federal funding of 'postsecondary education has increas.ed from

-*s
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, EXHIBIT 1.1: SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR POSTSECONDARY EbUgATION

Local,
State, and
Federal

Taxplyere

State & Local
Government

4

Students1/

Federal
Government

N
Private

Philanthropy
and

Endowment
Earnings

Postsecondary
Education2/

(Collegiate
and

Roncoljegiate
Sectors)

h+7k

Auxiliary
Enterprises

4

"w-- 1/Aid to Students 2/Aid to Institutions

A. Grants ;nd echnlarships A. General institutional aid

1. Aid distributed directly.to 1. . TuitioNLend lee payments
students based on 2. Sudget 4gropriations

3. Lump sum grants
a. Reed 4. Verious types of capitation grants
b. Ability S. GrantliCteed on other units of
c, Special purposes workload or output
d. Inco 6. Employment subsidies'me

.7. Unreltricted.gifts
2. Aid distributed through S. Unrestricted earnings

institutions based on
S. Categorical sic' (Current)

600.0,09,1,5*

a. Need
b. Ability

. c. Special purposes
d. Income

Loans (subsidized POrtion)

1. Direct loans
2. Guaranteed loans .

3. Institutional loan.
4. Tuition deferrals.

C. Tax deductions for families or students

e

I. Program support
2. Project grants and contracts
3. Service contracts

- 4. Resteicted gifts
S. Restricted earnings

C. Construction aid

1. Project grants
2. Direct 4nd indirect interest

ubsidies
3. Gifts
4, User charges

D. S(ax benefits

1. Tax exemption. for institution.
2. Tax credits for flbnors
3. Tax deductions for donors

E. Other inetitutional aid.

1. In-kind gifts
2. Use of property, facilities.

411(

or equipmenft
3. Cooperative vervices

Source: 'Nation* Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education,
Framew,i4c for Aina1:;zins Postsecondar7 Education Financ:;ng

?oliciPs, :lay 1974.

.*
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EXHIBIT 1.2:, FINANCING POSTSECONDikRY EDUCATION: WHERE DOES 'E MONEY COME FROM?

a

)

9

C.

Tuition ahd Fees
a, FromjStudents

$9.0 Billion

.
Total Federal Pyid

$12 billion,1!
aa,

State and Local
$14.9 Billion'

Federal
$7.2 Billion

(Excludes Student
Aid)

Other":

Gifts, Endowments,
Sales,. Services,'etc.

$12.3 billion

.00

TOTAL - $43.4 Billion

Public' = $29.3 Billion
?rivate $14.2 Billion

a

O.*

Source: National Cehte'r for Education Statistics, Financial Statistics of :nstituz',Dns
of Higher Educacion, 1976-Z7. Table 123,

1/
.- Includes: Stt4dent Aid, Instktutional Support, ?rogram Fun and 'aese--=r:h,

Ipcial SecurityData from the 3ffice of :.fanagem.ent apd .31:d:et, Special

.:.nalysis, 137S- 9



TABLE 1.1: PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FEDERAL SUPpORT TO POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION 1965-1979

--Torgl Percent Chage
196571979,

Average Annual
.Percent Increasel/

Research Support 234

Institutional Support 222 .

Aid to Students 3,830
,. .

9
9'

30

Source: OMB, 1971-1979, Special Analyses, Rudget offthe United States.
.

.

I/A compounded rate-of increase, i.e. V2 = V1(1 4- r)n
.

-
appro)amately $2 billion to a staggering_$13 billiona total increxse of

.

550 ISercent or an average.annue-increase of about 13 percent. The most

dramatic rise, as shown below, has.occurred,in the area of direct student

assist/ye.

In 1965, it is estimated that the Fikeeral government providediabout

$200 million in student assistance; however, by 1979 total Federal

outlays for students (inclusive of all programs,' e.g., Office of
4

Education, Social SecuriW., Department of Defe.nse, etc.) approached $8

billion. Even more telling is the fact thao, in 1964, Federal assistance

helped meet about two percent of total posEsecondary student costs; by .

1979, it is estimated that the Federal contribution had grown to about 15

percent of the total. Clearly, the Federal government is rapidly

approaching the status of a major partner in the provision of higher
41v. 'N\

education to America's youth.

CURRENT TOPICS OF THE DEBATE ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

The first years of the 1980s will be especially crucial in charting

the future course of Federal involvement, the role of the institution,
4

and the perception of the student's place in the aid process. Therefore,

the decision to authorizelp. of this magnitude, scope, and cost on

the topic of student financial aid was made with full awareness that its

4



J
final product w ould, among other things, provide a valuable reference for

those engaged in considering the current issues of debate.on stLdent--

financial.assistance. These are briefly discussed *.ow.

Congressional Reauthorization

The most active forum for the airing of views on'the realm of Federal

involvement in studene aid is the current,drafting of the Reauthorization

of the'Higher Education Act of 1965 by Congress. At the time of this

writiagar_the House of Reprsentatives has passed its own version of a

reauthorization bill, while the,appropriate Senate/Commitees are

preparing to begin.a ma:rk-up of its own reauthorization proposal.

Theiscope of the debate on reauthorization has been virtually

limitless. In addition to determining the levels at which the Basic

Grant and,Campus Based programs are to be funAtfor the coming years,

Congress will be examining other aspects of the fiftncial aid process.

Below4 are soMe examples of the issues which have.been set 6efore the

Senate. and House as they consider Title IV legislation:

refinement of the BEOG and Carupus Based need analysit formulas
(e.g., asset protection allowances, definition of 'indepentrent
student status);

financial aid funding for less than half-time-students;

expansion of aid programs directed to assist graduate std1;ribp;

restructuring of the Federalli sponsored student loan programs
(e.g., establishmeq of a national loan bank, consolidation ofo
the DIFOL and Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) programs);

elimination of the payment of subminimum wage to_some College.
Work-Study recipientS; and

revision .of the formula by which USOE allocates Campus BasAd

funds to participating institutions.

Student-Consumer Issue

.

The student-xnstItution relationship has acquired new significa in'
41.

the last decade as society attempts to implement, through,massive federal

funding programs, the American dream of oiaen access and free choi-ce in

pr,-tseco'ndary education for all citize . In such a context,

institutions of higher education, logic lly and ethically, should deal

1.3



in 'a fair and businesslike manner poth with students who enroll and with

those who seek information about the educational service offered,4/

The above,is a rather concise codification of the issues which

,form the basis fon the student-Consumer movement in the area of

student financial aid. Although students areothe mOst commonly

identified "consumers" Of student financial aid, the term is also

brbad'enaWgh to indlude family members (e:ge, parents; spodse) who

are contributing to the support of postsecondary students.

Student consumerism also covers issues which are not necessarily

relevant to this discussion of -financial aid, including employment

prospects of giaduates, for example. Elaine H. El-Khawas, in an

article entitled "Effective Response to Consumerism," outlines the

basic areas of student-consumer concern which can be applied o a

numter of aspec6 of postsecondary education. These are:

1) protection from abuse, fraud, or misrepresentation; ) -

2) better understanding of available options and institutions;

3) commitment to develop standards of "fair practice" in procedural
aspects of the student-institutional relationship; and

4) Ifassurances about.adequate program quality'."5/

Ms. El-Khawas views the ri,se of student consumerism as a-very positive

step.towards aft overall improvement of postsecondary education. She

pOints out that in order to respond to the needs of constimers, an

effective tripartite relationship will have to be established, with

government, institutions, and students working in a cooperative manner.

All parties, Ms. El-Khawas contend's, mast be pre ared to reevaluate their

present positions and practices:

In its A14 for increased responsilienesis to the needs of
students im tbt procedural aspects of their relationships with
postsecondary institutions, consurarism represents.a general

1.11.10an Stark, ed., The Many Faces of Student Consumerism (Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 1977), p. 11.

5/- Elaine H. El-Khawas, "Effective Responses to Consumerism," in Stark,
ibid.; p. 125.
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challenge to review existing practices and, as necessary, to develop new

procedures to meet changing student needs.-
6/

The development of the Consumer Information Requirements'represents the

initial Federal response,to thia organized call, for greater consumer'

awareness. ,In theyears'to come, those advocating student-consumer

concerns hope to expand the consumer guidelines to cover a-broad range of

student financial aid practices, including the awarding of aid,

determining need, and assigning College Work-Studyjobs.

Uniformity of Practice

s,

The initiation of a system of Campus Bas4d student aid programs uhts

prompted 0 a belcief among members of Congress and fiSOE that there are a

variety of local factors which could, and should, influence the awarding

of student financial assistance funds. However, one has only to examine

the complexities involved in administering the Basic.Grant Piogram to get

a feel for the impossibility of centrally adminislering the awarding of

upwards of $5 billion in student aid funds.
to.

By building in so much discretion on the institutional level, USOE

has created a system which contains some degree of uncertainty. In

response to the existing structure of.these programs, institutions'will

necessarily develop practices which'are unique to their own circum-
.

stances. The concern of USOE is not'so much the uniqueness of the

practices, but rather that the outcomes they produce (the awarding of aid.
/ s

to students) will not be consistent with'the broader program goals. From

the Federal viewpoint, schools must use their Campus Based aid allotments

to increase the potential for access and retention among students with

the greatest relative need. At'this moment, USOE is consider.ing whether

its-traditional reliance on the provision of guidance to financial aid,

offices on proper practices is enough to ensure the'achievement of thele

desired outco es. The alternative is to promulgate regulations creating

a more unifor model ot practicejor all facets of the aid awarding

t/E1-Khat.ras, ibid.; p. 124.
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process (see Volume I, Section 3, for greater detail),thus leaving.the-

campuses with' an administrative rather than a policy-oriented role in the

aid delivery sYstem. Many of the subsequent chapters in this report will-

address the existence oT varient practices among institutions. Whether
.

the existence of such variance is a health)k sign that the system iS

responsive to local considerations or symptomatic of a violation of the

programs' legislative intent is the fulcrum of current debate on this

ilttter.

Prevention of Institutional Fraud

AS a Corollary 'to tlie above discussion, consider Ehat USOE must

undertake on ongoing effort to ensure that the'funds which it allocates

are expended in accordance with the lag. By opting for a more

decentealized method of aiding studeats_, USOE has, in fact, increased the
^

potential for the abuse of public monies. In a recent effort to impose

external controls on the uses which sctiools make f Federal aid funds,

USOE has developed a sophisticated set of application and reporting

requirements which provide it with descriptions of who redeived Federal

student aid And in what amounts. Additionally, "program review audits,"

which are conducted at the institution by USOE personnel, are designed to

provide the Federal government with more detailed records of the specific

practices ci_f selected aid offices. All of these methods of tracking

institutional compliance are considered in detail in Volume I,

Chapter 11; of this repoti" Suffice it to say at this point that USOE

must attempt to walk a very narrow\line in this matter between properly

prdIecting public monies and not burdening institutions with an

inordinate amount of paperwork.

RESEACH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Due to the complex nature and large scope of this research project,

it was divided into three stages. Stage I inaluded the lescription and

evaluation of those operational a a managerial procedures which could be

analyzed using existing data souzes or interviews with USOE staff, and

the development of a detailed research design for a national survey of



. o

postsecondary institutions and l!'tiglients. In Stage.II, t'his design was

implemented using a nationally r4presentative,sample 'of 172 postsecondary

institutions and over 20,000 r, domly selected students. Stage III of
A

the project, which was separate y funded'and recently completed, was to

asseSs the impact of the Middle Income 'Student-Assistance Act (MISAA) pn

the distribution of student finanCstal aid. The assessimdnt was based on a

quasi-experimental researCh design, carried out through a longitudinal

follow-up of the same schools visited during the Stage II survey.

While a detailed discusion of the research design. can be found
c

elsewhere,
1/

the sampling strategy for this stddy cari. be easily

summarized. First, a listing of schoolu eligible to participate in,

,either the Basic Grant or any of the Campus Based programs, was compiled

using available USOE data files. Next, e institutions were strati-fied,

or grouped, into ane,,of 32 separate categories defined by the following

variables;

control: public, private, and proprietary;

level: University/4-year, and 2-year or less;

participation (for proprietary schools only): BEOG only, and
Campus Based schools:.

type of Program (for proprietary shools only): cosmetology,
business, trade/technical, gid other;

,

state effort in financial aid defined in terms of the number of
need-based programs offered: five or more programs, two to four
programs, and one or fewer programs;

selectivity, defined in terms of the'school's average SAT/ACT .

sc'ore for all entering freshmen: schools with averages abolie
the median, and those below; and-

sit : 1,000 students or less,'and over 1,000 students.

The nonprofit (public and private) 4-year schools were then ordered

within bach group on the basis of their averagemtuition and fees so as to

ensure adequate representation of'this important Variable. Finally, two

types of schools were deleted frob this population listing prior to the

/Appli-ed Management Sciences, T chnical Re ort No..1: Sam le Desiom
Student Survey Yield and Bias November 1979.
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selection of the sample: those which were hospital-baAd (95. schools);

and those which had been included'in a study beqg conducted by DHEW's

Bureau of Student Financial Assistance .6bout 156 schools). The former'

were excluded.since they were atypical'of the univetie of schocils in

.terros of their structve 'and the 'types of aid offered, and ,we're not of

particular policy interest: The latter were dropped to avoid the

potental for overburdening certain respondents.

Once theSe strata had'been formed, the sample of 150 institutions

origLnally desired was allocated to each group in proportion to the

, number in the populatiOn falling in each stratum, except that the initial

division between profit-making and nonprofit schools was adjusted in the

direction of the nonprofit institutions. This was necessary because

although the profit-makin& schools account for about 40 pereent.of the

chools, they account for only a small proportion of _the students. At

this point, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB),requested that the.
*

of° ,sampleof-4 -year public institutions be increased by lt schools. These

oxplia schools wpre als7 allolated proportionally to eaeh of the public

institution sa-ata, thereby inereasing the total sathple to 175 .

2
postsecondary institutions. The

1

-i- il. selecti on of the
ii.

sampleof
N

schools to articipate in.-the survey was conducted randomly within each

of-the A Iroups, using thp sampling proportion described above..

. Within each af the selected schools, a random sample of students was

selectedrby the.individual.local site Coordinators using detailed

procedures developed by Applied Management Sciences. Basically, the

schOolslhwere requested to: 1) compute a sampling ratio by dividing the

total enrollment lzy the rewired sample size; 2) obtain a risting of all

undergraduate students registera at least'half time (i.e., eligible for

.Federal student aid); 3) stratify them by class level if at least a

2-year school; and 4) use.the sampling ratio to systematically select a

random sample of students. In most cases, these.proceduves required o ly

minimal adjustments to fit individual situations. 1 number of



4

schools (approximately eight institutions) were unable to stratify their

students by class prior to selection. This was due mainly to the

combination of acslack of data processing capability and an.tnrollment

size too large to be handled manually. In Nese cases, the selection was

made by the schools randomly without prior stratification.

The practical work of responding to the objectives of this project

can be Summarized as including:

.the review of literature and of expert views on issues.of aid
Administration;

the codification and analysis of basic data on the past -'
operations of the Federal programs--particularly the
authorization and utilization of Federal funds;

a computerbased simulation analysis of ,the Basic Grant program;

the detailed, onsite investigation of financial aid practices
in each of the 172 colleges and other postsecondary schools;
this work, carried out in early 1979, included--

obtaining extensive statistical and\other data on local aid
offices, their work, and their problems;

- interviews with a number of campus of.ficialydirectly
concerned with student aid, inclOing school presidents and
deans, busipess officers, and extended talks with aid
personnel;

surveys of a random sample of all undergraduate students \
enrolled at each school irNithe study, to obtain matched
data on aid recipients and InonrecipientS; and

extracts trkm the school records of the sampled
undergraduate aid recipients, to obtain detailed data on
individual needs, counseling, and aid awards;

a less detailed mailed siirvey of an additional 1,100 schools, to
obtain key data for more complex and precise analyses of
i

4 4
nstitutional administrative procedures.

Collection of data and preparation for aealysis are still underway for

the last component listed above (the mailed institutional survey), and

will be treated in a separate report to be prepared by the summer of

1180. The Stage III assessment of MISAA impact h*Its been partially

completed, and Ole results were reported tor USOE during early April 1980.

1. 14
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This project has taken place, as previously noted, during- a major

Congressional debate over future policies and funding for these

programs. Part of the "function of this study, then, has also been to

serve as a source of information for those deliberating about issues

concerning s6ident. aid:" The data generited for this project have a

longev-range valme.as well. Student financial aid is an emergent/

profession,'the"newcomet among administrative roles in highey education.

The scope of activities, the professional practices, and other major

elements of the field are not well codrfied. State, regional, and

'national associations of financial aid officers, and others interested in

this aspect of postsecondary education are'beginning to deal with this
\need to develop the profession.

. Scattered articles and monographs

reflect a general suspicion that practices are widely Variable, that some

aid operations are inadequately supported, and that, in general, students

do-not get similfr treatment when they approao4 different institutions.

This project provides the first unified'data base for the eNamination of

these and related issues. It makes available a coordinated set of

. information on schools, aid offices, and students. It is the first

attempt to assess, on a national scale, the performance of this critical

part of the higher edbcation system.
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VON

BACKGROUND.*

The real dilemmalof American highei education 4 that we want so
many to go to college but must charge them so much to do so. The

history of the development and chanke in student financial aid in

institutions of American higher education is the history of 300 years
of struggling with this problem.

Rexford G. Moon, Jr.1/

INTRODUCTION

In the five years since this was written, little has changed.\
Congress, f3acing the difficult task of reauthorizing the Higher Education

Act, is being bambarded with propoials on ways to modify the manner in

which students are now being supported--centralize the distribution of

aampus Based aid; change the treatnent of independent students; create

separate sturrent and parent educational loan programs; distribute aid on

the.basis of income tax returns--and the list goes on. The struggle, it

appears, has not yet been won.

While some of the propositions now before Congress are directed

toward relatively simple_procedural changes, others chaljpenge the broad

goals of Federal postsecondary education policy--the provision of equal

opgortunity. Thedecisions to be made are camplex, and their impacts are

both large and pervasive. At stake are over $5 billion in public monies

per year and the futUres of many postsecondary students and institutions.

4.

4/Rexford G. Moon, Jr., "History.of Institutional Financial Aid in the

United States," Perspeatives on FinancialAkid (New York, N.Y.: College

Entrance Examination Beard, 1975), p. 1.
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A BRIEF 1STORICAL PERSFECTiVE

The Origins of Federal Support: An EmphaSis on Institutional Support

,

Support andiConDrol of higher eddcation has, from the earliest days

of this nation, been esablished as the primary responsibility of the

states. This basic as umption of the separation of authorit has, until

recejtilktimes, defined the Federal rcIfe as being mainly that of
#

supplementing the efforts of the states. At the Constitutional

Convention of 1787, sevval proposals vere advanced to empower the

Federal government to establish instit.utions of higher education; all,

howeverl were rejected,-2/

This commitment to tITI\seParation of authority, however, should not'
k

belie the long-established American tradition of respect for education. I

"Given the'daminant American ethos of 'democratic. capitalism' and 'rugged

individualism 11'4gher eddCation hat had a value ipsofa as it has helped

each Horat Alger get ahead in.the ecänomlc and social system.1-13

America h s not had a lass society in the European sense, and deeply---:

rooted in the operating norms of the na4.onal policy is the beLief that

upward mobility can be achievei through hard wo'rk and advanced

education. The attainment of universal higher education as a utilitarian

goal, however, has developed over a long period of time.

Its roots can be traced to the' middle of the 19th century and-the

presidency of Andrew Johnson. Embracing libertarian Jeffersonian

philosophy, "Americans under Johnsonianism chose to put their house in

order...'-' as part of the period of post-Civil War yeconstruction.

The most notable step was the creation of a "Department of Education" on

March 2, 1867, ending a long debate over the need to establish a place

2/Gebrge N. Rainsford, Congress and Higher Education in the Nineteeth
Centur (Knoxville, Tennessee: 1972, University of Tennesse Press,

1975 )1 p. 17.

3/- Gladieux, and Thomas R. Wolanin, Con ress and the Colle es

(Lexihgton, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, 1975 ),

il./Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University (New York,
N.Y.: Vintage Books, 1965), p. 203.
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for eduction in the Nation's Capitol..y Despite the symbolic

importance of re'Cognition to education, it was the original Morrill Land

Grant Act o 1862 (and the subsequent-Morrill Act of 1890), however, that

provided what woUld eventually become the ultimate bases for mass -
t.

participation in higher education by legitimizing the role of the Federal.

government to ensure educational opportunity to classes of citizens

previously excluded from such benefits.

The original 1862 Morrill legislation granted each state 30,000 acres

of land for each Senator and Representative it had in Congress. The

was to be used toestablish one or more instituitions of bigher education

for the purposes of teaching subjects related to agriculture.ana the

,mechanical arts (see 12 Stat: 5031°July 2, 1862). While of great

symbolic importance, it was the second Morrill Act of 1890,that began the

actual flow of Federal dollars for the direct sumiort of institutions of

higher education. Under this later Ace, Congress established an annual,

graduated program of financi* assistance. In both cases, however, the

focuS of Federal support was the institution and noE the individual.

student. The latter wou not arise until the mid-20th ceneury.

The Beginnings of Federal Assistance to Student: The Early Focus on

Self-Help

DireCt Federal paymenti to students, un e Federal grants to

institutions of higher,education, are of ra er recent origin in the

United States (see Exhibit 2.1). The first private endowment gift in

American higher education was given to Harvard College in the 17th

century for the establishment of scholarships and, until very recently,
P

tOst Federal student aid was similarly restricted to institutional

funds. In fact, support'other than "college money" played little role in

this nation's student aid resourci until the early part of-the 20th

century. Faced with the devastating effects of World War I and economic

-2./Richard Lykes, Higher Education and the U.S. Office of Education
(1867 - 1953) (Washington,. D.C.: 1975), U.S. Office of Education,

p. 3.



EXHIBIT 2:1: SIGNIIICANT DATES IN THE FEDERAL SUPPORT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

I. The Era of Institutional. Support

1785 Northwest Ordinance
1787 Contract with the Ohio COmpany reserving two townships

of land for the support of a university
1802 Establishment of U.4. Military Academy at'West Point
1845 Establishment of U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis
1862 Passage of the Morrill Act .

1867 Creation of. .the first Department of Education
1874 Awird of nautical training grants-first\evidence of

the principle of Federal "matchiqg grants"
1379 First Federal grants to Howard University
1887 Hatch Act establishing a system of agricultural

experiment stations
1890 Passage of the Second Morrill Act
1914 Passage of the Smith-Lever Act for agriculture and

home economics eitensipen
1919 First Surplus Property Disposal made to educational

institutions
. 1920. First'establishment of ROTC units on college campuses

II. The Earl Pro rams of-Direct Student "Self-He ort

1935 'Creation of the National.Youth Administr tion
1937 Publ.ic Health Service Fellowships inaugur ted

III. Continued Student Su..ort - The Advent of Nonreturnable
upyort/

1944 Passage of the Serviceman's Readjustmnt Act
19b6 Establishment of-the'"Fulbright Program"
1952 First National Science Foundation Fellowship awarded
1958 Passage of the National Defense Education Act
1961 Passage of Fulbright-Hayes Act

IV. Thq Current Programs - The Goal of Educational Opportunity

. 1964 The Economic Opportunity Act
1965 The Higher Education Act
1972 ,The Education Amendments of 1972
1976 The Education Amendments of 1976
1978 The Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA)
1979 Creation of the Education DepartSent
1980 Reauthorization,of Higher Education Act

2.4 3
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depression, direct student support grew out of a commitment to mitigate

the impact of these events on America's youth.

The advent If the Depression in the 1930s, with a quarter of the
.."-\/

labor force out of work, found vast numbers of students!,leaving schools

apd colleges because their parents could no longer support them. As a

meani of stemming this tide of the unemployed, the Federal Emergency

Relief Administration began a program very much like today's College

-Work-Study program, to provide part-Me jos onicampus. to assist these

young people to continue their education. Begun in 1933, this emergency

effort continued until 1943, under the direction of the National Youth

Mministration. Overall, it has been estimated that over 600000-

istudents participated n the program between ..935 and 1943.
,

All nonprofit institutions were eligible to participate, and each

institution was given a.student employment quota based on a percentage of

regdtar enrollment. Payments were made directly to students but

institutions were responsible,for providing jobs and for selecting

eligible parti 'pants qn the basis of financial need. .This emphasis on -

Atneed as an elig ility criterion, while admittedly a respopse to.a

broader social problem, established the precedent for the student

assistance programs that were to come a quarter of a cehtury later.

The second '111Nrogram of direc,t Federal payarghts to students, the

student war loans, started during World War 11, and was designed to

encourage students pursuing degrees in medicine, science, or engineering

.to complete their education before going to work. Between 1943 and 1944,

approximately $3 million was loaned to about 11,000 students. While
a

modest in nature, this program continued the early emphasis on self-help

support but shifted the focus from current earnings (jobs) to future

earnings (loans).

The next step in the history of FedeN.1..,support was the Serviceman's

Readjustment Act of 1944 commonly known as the "G.1. Bill of Rights.','

Building on the precedent established in the Morrill Act, the G.F. Bill

authorized the most extensive program of did to students by providing

educational benefits for tens of thousands of veterans.. The G.I. Bill

9.5



included tuition and living allowances paid by the Veterans Administra-

tion, and as Kaufman suggests:

This legislation was based upon, the assumption that educational
opportunity was the right of the citizen and that this country had
need for a highly'aducated population. Another assumption was that
education would lead to behaviors that could only increase the
wellbeing of the individual and the general growth and development of
the nation.6/

The impetus for this program was a concern about what the nation'

should do to assist tha returning veterans to reenter th postwar

economy. Having interrupted or delayed their education, the veterans

were aeen as being entitledto same form of compensation% The G.I. Bin

not only provided such compensation but also reduced the negative

economi.c impact of a su4den additi n of millions of workers to an already

stressed labor'Market.

The G.I. Bill of Rights is notable for two reasons: it represents *

the first truly large-scale Federal commitment to the direct support of

postsecondary students; and it was the first program to provide such

support in the form of nonreturnableaid. The emphasis of the G.I. Bill,

however, was not on financial need but rather on aiding those who had

earned the right to receive public support'. The objective of ensuring

broad.educational opportUnity had not yet reached the level of Federal

policy.

The National Defena Education Act

By the late 1950s, Feral commitments to higher education were,still

modest. In addition to the GI Bill, the most extensive programs were in

the area of research suppdrt under the newly established National Science

Foundation. However, the lauhchiing of the first man-made satellite by

the Soviet Union in 1950, ushered in the era of increa ing Federal

inVolvement in highei- education. The policy of sta e primacy was, at

least for the moment, put aside in the race to compete with the Soviet

Union. "Since Sputnik was a product of Soviet scientific manpower and

research. the United States would meet the challenge by doing better in

6/- Martin L. Kaufman, "Federal Aid to Education: 1867-1971", Journal of

' Education, 1972 (154:3), p. 29. ,
. 9
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these areas. u7-/ The hope of impr4ved scientific educabion led in 1958

to the passage of the National ,Defense Education Act CNDEA) whiCh made

available low-interest, long-term loans to needy students whose 9ademic

abilities and choice of curriculum qualified them for such assistA&e.

While the Act did not include the provision of nonreturnable aid (this

was a point of deep cohtroversy during the legislative debates), its

passage was a iandmark in Fecteral higher education policy. Although it

was initially proposed as a temporary measure, it has become, as the

National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program, a-permanent part af what is

today a far broader effort,to assist students.

The Higher Education Actsrof 1965 and 1972: The Commitment to
Educational Opportunity

-As the NDEA grew out' of the need to counter a perceived threat to

national security, the programs of the 1960s also evolved from feelings

of national need. Unlike the earlier cape, however, the need here was

clearly internal. Following the landslide victory of Lyndon Johnson in

1964, the Administration launched the "Great Society's War-on Poverty" .

with the passage of both the Economic Opportunity Act and the Civil

Rights Act. The former supplied-job opportunities to low-income students

through the College Work-Study Program. The following.year, 1965, was

dominated by historic legislation: *Medicare; the Voting Rights Act; the

Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA); and, in the wake of ESEA, the Higher

.Education Act of 1965 (HEA-5)..

Al.thoukh the importance of HEA:65 was initiaqy obscured by the

education community's focus on ESEA, ies passage clearly established a

new social commitment to the advancement of equal educational opportunity

thrbugh'increased support for higher education. The "...benefits of

postsecondary education..." are to be made avaliable to al.]. "...qualified

2/Gladieux and Waolanin (1976), p. 9.



students who, for the lack of financial means, would be unable to obtain

such benefits without... u8/
the availability of external assistance.

As an ouzgrdwth of the war on poverty and discrimination, public

attention was.finally.focused, the financial obspcles to higher

education, and public monies were targeted to people who\cequired help in

overcomiiig this.barrier.
f;i)

The nation's commitment to equal opportunity was not an invention of

the ferment of the 960s, but was, rather, the natural result of a

philosophical perspective that has run through years of American higher

education. The land-grant college movement, the GI Bill, and the postwar

enrollment boomall worked to achieve greater access to the benefits of

continued education. "But in the 1960s, the concept'and the ideal' of

equal educational opportunity took on new dimensions, a new urgency, and

a central place in public policymaking for higher education. Alt.the

opening of the 1970s it was perceived as,a major part of the nation's

unfinished business."2"

What is most striking about the Higher Education Act is its

establishment of a "moral imperative" to correct earlier wrongs. The

climate of the time was dominated by a new consciousnesS--the nation

became committed td resolving many of its long-standing social ills,

particularly the breaking of the "poverty cycle." Such introspection

affec4e every sector of the society, including the higher education

community. Campuses everywhere were forced to examine their reords for

failures to extend the educational opportunities Eo ethnic minorities and

the economically disadsantaged.
,

i. The result was a significant departure from the traditional

determinants of access to scholastic benefits. No Linger was eligibility

. to be based solely on merit. With the exception of a vague provision

thavidence of academic or creative promise" be demonstrated,
A

..

YHigher Education Act of 1965, Part A, Subpart 2, Section 413A(a).

21Gladieux and Wolanin, p. 15.
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eligibility was to be Iftsed, above all, on economic need. Whereas

education had previously been called upon to meet the national needs for

trained manpower and to expand research, it was now being asked to be the-

Itgreat equalizer" of America's citizens.

.While quantitative evidence has not been strong in the ability of

education to ameliorate the effects of poverty, Jencks has indicated that:

...edu'dational attainment is by far the most powerful measurable
determinant of occupational status.... While we should be wary of
assuming that access to higher education has a-decisive causal effect
on a man's chances of upward or downward mobility, it seems fairl,p
likely that it does have-some effect.10/

Similarly, Schultz contends that the provision of expanded educational

opportunities has "...been a major factor during.recent decades

changing the distribution of personal income.H11 / James Coleman,

examining the broad issues of educational opportunity, has pointed ouE

that the responsibility for such opportunity has evolved in this country

fram the passive role of providing free public education resources to be

used by the family to an active responsibility for creating equality'of

educationabachievement.-12A Jencks, in a related contexE analyzing the

effects of higher edudation on social mobility, concludes thax:

Theie are, after all, only two ways to make men equal: we can reduce
the privilege of the elite or we can increase the privilege of the
nonelite..... The only practical.way to move towargs equality, then,
is to help Ehose at the lower levels of society.12/

I.

1L/Christopher Jencks, "Social Stratifisation and Higher Education,"
Harvard Educational Review, 1968, Von 78, pp. 227-316.

11/Theodore W. Schultz, "Resources for Higher Educati5n: An Economist's
View," Journal of Political Economy, May/June 1969, Vol. 76, p. 3.

os

12/James Coleman, "The Concept.of Equality of Educational Opportunity,"
Harvard Educational Review, 19680 Vofi 38, pp.7-22.

13/Jencks, ibid., p. 316.
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Clearly, ttiis has been the intentr of the Federal student assistance

programs which have'evolved since'the passage of the Higher Education Act .

of 1965 (HEA-65)'.

This landmark law (1EA-65) included nye major components:

the establishment of the,first progrmn of Federal scholarshipdt'
for college undergraduates, the "Educational Opportunity Greats"
program, which provided grants, to students' "of exceptional
financial need;"

the transfer of the recently created College Work-Study (CWS)
progrmn to the U.S. Office of Educatibn (USOE) where the
government'provided 80 percent of the cost.of part-time jobs;

. students (preference was given to students from law-income r.

families);

'renewal of the National Defense Student Loan Program;14/

the establishment of the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program
to increase t4e.availability of private capital for student
loans (for'Lle'stlidents whose families Ilad adjusted incomes of
less than $15,000, an interest subsidy was also provided while
the student was in. schooi); and

atdgorical funding for buildings and equipment such as
as istance for college,libraries and aid to developing
institutions.

The first three programs were "need based" as distinguished from

veterans' benefits, or froM institutional scholarshilis given for talent '

or .academic achieVement alone. The GSL program was included in order to

provide support primarily to middle-income families and as a meannw

diffuse the growing support for the use of-.income tp.x credits to aid

postsecondary students. The GSL component also established the first

consumer protection legislation for Federal support to higher education

which was to be later formalized in the EduCation Amendments of 1976.

With the exception bf GSL, the student eid Tgrams established under_

HEA-65 used a "Campus Based" administrative structure. College,and

university administrators were given broad authority to ascertain which

...,M.

LL/In 1972 the Educational OpportLity Grants program was modified and
renamed the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants program
(SEOG). National Defenae Student Loans were renamed National Direct'
Student Loans (NDSL).
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studentt need d aid and to decide how much Fede
tr

al aid each student

should re ive. While this approach relieved USOE of mos.t of the

staffing and management burdens involved in carrying out the new

commitment to equal opportunity in higher education, it soon gave rise to

serious problems. As Gladieux and Wolanin write:

The conviction grew among the HEW planners that the delivery system
for federal student aid was haphazard and inconsistent. The system
seemed to fail...to provilie students with adequate knowledge crf the
amount of aid thsey could countion; too many cntingepcies were
.Tivolved. Above all, the system seemed to violate an important

-4-69rincip1e: that students with the same financial 'wed should be
treated equally.15/

,Also diring this 2eriod, many institutions saw cosik*rising faster

their revenues, leading.to what Cheit referred to asli"new

/depression in higher education..-16c. The drive for equality of

opportunity ?laced new burdens upon higher educat institutions to

adapt themselves,to a new and different group of stu ents. Compounding

the problem were..the growing financial crises facing many colleges,

campus unrest, and a new wave of student consumerism. IP any single word
# .

can sum up the period of the,earIy 1960s to the.early 1970s it would be

." forth.".

In need of increased reVenues, institutiont turned to the Federal

govermnent for ways to ease .tid.burden. While a large part of the

academic community, and man# y in Congress, favored keeping,tuitIons low

1.."1/Lawrence E. GldreU4, and Thomas R. Wolanin, Ctingress and the
Colleges (Lexington, Massacdvsetts: Lexington Books, 1976), p. 62.

16/-- Earl Cheit, The New Depression in Higher Education (New York, N.Y.:
McGraw-Hill, 1971).
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and persuading the Federal government to gil>ipstitutions more money, a

different approach prevailed.--17/ Reports of the Carnegie Commission

and the Committee_for 'E omic Development recommended that tuitions at

public institutions gradually,raised, provided adequate aid for low-

and middle-income students was made available. Pft princj.ple, this would

capture some of the tuition subsidies received by, high-iricome students

and redistribute those funds to support low-income students, and to

_increase institutions' revenues. After mlich deliate, Congress passed the

Education AMendments of 1972 (EA-72) which resulted in direct student aid

rather than increased institutional assistance. By so doing, the Federal

government abandoned its previous emphasis on'"categ ical" programs and

sought to advance the concept f equal educational o1,portunity. The

Federal government became a'sep rate actor in the dell ry of

postsecondary education and est blished, at least Lor.the time being,

direct financial ail to students as the primary method of support to

higher education.

The debate oVer Federal student aid policy during the passage of

EA-72 was, and continues to be, centered on proposals for ,direct aid to

students (and/or their families) and aid to institutions. The

differences areeignificant since they touch upon serious issues of

Federalismhow the burden of paylAW for,higher education should be

shared and.how control should be distributed.

On the side of "who pays," the concern has been related to the

effects of what is often called "the cost spiral." It has been contended

that by making the student the dominant beneficiary of aid, the Federal
4011

government would be creating an upward* pressure on college tuitions that

would reqaire continually indreasing amounts of Federal ai)Oto help

students cope with the inflationary spiral. On the other hand, direct

aid to institutions often cited as the way to relieve the pressure of

increasing costs.,'. would have the Federal government, in effect,

underwriting the nations higher education 'institutions.

7.

17--/Howard R. Bowen, Financing Higher Education: The Current State of
the Debdte, Amerian Association of Colleges, 1974'.
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The selected strategies also substantially affect the extaRt power

relationships. If more funds are channeled to students, their choices
-

and prefereqces would influende educational decision-making. ,

Alternatively, a strategy of direct insticutional support would put the

college administration in the proverbial "driver's seat."' Greater

support for state programs would similarly shift the cofitrol to the state

legislatures. Retgled to the aFgument of control are theissues of

diversity and quality in higher education. An argument for direct

student aid has the greater likelihood of making institutions more

responsive to market pressures. $upporters of institutional support

counter that the only may to indure diversity and quality is to guarantee

the survival of the greatest number of institutions (public as well as

private).

While renewing the other Campus-Based,alogrIks, EA-72 founded the

SEate Student Incentive GranL program (SSIG) to expand the role of states

in providing educational opportunity, and alsip created a new program of

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG). Tha BEOG program differs

fram the Campus Based programs of tudent aid in that USOE, with

Congressional approval, determine's the criteria And calculations to be

used in assessing applicants' .ability to pay for education. A single

formula is applied uniformly throughout the nation and, unlikb Campus

Based aid, BEOGs are "portable." Once a student has established his/her

eligibility for a BEOG, hd/she can claim the grant for use at any

eligible postseconaary institution in the country. In so' doing, however,

the Federal government created a dual system of student aid

administrationone for BEOG and a second for the Catpus Based programs.

The result of these actions has been the creation of a system that-is

...frustrating, unreasonable, intimidating and mysterious. Many public

officials and administrators perceive it as unjustifiably complex,

inconsistent, knequitable. The§e conditions persist.in ppite of the

efforts of elected officials, administrators in government and education,

2.13
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11and stude t groups. 1 8/.
Since 1972,,both government and institutional

officials 1kiave madelfrequent attempts to redute this confusion,

complepr, and inconsistency ih student aid. Most notably, in 1974 the

National Taik Force on Student ATToblems (the "Keppel TaskTorce")

-made an effort to deal with the apparent variation in governmental and

institutional practices. Francis Keppel chaired the group of.representa-

tives from the College Entrahce Examination Board, American College

Testing Program, private foundations, educational institutions,,state

student aid programs, an0 USOE. yarticipants limited their attention to

matters of administration and coordination and did not attempt to deal

with problems nf social policy- .And program design. They sought to6

identify -steps that could be taken voluntarily by individuals and

organizations directly involved, rather than by the imposition of Federal

control. The final report of the Keppel Task Force included recommenda-

tions regarding standardization of need analysis, application forms,

timing and coordination of decisions, packaging, personnel.and training,

and student appeals procedures.121

In spite of these recurrent efforts to simplify ahdelystematizel

stulkent aid, the diversity in practices still exists. As colcluded by

Applied Management Sciences in our Site Visit Report:

The schools are, not'always likely to fit a predetermined model of a
well-run financial aid operation, either in thePlilevel of effort and

' resources they commit to this function,or in the basic knowledge they
may have of principles of financial aid operations.... We can report
majo variatidits from school to school in size, salary levels, and
deg ees of experience of financial aid personnel; in the level of
sop istication of aid packaging philosophies; in the rigor and
obj ctivity of needs analysis systems. The range of variation in
level of practice would appear to be astonishingly large. Some
institutions have highly refined, rationalized, explicit,

I.VHarlan Cooper, Diversity in College and University Administration of
Federal Student Financial Aid, Doctoral Dissertation, Stanford
University, 1979, p. 13.

I2/Francis Keppel, National Task Force on Student Aid Problems. Final
Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Education), 1975.
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well-supported systenm for distributing aid to students efficiently
.and fairly. Others appear to have no organized.system of
distribution whatever....2W

If a single wordscould be used to categorize our preliminary.findings, it

would be diversity. Preconceived aasumptions of a systematic pattern of

aid distribution do not appear to mastch reality, at least on the basida bf

our early analysis of the data. Tflis is not to,say ticiat diversity is.,

in and of itself, a necessarily negative finding. . On the contrav, one

woUld'expect differences to exist among schoola, particul ly.since the

Campus Based programs were designed to best meet the ne of individual a461'

aid applicants. However, the differences observed fr one school to the

next were not confined to matters of professional approach (such as
-

packaging philosophies for assembling aid for Particular kind; of

students) or of-discretionAry practice (suNas the choice to emphasize

or de-emphasiz various Campus Based programs).-1. Such factors Were

expected to vary (and in fact-they did). What was n t expected was the

extent of these variations; the equally striking variance in the aid

officers' budgetary and administrative support., working conditions, and

kinds of student aid resources that were available; and, most

importantly, the ilbsence, in some cases, of any systematic procedures for

dealing.with all these matters.

The Federal aid *programs and their institutional administrative

structure are vulnerabre to critics who seek to replace: a perceived

situation of unbridled discretion vith increased gpvernment regtaation;

institutional administration for government administration; BEOG for

Campus Based programs; or direct government transfers for income tax

"expenditures." Each new proposal for change has seemingly attempted to

move toward increased centralization in terms of both pOlicy-setting and

program administration. In fact, adoption of a tax credit approach, like

22 /Applied Management Sciences, Inc., Study Of Program Managemeht
Procedures in the Campus-Based and Basic Grant Programs: Site Visit.

Report,'Inne 1979.
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that recently cbnsidered by the Congress, would have shifted the

administration of student aid fram USOE and postsecondary institutions to

'the Internal Revenue Service.

The Post-1972 Period

In the period since the passage of the Education Amendments of 1972,

the financial aid community has worked towards the refinement cf the

existing aystem. The Campus Based and Basic Grant programs were

reaffirmed by the Congress through the passage of the Education

Amendments of 1976. Rather than electing to restructure the aid

programs, Congress bolstered them with the addition of new funding. As

part of this legislation, the maximum BEOG award was raised from $1400 /o

$1600. A.dditionally, the amendments included the Student Consumer

Information Requirements. These requirements recognized the rights af

students to have access to detailed, accurate information on all

Federally sponsored student Ld programs, expanding on a theme first
21

included in the GSL provisions of the Education Amendments of 1972.
/

Student Consumer Information Requirements are detailed in Volume

Cilapter 11, of this report.

The continued committent of theTederal government to expand the

'existing aid programs is further evidenced by the passage of the Middle

Income Student Assistance Act -(MISAA) in 1978. At the behest of

President Carter, the Congress allocated significantly more funds to'eaCh

of the Federil aid program and made changes in need analysis- formulas in

order to extend eligibility for student aid to personnel fram middle

class circumstances. MISAA also raised the maximum BEOG award to $1800

and lifted all income criteria from khe regulation governing Guaranteed

Student Loans.22/

21/-ihe Student Consumer Information Requirement also mandated that
institution provide enrollees and pro,pective students with a wide
range of information on education andlcareer-related.toPics.

22/A thorough discussion of MISAA and iis effect on students is
contained in "The Study of the Impact of the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act" which was conducted by Applied Management Sciences as
a follow-up to this study.
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The latest legislative step was the creation of the Department of

Education in 1979. Although it may rat directly affect the current state

of student aid, the Department (ED, as it will be known), scheduled to

open its doors in May of 1980, shifts the location of postsecondary

programs within the Executive Branch. The Secretary of Education and the

Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education will have major roles in

shaping the future of student financial assidtance.

POLICY GOALS:

The passage of the 1972 Education Act as discussed above, created a

basic charter for Federal higher educa Lon policy; one that has had

enduring significance -Ove.r the ensUing eight years. As Gladieux and
cr.-,-

Wolanin point out, "...the policy themes were largely unarticulated

during passage of the law and are only implicit in it. Others\were
2voied again and again but only in catch phrases.... 0 3/

They identify

eight distinct, albeit interrelated, themes: equal' opportunity; student

sovereignty; the division of Federal/siate roles; Federal/state

partnership; broadening the educational mainstream; reform and

innovation; information and accountability; and continuity. .Some of

these aims are complementary while others are clearly at odds. Tyy
reflect the very nature of higher education legislation, i.e., a

collection of values and objectives that do not reflect a coordinated or

cdee'rent philosophy.

Equal Opportunity

Above all, the goal of equal opporeunity dominates boeh thd law and

the legislative history. The principal objective is the removal of

financial barriers which might otherwise deter an individual from the

.pursuit of education 9r training beyond high schoPl. As Fife points out,

7this goal has .three objectives:

to provide students access to a pbstsecondary education;

to allow students reasonable choice, i.e., freedom to s.ct the
particular source of ,this education; and

23/Gladiuex and Wolanin, pp. 223-224.
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to peEmit retention or persistence, i.e., to enable the student
to pursue this education ta its conclusion.24/

These are all distributive issues in that they deal with the ways in

which the benefits of student aid are meted out,to individuals.

:

For an individual to achieve equal educational opportunity, there

must first be available 'the access (defined as the student's

participation in.some form of postsecondary education) to an-institution

of higher education. As stated by the Carnegie Commission:

We favor, on the other hand, univdrsal access for those who want to '

enter institutions of higher education, are able to make reasonable
progress after enrollment, and can benefit from attendance.25]

Furthermore, the role of student financial aid programs should be to

eliminate the financial barriers that prevent the attainment of this

universal access.26/-- As commonly interpreted, this means that all

students should have an "equal chance" to advance their education,

regardless of their individual intelligence or motivation.

Student access to postsecondary education is influenced by Federal

policies in several ways.s tiicies that either increase a student's

anticipated future incame stredin (e.g., affirmative action impact or

employment opportunities for members of minority groups) or decrease the

costs associated with college attendance (e.g., grants-in-aid,

fellowships) favorably affect the expected rate of return. Federal BEOG,

L./Jonathan D. Fife, Applying the Goals of Student Financial Aid
(Washington, D.C.: American Association for Higher Education,
1975), p. 1.

32/Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Quality and Equality:
Revised Recommendations. New Levels of Federal Responsibility_ for
Hiper Education (New York, N.Y.: McGraw Hill Company, 1970).

3.§../The National Commission )m Financing Postsecondary Education,
Financing Postsecondary ducation in the United States
.(Washington, D.C., 1973), p. 53.
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SEOG, and the State Student Incentive GrantlOSSIG) progt.aMs are one

strategy.for-encouraging further education for thoseeith limited

resources.

The grant programs, of which BEM is by far the largest, 4Ltempt to

meet this objective by equalizing the financial barriers faced by

potential seudents across family wealth levels. ToWard this end,

expected family contributions fram assets and income are calculated, a

level of student self-help is assumed, and grants are given to offset

differences in' family aid to the student among participants. Thus, Basic

Grants may be seen as an attempt to equalize,total nonreturnable aid

(including expected parental contribution) that students receive at

similarly priced institutions. The er maining price (cost of education

minus nonreturnable aid) that students face for their postsecondary

education is assumed to be made up by students' loan and work.

A second way in which Federal prograds may encourage increased

postsecondary participation is to neutralize imperfections in capital and

employment markets by making "self-help" a readily available option for

the student. The GSL and NDSL programs are designed to provide a pore

adequate capital market for students who otherwise would be unduly

penalOzed. Work-study programs, by providing educationally related

on-campus employment, are also an important part af this strategy.

414
Third, insoiar as go/no-go decisions are based on student

perceptions, improved information, advisement, and counseling contribute

to better informed judgments. Talent Search and Upward Bound programs

are example4/of this Federal strategy. Other programs that assist in

recruitment, provide Career and occupational counseling, or provide

supportive services (remediation, veterans counselors), add to the

information flow or help to instill confidence in students to advance
0.01-their education. Thus, there are a variet3i of ways in which Federal

programs impinge on the access decision and help to reduce barriers to

further education.
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The second component, choice, is dependent upon the isSues of access,

i.e..,.before a student can choose a particular school or educational.

program,.he/she.must have access to alternatives. As Pesqueire has noted:

Equal opportunity really is a two-faceted concept. 4gt is to say,

first, we should'speak of access to an equity in postsecondary
education in terms of rates and patterns of enrollment. Secondr,. we
should speak of access to and equity in types or levels of
institutions. There are two dimensions vig-a-vis equality of
eddcational opportunity in higher education choice as well as
access.27/

Implicit in the goal of choice is the belief that a student's motivation

in selecting a particular institution should be based primarily on

nonfinancial considérations. In addition, as Fife states:
't7'4

Promotion of choice also recognizes that by allowing freer movement
between institutions of various casts, greater competition il4 be

: encouraged. It is hypothesized that by increasing the dynamics of
,the market-place, institutions'will be forced to become moee
sensitive 'to the student's educational needs. Students, on the other
hand,,should be expected to select institutions that will piovide
them with the most education for their money. This will stimulate
the less efficient institutions to reexamine their organization and
strive to become more efficient to compete with other
institutions.28/. k4*

The resulting diversity and competition among institutions can be ought

of, then, as a secondary goal of student aid.i.
College choice--that is, broadening the feasible set of options from

which a student selects an institution to attend--is also affected by

, Federal' programs. Grant-in-aid programs, such as BEOG, which base

c\

assistance levels on the cost of college attende , help to raise the

pe41:vlid rate of return for high tuition options\. If students are to be

enabled to select an institution that best fits t4eir educational needs,
;

then redUcing differences in cost.that are unrelated to education ---. -/

22/R.E. Pesqueire, "Equal Opportunity in'Higher Educatio : Choice as
Well as Access," College Board Review,' No. 97 (Fall. 975), p. 33.

IYFife, ibid., p. 33.
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program or quality-provides a greater measure of equality of opportunity

to the .studelit with limited means. Improved information and differential

assijCance levels (based on tuition charges) are strategies that broaden

the range. of .choice for potential students among public and independent

institutions, and between community college vocational programs and

proprietary schools.

TTd.final area, persistence., is felated to the student's pility to

compe his/her educationallobjectives. .Strategies affecting

persistence are analogous to access strategies; completion o-f a course of

study can be considered to be a continuous series of go/no-go decisions

based an reevaluations' of added costs and benefits. In today's world,

where dropping-out Or Stopping-out are more commbn,'the concept of
%

persistence must be ext6ded over the period of adult life. Late

entrance, or reentrance, is becoming mote pommon, and Federal programs"

are significant insofar as they may penallze, or be especially designed

to Assist, the older dut-of-phase student.

The rates of returnsto investment in higher education are not linear

with respect to the number of years completed. In fact, as Olson, W1iite,4

0 and Shefrin pdint out,., "college should be taken as a package or not at

all due to the large, positive.effect of the fourth year of college (a

possible 'shee0kin effect ).
29/

Yet,,as is known, the dropout rates

for college students ate extremely high. Using National Longitudinal

Study data as a source, of/Lose in the high school class of 1972 who

entered community colleges in the fall of 1972, only 63 percent continued

in 1973. Similarly, for those who attendePa 4-year college in 1992i

only 68 percent continued in 1974.

A major assumption underlying student aid programs is that many needy

students require financial assistance in'brder to remain in sthool.

22/Lawrence O1son4palbert White, and H.M.'Shefrin, "Optimal Investment
in Schooling When Incomes Are Ripky," Journal of Po,litical Econcymy,
Volume 87, No. 3, 1979.

TO
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This hypothesis is supported by the recent findings of Maxwell who

concludes that, controlling for parental income, type of institution

attended, race and educational cost, "...aid alwayS increases

persistence...a is particularly effective for low income students who

pay low or high tuition...."22/

Therefore, the third goal that must be met for the achievement of

equal educational opportunity is'that of retention. As long as they are

qualified and motivated, students shotild be afforded the opportunity to

pursue their education to its completion. While this may seem obvious,
01

it has been often overlooked. Most student aid programs fi.ave sought to

maximize the breadth of the distribution of aid funds and have not

provided sufficient emphasis on continuing support for ongoing
31/

students.--

Student Sovdreignty.

As a corollary to the goal of equal opportunsy, the law adhered to
%

the-concept ofstudent sovereignty in the market for postsecondary'

education, i.e., the choices of students, and'not institutions, gre given

first priority in Federal suppott to higher education. While arguments

were advanced for institutional support as a means of ensuring the

survival of private schools in particular, the legislation has clearly

articulated a desire to place the power of choice in the hands of needy

students. The integrity of the nation's institutions, while an important

goal, was seen to be secondary to responsiveness to student needs.

The Provision of Federal-State Roles

The 1972 Education Act clearly reaffirmed the long-standink boundary

between state and Federal authority. 'Prop als to underwrite the entire

higher education system were rejected i favor of filling spe4fic gaps

/.
22/James Maxwell, "Effect of Financial,./Ald on Persistence in College,"

Paper presented at the Annual Mdfrting of the American Education
Research Association, 1980, p,A.O.

11/Nationa1 Task Force, 1975 tbid.
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in die existing patterns of distribution. To the extent that equality of

opportunity was not being afforded to certain types of students, the

Federal role would be to address such inequities. The states would

retain primary responsibility for the provision of educational services.

FederalState Partnership

While on the one hand articulating support for state primacy, the

, 1972 Education Act also sought to encourage forms of,Federalstate

partnership. Specifically, it created the State Student Incentive Grant

Program (SSIG) which established a Feaeralstate matching arrangement to

increase funding of stateadministered scholarships.for needy students,

the intent being to enlist the aid of the states in the drive to achieve

the goal of equal educational opportunitY.

Broadeninp the Educational Mainstream

The Act gave recognition to nontraditional students and institu

tions. While more remains to be done in this area, the extention of,s

support to vocational programs and to students who.attend less than full
,

time resulted in the Federal adoption of a broader view of postsecondary

education and one that was far more realistic considering the tread

towards lifetiw learning and theegrowing mnphasis on occupational

training.

Reform and Innovation

In addition to broadening the realj of higher education, the 1972 Act

also established mechanisms which, 4it indirectly, would work to

encourage change in Oe educational establishment-. As,Gladieux and'

Wolanin suggest, the intent.was that "...students, 'voting with their

feet,' will carry Federal funds into the schools they decide to attend.

Moreover, the adoption of.the concept of postsecondary education gave

federal recognition to a broader -range of options--a bigger marketplace--.

within which student choices could be exercised, thus helping to assure

that the basic dynamic of the market, competition4 would work more
02/

effectively.

22/Gladieux and Wolanin, p. 227.
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33/HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE--

Early Literature

Among t,he earliest research on the management of student financial

aia is work condudted by the Harmon Foundatic;n in 1924. This

philanthropic organization, which specialized in "Ole trial of making

loans on business terms to college students," conducted a survey of 326

postsecondary ibstitutions to,"ascertain theories, methods and

experiences regarding the administration of funds for student aid." The

study concluded that: ..(a) no generally accepted rules or methods existed

for thm!nalement of student aid; (b) there is no v-alid reason for the

administraerca of aid on radically different lines in the same type,of

school; and (c) scholarships.should be given for scholarship achievements

and not, except in certain circumstances, as charity merely on account of

need.

In 1932, the Harmon Foundation published an evaluative report on

student loan programs, stressing that careful investigation is essential

in selecting new borrowers and tht student loans should carry full

commercial interegt rates and penalties. Additionally, this report urged

comprehensive counseling systems for all loan recipients. Besides being

a lending agency itself, the Harmon Foundation also published Oeveral

directories on student loan and scholarship sources (Harmon F6undation,

I923a, 1923b, 1935). Thes'e,volumes provided students with a tool to

expand their search for educational funds.

The thirties and the forties saw the continued production of

literature on the subject of student aid. The first dissertation known

to us on this topic was done at the University of Chicago in 1935 hy-

Cavan (The Student and the Financing of the College: A Study of Student

Fees,_ Student Aid, and Factors Affecting the Proportion of the Cost of

Higher Education Borne by the Student). Th same year saw evidence of

early Federal interest in the student aid, expressed primarily in the

work-relief programs of the Depression era. A pamphlet, "The Emergency

IVA List of'Selected References is appended to this chapter.
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Education Program rd the College Student Aid Progrmn of the FEAR" (U.S.

Federal Emergency Relief Administration, 1935) describes these efforts.

One of the earliest U.S. Office of Education (USOE) publications on the
4

topic of aid also appeared at this time. Sharpe and his.colleagues at

the American Council on Education published Financial Assistance for

College Students in 1946, which was a directory of available student aid

programs. An example of a well-organizeddirectory is one first

published by Keeslar'in 1954 entitled Financial Aid.for College Students,

which has been updated periodiplly to keep" pace with the changes in

student aid 'availability.

With the l950's there came a noteworthy shift in both the volume and

the critical flavor of work on aid fo* students. Forecasts showed that

demand for postsecondary education could exceed the level that could be

sustained by traditional systergs of private or state-level.financing.

The Federal government was already heavily involved in sponsoring higher

education research, and the G.I: Bill had contributed to the higher

education.of a large number of veterans who would not otherwise sought to..

further their academic careers. fihe case for active Federal involvenent

in student assistance programs began.to take hold as a generally accepted

notion. One of those who used literature as a forum for drawing
A

attention to the Federal role in student assistance was Elmer D. West of

the American Council On Education (ACE), yhich published his Background

for a National Scholarship-Policy in 1956. In the same year the ettors

of Changing Times, the well-known Kiplinger,newsletter, produced a slim

volume which may have been the first consumer-oriented analysis of the

system (Student LoansTheir Place in Student Aid). Despite the title

and its brevity, this report covers much of the same ground as this study.

Administrative Issues: The Institutional Federal Relationship

With.the establishment of an on-going Federal involvementin student

aid, the sphere of existing 1...t.erature expanded to included issues

related to the management of the aid programs. Publications concerning

decisionsfacedbYinstitutiopsinthis,regard became a mainstay of the

literature produced on student aid. The fi.-rst detailed manuals for aid
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4 administration-began to appear in the early 1960s (e.g., Babbidge's

Student Financial Aidt Manuarfor Colleges and Universitiels, published

by the American College Personnel Association in 1960). In addition, a

number of state-level studies ^were conducted during this time,

particularly in 'thyNortheast. C

The-firrt assessments of the National Direct Student\ Loan Rrogram

(NDSL) were done by Robert C. Hall of USOE and released in 1962. This

was followed by a 1964 General Accounting Office report on NDSL the title

ofehich has a fl@ilia xling today (k, aknesses in AVnistration of the

Student Loan Programs Under Title I of the Natio al Defense Education

Act of 1958). A number of others conducted maj r assessments of the

general aid sy4em at this time including: the College Scholarship
k

Service's Student' Financial Aid and.Nat"al Purpose: A Colloquium,

Student Financial Aid and InstiIutional Purpose (1964), and The EconomiCs

of Higher Education (1967); Rexford G. Moon's special study of U.S.

student
. .

ald practibes in 1961 for the International

Admissions, later published by tbe,ftllege Board as'
-

in the U.S.: Administration and Resources (1963).

Study of University ,

Student Financial Aid

Reviewing the scene

in 1963; and Moon's 1967 study Financial Aid to the Undergraduate

Issues and Implications (published by the American Council on aducation).

Since the mid-;,sixties, the' trensis of,increased interest in financial

aid as an area of study, a greater and gi-eater attention to detail, and

Che broadening of the field to cover every aspect of the`Student aid

process have beCome standard-fare. Manuals for guidance of aid personnel

have increased in number and have dramatically increased in quality. Of

particular note is the new. manual, Management of Student Aid, published

by the National Association of College and University Business Officers

(NACUB0), which provides a thorough treatement of most institutional

aspects,of the present system. Another useful guide is Van Dusen's

Design for a Model College Financial Aid Office (1973). Step-by-step

manuals, designed as guides to be utilized by financial aid officers have

been produced by a number of private organizations including: the

National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA),

the National Association of Trade and Technical *Schools (NATTS) the

College Scholarship Service (CSS) and the American College Testing

Program (ACT). /
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Literature on Loan Manapment

As the scope of aid programs broadened, and as the volume of, money

which institutions were administering ballopned to its present

proportions, writers became increasingly aware that aid offices needed

assistance in designing specific aspects of their practices and

policies. One area which has deManded specific attention is the

adMinistration of student loan programs -- specifically methods to

increase borrower repayment.

After monitoring repayment activities for seven years, the Harmon

:Fotindation (1929i conpluded that student borrowers in the 1920's were

excellent credit risks; dfault rates were-less than two.percent. Years

later, Crmes (1957),-Ruegsegger (1958) and The Massachusetts Higher

Education Assistance Corporation (1959) reached similar findings for

repayments in the National Defense Studdgt Lo4n program and in several

newly ofganized state guaranteed loan programs. With the,wider

distribution of loans in the 1960s, came the emergency of significantly

higher rates of loan default. In 1965, the Subcommittee on Education of

the House of Representatives reported that 16 percent of th; loans made

under the NDSL program were delinvent. The U.S. Office of Education

aptributed this high percentage of-delinquencies to poor institutionpl

, management and counseling. The findingsof Abate (1963) and Hill (1965)

bore out this contention; The early seventies witnessed a number of

presentations designed to combat the growing rate of default. Same of

this literature "describe this problem (default), why it exists, and its

implications of the future operation of loan programs. (Mathis, 1973;

U.S. Congress, House Committee on Education and Labor, 1074a; U.S.

Congress, Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 1975; U.S.

Congress, Senate Committee on Governmental Operations, 1976) ."2-4 To

help improve loan management at the institutional level, Whyte (1973)

surveyed the lending practices of 30 commercial lending institutions, and

34/Jerry, Davis and William D. Van Dusen, Guide to the Literature of
Student Financial Aid, tkew York, NY college Entrance Examination Board
1978) p. 60.
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0 produced a list of ten suggested loan management practices. In another

effort, Spencer (1974) developed a stepwise multiple regression procedure

to statistically.predict which students might be poor loan risks.

Other techniques for handling loan delinquenceies have been presented

the U.S. Gerieral Accounting Office (1973), Maynard (1974), Wolfe

(1974) and Swift (1976). All these works present suiggstions on how to

improve loan collections at the institutional level. The rise of

computer based systems for managing loan collections have been explored
1

by Mirler (1975), Wolfe (1974), and Aiken (1974).

Literature on Student Financial Aid Cleteling

To date, most research in the area of counseling studefft aid

recipients and applicants has concentrated on methods of koperly

disseminat.ing financial aid information to students and parents (Whalen,

1975; Trutko, 1976; Von Klein et al., 1976). Innovations in standard

apprgaches are offered by Banister and Griswold (1974) and Bob and Davis

(1976), who suggest the use of group counseling sessions to more

effectively present aid information. Additionally, the College

olarship Service has sponsored experiments in improved/innovative

financial aid informatiOh dissemination (CEEB, 1976).

f The role of formal counseling in financial aid is discusLd by

Johnstone (1973), QuesadaFulgado (1914) and Fields (1974). Each argues

for the need and importance of establishing and maintaining a personal

counseling relationship between the aid officer and student. Other

counselingrelated literature seeks to define, more specifically, the

institutional responsibilities which must be recognized as schools

attempt to provide counselling services. Stamatakos (1972), Edwards

(1975), Contter (1971), and CEEB (1976) all address this issue and otler

specific suggestions.

Literature on Data Processing Applications

As federal and locally administered student aid programs continue to

expand their scope, the need for developing new methods of managing

financial aid grows. ,Many administrators have concluded that the best'
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way of meeting thls need is to incorporate data processing systems into

their aid programs (Brown, Jones, and Overman, 1967; Cofl,ege Entrance

Examination Board, 1968; Jensen, Mateijka and Hulet, 1972rand

1975).
*

Jepsen (1973) and Jepsen.and Buchanan (1973) examined the application

of computer processing at ostsecondary institutions, and found that

although few financial aid offices uti.lized computers during the early

119N7D-'s, many planned to incorporate data-processink functions into their

operations in th future. Recently, Cooper (1979) surveyed 108

institutions iCa1ifornia and found that 79.çercent utilized computers

for either,comp ation or printing functiolr .

Other Literature on Administrative Practices

Given the current state of the art, there are few areas of aid

practice which have not been ,explored in some fora. The nature of

current need assessmenV procedures have been disctitsekly.)-Cei3 (1979), ACT

(1979), Keppel (1974); U.S. Office of,the Comptroller General (1979), and

the General Accounting,Office (1979). These publications either define

the current system tin use or resent critiques based on their perception

of incOneistent practices. Peter K. U. Voight (1979) presents the

administration viiew of need analysis in his testimony before he House of

RepresentativescEducation and Labor Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education..

The management of personnel in aid offices has also been a subject of

discussion. These discussions have cdhcerned ttiemselves with Ole role of

"professional" staff in aid offices as well as the employment of

part-time and peer personnel. Stanly Cross writing in the Journal of

College Student Personnel advanced the view that the financial aid office

should be considered in terms of its implication for the student. North

(1975), Van .1.1s'en (1973), Edwards (1975), Fie1d's\,(1974),(But1er (1978)

and Cooper (l'm) all stress the necessity of developing the Financial

Aid Director as a "professional" position, with special, skills, adeqUate

compensation, and a suitable tolé in the institutional hierarchy.
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With the need for more personnel.to manage growing financiAl aid

, programs, many colleges and universities are now relying heavily,upon

;Art-time employees. The National Center for Educational Statistics

(1977) reportethat 79 percent of all the higher educational institutions

in the U.S. employ part-time staff members in their financial aid

operations. In a similar study Tombaugh, Heinich, 'and Ratnofsky (1977)

revealed the increasing assignment of paraprofessional responsibilities

to part-timers.. A variety of views on the use of part-tiMe and peer

employees are contained in many of the aid,office manualLpreviously

noted..

Summary

The above is not intended as an'exhaustive dissertation on existing

literature on student financial aid. Its purpose is to set out same of

the basic themek,which have been expressed in the literature on this

vastly complex.s'ubject matter. Taken in combination with the review of

literature in Chapter 3 of Volume II of.this repoit, it will provide

poten.tial researchers with a roadmap with which to begin explorations of

specific sub-topics n this area. For further reading, we recommend the

Guide to the Literature of Student Financial Aid compiled by Davis and

Van Dusen (1978). As a chronological source of topics of discussion, the

Journal of Student-Financial Aid, pulIlished by NASFAA is also a:useful

reference tool. Immediately following is a List of Selected References

which identifies the publicatidns cited in this review and provides

additional sources of reference on the institutional thanagement of

student. financi'al aiefunds.
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SECTION II

THE INTERFACE BETWEEN POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS AND

4 THE FEDUAL GOVERNMENT

PREFACE

The itudent fin,pial aid programs, established;by'the Congress under

Title IV of the Education Amendments of 1974 are the result of a great

deal of debate and discussion surrounding the selec 'on f a proper

method of deliAring financial assistance to the students for wham it is

intended. By electing to charge institutions with the primary .

responsib\ility for the distribution of a large Portion of the total pool

iof financial aid dollars, the Federal government has fostered a complex
, .

*

series of intvrelationships. Fots these Campus Based programs, the .

institutions ate,required to maintain very specific relationshipi with

student aid applicants and reciPients, as well as `with the Federal
_

government. As is detailed in Appendix B of this volume, the Basic Grant

program, whicfi is the cornerstone of Che Federal aid structure, is

administered primarily by USOE. The more limited role of institutions in

the BEOG program, their wealth of Campus Based responsibilities, and the

relative...position of-institutiods within the Federal financial aid system

will all be topics of conern in Section II of this volume.
.

Institutions of poitsecondary education which choose to participate

in the 'Basic Grant and/or Campus Based student aid programs enter into a

plitnership with the Federa,k government. The institutions and USOE are

mandated by the Congress to work cooperatively in order to alleviate the

fiscal barriers which confront student access and retention. For those

persons who are not overly familiar with the history and rationale

between this Federal-inatitutional partnership and its implications,

Sectipn II is intended to provide background and resource material which

will attach greater. meaning Lc.) the study results presented in Sections

III, IV, and V of this volume.
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INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT. OF STUDENT

FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS

GENERAL SCOPE OF STUDENT.FINANCIAL AID MANAGEMENT

With participation in Federal financial aid programs, institutions of

higher learning inherit certain,management responsiblities. For example,

an annual application f9r funding must be completed. Schools must follow

a course of proper maintenance and retention of financial aid records.

They. must also periodicdlly grovide the government with information on
f 4

ucational costs, 'student enrollment sizes, and recipient status.

Pre nted below is a discussion of these and other institutional

respdnsibilities as they pertain to the Basic Grant and Campus Based

program. Also included is an outline-of the financial aid and

information services which schools must provide to any enrolled, or

prospective, student.
1

BEOG Res_ponsibilities

An institution must acknowledge several key administrative

responsibilities when handling Basic Grant funds. For,example, Federal

regulations re.quire schools to verify the enrollment status of each BEOG

recipient before payment is made. If it is deteriined that a student's,

enrollmwt status has changed, it is the financial aid officer's

responsibility to recalculate the original award. This award must then

be applied as the primary base for meeting the student's need.

Institutions must make certain.that the Basic Grant award is not. adjusted

even if this practice results in overawarding. r-
II

3.1
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Financial aid officers are also responsible for attempting to correct

any apparent discrepancies they, discover on a Basic Grapt application

(validation). In doing so, the follawing actions e recommended by the

0
Office of Education:

All financial documents should be reviewed to make cert,iin that
the discrepancy is not due to variations in reporting periods.

The student should be contacted so that he/she has the
opportunity to explain or to correct the information in question.

If there is proof that information has been fa4ified, the
institution must withhold payment of any BEOG awardCs) and
report the case to the Office of Edycation for fuither
'investigation.

The institution's proper maintenance of Basic Grant awards is another

responsibility mandated by USOE. For each .student .receiving a BEOGI the

following must reTain on file: a notarized copy of the "Affidavit of

Educational Purpose," in qhich the recipient agrees to use the awardrfor

educational purposes only; an original copy of, the recipient's'Student-

Eligibility Report (SER); and a copy of ah award notification letter

which contains the amount of the award and how it will be paid. These

and all other institutional records relevant to the Basic Grant program

must be made available to the Commissioner of Education for the purpoae

of program reviews cod audits.

Under the regulations of the BEOG program, institutions are also

responsible for tp.", completion of two rvorts. In order to determine

whether an institution's\authorization ceiling should, be raised or

lowered, schools must submit the BEOG Progress Report three times each

year. This report allows for an adjustment ip the BEOG payments to an

institution as determined by both the actual and expected
1

demand for such

funds. Th-second required report is the Student Vali,dation Roster.

Through this report, the institution verifids recipientjs enrollment
a

status and the actual award paid out to e h. The Office.of Education

uses this information to reconcile the institution's Basic Grant account

at the close of each fiscal year.

4-' I.



Campus Based Responsibilities

Perhaps the single most imp rtant item in tie manageient of the

Campus Based program is the prop and timely/fbmission of the Fiscal

Operations Report (FISAP). The FI"AP represent's the combined funding

applicatibn and fiscal operations report for.all the Campus Based
r

programs. In its annuel`completion, financial aid managers must not only

assess the present-condition of their" Campus Based programs but also

predict the approximate level of funding needed for the next academic

year.t

As in the case of the Basic.Grant program, institutions that receive

Campus Based funds must make certain that these monies are 'properly

disbursed to all eligible students. Other responsibilities of the

participating institUtions include: maintenance of an effective

financial aid counseling prokram; evallietion of aid applications;.

notification to students of action taken on apOlications; packag(Og of

. aid; remipion of aid packages to respond to unique(student situati

maintenance of an accurate record Ilsaglai system; management of an exit
. .

interview procedure for loan recipients; and coordination of the po..s.s.et-

enrollment activities of the NDSL program.

STUDENT SERVICES

The Student Consumer Proteceion provision of-the Higher Education

Amendments of 1976 assures prospectii.l.and enrolled students that they

will be providel,wit.proper consumer information regarding financial

aid. An institution which receives an administrative allowance foz its

participation in any of the Federal aid programs'is required to pt tae

the following:-
1/

1

Information ion T financial aid available from institutional,
- Itate, and Oede al sources;

A descririop pf how torapply for aid funds and what standards

are used to determine eligibility; P

2/ Schools which participate ontly in the GSL ind BibG progsams.need to

comply only with the Consumer Information Requirements governing
guaranteed Student Loans since the'administrati've allowance for BEOG-
recipients has never been funded.

3:a/
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Figures on the.cost of attending the institution and its refund
policy;

Information on the rights and responsibilities of a student who
receives financial aid;

A desc.ription of how and when aid is distributed among students;

A sample,loan repayment'schedule;
1

Information-on the academic programs, faculty, and facilities'of
the institutiam and,,if possible, data on the number of students
who complete each,academic program;

A list of criteria used to determine if,a recipient is in good
aóademic standing; and

Institutional data on student retention.

The legislation also requires institutions to maintain an employee

who will assist students in obtaining financial aid information; This

requirement may be waived for those institutions that are too small to
/ -

necessitate such a full-time employee.

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

In attempting to cope with the management responsibilities which are

required.of participants in the Campus Based and Basic Grant Programs,

institutions seek'guidance from a number of sources. &tong the areas

which require the use oT specific management skills are:

personnel

Loans

Data Processing
1

Counseling

Records

As was outli

Chapter 2, a

.produceittuan

make ne4ess

been a sciu

oro/matters.

1.

I

ta
in the review of literature, included as part of

ber of non-Federal organizations and associations have
.--..

\for use by finandial aid office(r)s in their efforts to
.1'.

management decisions. The Federal goviernment has also

from which institutions can obtain guidance on these
y
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Federal Regulations ga..ing Manigement

Although most of the regulatio;s which are promulgated.by USOE

address relationships between institutions and the Office of Education,

some spell out the procedures that,institutional dfficials are, to follow

when administering Basic Grant and Campus Based aid. Among the ones

covered by regulation are, by program:

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG)

award adjustments
disbursement of funds
recovery of overpayment

award adjustments
f

-- .recovery of overawards
disbursement of nds N

record keepi rocedures

National Direct iudent Loan (NDSL)
,

-- award adjustments
-- rec.9very of ovgrawards
-- disbursement of,funds
-- record keeping procedures
-- roan collection procedures

College WorkStudz (CWS)

-- award adjustments
-- treatment of overawards
-- disbursement of fundi
-- record keeping procedures

establishment of Wage Rates
f

Personnel Management

The manner in Which aid offices manage the use of personnel is
,

largely determined by the amount of available resources. As Chapter 5 of

this volume will discuss in depth, thoselnstitutions which have enotigh

employees to draw upon, face a number cf choices regarding the

specialized areas,e,f(staff responsibilities which best suit their

situation. Potential positions which may tke, found in a financial aid

office include:

7
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financial aid director computer an_alyst

assi ant/a sociate director data processing technician

office ager receptionist

counselor peer couTelor,

records manager BEOG coordinator

CWS cOordinator loan officer

clerk collections personnel

secretary accountant

Few schools employ all of the above personnel; some:utilize more, some

considerably less, and a whola host at various points ifi the middle..

Additional areas of study within personnel management are the use of peer

employees, establishment of financial aid "professionalism," staff

recruitment, salaries, and retention.

Loan Managepent

Institutions whi'ch Participate in the National Direct Student Loan

Program face a unique set ciponsibilities. Among the resultant

management objectives is the coordination of activities betweel more than

one office within a school adminis tration. The greatest coopeTation in

loan manageTent must, necessarily, be between,

...the financial aid and business offices, where loans originate and

.are disbursed and collected. So that no function are missed and a
smooth progression of administration is guarantee 0 a clear-cut
division of responsibilities must be made between staff members
responsible for granting loans and those responsible for disbursement
and collection. These parties must coordinate their efforts sd that
procedures do not lapse, and all parties involved in administering
different phases of the loan program must be familiaCwith cthe entire
program. If the institution is small and if staffing requirements.
are such.that a division among personnel is not possible, internal
controls need to-be establish'ed to separate the various functions.
Good management practices prohibit the practice of approval,
disbursement, and collection as one.person function.11

The National Association of College and University Business Officers

(NACUB0), who provided the above quotation, advocates the establishment,

1, National Association of College and University Business Officers, The
Management of Student Aid. (NACUBO, Washington, D.C.: 1979)1 p. 71.

3. 6
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of loan officers who are separate from the financial aid office. NACUBa

and a number of oth organizations contend that the development of the

very specific skills which re necessary for the affective management of

student loan funds demand s ecialized pergonnel and resources?. As

outlined Previously, loan activies encompass a wide range of

dissemination and cal,Iptiops activities. Many institutions are

currently contracting out some df the services which they are legally

committed to provide. These are the loan management issues which will be

considered in Chapter 10 of this volume.

Data Processing

The recent rapid growth in the size and scope of student financial

aid programs has resulted.in a concurrent rise in the amount of tasks

which must be performed by finan.(4a1 aid offices. A number of

institutions have attempted to meet the rigmfs of this expansion by

turning to various applications of computer technology. the aid

community is not unanimous'on the merits of the applying of data

procesSiftg techniques tb Such areas as packaging, where opponents fear

that the process wifl become "de-personalized." Aid offices around the

nation are currently facing decisions regarding camputer usage. NACUBO,

again, offers a concise overview of the contemporary mood regarding this

issue:
1

Until recently, computer technology and cost have made it di'ffiC'ult,
if not impossible, for smaller institutions to adapt their, aid system
to computer processes. With the advent of the mini-computer and
time-sharing facilities, paralleled by the developmient of specific .

program packages, the computer is now 'a much more attractive option
in the management of student financial aid. Although student aid-
programs have been administered'without the computer, the growth in
size and complexity of the total aid funct,ion dictates further, '

mechanization of previously manual processes, The ,net result should 's
be better service to students, with parallel improViements in
accountability. Computer application in this area;is desirable for
several reasons...2..

2/ NACUBO, Ibid. p. 11
\ .

/
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As computers become a mote and more accepted todl of the trade in
,

financial aid, the management and information control (i.e., access)
*

a.a

issues associated with their use will, undoubtedly become 'MD e complex.

Aid office(r)s which utilize computers fLe new challec%es to sure the

confidentiality of student records. When control of the computer is

c entered in the school s business, admissions, or registrar's office,

these problems are compounded. For now, their compiatbility with
. ,

recordkeeping, report preparation, correspondence, and loan

responsibilities is unquestioned.

Counseiing Manaement.

The complexities of the financial aid system have created problems

for students as well as aid office(r)s. Prospective recipients of

student financial aid require the services of trained personnel- in order

to fully undergtand the.range of available aid and sources and ensure
0

that they receive the aid to,which they are entitled. Through the

. recently enacted Student Consumer Information Regulations, the Federal

Overnment has, formtlly recognized dhe institution's role in providing

counselingInd information to-students and their 5miilies.
.

In order to properly inform and counsel stiraellts on the various

aspects of financial aid, many institutions have taken to specializing

the roles of counselorsp For example, some schoo.l.s'employ per sons who

are wholly responsible for Ehe.provision of loan-related counseling --

before, during, and 4ter a loan is procured. Financial aid office(r),

must also provide training for,counselors in order to ensure the accuracy

and timeliness of the services which they provide. In a number of

settings, couns4Iing is assigned as a Part-time responsibility of

5111-time aid offide.personnei. This again raises 'the issue of
V

'!professionalizing"..aid office functions., As a final note, aid offices

have most-recently faced decisions regarding the use of peer Counselors.

Although there is not a unahimous sentiment regarding the degree to which

peer employeeslISWgld be utilized,,there is general.agreement that peer .

counselors can effective1y bridge_some of the gaps which may exist in.

formal counseling atmospheres.

3.8 82
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Records_Management

Recordkeeping req0onsibilities are paramount among the tasks which

performed by institutional financial aid offices. The Federal

rnment requires that "hard copy" files.be maintained for every

\ recipidnt of financial aid, even if a school has a duplicate 'file on

computer tape. These records ;lust be stored in fireproof facilities and

secured, so that access to them can be obtained only through special
.

permision. .

4 D'e-d-is_ions involving records mapagement may be based largely on thv

space limitations which aid offices encounter. Some institutions keep

complete files on aid applicants as well, as, recipients, others rely on

indsxcard files, while still others have specific record rooms solely

for borrower files. The management of recordS at the largest

spitutiOns has necesjitated the hiring of.records managers who are
-

responsible for maintaining student records Jr ensuring that students

and'aid office staff have access to the infdrmation contained in these

files.

l.
,

4
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THE ACTORS'
. ,

r

THE DISTRIBUTIQN-OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID FUNDS

The distributicin of Federal student financial assistance is

accomplished trough a r.athei complex process. Aid dollars must wend

their way through a cycle which,begins at the Federal Treasury and ends

inthe student's pocket. In.the process, Federal aid funds are

adminiiered and a.11ocated I:er a series of governifiental and

nongovermnental actors.

Conaress

As with all fiscal decisions made on the Federal level, it is the

Congress which holds the ultimate authority to allocate funds for student

financial aid programs. Thesauthorizing legislation for student'

financial aid programs (under Titte IV of the Education Amendments of

must make its way through the respectre policy and appropriations

subcommittee and co xttee hearings and mark-up sessions of the House.of

Representatives and khe Senate; be approved by both Houses of Congress; c

and be signed i4to law by Ehe President. This legislation will, amo,1,3

other things, set forth the funding ceilings for the Basic Grant and

Campus Based Programs; program parameters for the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program; set 'out the-guidelines for determining recipient eligibility;
4

and declare the minimum and maximum awards which an individual student

may recieire. Once the financial aid appropriations bill is signed into

law, the funds authorized beCome the responsiblity of USOE rio%,/' the

.Department of Education).

4. 4
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USOE

The Office of Education is responsik for distributing the
.

appropriated student aid funds to institutions--in the case of Campus

Based funds; to students--in th. e case of Basic Grant monies; and-t-e banks

and other lendersin the case of Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)

subsidies. As will be considered in greater detail in-Section IV of this.
P

-

report, Basic Grant processing and awarding are conducted through a
,

- 'system controlled by USOE. In the majority of cases, institutions assume
.

the responsibility for'distributing BEOG checks to stadents, while at

schools which belong to.the Alternate Disbursal System (ADS), students

receive their payment directly from USOE. Guaranteed Student Loan

Interest Subsidies and special interest payments are madi by USOE in

7response to requetsts made directly by lending institutions.

In general, the formula for distributing Campus Based aid funds

involves breaking down the total pool of dollars among the states and
%

-then divididg the smaller pools among institutions in accordance with

their applications for Campus Based funding. The criteria whith were

used.to determine the amount assigned to each state for academic year

1978-79 were based primai-ily on the numben of students attending.full

time at postsecondary institutions in tht specific sta10.-If Using

administrative procedures,.delineated in Chapter 6 of this wort, USN .

0

transmits Federal funds to in4titutions which must Apere to specific ,

regulations regarding their accounting procedures.

The allocation formula emplpyed to determine'institutional funding

levels forhe Campus Based programs for the year of this study (1978-79),

-was as follows:

instituL submitted their applicatiOns on.Campus Based
. funding tSOE regional review panels4

,
.

4

'i

, /I/The allocation formulas for each of the Campus Based programs differ
slightly and are considered individuallAr

II: ,

k

4 1
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tliese review panels allocated funds in accordance with the 4

institution's nee'd regardless of the allocation to each state
for that y6ar;2/ and

if institutions were displeased with their panel's,"Recommended
Level of Funding" they could appeal, first through a regional,
and then a natNnal, Appeals process.

The funding level assigned to each state, which is the hub of the

allocation procegs, is determined by a procedure which is outlined beloT4

ninety percent of the funds allocated to states are based-on
statutory formula;

Ih .the remaining ten percent of the funds are first used to bring
l states up to their level oT funding in fiscal year 1972;

-
any remaining "ten percent" funds are used to bring states.
funded so far at, the lowest percentage of their panel°
recommended leVel of funding up to a common minimum percentage
level-of funding; and .

once the final level.of funding for each state is determined, 4eachinstitutiorr's share of the recommended level of funaing
determines each institution's share of the'final state
allocation.

dkc

Currently, USOE is utilizing a slightly modified allocation system.

This new formula for distributing Campus Based funds has been developed

, ia an attempt to ensure that institutions whose students are the neediest

receive enough Campus Based aid to'meet this need-adequately. This

system differs from its predecessor primarily id its increased lieliance

op need and decreased emphasis on full-time enrollment as the determinant

of institutinal funding levels. This change was prompted by a

perception'that the reliance on enrollment criteria was nA,?roperfy

addressing the intent of the Federal aid progralks. The rematnder of this

outline concerns only Gempus Based funds7-4E0G and GSL responsibilities

. are not, in the aagregate, concentrated at the institutiondl level.
4.

4.4
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lk
This includes the

A
ri*ct of Columbia aad Puerto Rico; the Trust

Territories are al ted two Percent 6f the original poof.of onies.
'
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Institutions

Participating institUtions of postsecondary edugation play the role

of go-between inthe aid distribution process; they are the ".brokers" of

Campus Ba'Sed-aid monies. Through their annual apptications to USOE,

institutions attempt to get the maximum level of Calpus Based funding for

their schools. Institutions are required to provide accurate, documented

information to USOE or they risk being denied the funding which they

deserve and/Or need. 'Once funds are approved and disbursed to the

school', the institutkon must assume the role of caretaker for these

'public monies (working within a set of guidelines described in Chapter

6). Havimg fulfilled the task of acquring aid funds, institutions then

must devote their energies to providing financial assistance to their

itudents. As will be outlined in greater detail in'Section IV and V of

this report, institutions .also assume the role of as provider of cOnsumer
.T

services. ,rn this regard, the responsibilities assigned to institutions
-

include:

disseminating information on aid programs to prospective aid
recipients and their families; .

assessing students' eligiblity and degree of need;

combining aid sOurces to meet the needs of the students;

providing c seling far aid écipients arid nonrecipients;

identiPying

un

llege Work-Stud jobs;

collecting NDSL loans4 and

coordinating the disbursement of-aid directly to the student.

Student/Consumers 11

Only after Federd'nfinancial aid has wended its way through the
7

governmental and institutional bureaucracies does it finally reach its

Intended target--the student.

Students and their fagailies have the obligation to digest the vast

amount of financial aid information which is put.before theuXuld to use

4' that information to make .intelligent choices regarding theactual cost of

tendarfce'at various schools. ,Students and family members see, i.ndeed,

Af
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the consumers of all of the institutionally provided services which ate

itemized above. Their role in the aid process is linked intrinsically

with the nature of th,eir specific institution and the practices which it

employs.

CONSISTENCY OF PRACTICES

The universe of Federal student assistance programs is far, from a

stable one. The number of potential influencing forces (e.g., financial

aid officers, students, taxpayers) on the aid allocation and distribution

process produces a system which is in constant flux. There is, thereL..

fore, a growing concern that as a result of this lack,of a consistent

aivroach to the provisions of financial assistance, them may be a

dilution of its intended bernefits.

Congressional Appropriations

Perhaps, the arena.most prone to foster inconsi-stencies is the

CongreStsional appropriations process. There is no.need now to go into"a

detailed discussion of the governmental and special interest pressures

which are exerted daily on Capitol Hill. Suffice it to Say that each

year the legislators, who make the decisions regarding the unding of

Federal aid programs, must engage in an annual debate which detetmines

the size and_scope of the Federal financial aid prOgrams. In a recent *

example, the Congress effgeted a fundamental;.alteration 1_11 the general'.

perception of who the '!targets" of student finaricial assistance were

intended to be. The passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act

was the outgrowth of a Cbngressionally perceived P.Inational mood" of

unrest among those from middle income circumstances. The result hac' been

expansion of Federal financilial assistance to meet the need's of students

and families who, it has been contended, hete traditionally been excluded, `

from.public assittance programs. Current legislative issues surrounding
4

the reauthorization df the Higher Education Act, cupled-with a growing,.

sentiment to reduce the overa'll level of Federal spending, could

-potentially,alter or reverse this newly adopted poliy. The types

changes in Congressional thinking wilich occur-in student financial.aid

,polics can also be noted in a many other areag of decision-making which

are 'cons,idered annually by the,House and Senate.
. 0

. .
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Rezulations

It is through the regulations published in the Feder:al Register that

the financial aid community is kept apprised of the current "letter of

the taw" regarding the administration of the Federal student aid

programs. R gulations represent the "official" interpretation of the

laws as passed by the Congress. USOE and.the Bureau of Student Financial

Aid publish regulations regarding Title IV programs in reaction *o-

changes which are made in the Education Amendments, as well as to reflect

clarifications the Bureau's policies towards specific aid areas. The

need for USOE to cont ually refine the igulations which'it sets forth

is'prompted by ongoing e forts tO propetly define the Office's

relationship with particip ting institutions. The crux of this

relationship is the degree t which USOE exerts control over the internal

operations of aid offices. Ti cite a recent example, the.consumer

.information requitements repre ented a major step by the Federal

government toArds centralizin efforts.to, mandate the type and quality

of services performed by the a d pffice. Later chapters of this report

will address the centra1iza4 issue-as it relatZ to student need

analysig, campus loan management, and packaging, among other. topics. In

a vry real sense, student financial aid is a new area of policymaking; a

system which is still being perfected. As part of their partnership with

UtOE, institutions mUst keep abreast of regulatory changes and attempt to

adapt to them smoothly.

Institutional Practice

The nature of the Campus Based aid system vests the participating

institutions with a great deal of discretion.and freedom concerning the

delivery, of financial aid dollars to students:
4

As with many Federally supported programs, there reaches a pOint in
the allocation and administration of.student aid funds at which the
government relinquishes direct control of funds and passes respon-

d.-
sibility to an agent in the private sector. In student aid that
process ciccurs at the same point with each participating school--when

46.

9
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aid dollars are llocated-directly to the instituion. At that point
the potential begin individual approaches to the application of
student 'financia14. aid.3/

Each insti.tutional aid officeisnique, as comp red to other aid

offices. There are innumerable local factor which can, and do,
't

influence the character And policies of institutional financial aid

offices. For example, the aid office may mirror the person at the helm,

as a field interviewer on this study noted:.

The differences between (financial 'aid) Directo-5.6 covered all areas
of their practice"\and personalities and were all, in some way,
reflected in the pblicies of their respective financial aid
offices.4/ '

The lines of decisionmaking within aid 'offices may be markedly dis

similar. Some financial aid d. irectors 'rule with an iron fist,'while

others may delegate a great deal of authoeity;.still others'conform to a

variety of degreesiof stifiactural tigidity.

The financial aid office is also a part oethe'overall bureauctatic

ietup of its respective institution. Rarely, if ever, are aid offices

autonomous units; the aid director is adawerable to some person -in a

higher position. This person may be the pregidnt, efeasurer, dean of
-

students, dmissions director, or registrar, among others; depending on

the policy of each school. At the smallest sc hools these line's..of

authority may' be largely info mal.-5/ In recent years the Table

increases'in available studn aid has ptoduced a trenkt\tpereby schools

are vijding the management o fin ancial assistance as a student
, ,

.2./App'lied Management Sciences,Site Visit,Report (Silver Spring, In:
1979), pp. A.2, A.33: r-

.

4/ Ibid., p. A.3.

2/At some of the Trtallest institutions the president may"Nrform the
duties of financidt aid director.

A.

/
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Nmly institutions, especially 4-year and(larger 2-year\col1eges-, utilize
. . .

.. -/'
stUdent and/or faculty advisory pane'S in'order to re'ach certain

'decisions on finanCial aid. 'At some schools\these panels play hkey role
, . _

.
l

',. in advocating catilpus.needs regarding services and financlal support;
. ,
other in-stitutions maintain advisory panels seem4gly for show, assigning

f

kth lim y.ited scope and less authorit Again, this is an area tvhere the?
.

il i
Federal policymakers have chosen to maintain a laissez-faire posture.

William Van Dusen,_in tiis Design for_eModel Campus Financial Aid Office,
. .

. _

sums upthe raison ehind advisory panels when he states, "all

par ts of the 'institutipn sho 4 be involved i4 the development.of a
-.

-----,, policy an Financial Aid."21
\
\,..

"

t

personnel,

its own.

f011owing:

rather than a business, officfunctionyith special needs of'

Walter North; writing in Money, ,Marbles and Chalk, argues the

.

e thesis of association of thea aid*OffLcer with the chief executive
officer'is-fvoted in the reality that aid is too 4mPortant across
every ai...e%s oflidstitutional operaeion and the aid officer is too.,
fully..obligatdd to all th.e administrative line segments to be allowecL,
to be caught in a,subordinate position where information'from him
flows through others and is entangled in the conflicts between vice
presidents or deans and isssecondary to other-concerns such a
suparior 'may have as .11 r4sult of other duties.6/

/

Indiiduai financiabaid o fices find themselves in varying positions
/ .

on the institutional totm ip pole th regard to operating budget, degree

2 Of influence, and'autonomy. Issu s which will be examinld in Section III .

/- . -

f" ') of this report, suCh as staffing, salaries, computer utilization, and'
..,

others vary greatly based on 4he relationship between e aid office(r)

and the institytional leadership (president, dean, boai f trustees).

SoutOrn ITinoi University Press, 1975), p. 264.
et Marbled an\Chalk (earbondake, Ill.:6/- R. Keene

t7t

/ ,-
7/

i iWllam Van Dusen, Design for a Model luc Financial Aid Office
(New York N.Y.: .College Entranceiramlnation Boaq, 1973), p. 34.

91
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Equit at the ConsuMer Level
- .

,

the islue of variance in the practices of student financial aid

offices Apes not lend.itself to simple, black-and-white analygis. The

. .existence of variance'is not altogether good, nor altogether bad. It is

not t? be inter ted either as a signal that the system needs to be

compf4ely overhauled, nor \shoul:d it be ewed without concern as merely

a resultof the system's adaptation to1ocal environments. Variance in

practice should, howeverr,be viewed. 34rms of its effects on the

consumers of student -financial aid services. The concern of. Federal

policymakers.is that studentsr regardless 6f their locale of attendance,

'receive equal treatment when there are equal 'circumstances of need:\ If

,var7ing practices result in two students of equal need receiving '
,

substantially different =omits of assistance (e.g., leaving"one With A

large.amount of unpackaged need) then the system is judged to be

providing "inequitable" treatment. The issue of "equity" is the core of ,

_Any analysis of the consumer.piew of the delivery of financiai aidr

this repoFt,, as well as Report Volume II, the term "equitli" will hd .

employed as a measure of the uniformity.of treatment of students of

similar circumstance regardless of the institution which they attend.

sr.
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SECitION III

INSTITUTIONAL DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS'
r

PREFACE

Chaptera 5 and 6, which comprise Section III of this,report, will

elaborate on the current structure and condition of institutional

financial aid offices. Sections I and II have presented information

.based on independent research, not fram data obtained from the
, .

Institutions in the study. The remainder of' this text will detaLl the

facts and figures which were gathered from the various institutions in

.the study.
. .

By gamining the environMent in which decisions regarding-student

financial aid are made, it is hoped,that one can gain insight into the

ratio le behind the practices employed by aid offices,(presented in

Secti.ons ane()., At this time, ho attempt will be made to show causal

relationsitips based on the three sets of data in Sections IIf, rv, and
A

V. Future examination of the data presented,may provide a' valuable

starting point for assessing tilc impact of individual aid office policies

.(i.e., personnel, operating budgets, and program participation), on the

delivery of financial.aid resources and services to the consumers of the

student financial-aid programs.

A
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EXHIBIT IV.2: DETERMINATION OF NEED

TOTAL EXPECTED TOTAL
STUDENT

)

FAMILY'
. EXPENSE 7---- CONTRIBUTION

4/4 BUDGET

Direct
Costs of
Education

Indirect
Costs of
Education

(TFC)

0W-

GROSS
FINANCIAL

NEED

DEPENDENT STUDENTS
Parental Contribution +
Contribution from student
assets + 'contribution
from nontaxable income

INDEPENDENT 'STUDENTS
Contribution from
Student (and Spouse's)
Earnings + Assets +
Nontaxable Income

READ: Total student expense budget minus expected tokz.1.44family.
contribution, equals gross financial need.

/';""

In drawing together the elements highlighted in' Exhibit IV.1, the local'

aid officer attempts to balance all Of the counterimiaing factors is the

aid process and realize the intended purpose of. student aidelimination

of the financial barriers to postsecondary education. The Keppel Task'

Force Report had this'to say on the switbject:-

One of the points ht yklich the other inequities of the
, 4

present student aid system can be corrected is where the
institutional student aid'administratof pulls all of the
resources together into a package based on the goal of .

maximizing, educational opportunities-for the largest ,

numbers of students. Packaging is the moment of truth when
it all comes together, where the broad funnel of-aid
resources comes to its nar5owest point and those resources
delivered to the,student.1!

Develozing Institutional Practices

Institutions'face quite a chaltenge as they vek'to 'develop and to:

refine their- icies and practices regarding the various aspects df

financial'li. administration. There is, currently, a great deal of

disagreement as.to advantages and/ar disadvantages of standard ing some

i/
Francis Keppel, National Task Force on Student Aid ro blems. Final
Report, (Brookdale, California: The Task Force 975 p.

IV.4
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f IV. 1: THE FINANCIAL t\AID PACKAGE

(ROSS
PNANCAL

.NEE I) :

/

S'R*PLE trrAL.. E DUCATIONAL.
OPP ORTUN ITY GRANT

INST.ITUTI ONAL 'A/ D

DISCRET IONARY STATE.FUN DS
-

PRIVATE AID SOURCES

NATIONAL" DI RE Ct.
STUDENT LOAN

NT1 D STUDENT LOA N. 1.

IIISTILTUT TONAL OR
PRIVATE LOAN

411111411.111.M11111=1410W

0 k

FE EE-RAL COLLEGE WORIC:STUDY
+

TDEN' &CA mit eSU T

1

&Mt-N.01gs 1
3

1.

1-

OTHER
GRA Nil.

'STUDENT
EXPENSE
BUDGET
TOTAL

4.

; LOANS :

, .

'AID
PACKAGE

:
IbiTtITUT fONAL OR COMMUNITY

'SPOISORED WORK STUISY

V.

15,AS TC
0,

STATE ENT ITLEMENTS

AB IL ITY BASED'. S CHOT.AiS RIP S

STUDENT S UNME R S AV INGS

EXPECTED TOTAL FAM'ILY
CONT R IB UT I ON

411.7

ENT ITLE mums

STUDENT /"EA MI I. Y

RESOURCE

tgitSE

'1 3
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to.

. .

, inttnito cr eating a system,which.relies so lieavily.on the loCal aid

offi'ce as to promote equitable -sr,latment of. students through ah
/
eval tion Of thirsindividUal,financialsituations.

A Oeneral Model Of Aid PaciLiing

. .
,oxder to determine what will be referred to here as the "gross

financial need° o'f an individuai'student,,the financial aid officer mugt.
,

d identify two specific dollar amounts (see Exhibit 1V.l). The first,

"total student'expense bugiget,",representsthe total COst of a'student's.
.

-education at a partiCular institution. This inctudes the direct 'costs'of 4

artendancetuitiOn, fees, booka---as well as those expenses'which are
'

indirectlY related to the Pursuit of a Ostsecondary educationroom,

15Darl, transpo4ation, and vitious pers8nal maintenance expenditures.

,. The seconedo.11ar figure is the "expected5 total family contribution"
:

.-
. X.EFC). Ldosely.defittdid, the expected total family contribution is the .

...

. . ,..'. amount.'of.money Which a studa'nt'S family (including the student) can be ,.

expected to contribute to't4e total cost of that student's education f.pr

"one academic irear.,-this includes exactfng specific dollar amounts "frold ,

. .,.. ,

P .

. certain categories.of family'resources including:4,.the:previousar!.S':'."-''.
. #.

1 . :.

.:-

income (taxable and nontaxabre)rhome, business, fibi, and/or other.

.-
,

_..
investment equlties; spouse'ssearnings; student savings; and family

.

., . 4 .

savings. . 'amount Which a family is expected to contribute is computed
. - .

. . .

.i .

after allving%tor
.

individual tamily considerations such as the size of
. . 0

the thousehold, the natuol, of the,income, and tTe number of household

t4mbers enrolled in postsecondary education', amodg others.
. .

As illustrated-jrrExhibit iV.2, by subtrgcting the EFC from t'he
" J,

experkse budget, one arrives at the figuresfar the "gross financial need::,-.

-of an 1ndivi4ugLit1ident. "Wattempting to design an aid package which.

effecti!vely meetS this need, thp financial aid. offider mOt draw upon the

.fipancial resources WhiCsh.are available ta that articular institution.

and *the resources of.the itudent.- 'The options available to

that aid officer.,and the student will, to some degree, be a function of.

,rhp institution".s gedgraphic location; siz e, ac:adeMic programs,

articipation in the Campus Baszd Programs, and other1characteristics.,:-

8

IV.2
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t
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SECTION IV

NEED ANALYSIS, BUDGOTIk AND PACKAGING

PREFACE

As part of the process of distributing student financial aid, the

iltdividuar instituiop-s of postsecondary educatibn have been assigned

ome of the most cruc

student need (Chapter

1 tasks: the determination of the degree of

the.establishment of the Oaponents and

magditude of student expenge budget§ (Chapter 8), and the combination of
#

the various available resources of student financial assistance into

individual aid "packages" (Chapter 9). Although these taska appear to be

separate items, they are, in fact, highly iriterrelated.
, ,

Perhaps the most inte

f
ral term in the field of student financial

. .

assistance is need. The ederal government has, through legislation,-
*

\recognized that each student's need for financial assistace is unique to

his/her individual circumstance. The current system,of distributing

Campus Based aid funas has been buil on this premise. As opposed to the

' centralized 'system which governs the distribution of Basic Educational

e Opportunity.Grants (BEOGs), the Campus Based programs shift the

responsibility to the local financial aid office which must assess,

evaluate,'and package assistance to meet students' needs. While the
i

,.... 0 Basic Grant program has been designed to offset the core costs of a
,

student's postseCondary education, the Campus Based aid programs are

aimed at meeting'61e direct and indirect fiscal demands of that

educatiqn. The



Several schools noted that they were unaware of the letter of credit

procedure. Others reported that they preferred direct monthly billing.

Table 6.10 illustrates that only stong 4-year private schools is the

letter oftczedit system a less-tham-zmajority option. This may be due to

the small size of some of these institutions which places them below the
4.

minimum $20,000 level.

SIIMMARY

.

Institutional particlpation in the Campus Based aid progrmas is

highest at four year institutions and twO year private colleges.
0

Proprietary schools reportedly have the lowest participant rate. A lack.

Of student need and limited ridministrative resources ar4 the two most ('

common reasons given for not participating in Campus Based programb.

When applying for Campus Based funds, financial aid afficers are relied

upon for supplying the greatest portion..of data required.on.the FISAP.

Other administrative officers, such as the business offices, albo play a

significant role. The high costs associated with FISAP completion

reflect the importance given to the proper and timely completion of tis

form. After -submis.sion of the FISAP, most institutioni await notifica-

tion of funding levels prior to awarding aid, alihough some.institueiona,

award funds based on estimates on the previoUs year's award level. Once

the funding level haa been determined, the letter of credit system is

used by the majority of schools to transfer funds from governmental to

institutional accounts.

6:.15
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f
The majority of institutions adopt a cautious approa and wait aff

notification before aWarding Campus Ba?ed aid funds. ong all

institutipns, 23 percent package aid adcording to an award estimate,

wftile a slightly smaller.group of schockls, 22 percent, package'aid up to

the previous year.'s level. Six percene of the schools make awards on a
k

provisional basis. In these cases, award letters are issued with a

disclaimer notifying the student that his/her award may be adjusted.

later. A small percentage of schools, 4.7.percent, reserve and package

funds for a certain group of students ()illy. These include very needy

students or freshmen.

6
Use of Letter of Credit

The letter of credit is by far the most widely used method bx which

intitutions obtain their Campus Based .q.inds from USOE. By mean's of this

system, an ititution passes payment vbuchers through a local bank for

processing by a Federal Reserve Bank for deposit of cash in the school's

local bank account. As noted in Table 6.10, more than half (61%) of the

institutions surveyed utilize the lettgr of credit system.
4

TABLE 6.10: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS. USING LETTER 0# CREDIT, BY LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

ALL
SCHOOLS

-4*

Institutional Level and Control .

*

4-Year 41Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri
Public Private Public Private etary

Institutibns
.using letter 61.4

of.credit,

85.1 18.9, 63.3 70.0 72.4

Institutions
153 47 r 37 30 10 29

Reporting:

Source: Institutional Site Visit*Survey.
p.

In oraer to utilize the letter of credit.system, an institution's

program cost must equal or exceed $250,000. Half of the 39 percent of

the sAchobls that do not use the system report that they are ineligible
N

because they do not meet this requirement. Another *percent are

awaiting approval Pop the use of the procedure at their institutions.

6.14 99
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Many schools dlso reported direct costs for consultants and for

computer use. Overall, these averages were smq11: $92 for consultants,
.

and $112 for computers. Agaln, the range of costs was wide. Consultant

costs were as low as $200 and as high as $5,000. The data processing

charges also encompassed a wide range, from $50 to $7,200.

It is interesting to nOte that of the eight institutions utilizing

consultants, seven were proprietary schools% The remaining institution

was a 2-year public college. The heavy concentration of consultants

within the proprietary sector is 4ost likely needed to broaden 'existing

personnel resources.

Notification of Institutional Award Levels

Duririg the institutional awardinprocess, a time lag exists between

the date when a school submits its request for funding 'and when it is

officially notified of its award levels. Typically, Many schools must

begin their,aid packaging activities before they know the exact dillar

, amounts which they will be able to award. Procedures used by institu-
.

Lions to deal with this circumstance are outlined in Table 6.9.

TABLE 6.9: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS EMPLOYING VARIOUS PROCEDURES TO PACKAGE
FINANCIAL AID WHILE AWAITING USOE NOTIFICATION, BY LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1t78-79

A

I

ALL

-SCHOOLS

Institutional Level and Control

4-Yeat 4-Year 2-Year 27Year Propri-
. Public Private Public Private etary

Wait for notification

Use of previous
year's level

Use' estimate

Make awards on a
Trovisionar basis

Awards made to cer-
.

applicants only

Institutiond
Reportin

55.7 49.0 62.9 53.3 66.7 57.7
,

22.1 28.6 14.3 26.7 33.3 11.5 ,

23.5 20.4 22.9 33.3 0.0 26.7

6.0 4.1 5.7. . 6.7 0.0 11..,5

4.7 .8./ 0.0 6.7 0.0 3.8

149 4§ 26v30 9

Source: Institutionar Site Visit Sgrvey.
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TABLE 6.8: AVERAGE COSTS OF FISAP PREPARATION, BY LEVEL AND, CONTROL OF

INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control .

ALL'
SCHOOLS

4-Year
Public $

4:-Year

Private
2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Professional
Salaries

Secretarial
t Salaries

Consultant, Fees
.

Computer dots

Total_ Cost

Institutions
Reporting:

$2,285

678

92

112

$3,168

$4,448.

1,335

0

1.2f.

-$5,905

$1,412

323

0

215

$3,363

$1,513

620

'._ 12

51

$2,197

$1,200

193

i 0
.

56

$1,449

$1.1342

381

589

0

$2,313

152 44 46 28 10 24

Source: InStitutional Site Visit Survey.

'On the averige, the direct labbr costs associated witi\I. the completion

of the FISAP wereo$20285 for 4orofessional safaries and $678 for

secretarial salaries. The range of professional salaries,waS very wide

from a law of $40 to a high of $67,512. The latter figure may be

plausibie for a very large school using the most sophisticated techniques -

to support i,a,lunding request, such as mu1tiple projections of expected

awards under vacying application assumptions. The cost° of secretarial

help associated with the FISAP preparation ran d from $3 to $8,187.

There dre significant variations in'both professional and seeretarial

FISA? costs among different institutional types. Four-year public

collegetand universitids have the highest ccists for both personnel

categories, jhile the private (but nat proprietary) schools have the

lowest. This may be a result of.the enrollment "variations in these

isch000ls. Since public institutiops have, qn the\yerage,'larger

enrollment sizes than do private schools (see TabLe 5.1), more staff

hours are most likely required to collect and to analyie the larger set'

of itudent aid data.

oer

6.12
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*TABLE 6.6: PERCENT OF ASTITUTIONALIFFICES WHICH PROVIDE INFORMATION RE'QUIRED ON FISAP: ACADEMIC YEAR i978-/91/

40t

Instictitional Office

Rosiness-

FiUmicia1 Aid

Admission's and/or
Registrar

Other

, ,Infoimation Rectiredo

. ------ . _ --. - ----

Student Amouvt of Funds Total Revenues

-Eligibility Needed For . Institutional Total Total Received for

Enrollment Size by Income Level Each.Frogram Awardn State. Awards oFoc Awards Tuil.ion and Fees

2

97

91 3

5 0

15 53 41 '43 99

89- 53 1;4 60 0

0 0, 0
-

0

A

6 4 5 0 /

institutions Reporting ' 102 39 3) 105 . 65 67 116

- .

,
....__ _ _

Soutcot Institutional SiteWisit Survey. .

102

PPereentages rend from top to bottom. Because of multiple response potential, column percents la'ay total more than 100 percent.

-

TABLE PERCENT OF INSTITUTION§ IZING SELECT PROCEDURES TO CALCULATE INFORMATION TIRED ON FISAP:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-7911'

Informaiion Required

Enrollment Size

Student
Eligibility
by Income Level

Amount of Funds
Needed For
Each Program-

Total
Institutional
Awards

Calculatid'with

Revenues

Total Total Received For

State Awards REOG Awards Tuition and Fees

Nistorical and
Current Data.

Projections Made From
Aable Datil

Institutionl Reporting
_

79

23

43

94

a

4

96

100 85

15

61

99

1

89

11

28
101 101 L 41 77

SOurce: tostiCutional Site Vimit Survey.

1 / Percentages are Column percentages and may total more than 100 p9rcent because of multiple responses.
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or all of the follawing areas: enrollment size; student eligibility by

*income level; amount of funds needed for each Campus Based program; total

institutional grant awards; total state grant awards; total BEOG awardsMt

and reVenues received for tuftion and fees. The percentage of

institutional offices.which supply information in each of these areas is

presented in Table 6.6.

As could be expected, the financial aid office is, in most instances,

the primiLry supplier of data for the FISAP. Whet; deterimining the total

amount of institutional aid awarded, a'somewhat higher percentage of

schools report that this was a responsibility of the business office

rattier than the financial aid office. The staff and resources of the

Admissions and/or Registrar's office are used primarilY to provide

information on,enrollme4 size. In terms of FISAP completion, business

office personnel are'used nearly exclusively in the acquisition of

iuformat,ion related to-the revenus received trom tuitionanes. The

"other" institutional sources from which inforMation was obtained

include: Board of Trustees., DevelopmentOffice, and Academic Dean.

Institutions report that FISAP data are most'oommonly calculated in

one of tWo methods. Ap presented in Tabl-T-6:57-"Institutions.ma9.

calculate the required figures with historical and currant data or else

make proSections based upon available data. The former method is most .

commonly used in calculating nearly all data required, except in the

determiNlati-&n of the amount of funds needed. In this instance, almost

all institutils use the projection technique. A notable number of

Institutions also use the projection method in the determination of

institutional enrollment size. This is a plausible procedure for Very

large institutions. Or.it may be used at schooli' where enrollment sizes

frequently.fluCtuate, as is often the case at institutions operating on a

quarter-semester system.

Cdsts of FISAP Preparation

As discussed previously, the preparation of the FISAP presents a
-

.burden on.institutions in terms of stAbff management and resource

allocatioq. Table 6.8 details the costs asiociated with FISAP

. preparation.

6.10
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Appropriately, other nstitutions offer various reasons as to why

4

they did not provide additionaL information for Part B funding. These

reasons ar6 presented in Table 6.5, by institutional level arid control.

TABLE 6,.5: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS REPORTING VARIOUS REASONS FOR NOT
PROVIDING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR PART B FUNDIk, BY LEVEL
AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

.`a
Institutional Level and ControlALL

SCHOOLS
4-Year. 4-Year *2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

No need

Too much work

Miscellaneous

Institutions
Reporting:

61.5

33.3

15.4

66.7

417

8.3

72.71

9.1

27.3

37.5

50.0

25.0

Nay
Nal/-
jay

62.5

37.5

0.0

12 , 11
3,9 8 NRY

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/NR -No response

Over half (61.5%) of the schools that did not provicle additional

information fortPart B funding simply felt' that they did not need the

money. "We have sufticient funds under Part A," one said. "We haven t

usedtall the funds in the past," reported another. One-third of.the

institutions (33.3%) eeported that completion of Part B involved too much

work. Miscellaneous'reasons for not completing Pirt B were provided by

15.4 percent of the institutions. These included: "form not required;"

00 school hageothing io gain by completing the Lim:" and "applied in past

and were turned down."

Sources of FISAP Data

The task of completing the FISA2 generally involves not only the

financial aid staff but other administrative departments as well. Most

often, these included the Business, Admissions,,and Registrar's offices.

These administrative departments reporeefily provide information in some
1

6.9
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To probe the reasoning behind decisions to request or not to requegt

the extra (Part B) funding/, schools were asked to provide information as

to the bases for their'dhoices. Table 6.4 presents the reasons given, by

institutional level and control, for providing information requested oh

the Part B form.

. TABLE 6.4: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS REPORTING VARIOUS REASONS FOR .

PROVIDING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR PART-B FUNDING, BY 4E"VEL
AND comrRoL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79.1/

ALL
SCHOOLS

4-Year 4-Year' 2-Year
Public. Private Public

Inatitutional ;evel and Control

More funds needed

Want to maximize
allocation

Information easily'
accessible

Miscellaneous

65.0

37.0

8.0

3.0

68.8 56.5

49.2 39.9

,9.4

0.0

31.6

13.0 10.5

8.7 0.0-

2-Year Propri-
Private etary

57.1 57.9

57.2 52.7

0.0

0.0

. 0.0

0.0

Institutions
100 32 23

Reporting:
19 7 19

Source: Institutiona

1./Beaause of multiple
more than 190.

1 Site Visit Survey.

response potential, column percents will total

From the results presented n Table 6.4, it can be seen that the most

common impetds fbr seeking PartsB funding was to fulfill the need for'

more Campus Based funds. The desire, to maximize their allocation size

was' noted by 37 percent of the institutions, while 8 percent completed .

Part B because the informaticin was easily accessible. There, were also a
vhe

few miscellaneous rationales mentioned.. For example, one school provided

the Pare B data because, as a new partici-pant, it was required to do so.

Another instituticin completed the sectioA because it was the first time

it had "applied oil the basis of fact rather than grantsmanship."

6.8
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As could be expected, the ukst frequently cited reasons for

nonparticipation'were "lack of administrative.resoueces" and "no need."

Other commonly mentioned reasons incllude: "not fami,liar with prograW

"compliance too difficalt;" "participation under cftsicretation;" and

"object on principle."

i A
It is interesting to note thaZ of the 12 institutions whith reported

*

that nonparticipation in-the OWS progFam was'due either to "lack of

administrative resources" or "complince too difficult," .the/ma'jority
rr.

_were proprietary institutions. *rhi's is most likely.a result 06the

Federal regufation which requires that CWS students fram proprietary

institutions be employed in off-campus settings. The administrative

resources needed to assist in or to parform-khis task may,be too great to-
.

p4ticipation fram the institution's siindpoint.
fr

Although this study i ludes sChools that are relatiire newcopers to

these programs, most inst tutions have ir considerable amount of

experience with Federal student assistance. The aver9ge NDSL institu-

tionAl participant, for example, has made use of this_ loan program for

_almost 15 years. Comparable figures for*CWS, SEOG, and BEOG are 11, la,

and 6 yearsespectively. Below, Table6.3 piresents the fength of

program participation by institutanal level and control.

TABLE 6.3: AVERAGt NUMBER OF YEARS INSTITUTIONS PARTICIPATE IN FEDikkt:

AID PROGRAMS, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF, INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC
YEAR 1978-79

ALL 24

SCALS
Institutional Level and Control

4-Year,

Public
4-Year =

. Private
2-ypar

Public
2-Yearr

Private
Propri-
etary

BEOG 5.7 5.8 6.0 5.6 5.7 5.2

SEOG 10.0 11.8 11..2 8.7 8.4 4.4

NDSL 14.8 17.4 16.7- 11.9 10.8 5.5

A CWS 11.4 12.6 12.1 10.2 8.3 6.2

%

,

Institutions
172

Reporting:
50 51 31 10 30

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey..
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TABLE 6.1: PERCENT OF LNSTITUTIONS PARTICIPATING IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID

. PROGRAMS BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR
1973-7?

.. ALL

SCHOOLS

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-

Public Private Public Private 'etary

BEOG
1

SEOG

.NDSL

CWS

100

86

82

82

100

100

160

100

100

98
.

96

98

,

100

74

62
- r

.87

100

90

80

90

100'

67

53

20

Institutions
Reporting:

-.172 50 51 . 31 10 30

9

Source: In'stitutional Site Visit Survey.

TABLE 6.2: REASONS INSTITUTIONS OFFER FOR NONPARTICIPATION IN CAMPUS

BASED PROGRAMS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Number of
Institutions Reason For Nonpartic4ation

.4

6.

v.. 1

SEOG 0 ,4
5 no need , y

1

4 lack administrative resources \

e
1

' 3 miscellaneous (object on principle, .

.
institutionThot accredited)

NDSL

CWS

/

2

12

10

7

5

4
4

4

-

not famili5with program

lack administrative resources,
especially for loan collection ,

no need
miscellaneous cobject on principle, not"
accredited, wottld burden students)

: v
compliance too difficult

lack administrative resource;

noneed
participation under consideration
miscellaneous (object on principle,'
students havno time to work, cannot
acquire matcbing funds)

Institutions
Reporting:

39

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

4
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Zisposal, aid offices ay spend varying avounta'of time in,p;eparing the

FISAP.' Experienced aid. &fficers'have developeid expertise in the
'

technigrs whi.dh may.retUlt in'the"attainment ora school's max.i,milm award .

levels. 'A contemporary form of "grantsmanship') is'currently.being

employed at many.institutions to ensure that their ithools are allotted-
,

;. their fair-share. of Campus Based;f4ndi.

ahe,q4e og-USOE mandated auditi 'has Iasi) been.a point of sontroversy

sr,financial aid-officers; Beginning.with.tbe 1976-77 program year,

USOE has requiyed that audits Of finandia.1 aid offices be conducted by

non-Federal auditOr.s at-least once eyery.two years. USOE contends.that

the nicessit.tes.kor Federart.oVreight.of publit monies demands that
. .

audits be coAdutted in'order to "monitor the fiscal integrity of an, ,4

ilistitution's,t;latnaactions and repotts,'and, Whether such'aCtions are in

compliance with applicable lawS ind regulatiOns."1"
*40..

RESULTS s .

Of the 172 schools 'aurveyed'In this study, all but 15 participate in
P

one or more.of the Campus Based student aid programs. All 172'

institutions particilDate in BEOG. Table 6.1 presents the tate of BEOG

and Carpus Based participation for the ftve standard institutional types

The participation percentages are

2-year private colleges, while 2-year

a somewhat lower participation rate.-

proprietary institutions which may be

highest at 4-yekr institutions and

public schools are more apt to have

The lowest rates are seen at

a,result ot administrative

limitations and/or the institution's determination not to seek program

eligibility. *

For those institutions that do not parti4pate in one or mote of the
-

Campus Based Programs, some common explandtioys were apparent. These are

presented in Table,6.2.

ilApplied Management Sciences, Stap T'Final Report Volume I (Silver
Spring, Md. 1978), p. B.5.

F.
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to. the %tudents. This devign.ild known as.the Alternative Disbursement
-. ,. .

System (ADS). .thiough,the ADS:meill.od, In
. .-

. d4.. a prf, eriugational- costs only,and agree-

4

kr
ciintinued ap2ropriaEetless.

.4.x

.

THE ISSUES
,m
-

of .0he qch oo,ls surveyed in ehis study ,re participans In thelPF
,

stituti.ons furnish USOE win

to help monitor awards for

IC% . 4
-BEOQ,program,-and Most schools parti:cipaeed in't-he Campus Based

e programs. 'For L4e that did not participate, two common reasons were

.

. \

.
.cited. The:firsc,is velaeed to a'lack of student.need observea at some

Cbikitutions which negates Oetnee& for seeking addoitional aid sources.
/4- ...,-

'.'
A second reason/saSaociated with,the excessiN;e amount of record

/ 4 I 0
.......e

keeping, staff hours, and general administrative aativity required of

proirem parceipation. USOE mandates that completion lof the FISAP.
_

Oarterly-BEOG progress reports, add annUar'stuaent validation roster be

performed in order to receive funding Although a timeconsuming task

fot the institutions, the proper completion of these forms klows the
,

'.

.FeSeral government to keep a watch over the more than-$5 billion dtallars
)

spent annua_gy on Federal student4aid programs. This is an :example of
)

USOE exerdising its responsibility to maintain a tight rein on taxpayer's'
r 4

.
4

floney..
. , 4

,

mi. To help' relieve institutions of some'of the fiixancial burdens

.associated,with application and repor ing adtivitiesp.the Higher

Education Amendments of 1976 authorize a $10 per ;iudent administrative
.. e.le

, paymdlit for each BEOG and GSL.recipient. Yet, to date,.no such payments

have been made to any eligible instituEions, To many institutions, this

represents a.failure on the pdft of USOE and the Congress to recognize

F.

the\burdens which they ire placing on the schools.

.

Becatis'e of-the financial effect of the Cqmpus Based programs on the/

institution and its stuaents, most financial aid officers consider the

proper and Lme.ly completion of\the FISAP to be one of the most important
.

tasks undertaken duriag.the calendar year. The complexities of the

applicatio process.require the akilledthand of an aid professlonal to *
4

guaranE 'its proper completion. Depending on the resources at their

rt,

6.4
110
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j
eOnducting internal auditg are provided by the U.S. Geneal Accounting

0

Office.. More specifics on auditing procedures.are enumerated in the

Stage I Final Report of this study.

Allocation of'Funds to the Institution

As outlined in Chapter 4, a school's level of Campus Based fanding is

determined through a formula process Conducted by USOE. Once the FISAP

is reviewed by the Office of Education, allocation levels are announced.

Although, these fundiag levels-are based primarily upon projected student

need, other factors are taken intO account: For example, 4 review of the

institution's past performance in administerinfg Federal aid programs is

made. Institutional methods of determining student need and the amount -

of surplusfaid retained by'the institution from the previous.fiscal year
.

ar also considefed.

Once the allocation level for an institution has be4ft determined,

there are two ways that Campus Based funds can be transferred from the

Federal government to the institution. One is through the letter of

credit system. Under this method, the institution submits payment

vouchers through its local commercial bank to a Federal Reserve Bank in

exchange for deposit of cash into the institution's local' bank account.

The letter of credit system is available,only to institu4,.ns with annual

programs in excess df $250,000. For those institutions dch do not'

qualify di otherwise opt for this szstem, a second me od, the cash

Imallsgl_azg_tal is used. Under this design, the ins itution files a
S.

report each month with USQE which forecasts its cash needs in all the

Campus Based progiams lor Qle next MOnth. Upon receipt and review of

this report, the Departmental Federal Assistance Financing Syston issues

a check to the institution.

The flow of Basi Gr;nt.flinds is more easily controlled by USOE iince

it maintains rosters of BEOG applicants for each institution. School

officials may elect to distribute BEOG funds themselves, by reqdesting

that these monies be sent clirectly to the idstitution by the government.

This procedure is known as'the Regular Disbursement System (RDS).. Using

'another method, institutions may ask,USOE to make the'paymentT directly

. 6.3
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accuracy in application completion. Increasingly, many institutions are

developing sophisticated record-keeping.systems, ipcluding the use of

computer technologies.

Audits and Program Reviews

The Audit Agency of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

is responsible for the coordination of all audits, whether conducted by

Federal or non-Federal personnel. _The purpose of audits of instituti

,

financial aid offices initiated by USOE is to ascertain whethe ent

/financial a id programs are adlinistered in accordance with applicable

laws, regulations, terms of agreement, and USOE directives. Thevlso

investiiate fthe appropriateness'of the accounting and record-keeping,

systems in use, the treatment of known pfbblem areas, and the

effectiveness of financial aid staff members.. Audit reports contain

descriptive summaries of the practicea of the,aid offices as well.as
/

evaluative essays on areas where.improvements-would increase the

efficiency.of the aid office 6peration4

The primary vehicle used to ensure thap finadcial aid piograms are in%

'compliance with all Federal regulations is the' i'rogramNeviet.i. These

reviews are conducted,.under the.direction of the Division of. Certifi-

cation and Program Review (DOM- Of USOE. Generally, a Program Review

will place more emphasis on verifyingan institution's compliance with

Federal guidelines while an audit devotes mor6'attention to the,proper

control and accounting of fupds.

. At their awn discretion, or when specifically requested by USOE, an

institution may undertake an audit of its aid office. These internal

audits, colucted by independently contracted certified auditors or by

"impartial" institutional personnel, provide governing boards and

institutional administrators with an opportunity to determine whether

their financial aid policies and practices are in keeping with the

overall philosophies and missions of the institution. It also affords

financial aid officers the chance to
r
step back and evaluate the

effectiveness of their operation. From this perspective, problelis can

better be spotted, and corrective solutions applied. Guidelines foi.'



*INSTITUTIONS AND TnE FEDERAL GOVERNME1;

INTRODUCTION,

Applicationa and Reports

Each year, generally during the'smonth of October, institutions submit

their requests for Campua_Based funding'to USOE for the upcoming academic

year. To do thls, school's must compl e the FISAP'r which combines the

application.for-funlds
4
with the fiscal peralions report of the ttreerious

-

year. In years prior to 1978,.instit?tions were required to complete a

separate funding application iz addition_to the Fiscal Operations Report

(FISOP). A detailed descriptipn of ptogram funding wa's inc1uden the/

Stage I Final Report of this study. . 4c

4

Because the BEDG.program is an entitlement prOgram conti011ed
-

directly by USOE,.a formal application for funding is not required by

institutiong. But, as is e case with the Campus Based programs,

ischools receiving BEOG do l rs must be certified as eligible by the

.Division of Etgibility and Agehcy Evaluation of the U.S. Office of

Education. Additionally, these schools must file quarterly reports to

the Departmental Federal Assistance.Financing System (DFAFS) detailing

the expenditures of BEOG Eunds at their institutiohs. The Stage I Final

Report also describes the DFAFS system in detail.

To accomplish the task of compiling the.data necessary for the

fulfillment of application and reporting requirements, an effective

system of record keeping and accounting must be coitinually maintained by

*financial aid managers. Such a system results in greater ease and

6.1 113
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preparation,for major work periods sddh as registrations, assistance in

the work of other institutional sectors (i.e., admissions-and academic

schedulini), and keeping up witadevelopments in aid procedure/ and

legislation. . ,
..

V-

The last of the Sour grouia contains "All Other Activities" and *

accapntw ilor just over 10 percentiof all aid office activities. Most of
. 7

the' items included etin this catego y are :designed to pro ide general

backup and support for activities included in the other hree

categories. For examp14, the mosLfrequently cited activity" in .this

:-group is the validation ot applrtation data and tl4e monitoring of aid

recipients to enTure that they a+ maintaining satisfactory academic

recordsj a routine activity for most sch891s. At the same'time, the NDSL

program requires extensive counseling, Elle staff niust receive periodic

training,- and the basic planning and procedural reviewse(e.g.,_

calculatiOn of the overall need for,.student assistance, review qf aid

Packagirig procedures, review of student bildget figures) must take place

son a regular 6a-As. 0

'

4
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At the same time, most institutions have a variety of other t'-eporting

requirements, such as annual state ptogram applications which are

analogous to the FISAF; dnnual internal rep- orts on financial aid office

, Operations; regular self-audits, self-evaluations, and program reviews;

-and reports requested by other-Federal agencies, such as Office of Civil

Rights, reports on grants fram the National Institutes of Health, .A.nd the

Annual Higher EdIA.cation General Information Survey (HEGIS) conducted by

tlie*National Center for Educational Statistics.

= The record keeping activities included in this.third,group'consist of

many standard activities sametimes'handled by.business offices butAlways

requiring majOr inputs, a.timinimum, from the aid personnel and f\iles,

such as 4dating individual student files, correcting records for changes

occasioned by withdrawals or dropouts,, balancing student books against

ledgers for particular types of tassistance (like NDSL or SEOG) and all

aspects of the auditing process. Other record-keeping.activities-are

ne,cessita.ted by the responsibiiipies associated with specific aid

programs. . For *allple, CWS ..(or othet forms of work-study, whether
A' -

Federally aupported or not) requ res the develOpment of student jobs, the
A.

referral and placksent of prospbec ive woniters',.monieoring of work
. .,

pprformance,-fAd possibly a formel evaluation of kthe experience. All of

' this, in turn:I, reiquiresfaccountingr theNdmaintenance of any pnyrollk

. tifte rwrds, paychecks, and withoring forts 46 Atax purposes. s
. r

, .

...,4,

another example, NDSL .sidowell as pther institutionally based loan

)
- 1 ..

prokrams) requires an extensive loan record-keeping', billing, tpjli
ve- ,

',....-- '( 'collectio--n Operation. Other loan-related a9tivitieA may include .

t
nqification of the current studfnt status fon each GSL lender; and

# . . , i ,.4 .

making and servicing loans from a school's emergency fupd (nRt system-
, ,

. 0

atically covered in this study, but most'schoors of any size have mall
.?.,

:

loan funds that can be use4 by students to cover short-term; unforeseen

needs.).

Finally., witfi respect to this third group of activities, all aid

-
offices require minimum of general management and housekeeping. This

-
ma,-include compilation of the budget for the aid office itself,

A.U5



TABLE 5,A: COUNTS OF ACTIVITIES REPORTED BY.SAMPLE SCHOOLS BY MONTH REPORTED:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (continued)

Activity Description

Reportim and Record-Keeping Activitiet (Continued)

Inetitutional reports/internal research/self-
audits, evaluation., program review/student
surs4

General management and planning, aid office
budgets/review legislative changes/prepare
for Summer, Sctrool/prepare for registratfon/

prescheduling/OCR, MIR fund reports/REGIS
reports/staff retreat

Other loan processing/report student status to
CSL 1enders/ct4Ae1 for fundcollege .loan

reCipients/penc6si emergency loan fnnd delin-

qnent list/etc.

MAP preparation, ubmission, replies, sppoat
preparation, appeals, etc.

Accounting/update records/reconcile accounts/
prepre ledgers/audits/put data on computer,

CWS/other student eeploymehtt job development/
placement/monitoring/time sheets/psyrolls/
W-2s -

NDSL billing/collection/coordinstfon with
.

billing agencies/default reports

All Other Activities

Institutional budgeting/project needs/ .

project enroilfteht income/survey available
funda/etc.

.

Mr Develop packaging rules, guidelines/student
budgets/aid calendars/aid procedures/priorities

Monitoring. and Vilidat.innt review academic

standing of recipients/verify enrollment/
process aid trenscriptmhequeat INN 1040a for
opr-rclana /tvdentuftP4ou rolvie load,

Solicit outside aid donors/report and co-
ordinate with outside mid donors/handle CETA
training parmentshemk4,LEEF.aupp1emental fund
request

NMSL counsel, entrance'interviews, Ind exit

interview'

Attend financial aid conferences/training
sessions/professional meetinge.

MONTHS

May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec'

Annual
Frequency

Jan Feb Mar Apr

;22 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 .3 3 1

61 1 4 5 2 26 9 1 2
.1
0

58 3 2 5 4 3 4 9 8 7 5 6 2

O'

130 2 1 3 1

/
3 6 15 16 31 44 5 3

70 3 2 3 4 5 13 14 13 4 3 3 3-

69 8 4 7 7 5 3 11 5 4 5 5 5

25 4 2 2 2 1 3

i
3

0
1 1 2

229 25 26 16 28 23 17 11 7 15 25 11(__ 2.t__

Or
28 5 2 1 6 3 4 - - - 2 5

29 0, 3 14 4 3 1 2
.

_ _ : 1 3 1

81 13 6 S 7 S 7 7 3 7 9 4 8

'.27
.

3 2112 3 2 2 2 5 1 1

.
t

.

33 _ 2 3 7 ' 12 _ 2 1 1 5

31. 1 3 2 4 . 1 2 _ 5 9 ..

%Source: Institutional Site Visii Survey.
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TABLE 5.A: COIITS OF ACTIVItIES REPORTED BY SAMPLE SCHOOLS BY MONTH REPORTED:
ACM)EM1C YEAR 1978-79 r

MONTHS

Oct

166

Nov

129..

.49

Dec

151

54

Activity Descriptiqin Annua.1
Frequency

Jan Feb

189

Mar Apr May June July Aug

186 213 168

Sept

18dAll Activities 2,172 193 188 197 212

App3i-dation and Outreach Activ,ities 606 86 87 67 56 50 34 29 27 32 35

Update/revise aid materials, literature, and
application forma

Distribute materials andsliterature to new
Atudents;- for _continuing students; for others
Advertise pidfconduct workshops and seseinars/
outreach for needy students/transfer
at udept. orient ation
General counsel i.ng/sid interviews
Process applications for freshmen, Summer,
CWS, loans (including GSL); late applications
(in May, October, November); compile applies-
tine statistics

Fackagitil saolwarding Activities

33

64

48

60

481

886

.
3

12

9

8

54

58

2

12

10

5

58,

59

2

4

5

4

.52

78

1.

6

t,-

45

93

2

2

.7

43

115,

2

4

27

102

2 1

1

1 1

5

21 26

92 79

2

3

2

LO

15

74

2

2

5

5

21

-42

9

5

3

24

39

5

16

6

21

50

Aid pa'Ckaging, including aid for Sumner' session*
recipi.ents
Award determination for freshmen, &rooter, GWS,
Campion Rased, transfers, merit, institutional
aid
Award revimions/adjustment of Panic Grants

-

Award letterss/mail awards (for Spring, Sumter,
Fall)
Disburse. Funds for Spre toner, Fall
Late awards/award appealf/late SFOGa/needs
analysis claanges/reanocate fund* frail no-shows

Reportilig and Rectit-d-Keeging Activities

155

470
41*

112

35

99

- 15

451

' 10'

16

9

2

20

1

24

2

11

32

10

1

5

.-

17

18

45

.5.

27

23

.61.

7

1

1

20

24

71.

8

9

3

24-,

19

61

8

6

5

3

33

15 14914

46 34

12.9
10 3

5 18

4 2

81 55

4

35

16

--c

20

4

54

2

3

,20

iO

1

64

1

9

22

7

1

29

1

6

27

9

8

23

1
State reports/cert ifica.tkons/program

-"applications - 16 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

!Ambers are total refereites to

office schedules. rn.addltlon,
there was no organited calendar
Furthermore, not all 85 schla
Fe.bruary; 32; March, 28; 401,
December, .44.

specific work tasks mentioned by a group of 85 institutions providing siontMy financial aid
21 schools were not on traditional acadeipic calendars and were inapplicable; 31 schools sid
of activities or gave only.very general responses; and 35 *chiral* did not respond t all.
had comments on every month; the masher of nonrespondents by month i January, 30;
25; Hoye 24; June, 28; July; 26; August, 40; September, 35; October,, 40; November,.44; and
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and interviewing; and the basic processing of incoaing fortis organizing

financial, aid folders', assembling all ne%dsd data, etc. The last step

may require the aid office to obtain a number ofsdocuments .besides the

application. tndeed, institutional applicat.ion forms are typicakly

supplanted infimportance,by the detailed financial aid data provided

by the applicant to needs analysis service agencies, and then passed

ad to the school., with ,the approVal of the student, as a report for

Lastitutional use.

These miateriAlS are, of coui'se; retained in the applicstion did file,

as are a variety of other materials acquired as part of the application,

process, prior to the initiation of the packaging.process. For example,

other matelials:that may be idcluded'in the appatcant's file ,are

certifications of academic standing; affidavits as,to dependency or"other

issues of status, special application'forms for particugar kinds of aid,

consumer information certificates (e.g., copies of disclosure. and

truth-in-lending statements, s"igned by the recipient to aer,tify that

their contents are'understoodi, Other kinds,of loan-related ,

documentation, 9pporting documents for'data su m4ted in the needs _

analysis process (such as IRS 1040s, which May be reqd6ste'd to confirm
.

ingame claims)) correspdndence and occasionally transcripts. Ot

particular significance is the observatton'that at-least some af the

schoolsexpliitly plar for ehe handling of late applicationsg Althougy'

the sedsonal ebb and f w of all of these activities is prpnounced (see

below), some application activity occurs at all times.

Closely related to these activities are those record keeping and

reporting activities included in.the third activity category, which

aCcounts for olker 20 percent of the total activities-enumerated.
0

Clearly, the most prominent ofthese is the preparation and submission of

the FISAP reporet. This is the combined program application.and reporting

form for,participants in the Federal Campug Based aid program. This

activity follows a strong seasonal cycle-which 'peaks with the October

submission deadline (see below). The imposition of this deadline

allows many schools to preschedule their MAP award reView, appeal

preparations, and appeal pYocesses.

A.2 116



-The detailed activity)citations are presented'in Table 5.A. They

serve to provide an excellent inventory of most Of the major work tasks

that are carried out in the alid office. The tasks 4Thich are most

prominent stand out clearly and define the ma,ior preoccupations of

financial aid specialists, while many of the activities that are

mentioned less frequently serve to call attention to a large number of

secondar§ responsibilities and dude's which the aid office must also

handle. In addition, the detailed data on'work activities provide some

feeling for seasonality and timing for particular aid tasks, which will

be addressed at length below. For convenience"of exposition, the

) detailed tasks of Table 5.A havawbeen grouped ihto four major

classificationsr- .Application and Outreach Activities, Packaging and

. Awarding Activities, Reporting and Record Keeping Activities, and All

Other Activities.

Of these four major activity groupings, Table 5.A shows that over 40

percent fall under the heading of "Packaging and Awarding Activities."

The bulk of these responses are.concerned with the deterdination of the

amount of an'award, often for specific types of aid or specific kinds of

recipients. There are also a suistantial number of citations for award

revisions, as initiV. determinations are adjusted and altered. This can

occur for-a large number of reasons, including changes in family circum
.

stances or available resources, refusals of assistallice, correction for

Overawards, shifts in fees or other budget elements, etc. Other

activities in the award process were noted by aew schools, 4711.3es

appeals by studerear changes in the heeds anklysis (that is, an

adjustment in expected family contribution), and the reallocation of aid

funds originally assigned'to applicants 064fail t'O enroll or withdraw

after enrolling.

Almost 30 percent of the responses fall in the "Application and \

Outreach ActiVities" classification. These activities include the

preparation and distribution of aid literature, materials, and '

application forms; the conduct of workshops and seminars for students and

their'families; outreach programs to find needy applicants; counseling
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expected'on the basis of the number of recipients aloneiP# It is

iriteresting that the low leverof productivity for 2-year tublic schools

in the cases of NDSL and CWS, while not disturbing the rank ordering on..
4

the basis of scale, nevertheless confirms the earlier (and similar)

findings o Table a.5401 above. Thus, on.balance, greater scale generally

is associated with higher product4vi0y, with the possible exception of )
,2-year public schools.

e

2.1
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TABLE 5.12: SELECTED MEASURES OF FINANCIAL AID OFFICEJ;ORKER
PRODUCTIVITY-AND SCALE OF OPERATIONS BY .INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

ALL
SCHOOLS

,Institutionel Level and Control

4-Year

Public

4-Year

Private
*ollear

Public
'2-Yesr

Private
Prol;rii-__

etary

Mean Persous Co
Per Office Workeq 362 637 273 507 155 164

Mean Perscos Counseled 2672 8208 1555 1629 514 318

Mesn Aid Applicants 0

Per Office Worker 239 145 248 185 134 -99

Mean Aid AppliceIlts 1782 .5089 1258 740 342 195

Mean Aid Recipients
Per Office Workert/

.

! mod' 160 * 51r 379 242 . 317 187
SEM - 473 774 457 211 -V15 , 166
NDSL 442 773 419 77 . 646 126
CWS 290 , 372 307 78 331 ,A4

Helen Aid Recipients

!SEW 566 1882 332 442 115 115
SWIG 205 473 169 i f15 59, 32
NDSL 421 936 - 373 41 86 51
CWS ' 320 746 257, 87 89 10

Source! Institutional Site Visit Survey.

liThe denominator for each case is t40..person-yeers of financial aid office staff time
reported am allocated to the particular aid programs.

On Table.5012 in. terms.of both individuals counseled per worker and

aid4hpplications processed p.r worker, there is a perfect rank

correlation among the measures of productivity and their corresponding

measures of scale (i.e.,,,individuals counseled and applications

processed, respectively). Using aid recipients by program as the scale

measure and aidArecipients per worker by program as the measure of

productivity, Table 5.12 shows that the rahk correlgtion is not perfect,

but that ehe rankings of scale and productivity are the same in all but

three cgses. Two of these case's oceterin the BEOG programs (the -2-year

public and the proprietary schools have lower productivity levels than

expected oncthe basis of recipients alone) end one occurs in the SEOG

program (the produCtivity for 2-year private schools is much larger than

5.28'
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Office Staff Productivity

Throughout this final section of Chapter. 5, the statistics presented

reportedly,involved implications regarding financial aid opfice'and

worker productivity. These implications..have been variou4ly referred to'

as "efficiencies," "stale economies," and "productivity." The purpose of

this last table in Chapter 5 is to complete the,focus on,productiArity.
'

Before doing so, however, it must be made clear that, in the discussion

of worker productivity by type of

to the capabilities, or differenc

school, no reference is being made as
( .

capabilities, of workers among the

school types. This questionyas explored earlier in Table 5.7, where it

waj concluded.that differences ip education and experience were smell and

scattered,,with some mindr'systematic variation correlated with'gross

wage and salary differences (see Table 5.8).

' Bather, Tple 5.12 will examine productivity...differences which would

occur Oren if all personnel of a_siven type were identiCal id Capabili-
1/4 A '

tie's., That is, productivity,differences will be due primarily to

economies of scale of operation (which results from the ability to

i

provide a better mix of resource inputs such as computers, the ability toi.'"

have office personnel ,specialize in task assignments through division of

Labor, the avoidance of prOblems connected with factor .indivi4j,,bility,

and the ability to spread tasks, which are necessary.but unrelated to

office size, such as many reporting functions, over a larger volume of

office okrations), and not to differgndes in worker capabilities.
4

The productivity figures in Table 5.12 are inversely related to the

measures used in previous tables. This is because previous tables

examined the workers used per unit of output/ whereas Table 5.12 examiner

the standard measure of productivity:- units.of output per worker. Just

as the previous measures were found to decline as the size of the

operation increased, the measures on Table 542 should increase as

operation size increases. For convenience, the appropriate measures of

,the size of operations (persons counseled, aid applicants, and aid'

recipients) are repeated on Table 5.12 from Table 5.5.

I 23
5.27 4.
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Whilt-a wide variety of recruiting sources are employed among the

school types, these patterns do not serve to explain the patterns of

hiring and retention problems (although they may contribute to them).

One other possible explanation for the hiring and retention problems

(other than those explicitly stated as a problem in Tple 5.9) is the

selection criteria used in employing aid profesiidnals. Table 3.11 shows

that, with virt9illy all schools in tfie sample reporting, school type-
,

specific frequencies of selection criteria are evident, but none is

systematically related to the problems itemized in hiring and retention.

TypicallY, technical skill is the most frequently mentioned selection

criteria, although 4-year public schools report FAO experience as a,

screening criterion more frequently. Interestingly, 4-year priv:ite

schools mention FAO experienctes a screening criterion just over half

the time. .0ther impOrtant selection criteria for 4-year public schools

(who seem to use more criteria, more often) were management skills,

'counseling skills, and academic background. Again, private schools use

this latter criterion in 'only two out of five cases. Lastly, proprretary

schools use the selection criterion, personality, only half as often as

do the other types of schools.

TABLE 5.11: PERCENTAGE OF INSTITUTIONS USING VARIOUS RECRUITMENT
SELECTION bRITERIA IN HIRING AID PROFESSIONALg, BY
INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79.1/

Institutional Level.and Control

4-Year

Public

4-Year

Private

2-Year

Public
2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Technical Skill 86 82 97 80 90

FAO Experience 92 61 80 80 . 83

Counseling Skill 86 69 83 70 79

Management Skill 90 78 67 60 62

Acsd. Background 78 41 50 40 66

Personat.ity 20 20 20 20 10

Number of Respondents 50 49 30 10 29

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey. -

I/Multiple responses are allowed in each Ceolumn.

C.
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In the .face of these hiring and retention problems, it is interesting

to see wha., sources are used to recruit aid professionals, and to see

whether different sout es are used by those types of schools wh,ich report
(t14

hiring and retention pr
(
blems. Table 5.10 showe'that, while some

differences exist by type of school, there appears to be no systematic

relationship between recruitment sources and the reporting of hiring and

the retention problems. The most common pattern is to use sources in'the

following decreasing order of importanae: school placement offices,

general audience advertisements (e.g., newspaper ads), professional"

associations, special audience advertisements, personal contacts and,

lastly,.private placement services...

TABLE 5.10: PERCENTAGE
t,

OF INSTITUTIONS USING VARIOUS RECRUITMENT SOURCES
FOR AID FROFESSIONALS2 BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Tnatitutional Level and Contrql

4-Year
Public 1

4-Year
Private

2-Year
,Publid

' 2-tear

PriOrts
Propri-
etary

School Placement Office 72 50 59 25 39

Oen. Audience Advertisement 60 37 59 25 39

Professional AesoCiation ' 62 33 29 0
1

33

Special Audience Advertisement 62 27 35 13 11

Personal. Contacts 13 17 1.2 50 22

Private Placement Service 27 '6 0 6

Number of Respondents

,19

47 30 17 5 IS.

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/Ru1tip1 e responses si.e allowed in each column. .

Sixty percent or more of the 4-year public schools 'use one or more of

the foliowing: the school .placement officecgeneral and special audience

advertisements, and professional assoCiations. The most frequently .

mentioned recruitment source for all but the 2-year private schools is
.

the school placement affice. For the 2-year private schools, the most

frequently mèntione source is,personal contacts, with absolutely no use

made of professional associations or private placement services by these

schools. Little use made of special audience advertisements by either

2-year Ibrivate'kehools or.proprietaries. Lastly, proprietarie6 reported

using none of the recruiting sources more than 40 percent of the time.

5.25 1 25



etention and Recruitment of Aid ProfessionaLs

Given the salary levels displayed above, it is not surprising that'

salaries are the dominant problem in hiring and retaining FAO- profes-

qionals. Excluding proprietary and the 2-year sehool, which display lowo

ea.

,

numbers of responses, Table 5.9 shows that almost akl'gd the 4-year

schools which stated Ehey, had a hiring problem; ancioaClarge percent of

thorie reporting a staff retention problem, indicated that low salaries

wery &cause. Over!a1l,1 other hiring problems in these schools were minor

by compar son, with up to 20 percent of'the 4-year schools with hiling

problems m ntioning such.factors as working conditions, school location ,

and lack of support from the school administration. On the other hand,.

higher response frequencies were received fram 4-year schools reporting.

retention problems caused by working conditions (over 30 percent),.and

the hiring of workers 'with limited commitfits (spouse6 'of students) or

the hiring of young workers who eventually realize the lack of advance-

ment opportunities within the financiaa aid office (around 20 percent).

TABLE 5.9: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS GIVING SPECIFIC REASONS FOR HIRiNG
'AND RETENTION'PROBLEMS, BY INSTI*TIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

at.

Hiring_ Problem. (2)

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

'4-Year
Private

2Year
Public

2-Year Propri-

.Privatl etary

0
, : 9

97

9

7

18

\ 89

4 .

.
17

0

50
33

0

0
100

0

0

100
0

School Location
Working Conditions
Salary
Lack of Support

Number of Cases

-
35 28 12 2 1

Retention Problems (2)

Temporai-y Emplóreltt 14 24 25 25- o

Working.Conditions M 33 25 0 50

Salary 91 73 13 50 50

Lack of Support 11 6 0 25 0

Number of Cases 36 33 12 4 2

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
1

IIMultiple responsea,are allowed in each column

At 6
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4J TABLE 5.8: MEAN SALARIES (IN ANNUM., DOLLARS) FOR SELECTED PERSONNEL

CATEGORIES, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR
1978-79

Institutional Level and ControlALL
SCHOOLS

4-Yelir 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

Professional and
Peer Combined1/

12,852 15,948 10,598 16,691 12,572 13,260

Professions12/ 14,891 21,191 11,508 15,503 12;915 17,884

Secretarial/Clerical 5,809 6,719 4,889 7,154 5,559 7,549

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

licue to OMB restrictions, salaries could not be obtained directly. Rather,
the total wage bill in each office for Professional and Peers combined was
obtained,_end these salaries were calculated by dividing the wage bill by
the number of full.6.time equivalent professionals and peere in each office.

1/Calculated by assuming that professional salaries are 150 percent of-peer
salaries.

salary adventage of Public over private continues to-ho'ld. It is

.interesting, however, that under this "adjustment" the salary advantage

of 4-year public schools was substantially enhanced, while the proprie-

tary salary level for professionals increased to a figure above that of

the 2-year public schools. This phenomendn'in the proprietary schools

may reflect.the -fact that'these are profit king institutions where the

financ.ial aid officers often serve imaspre th n one capacity. (The

financial aid officer may, for example, own the school.)

The salaries for secretarial and clerical workers aie highest in the

public schools and the proprietaries, where they are around $7,000 per

year. Salaries are someihat lower in the private schools, where they are

$5,500 to $6,500 "per year. This is the same general pattern that wls

observed for professional salaries, and lends conkidence to the pat/tern

observed amongthe "adjusted" professional salaries. It s interesting

to notp, however, that secretarial salaries are higher i h 2-year

public schools than in'the 4-year public schools (the reve e of that

observed for professionals), and higher in the 2.year.priva&e schools,'

than in the 4-year private schools. ,This probably reflects ihe added

responsibilities boine by many secretarial staff workers in Ole 2-year

institutions.
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.part-time.and 5111-time employees. 'The least experience'd ful4k-time

professionals, however, are found n 2-year'private schools, and the

least experienced part-time professionals aretfound in 4-year public

schools. It is interesting that, in all but the public schools, the part-

time employees exhibit more work experience than do the full-time '

employees on average. The size of the full-time/part-time experience

differential in the nonpdblic schools (especially the 2-year private

schools) suggests that mean full time equivalent salaries should be 'lower

in the nonpublic schools, in spite of a somewhat lower proportian of

full-time professionals tn these schools (see Table 5.5).-

TISLE 5.7: EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE OF FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME FAO
PROFESSIONALS, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND.CONTROL: ACADEMIC
YEAR 1978-79

Si
II -Mean Work Experience

Full-Time

ALL
SCHOOLS

Institutional Level and Control

4.7Year 4-Year 2-Year 2=Year Propri-

Public Private Public Private etery

a .4.. Part-Time

Mean Schooling (in yealls)

Full-Time

Part-Time
4

Source: Institutional Site'Visit Survey.

4.62
V12

16.52

15.63

4.64 4.59 5.26
1.46 4.86 2.20

10.89 16t2I 17.14

15.5 80 161
16.79 15.88

14.88 .14.87 .

This-snggéstion Lp paitially'verified 'in Table 5.8, which displays

mean salaries by liersonnel type and type of school. Even though the data

do not permit,the separation of professional and peer employee salaries,

an examination' of the mean combined salaries, followed by an examination

of salaries of professionali and peers ieparated by assumed proportions,

should provide a useful,picture of the variations in.salaries by type of

school. Table 5.8 shows that the combination salaries of private schools

.are indeed lower than those-in public schools. Since the ambination

salaries allow substantial variations.in the mix of profeionals and

, peers (which., of coursep'can affect salary comparisons), n attempt was

made to-adjust for such a mix by assigning a proportional relationship

between professional end peer salaries (i.e., a ratio of,3 to 2, .

respectively). Thevrgsults of this adjustment show that the same basic
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handle between 4 and 14 times the applicant load, depending on the per- .

sonnel types being considered, with an overall average for all personnel

types of almost 8. Obviously scale economies are being realized.

The last set of figures on Table 5.6 describes the percent of each

personnel type being employed full time in each school type. Overall,

the FAO professional is most often employed full time, with secretarial

and clerical least often employed full time. In addition, on average,

the ajority of each personnel type is employed full time, with an

rov e all average for all personnel types combined of almost three-quarters

employed full time. _Examination of these statistics bx school type,

however, reveals that peer e employed more often part time in

4-year public schools, a d secretarial nd clerical personnel are

employed more often part time in proprietary and 2-year private schools.

In fact, 2-year proptieta y schools employ secretarial and clerical

personnel fiNvlime less t n one-third of the time. This may reflect

the fact that secretaries in -year private schools and proprietaries

"wear many hats" and divide their time letween"financial aid and other

activities (e.g., admissions, registrar, faculty). Lastly, in-6;e 4-year

schools and the 2-year public schools,.almost all professional financial

aid officers work full time. This is not the case in the 2-year privite

schools and proprietaries. These institutionsoften share professionals

witdother schools, hire professionals'on a consulting basis or, more

commonly, assign full-Hine schokl employees to serve part time as

finipcial aid professionals. This, of course, extends to all types of

financial aid personnel in these school types and explains why overall,

only between 50 afid 60 percent of the staffs of these offices are
oe

employed full time by the financial aid office.

Focusing on the FAO professional, it is clear from Table 5..7 that the

typical full-time professional has a bachelor's degree and between four

and five years' experience; the typical part time professional has

something less than a baccalaureate, with just over fouryears'

experience. Professionals in proprietary schoolsrtend to be slightly

less educated tQath, on average, less than a baccalaureate degree for botll
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TABLE 5:6: -NUMBER OF AID STAFF FOR PERSONNEL CATEGORIES, BY INATITUTIONAL
LEVEL AND CONTROL:. ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

t

6

ALL
SCROnLSJ

-.....%

InstiCutional Level and Control

4-Year

Public
4-Yeir
Privite

i

2-Year
Public.

2-Year
Privete

Propri-
stary

Mean FTE Staff

,FAO Professionals 1.92 , 4.19 1.62 . 1.07 1.12

4

0.56

Peer Employees 0.89 0.87 0.95 0.70 0.47 405.
Secretarial/Clerical 3.26 ,8.36 2.10 2.39 1.26 1.10

Total 6.07 13.41 4.67 4.11 2.85 2.71

Mean Staff Per 1,000
Alplicants

FAO Professionals 2.44 .., 1.18 2.51 2.14 3.73 4.58

Peer Employees 3.29 0.78 2.88 2.97 2.13 11.01

Secratarial/Clerical 4.78 2.29 2.72
,

6.28 5.11 17.76

Total 10.52 ' 4.24 8.11 11.42 10.97 33.35

Mean Percent Full-Time

RAO Professionals 87.2 97.3 85.0 93.3 67.2 64.5

Peer Employee* 67.2 39.0 75.2 78.7 93.8 57.3
Secretarial/Clerical 63.5 72.1 64.2 73.0 28.7 37.2

Total 73.1 78.8 74.4 79.4 58.7 52.2

Source: Institutional S te Visit Survey.

secretarial/clerical personnel reported, but also to wide differences in

the numbers of other personnel types reported as well. For example,

Rroprietary and 4-year schools are relatively high users of peer

employees, whereas 2-year schools are lowsusers of these personnel. This

is somewhat surprising, because peerPemployees in proprietary schools are

not eligible for CWS, so one would assume that their usage by proprie-
.

taries would be diminishedorelative to other school types.

In spite of the.clear pattern of staff size varying with the workload

(i.e., applicants), it is clear from Table 5.6 that the staff size is not

proportional o the workload. The number of staff per 1,000 applicants

shows that there is a strong tendency for the large schools (in terms of

applicants) to have more efiicient staffs (possibly because of the use of

computers, the ability to have staff specialize in tasks, etc.) than the

smaller schools. This confirms the findings of Tables 5.1, 5.3, and 5.5

regarding scale economies. While such a finding does not Wad in every

case between school typds of adjacent average sizes, the extremes are

rather dramatic. The personnel of the largest school types are able to

7/4
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participation rates are only:labout half those in 4-year schools. .1.11 the

public ihstitutio,t1s the percentages of students receiving NDSL Campus
.t

Based aid'are more than three times the percentages receiving such aid
,

private inStitutions. This same pattern holds among the 'nonproprietary

schools tn the case ofx-CWS, although the observed differences are not

nearly as large. Proprietary schools takt the lead. in SEOG partici-

pation, as well as BEOG participation, which reflects the'high cost of

education in these schols relative to the students' resources, as well as-

high NDSL participation. Interestingly, proprietaties have negligible

CWS participation, whh reflects the inability tollire their own

students as other school types'do. Finally, it is noteworthy that the

percentages of public schbol students participating in NDSL and CWS are

almost identical within each institutional level. Private- institutions

-rely more heavily_on CWS than on student loans, although the percentages

of students involved in both programs are fairly small.

General CharactSristics, of Aid Office Personnel

Distribution of Characteristics of Aid Office Personnel

The finadcial aid office is typically staffed by three types of

workers: professionals', peer employees, and secretarial and clerical

worlsers. The functions of each type of worker may not be highly

specialized. Each may "wear many hats" and often serves as a close

substitute for'the others.

Table 5.6 shows the composition of the aid office staff by type of

school. From the first three rows in the table it is clear that schools

vary widely in the total amounts (as already shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.3

above) and kinds of labor us'td in the aid process. As anticipated, the

figures on Table 5.6 repeat the findings of Table 5.1, that the staff

size varies directly with the numbtr of applicants to be processed. The

composition of these work forces,do not, follow such a simple pattern,

however. While sectetarial and clerical are.always the mosr, heavily used

type of personnel,,their number relative to the other types is widely

varied. This is due not only to a substantial variation in the number of ,

A
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4

These patterns of figures and their relativeevalues (i.e., determined

by dividing the weeks per persod perryear for each program on Table 5.4

by the corresponding number of aid recipients on Table 5.5) clearly

indicate tha5 there is a 4gre5., ranWbf efficiencies affong the types of

schools (addressed at length, below). 'But, within each school type, the
4

pattern of the'workload reporte per,reci*tetif is almost the shme (

in fact, the Atipients fer w kload of BEOG,liEOG, and NDSL are almo

identical), except for 2-year public schools where an unusually large

time is spent on NDSL and CWS on,a per recipient basis,amount of

Other perspecpives on the typical workload .can be obtained by

examining the relative frequency of co4nsering, aid 4plications, and aid

awards for nonproprietary institu4se From Table 5.5, it appears _11A(t

about 90 percent of those enrolled get counseled. This is not the dase,

however, when one realizes that many of thosecounseled may never enroll

or even apply for enrollment in therschool. ,In fact, some of those

counseled may be rec ving financial aid counseiingefrom mo're thanrone

institution as par of their search pr6cess. Nevertheless,,about as many i

I
individuals receive counseling at a schoo, l as eNentually enroll (as'

undergraduates for more than half time)tin that school, on average. It

is arso the case that m6re individualfs receive counseling than apply for

aid. Obviously, some of those counseled do not enroll, and some of those

that do enroll do not apply for aid (presugably based on the information

received in.the counseling session). On'average, about three-fourths as

many apply for financial aid as eventually enroll. This varies from 'less

than half for 2-year public schools to between 85 and 90 percent, for the

private nonproprietary schools. $uch differences between thepublic and

private nonproprietary universities may reflect differences in tuition

fees and other charges (see Table

By type of program, Table 5.5 shows that almost 30 percent of the

undergraduate student enrollment is receivini BEOG, with proprietary

schools far above this average. Differences between public and 'private

nonRroprietary schools are much more pronounced in the participation

rates for the Campus Based programs. In 2-year schools the SEOG

132
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TABLE 5:5: THE SCOPE OF FINANCIAL AID WORKLOAD AS MEASURED BY A VARIETY
* OF SELECTED STATISTICS, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:

ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

ALL
SCHOOLS

rnstitutional Level and Control

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-

Public Private Public Private etary

Mean Persons Counseled L672 8,208 1,555 1,629 514 318

Mean Aid Applicants 1,782 5,089 1,258. 740 142 195

keen Unduplicated
704 2,074 . 5'66 487 183 117

Recipientell ,

Mesn Aid Recipients

.REOG

SEOG
NDSL
CWS

Mean Per Recipient
Workload2/

566 1,882 332 442 115 115

205 473 169 115 59 32

421 '936 373 41 86 51

320 746 257 87 89 10-

BEOG ce.
.024 .008 .032 .038 .084 .187

. SEOG .024 .008 .034 .031 .066
.

.194

. .
NDSL I. .024 .008 .031 .185 .069 .200

CWS .033 .014 . .040 .137 .094 .350
,

Mean Counseled/Enrolied 0.93 0.88 -046 0.91 0.86 3/

...

Mean Applicants/Enrolled 0.73 0.59 0.88 ' 0.40 0.84 3/
.a

Mean Recipients/Enrolled EU
SEOG 29 29 27 26 28 53.

%. SEOG 9 9 13 5 5 14'

NDSL 12 13 4 23 7 41,0

CWS 11 UD 8 22 16 2

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey and Stut,ent Survey (for recipient/enrolled

figures only). 1

0
I/Repeated from Table 5.1 for convenience.

2/CSIcu1ated by dividing the work weeks per person per year for each program on Table
5.4 by the corresponding number of recipients on this table.

a 2./Figires for proprietary schools were exluded because all variables were defined for
thsarether school types on a standard 9-month academic year, and this was not possible
for nrollment in proprietary schools.

b.
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the overall pattern, in that workers in these schools,devote slightly

more time to NDSL than to CWS, but the major departure is, again, in the

case of proprietary schools. 'By far, the most time-consuming Campus

Based program for proprietaries is NDSLI:which takes up more than half of

all Campus Based staff time. This is due not only to a large absolute

amount of staff time devoted to NDSL compared to other school types, but

also to the fact that CWS is not very time-consuming in absolute terms

for participating proprietaries. This, of course, largely reflects the

extremely small scale of CWS in participating proprietaries.

It is interesting to compare the time spent on financial aid pragiamp

and activities with selected measures of the workload typically facing

. the institution. Table 5.5 shows thatp.as expected, the 4-year public

schools lead all others on average in the number of students counseled,-

number of applicants, and.number of aid recipients. This type of school

is followed (but not closely) by 4-year private., 2-year public, 2-year

private, and proprietary, in all cases, except (1) for'recipients, where

the mean number for proprietaries is slightly above that for 2-lrear

_private schools, and (2) for,.students .counseled, where 2-year' public is

slightly above 4-year private.

The pattern of recipients by program only partially reflects the

staff time allocation of Table 5:4. Clearly BEOG is the largest program

in all schools in terms of recipients, and thus mirrors the staff time

allocation pattern. recipient patterns among the other programs do

not match the staff time allocatfons in all cases, however. The pattern

of CWS taking more thne than NDSL, and NDSL taking more time than SEOG,

as established for "All Schools" in Table 5.4, barely holds for 2-year

private schools in terms of recipients. Most other school types tend to

follow the time-allocation pattern established by proprietary schools of

NDSL taking more time than SEOG, which in turn takes more time than CWS.

Specifically, this latter recipient pattern holds for other school types,

except for 2-year public schools where SEOG and CWS change prSces.
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V.

TABLE 5.4: ALLOCATION OF STAFF TIME AMONG AeTIVITY 'CATEGORIES, BY.

INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978 -7q

a

JO

ALL
SCHOOLS

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Yesr

Public

2-YAsr(

1,1z4ate

Propri-
etary

NPercent Time Spent On:

w

26.9

44.8

71.6

13.5

5.0

10.0

10.4

28.1

42.3

70.4

15.3

3.9

7.6

40.2

. lk

21.8

52.2

74.0

4it

10.6

5.7

11.6

10.3

33.0

39.9

72.9

/

16.7

3.6

7.6

11.9

27.8

44.5

72.3

9.7

3.9

5.9

8.4

44-4 '

20.8

61.1'

21.5

6.2

10.2

3.5

o
ECOC

Campus Basedl/

BEOC & Campus Based2/

Work Weeks Per FTE Worker
.- Per Year:

SEOG

SEOC

,
NICISL

CWS

=,

Source: Institutional Site Vi,sit Survey.

1/An institution vas included in the percentage calculations for this row if the
inatitution participated in et least one of the three Campus Based financial aid
programs.

1/An institution was included in the percentage calculations for this row if the
institution participated in BEM and at least one of the three Campus Based financial
aid programs.

An examinalon of these percentages by type of school' shows that

nonproprietary schoola participating in BEOG and at least ofie of the

Campus Based programs allocate over 70 perdent of all did staff time to

these four Federal programs. The public scW061s in this group spend less

of this time adMinistering the Campus Based progrmns and more in

administering the BEOG program than do private schools. PiIIIPpvietaries.

are the only schools to spend more time on BEOG than on the Campus Based

.programs. In fact, the time spent by proprietaries on BEOG averages more

than twice that spent on Cam;us Based progrmns. This is likely due to

the more limited.use of the Campus Based-proigrams by prOprietaries.

The overall time spent among the Campus Based programs per full-time

equivalent financial aid office worker-iehown on Table 5.4 to follow a

pattern of slightly more tine being spent on CWS than on NDSL, and about

twice as much time on NDSL than On SEOG. Most school types conform to

this pattern. There is a slight departure by 4-year private schools from
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Even excluding staff time spent on record keeping -and reporting,

however, there remain large disparities in the qtaff time expended among

the types of schools. For example, need assessment and packaging

combined vary from 9.9 to 19.1 in terms of staff weeks per worker per

year, and from 3,5 to 13.8 in terms of staff hours per applicant.

Furthermore, the extreme positions are take; by proprietary-schools and

4-year public schools. The former are lowest in terms of total time per

worker, but.highest in terms of time per applicant; whereas the latter

are highest in terms of staff time per worker, but lowest in terms of

time pik applicant. The implication is clear that these differentes are

explained by scale effects. Those schools with the largest number of

applicants (4-year public,schools) require more staff time per worker,

but are more efficient in their operations and are able to spread the

fixed costs of reporting over a larger numbLof applicants, so that

staff time per ,applicyant is'substantially reduced. These figures'are

also consistent with the small size of the proprietaries (in terms of

both applicants and financial ai.d staff) and the consequent perionalized

Inature of the services these staffs provide.

Turning to Table 5.4, we can examine the allocation of staff time

among the programs within the financial aid offices of the various types

of schools. Overall, the four Federal programs (BEOG, SEOG, NMI., and

CWS) account for over 70 percent of all staff time for those schools

participating in BEOG and at least one of the Campus Based programs, with

the time devoted to the Campus Based program being two-thirds greater

than that Zor the Basic Grant program.. These percentages give some

indication of the huge impact the Federal programs have had on financial

aid offices since their inception 15 years ago. They'now constitute the

bulk of the work performed by these offises.

z
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Several points must be made. First, the overall "new" pattern of

work effort displayed on. Table 5.3 is due largely to theeallocation chf

staff time In proprietary schools. Second, recall that proprietary

schools were by and laige absent from the statistics 'of Table 5.2, ,ko

that the findings of Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are really not contradictory4

Third, the high figures,on record keeping and reporting shown tor

proprietary schools (relative tO both the same activity cfassificaion for

other school types and different activity classifications for.the same

school type) are probably due, in part, tO a failure of. propriqtary

schools to distinguish reports and record keeping required for financial

aid per se ftom the reports and record keeping required for other =,

purposes. It may also be partially due to the fact that aid in

proprietary schools okten,takes the form of student loans (see Table 5.3r

below). Loan programs typiCally place a heavy record-keeping burden on

the institutions. At the same time; proprietaries, as profit-making

enterprises, may feel that special attention to reports and records

protects them in the event of audits, reviews, and contractual disputes.

TABLE 5.3 ALLOCATION_OF STAFF TIME AMONG\ACTIVITY'CATEGORIES, BY
INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:. ACADEMIC YEIAR 1978-79

ALL
./nstitutional Level and COntrol

SCHOOLS
4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

...

%
...

Task Specific Work Weeks

5.77

9.49 .

11.87

2.10

2.95

5.21

. 15.35

12.71

11.61

1,04

2.40

1.70

6.06

9.67

12.52

1.79

2.23

4.78

5.47.-

7,55

10.16

2.08

2.80

3.23

4.07

8.99

9.04

1.50

4.15

4.35

4.25

5.64

12.40

6:07

7.75

17.75

per.FTE Worker per Year

Need Assessment

Packaging

Reports and Records

Task Specific Work
Houreper.APplicant

.

Need Aeoessment
..

Packaging

Reports and Records

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

se
- r 4

4
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Workload hy Program, Taskt and Type of School

Before.examining the composition and productivity of the staff

typically dmployed.by financial aid officers, it should prove useful to

ascertain the contribution to the workload made by each type of financial

aid progr; smd category of activity by type of school. By examining

the allocation of total sthff time in financial aid offices by type of

school, we can 'further refihe the findings of Table 5.2 (and the table

frft which'it was drawn, Table 5.A in Attachment A) and focus on which of

the aid programs is the most burdensome by type of school.

The initial examination of stiff time is presented in Table 5.31

where an attempt was made.to separate staff effort into categories as

closely resembling those in Table 5.2 as popible. Therefore, the task

categories of "Need Assessment," "Packaging," and "Reports and Records')

are utilized in Table 5.3. Furthermore, staff time.is presented in weeks

per year per staff member as one measure, and is restated on a per

applicant basis as hours per applicant as another measure. ,Of course, .

figures for each type of school are reported in addition to a weighted

figure for all schools combined.

Looking first at the "All Schools" figui.e,'it is clear that staff

time among the activity categories does not have a perfect rank

correlation with the findings Of Table 5.2,. Regardless of whether the

staff time is exporessed on the basis of the number of applicants or not,

reporting and record keeping take the most staff time. Much the same

picture is also presented when looking at staff time by type of school.

On both a weeks per year per staff member and a work hours per applicant

4

Masis thi

1(

new pattern holds for all but 4-year public schools, and is

very pron unced for proprietary schools. In the case of proprietary

schools, the activities of reporting and record keeping show a work level
4

which is two aNipthrd times greater than'the other two activity

categaties.
,

q 1

,

s

p.



relative seasonal pattern that runs counter to the overall level of

. activity. It follows a regular annual movement fram the summer, when aid

application activitii is the least, to peak periods in January and

February, when most requests for the following academic year must be

submitted. When applications and supporting documents are received by

the aid office, "Packaging and Awarding Activities" may begin (see line

"II" on Figure 5.2). These activities,peak in late spring and continue

at high levels throdghout the summer, as schools prepare for fall

openings. Once incoming and returning students are processed for the

fall, aid packaging activities diminish sharply until the next year's

roand of applications begins Co arrive. This cycle appers to hav4 the

,same general sh4e as the overall cycle of Figure 5.1, but appears as

other than a level line becaUse of the much wider variation displayed by

the packaging and awarding cycle.

Lastly, the "RepOrting and Record Keeping Activities" group (line
;

"III" on Figure 5.2) is-out of phase with the total activity cycle.

Activity in this group is fairly low except in the summer and early fall,

where activity for this group is actually composed of two separate

reporting "peaks." One peak immediately follows the June graduation
A

season when the past year's activities must be summed up and reported, and

final preparations made *for the new fall term's awards and disbursements.

The second peak follows fall riegistration, when the FISAP (the combined

application and r6porting form for Federal Campus Based aid pragrams)

must be submitted.

In summary then, there is a distinct tyclical pattern to the total

workload of a financial aid office which.is not controllable by the

individual office. Furthermore, the overall workload cycle is a result

- of overlapping groups of activities, which often are associated gol4th

different award years, and with each group exhibiting its own'unique

seasonal pattern. .Finally, none of the component groups of activities

seems to be controllable by the individual financial aid office, as well.

1 3 u
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FIGURE '3.2: SEASONAL VARIATION IN TIIE PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF TU TOTAL REPORTED FINANCIAL
AID-OFFICE ACTIVITIES BY MONTH
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The second is that the activities of the financialid office

represent a mix of events associated with overlapping aid:years. That

is, the financial aid office must make and administer the award packages

for the current year,'as well as prepare re'ports and appl ications in.,.

anticipation of the next year's award cycle. Thus, we have an overlapfof

responsibilities to the current recipients and responsibilities to

potential filture recipients during virtually every month or the annual

work cycle.

The third point is that ttle overall workload is season'01 in both size

_

and composition. Figure 5.1 records the total number.of activitie's

reported by month throughout the year. Clearly; the total workload,

appears to be seasonal, with the most activity occurring in ttf e late
,,

spring and early summer, and the least actwity occurring in the late

summer and.throughout the fall. The curve of activity is notsmooth,

however, which suggests that, in accordance with the overlapping of

financial aid anniial work 'cycles, in the second point above, the's asonal

workload may be -a composite of several component cycles that do -lot

follow the same seasonal pattern. Accordingly, Figure 5.2 has been

prepared to examin'e *the composition of the workload over the annual

period..

Figure 5.2 ii constructed so that the percentage shareof the total

reported activities is shown for each of the four major task or activity

groupings. Thus, if all groups had a cyclical pattern that was "in

phase" with the overall pattern shown in Figure 5.1, then all four lines

on Figure 5.24,rould be level (and,;of course, paralleq. Such a

situation is much the same with the "All Other Activities" group

(designated by "/V" on Figure 5e). The percent ot total activity

represented by this group fluctuates randomly around 10, indicating.that

these support activities tend to rise and fall with.the total of all

_activities.

This is not the ca4e with the.other three activity'groups, however.

Each appears to exhibit its own seasonal pattern. For example,

"Application and Outreach Activities" (designated by "I") seems to have a

5.8
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The Cyclical Pattern of Financial Aid Office Activities
e

a/

The complete details of the raw frequencY distributions of these

2,172 citatims, along with an accompanying analytical narrative, are

presented ih Attachment A to this chapter. Table 5.2 presents a'summary

of these statistics, however. An examination of Table 5.2 (and Table 5.A,

in Attachment A to this chspter) would reveal three important points.

The first is that t1re is little that a financial aid staff can do to

control its awn workload. The overall burden is a function of enrollment

and th'e associ-ated student needs. Most deadlines, incoMing forms and

communications, financial disbursements, and other basic features of wprk

in student assis ce are established by agencies other than the aid

office, includ ng the school's own calendar, application systems (which .

have been heavily influenced by Basic Grant and other Federal aid

programs), and funding cycles. In consequence, pe workload must be

taken as a given, and the main preoccupation of an aid office is in

keeping up with this load.

TABLE 5.2: ACTIVITY FREQUENCY COUNTS AND PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF THESE
COUNTS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY GROUPINGS, BY MONTH: ACADEMIC YEAR

1978-79 71.

Months of the Year

Jan Feb Mar. Apr May JUne July Aug Sept Oct .Mov Diet

A/1 Activity Count 193 189 188' 197 212 186 213 168 180 166 129 151

S.
Relative FrequenCiel (Z)11

Application and Outreach 44.6 46.0 35.6 28.4 23.6 18.3 13.6 16.1 17.8 21.1 38.0 35

Packaging and Awarding 30.1 31.2 41.5 47.2 54.2 54.8 43.2 47-0 34.9 25.3 30.2 3:

Reporting and Recordkeeping 12.4 A 9.0 14.4 10.2 11.3 17.1 38.0 32.7 30.0 38.6 22.5 15

All Other Activities 13.0 13.8 8.5 14.2 10.8 9.1 5.2 4.2 8.3 15.1 9.3 1.

Source: Institutional S.ite Visit Survey.

i'May not total to 100.0 percent 4ue to rounding.
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mentioned by theuschools. Thus, an activity is recorded or counted each

time it is mentioned. 'If a single scbool reported thag it undertook a

specific activity each mpnth during the year, the frequency count for

that activity would bejncremented by one for each month of the year and

the annual total incremented by 12. At the same time another school may

report the same,aceivity for one month only, so that the frequency count

for that Month, as well as the annual total, would be incremented by

one. Clearly, these counts or frequencies are very gross measures, but

should be useful, nevertheless, in ascertaiting the nature of the roles

performed by financial aid offices 'throughout the year.

Some difficulty _was encPuntered, however, during this data

acquisition ancranalysis due to the inherent'ambiguity of much of the

terminology used by schools to describe their financial aid work and the

consequent inconsistency: ,among institutions. For example, it is not

clear where the "processing of applications" ends and "aid packaging"

begins, nor is it clear that "awarding.aid,","mailing award letters;" and

"disbursing aid" are always distinct and unambiguous tasks. Therefore,

in coding the schools' responses on their workloads, conventions had to

be establishel; For example, "awarding" was treated as a key word

denoting the final allocation of funds, "mailing" was treated as a key

word denoting_announcement of the aid office's decisions, 'aild

i"disbursing" was treated as a key word denoting a financial transfer,

possibly occurring long after the formal award.

Despite these difficulties and the lack of weighting by the sampling

proportions, counting the total number of times each activity was

mentioned by schools in ariy particular month does yield a rough index of

the prominence of particular work tasks. Such an\-iilex increases as

schools call attention to an activity, and ag more detailed information

is provided about that activity. This is particularly the case as the

law of large numbers takes over, so that one can take some comfort in the

fact that a total of 2,172 specific citations of financial aid activities

were reported by the schools, each linked to the month of the year in

which it was undertaken.

5.6 114
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The way in which institutions employ and allocate professional and

nonprofessional staff can bear greatly on the quality of the services -

which they provide to the consumers of Zknancial aid funds and to those

seeking information. For example, aid offices with a staff emphasis on

reporting and compliance requirements may relegate counseling or infor

mation dissemination activities to a fecondary role. Other schools may

reverse these rdles and, in fact, run the risk of forszikng adminis

trative requirements in order to increase the effectiveneis of their

consumerrelated services.

The underlying issue of this chapter is, how effective are most aid

offices in the management of scarce resourceS, including personnet? This.

issue is, of course, faced by all ofeices with madagement responsibility,

but' is greatly.complicated for-those financial aid,offices with

responsibilities for graduate students, law school students, etc. The

results presented below will provide the reaer with i",34over.view of the

ways in which aid offices manage their internal operations; the effect on

the ultimate delivery of student aid will be.eXplored'at a future.time:

RESULTS

AlloCation of Ihfice Activities

.The Nature and Intensity of the Activities

In order to get homepidea of the,extent, timing; and nature of the

workload facing financial aid offices, the site visit temms were asked to

gather data regarding,the monthbymonth work activities in finanCial aid

offices. Fortunately, a number of schools maintained detailed work

calendars, while most others were able to identify major types of

activities even though much of_the detail-might be lacking. On the other

handp-some schools (particularly the smaller proprietary institutions)

were eventually excluded fram this analysis because they did not operate

on traditional academic calendars, and therefore had monthly or quarterly

activity cycles.rather than an annual cycle.

This means that these initial statistics on financial aid office

activities represent counts of times A particular type of activity is

115
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One of the areas of concern in personnel matters involves the

division between "professional" and "nonprofessional" responsibilities.

The National hossociation of Student Financial Aid Administrators

(NASFAA), (for one, has advOcated the establishment of the director of

financial aid as a "professional" with decision-making power and salary

to match. However, there is a limit to the placement of professionals in

iinancial Aid offices. While professional staff may be assigned

responsibility for supervising various areas of aid office operations

(e.g., records management College Work Study), there must also be a

contingent of nonprofessionals to provide the necessary support

services.

Nonprofessionals can be grouped roughly into-"clerical" and "peer"

categories. Clerical personnel are necessary to c.arry out a variety of

important support functions. These functiOns include the performance of

reception, typing, filing, and assorted paperwork abli'gations. In recent

years, nonprofessional support has also come to include data processing

personnel to cope With the necessities of computer-based operations.1/

A peer employee is one who it roughly the same age as the student aid

applicants or is also a student. One purpose of employing peers is to

bridge some of the personnel barriers (i.e., a "generation gae) which

may exist.in traditional aid office situations. Many observers of the

financial aid system have advocated the-employment of peers as the most

effective way to establish a true two-way iline of communication between

the student and the financial aid office. At some schools, peer training

programs involve a cooperative effort between financial aid adminis-

trat8r4 and campus student organizations. Peer employees are most

valuable when they are educated in the details of the aid programs for

which students may be eligible, as well as in the nature of the student

and office(r)'s.perceptions, goals, and objectives. Furthermore, an

active peer program can have a significant impact on the quality of

counseling services.

1/In MDR of the largest schools., data processing personnel has been
employed to develop and to refine new modes of computer applications to
financial aid.

5.4
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Program-Responsibilities

In general, the responsibilities which aid offices must assume in .

order to fulfill the requirements of participiation in the-Campus Based

and/or Basic Grant Programs are grouped into four areas:

Packaging and Awarding iWtivities;

Application and Outrach Activities;

Record Keeping and Reporting Activities; and

All Other Activities (e.g., validation, monitoring, training).

Each and evy financial aid office must ope with the'above scheme of

duties in some manner. For the majori of institutions, this involves

assembling the proper -CO-mbination staff and resources in order to meet

these challenges. A minority of institutions will contract out some of

these tasks tO private individuals or firms who, for a fee, will assume

some of the burdens of program participation (awarding, reporting, record

keeping) fromethe institution.

THE ISSUES

Allocating Aid Office Duties

As part of his/her management responsibilities, the institutional

director of financial aid MUst organize his/her staff in a way which will

provide for the efficient performance of the work at hand. At those

institutions where the volume of work (as best gauged by the number of

aid applicants it must serve) .is sufficient to demand the employment 'of

splcialized personnel, the'assignment of areas of responsibility can be a

key io the overall effectiveness of the entire aid operation. *As will be

noted in the "Results" section of this dhapter, questions of staff
a

assignments may not apply to the smallest institutions. 'At these

schools, the aid dire'ctor may, in fact, comprise the entire aid office

staff. In other cases, aid personnel may be performing aid-related

functions'on a part-time basis, while they are, in Actuality, assigned to

other..areas of the institution (admission, registrar, bursar, etc.).

Thus, the following discussion of the division of labOr within ah*

offices may not be applicable to all institutiorral
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TABLE 5.1: SELECTED BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE INSTITUTIONS

PAATICIPATING IN THE STUDY, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

11,

ALL
SCHOOLS

Institutional Level and Contra-I

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year

Public
2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Schools Reporting

!lean Tuition St,FeeS

Mean Enrollmentl/

Mean Federal Aid
4ecO 2/ients

Mean Financial Aid
Office Staff

172

$1,980

2,920

704

6.1

50

$660

9,050

2,074

.13.4

51

$2,930

1,390

566

4.7

31

$304

2,687

487

4.1

10

$1,843

764

183

. 2.8

30'

$1,927

226

117

2.7

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/Enrollmeat is for a standard pine-month academic year, except for
proprietaries, where.enrollment is the number enrolled at the time the
survey was administered (January-April 1979). All enrcillment is

undergraduates with aV least a half-time course load.

2/Recipients are the unduplicated count of those receiving one or more of
the four Federal programs: BEOGr G NDSL, CWS.

Of course, public schools have more aid recipients than their private
y

counterparts (with proprietary schools trailing) and larger staffs to

administer the aid. However,'the differences in staff sizes are not as

pronounced as the aid recipieTit' differences. This means that public

schools have more efficient financial aid officers than private schools.

This is moselikely not due to the institutional Control type,,but due

instead to the scale of operations present. That is, the public schools
_

have larger enrollments and recipients so that the financial aid officers

are able to take advantage of scale economics and employ a less than

proportionate financiar,aid staff (..e., each staff member is able to

handle a larger recipient load in th larger schools). For example,

proprietary schools require about the same staff size as 2-year private
__.....

schools, in spite of the fact that their recipient load is less than

two-thirds of that of the 2-year private schools. Clearly, more will be

said about this phenomenon, below.
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INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

INTRODUCTION

Description of the Institutions in the Study

Prior to investigating r46 compAxitie; of the operations Of

institutional financial aid offices, it is important to have an overall

_picture of the'institutions which are being studied. Table 5.1 enu-

merates same basic characteristics of the sampled institutions which

participated in the site visit 'collection effort. The information

presented in Table 5.1 illustrates the utility of stratifying insti-
,

tutions according to their level and control.

AlOr the 172 schools participating in the site visit portion of the

study, the mean tuition was just under $2,000 and the mean enrollment

just-over 2,9004 Approximately 25 pertent of those enrolled were .

:recipients of one of the Campus Based or Basic Grant programs and were

reviewed by financial aid officers with just over six,full-time

equivalent staff members. The variability iy institution types, however,

is striking. Table 5.1 shows that tuition and fees for the private-

schools are between four and six times higher than those of their public

coumferparts, with proprietary fees and tuition ranking above thoSe for

2-ypar priorate schoo4pt- On the other harid the mean enrollments show .

jusi the opposite.pattern (i.e., public SChools with between. foyer and six

times the enrollments of,their private counterparts), with proprietary

schools ranking far beloie any of the other school types.



Or,

aid practices. The design.of the Campus Based programs seemo
,

compatible with minimal central control. On the other hand,

clearly, numerous practices Which some aid offices undertake

to be most

there are,

that result

in inequitable treatment or produce results wliich maile never desired.

(e.g., the awarding of Féderal.aid based on academic or athletic

ability). In the contemporary context of limited regulatory scope, an ad

hoc communications network has been established among the-various

elements of the student financial aid system in an effort to promote

proper and efficient aid administration.

There are four basic channels through which information 4 dis-

seminated to those'concerned with student financial aid. Much of the

i
-

information provided is n the form of guidance on specific aid practices

and procedures. Briefly, the participants in this network are:

USOZ: which promulgates replations, insures compliance,
attempts to keep aid personnel abreast of current issues under '

consideration (e.g., t )'rough the Bureau of Student Financial Aid
(BSFA) newsletter), ar studies and/or evaluates the aid system;

Professional Associati s: which sponsor studies, seminars,
conferences, and publications on a wide range of stuaent
financial aid issues, lobby the Federal government, attempt to ledi

deVelop consensus on issues of clebate, provide a means for aid
personnel to exchange ideas, approaches, and practices, and
publish guides detailing specific aid office operations;

Private Need Analysis Services: which serve as information
clearinghouses, publish manuals for use by aid offiCers, lobby
Federal, state, atcl local offici4s, compute statistical clata,
solicit'membership, and sponsor seminars and conferences; and

The Aid Community: which functions as an informal "grapevine,"
providing a virtually unlimited resource pool that enables any
other member of the financial aid system to- draw u on a wealth
of knowledge and ideas simply by dialing a telephcTe_or writing
a letter.

,

In reality, the combination of the above-named participants in this

financial aid communications web can assist aid administrators to only

limited degree. As it has been, and will be, continually stressed

throughout this report, the local circumstances of 'each financial id

office make it unique unto itself. For a financial aid officer, is/her

discretioh and judgment become his/her most valuable tools. USO and the

Congress have intended that the Federal financial aid system e

111.5
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responsive to the needs of students on as individual a basis as is

possible. ',,By vestidg so much discretion at the inititutional level, the

Federal government expects that there will be a certain amount of

variance in the practices.implemented by institutions. In 4the following

'0 chapters the existence of variance will be corainually illustrated. At

the present.time, there is no general rule which identifies just how much

variance is allowable before it results in inequitable treatment'of

students. 'This is a queption whiCh deserves more attention desOkte its'

resistance.to empirical Study.

4ro
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7
. FINANCIAL NEED ANALYSIS

"Ti'OU CAN'T SELL YOUR TRACTOR TO PAY FOR COLLEGE" 1!

INTRODUCTION

Application for Aid

Need analysisthe determination of the student's expected total

family contributi,onis a process which has been subject to intensive

review and revision by the U.S. Office of Education as well as by the

financial aid community.in general. The student and/or his/her,family -

begin the need analysis process 1:4, completing financial aid application

forms. Individual institutions may require students to complete any

nuMber or combination of financial aid applications supplied by private

need analysis services; BEOG, states, foundations, other government

agencies, or the instittition itselk. The choice of which forms insti-

tutions require from.aid applicants will largely be a function of the

type'of aid programs offered by the school. For example, institutions

which participate 2211 in the Basic Grant program will have no use for

any applications other than the BEOG form.
*

The Basic Grant Program has a need analysis methodology all its own.

Students applying for a Basic Grant must have the application processed

directly by the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) and may apply by

campleting a special Basic Grant Application Form. For the past few

years, USOE has been processing Basic Grant applications from information

1/A comment offered by a Director of Financial Aid ai a state u 'versity .

in the SouthweptA

7.1
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abstractea from financial aid forms submitted to the College Scholarship

Service (CSS), the American College Testing Program (ACT), and the .

Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Administration. A student who

completes either the CSS Financial Aid Form (FAF) or ACT'Tamily Financial

Statement (FFS)--the most commonly used forms--may,-by checking the

appropriate box, automatically apply for a Basic Grant award. This is

known as the-"Multiple Data Entry System."

Most institutions rely on the CS.S/FAF or ACT/FFS to calculate student

eligibility for them. The FAF'or FFS is returned to the school in the

form of a "need analysis report" (NAR). This report details the

student's eipected total family-contribution and estimates his/her

eligibility for BEOG. Although both ACT and ,CSS operate.roughly under

the skom guidelines for need analysis, they employ diffi4ent application

forms. Basic Grant eligibility is computed according to strict Federal

regulation (see the FOeral Register 7/26/79, Part V, Department of

Health, Education and Welfare--45. CFR Pail 190): Students receive a

Student Eligibility Report (SER).by mail directly from BEOG. The SER

notifies the student that he/she may or may not be eligible to receive a

IAEOG award. Eligible students then bring the SER to theii school's

financial aid office, where an aid-officer then sets the BEOG award level .

according to the USOE-published,BEOG payment schedule. This schedule

considers the student's cost of education, full- or part-time status,

Student Eligibility Index, and the half-cost limitation. The half-cost

limitation sets the maximum BEOG award at ho more than one-half of the,

student's total cost of attendance--the BEOG budget. The Student

Eligibility Index (SEI) is the calculated number,. printed on the SER by

the USOE application processor, which identifies the degree of-thg
--

student's need, in accordance with the BEOG methodology.. The student's

Basic Grant award is inversely related to the size of the student's SEI.

A student with an SEI-of Zero ("0") is eligible for the maximumBasic

Grant award, while a student whose SEI is over 1,600 cfor the 1973-79
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2/academic year) is 'deemed ineligible to receive a BOGe- The budgeting

procedure to be employed in calculating Basic Grant awards is also

specified by statute (see Chapter 8).

Family Contribution

.

For.the financial aid officer, the key to judging the need.of an:

. individual student, relative to other applicants ?Or aid, is tliat

student's calculated Expected Family Contribution (EFC). In their

attempts to allocate a liMiied pool of financial aid resources, many

schobls use the EFC'as a means of ranking students with respect to

need--the lower-the EFC, the needier the student is dbnsidered to be.

When schools receive the appropriate need analysis report, they are

given the opportunity to review the calculated EFC and adjust it as they

deeM necessary (20 USC 107062(a)(2); 45 CFR 176.12(c), 176.12(f)). This

may be done in cases where the financial aid officer believes that the

t.student is experiencing "unusual circumstances" (CSS, ACT, and a number

of other aid applications allow students to indicate the existence of'

such circumstances). For students who file as dependents, the bulk of

the EFC is generally comprised of "parental contribution" (PC) since

parents are, in most cases, the prime sources of support for these

students. This portion of the EFC has colloquially been referred'to as

the "parents' fair share" contribution to a dependent's education. Thusr

for students who file as dependents, this adjustment it usually

incorporated in the parental contribution (PC) segment of the EFC.

Negative Parental Contribution

In the course of a student's need analysis,, it is possible for the

resulting expected parental contribution to b4mwe expressed as a negative

dollar amount. This indicates that, in effect, the parents of this

student will, themselves, need to be subsidized in order for that student

and his/her family to meet the costs of a postsecondary eaucation.

2/For 1979-80, the maximum Basic Grant was raised fram $1,600 to $1,800.
As such, students assigned SEIs ranging from zero to 1,800 were
eligible to receive BEOG awards.

4.
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The effect'of'a negative PC can be readily.,illustrated by inserting this

figure into the formul4 for determining gross financial need. This

example assuMes that the other areas of expected conteihtion total less

than the negative PC 59.that the EFC is less than zero:

(Student Budget) (-EFC) ) Need

7

The result of subtracting this negative number from th student budget is

to add the amount of the negative contribution to theibudget amount., In

this instance, the total need of the s-tudeht will'he greater than the

student's total expense budget. It should be noted that a majority of

schools do not utilize negative parental conti=ibutions and instead set a

negative pc equal to zero. (See the Results portion of this chapter for

further elaboration on this matter4)

Benchmark Figures

In order for a specific need analysis system to be considered as an

appropriate means for computing stuentk,eligibility for Campus Based

. assistance it must conform to standards established by USOE. These

standards are contained in the "benchmark figures" published yearly in

the Federal Register by the Commissioher of Education. BenchmAk figures

are comprised of saaple cases of student aid applicants and their

resulting expeCted family contributions. Need analysis systens which

seek USOE certification must calculate family contributions within $50 of

the USOE benchmarks in a majority of cases. In this manner USOE

maintains consistency in need analysis without assuming direct control of

the assessment'of student eligibility for Campus Based flinding.

THE ISSUES

Need Analysis Formulas

The term "need analysis" itself, reflects som'e of the confusion

surrounding this process. As was outlined in the preface to this

section, a calculation of the expected family contribution is only one

facet of the process-of determining a student's level of need.. Students,

7.4



financ41 aid officers, Uqpi and the Congress have all, at one time Or

anotker, expressed dissatisfactiin with the computaeion formulas which

are the bases-for arriving at an expected family contribution level.

As part of the hearings on the Reauthorization Of the Higher

Education Act held.in May 1179/ Constance OPte, Director of

Undergraduate Financial Aid at Yale University, offered the'following

thoughts on the issue or anherence to the calculated family contribution:

p.

It must,be realized that the contributions calculated by
the major financiaLreid services provide a consistent and ,

equidhble calculation applied to info ion submitted on the
need analysis input documents. The r sulting contri utions
shou/V, be considered as rqiable recoTmnendations \1t only as
recommendations. /They are a guide to judgment but nof a
substitute for thh; review and appropriate adjustment by
knowledgeable financial aid administrators.

The information submitted to.the fi mi< al aidd
services is frequently supplemented by documents

. submitted directly to the financial aid office. In
addition, the aid administrator may request clarifi-
cation of the initial data submitted or a tax return
in support of the.apPlication. The_neetranalysis
system serves a variety of institutions and agencies
and provides contriblition figures on a wide range of
students and their families. Only througti careful
review by financial aid administrators can the
complexities faced by'individual students and their

,4ami1ies,be incorporated intq the final contribution
Wires. (Emphasis added.)21

"' Hs. White raises the concern that the financial information from

which the expected family contribution
4

is derived may not always be

,4

pertinent to the situation of every student in every-possible circum-

stance. -In the case pf independent students, it has been argued by

others that basing the student's contribution on his/her income from the

3/Constance White,
Methodology," in
Labor. Hearings
Washington, D.C.

"Overview of the Need Analysis System and Uniform
the U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Education and
on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
, May 1979, Vol. 3, p. 119.
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prior year is not a valid means of assessing a student's ability to

contribute while enrolled in a postsecondary, institution. Joel Patker,

then the Legislative Director of the United States Student Association,

explained to,William Ford, Chairman of the Horise of Representatives'

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Education and

Labor, that indepondent students who have "stopped out" of school and

worked full time for a year or more are being asked to contribute

financially to their education and support based on.earnings which they

will, most likely, not be able to duplicate while enrolled full-time ina

postsecondary institution. Mr. Packer and other student advocates asked,

at.. thre time, that

....the student aid officer of thejnstitution be given the
ability to determine whether act, the previous year's
earnings was related to what the present year's earnings would

The Results portion of this chapter will outline some information

which institutions provided on the frequency and manner of 'adjustments

made to calculated family and parental contributions.

Applications for Aid

As has been touched upon in prellious sections of this report and

will be further considered in Volume II, USOE is concerned wit

Maintaining a certain level of consistent practice and equitable

treatment of students among the great number of institutions which

participate in the Federally sponsored aid programs. One component of

this effort has centered on the forms which students are required to file

when aPp,lying for aid. 'Currently, USOE, in cooperation with othe'rs in

the financial aid community, is working towards adoption of a "common

form" in an attempt to further standardize the need analysis process.

/U.S. Congress, House Committee on Education and,Labor, Hearings on
the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Washington, D.C.,
May 1979, Vol. 4, p. 95.



Reaching this goal will require a major effort when viewed in terms of

the large number of need analysis services currently employed by'various

postsecondary institutions.

ACT and CSS have worked closely with USOE in this effort to develop a

common need analysis system. The data clearly indicate, however,that

there are a number of other systems which axe in general use today. With

the exception of BEOG, the Internal Revenue Service; the Illinois State

Scholarship Commission, and the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance

Administration, the need analysis agencies commonly used by institutions

are privately owned and operated. Many of the institutions which

subscribe to these systems do so in order to avail themselves of the wide

range of additional services which they can provide to schools. In

addition to performing need analysis'computations, some of these agencies

also provide the financial aid office at a given school with assistance

in 'packaging, record keegng, report preparation and compliance wi'th

state and Federall regulations, as well as assistance with the preparation

of eligiSility and funding applications.

For the 19$ 81 academic year, BEOC, ACT, and CSS are employing a

simplified a application .form in hopes of taking some ctf the mysteries

out of the application process. The ACT and CS$ versions of the aid

application wi, also be more similar than in the past.

'NComputing Eligibility

A student s financial condition will be subjected to several need

analyses depending on the types of aid for which he/she applies. USOE

prefers that eligibility for the Campus Based programs be computed in

accordance with a uniform methodology. Individual states practice their

own specified versions of need analysis, as do the other distributors of

financial assistance.

USOE has taken steps to standardize the need analysis procedures as

applied to the Campui Based programs. The establishment of a"uniform

methodology," by which privately operated need analysis services

7:7
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calculate student need, was prompted by suggestions made by the Keppel

panel and others. In this manner, USOE has moved towards ensuring that .

students:receive equitable treatment in the assessment of their

eli;gibility for the Cmnpus Based programs. The components of this

assessment process have also cape under public scrutiny. A most common

topic of discussion has been the amount of the asset protection.

allowance. Whether a family should be expected to draw liquid resources

fromNaanliquid assets (e.g., homes, farms, businesses, machinery) is the

question being rais many aid officers, as well as by aid appli-
.

cants. USOE is s king to strike a balance between the two sides by.
P

attempting to ar ve at a compromise contributpt which.can be expected

to be borne by the student and/or.his/her family. Another point of

controversy has been the treatment of independent students with regard

the calculation of their need. Same institutions are wary of ehe

legitimacy of. same s'tudents' claims to independent status and will

request the submission of/parental income data from these-students, as if

they were dependenti. Oihers will request additional documentati'on of

data reported by independent students. 1kt the other end of the spectrum,

certain institutions_4ke speci .1teps to adjust the contribution,

expected fram independent stude ts, feeling that they are more prone to

f'be placed in excep4onal financial circumstances. Other facets of need

assessment, such Is allowances for other

in'postsecondary education instittiOns,

incame as a resource, and the percentaie

members of the family enrolled

consideration of social security

of nontaxable income used

towards a student's education, have beent and are,urrently being,

debated by students, aid officers, and government officials.

RSSULTS

-
Use of Need Analysis Systems

Although there are a wide number of available\need anal is systems,

institutions ajh most likdly to rely on one of three. systems. Table 7.1

clearly indicates the concentration of usage of ehe Basic Grant, College

Scholarship Service, and American College Testing Program as the prime

processors of aid applications. The nUmbt of multiple responses

indicates that many institutions will recognize need analyses computed by

more than ane service.

-

7.8-
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kABLE 7.1r PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS USING VARIOUS NEED ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

I.

40

Percent of
Total Respondentsl/

Basic Grant Application

CSS (Financial Aid Form)

ACT (Family Financial,S4L:ment)

36.0

70.9

42.4

Income Tax System 6.4

Student Assistance Financial Evaluation (SAFE). 1.2

Student Aid Management 0.0

FinanCial Analysis Services (FAS) 1,7

Illj.nois State Scholarship Commission 0.0

?unciional Solution, Inc. 0.0

Monroe, the Calculator Company 1.7

J. S. Jones and Associates 0.0

Pennsylvania Higher Education-Assistance 2A. 4.0 7\

EMI 2/ 0.6

Donley Richardson 2/ 0.6

Hand Calculation 2/3/ 2.3

Inst,itutions Reporting: 172

Source: ..Institutional Site Visit Survey.
-

1/Column will total more.than MO% due to the number of tnstitutions
which employ multiple need analysis services.

2/- Not speciLled as response in the survey instrument.

2/The term "hand calcnlation" isl7applied to institutions which collect
financial aid data (in some instances using the forms supplied by the
need analysis servicei) and calculate eligibility based 'on their own
methods of determining need.



Table 7.2-further elaborates on the distribution in use of the most

commonly employed need analysis systems. The wide reliance by schools on

the College Scholarship Service's financial aid servides is evidenced

most strongly at 2- andL4-year publid and private institutions.

Proprietary institutions are more prone to rely on the Basic Grant

application and the Student Eligibility Report (SER) to determine student

need. This is due to the number of these institutions which do not

particfpate in.the Campus Based aid programs. These schools do'not need

the more sophisticated computations provided 'by the private need analysis

services. The use of the"other private need analysis services" appears

to be cOncentrated in the 4-year public and proprietary institutions.

TABLE 7.2: PERCENT OF NEED ANALYSIS SYSTEMS IN USE BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF

INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC CAR 1978-7911

Institution Level and Control

4-Yr
Public

4-Yr
Private

2-Yr .

Public
2-Yr

Private 'Proprietary

College Scholarship
Service

American College Testing
Service,

Basic Grant

Income Tax System

' Hand Calculation

Other Private Services
2/

PHEAA System

Other - not specified

Institutions Reporting

79.6

55.1

22.4

8.1

2.0

8.1

2.0

0

88.2'

43.1

27.5

3.9

2.0

2.0

0

\ 3.9

66.7

30.0

40.0

3.3

64
3.3

0

0

80.0

50.0

60.0

0

0

10.0

0

0

38.5

38.5

73.1

15.4

0

11.5
..

0

3.8

49 51 30 10 26

Source: Institutional Site Vi3it Survey.

11percentages reflect the multiple response potential of the question.

2/See Table 7..q.
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Though they represent opposite ends of the educational spectrum, both of

these institution types indicate that they require the additional

services which thse other private sources can provide.

Adjusting the Euected Contribution *
1

Table 7.3, below, presents data on the proportion of institutions

which adjust the parental contribution portion of the calculated EFC. Of

the institutions responding to this inquiry, 91 percent indicate that

they routinely adjust at least same portion of _calculated parental

contributions. Of these-schools:

more than Cme-third (37%) adjust less than five percent of
calculated PCs,

51 percent adjust less than 10 percent of calculated PCs, and

79 percent adjust less than 25 percent of calculated PCs.

TABLE 7.3: PERCENT OF CALCULATED PAREFAL CONTRIBUTIONS ADJUSTED:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

*Percent'iif Tarentai
Contributions Adjusted

Adjusted
Percentage

0

Do.nót adjust

1-5.

6-10

8.6

28.4

14.2

11-15 8.6

16-20 13.6

21-26 7.4

26-30 9.9

31 and over 9.3

Total 100.0

Institutfons Reporing:
162,

Source: Institutional Site.N.Nisit Survey.

I.



Only 11 institutions indicated the existence of any set policy

regarding the treatment of negative parental contributions. Of these,

the majority adjusted tbe negative ?C to zero. These schools, totalliug,A

7 of the 11, have set a policy whereby they will-not attempt to meet need

greater than the student expense budget total. Three 'of the remaining

respondents indicate that they adjust the aid package to include more

nonreturnable aid for students with negative expected pa ental contri-

butions; the fourth case emp.lpys a more general approach d siy
considers such students to be of exceptional need.

TABLE 7.4: CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH PROMPT SCHOOLS TO ADJUST THE CALCULATED
'FAMILY CONTRIBUTIION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Reason for Adjustment
Percenta e Of
Responden sl/

Special or changing family circumstance

Error on financial aid form (by student
and/or in pr cessing)

Medical- or ndicap-related expenses

69.

-21.0

10.5 .

9:7

.0

.1

Assets n ed to be recalculated

Summer ear ings expectation needs.
adjustment

Miscellaneous

Institutions Reporting: 1 4

Source: Institutional SJ.te Visit Survey.
. ;. .

1/- Colu.mn will total more than 100% due to the number of institutions
which report multiple reasons for adjustments.

"lo



With regard to adjusting the expected family contribution calculated

for student aid applicants, a iotal of 76.5 percent of the respondents

(124 schools) indicated that they did indeed have occasion to make such

an adjilstnent, while 23.5 percent (38 schools) replied in the negative.

Table 7.4 is based solely on these 124 schools. Those institutions which

indicated that thevicz_ make this adjustment gaire a varieey of reasons for

----this exercise. ThOvast majority (69."-Z6nsider that,special or

changing family circumstances (e.g., loss of employment; divorce;

illness; radical shift in earning capacity, warrant a.readjustment of the

expected family contribution. Approximately one-fifth of thgfrschools.

(211%) note that errors in either the processing of, or the

f4mily-reported data on, the financial aid form can result in an

L- ' erroneous family contribution expectation. Schools also indicate Now
.willingnest to adjust the calculated family contribution in order to:

compensate for medical- or handicap-related expenses-(10.5%); readjuit
4

the expected contribution from assets--notably from home, business and

farm holdings--(9.7%); redefine the expected contribution from the

istudept"c, summer earnings (4%); and for a variety of miscellaneous

reasons (i.e., high transportation costs and exceptional individuai j)

need). 'When further questioned, those schoolT which do adjust family

contributions,,83.1 percent (103) responded positively when asked whether

they change this value for other students with similar circumtances;'9.7

percent (12) gave a flat negative response; and 7.2 percent (9) claified

to adjust only ip
r
some es. '

For the student, n e e
I
d analySis is beginning of his/her inter-

action with the aid distribution pe-slaP. The relative degree of need

which the institution assigns a student will bear quite heavily on that

student's eligibility for financial:assistanceFederal and non-Federal.

As has been illustrated, there are a number
0
of need analysis systems

currently in use across the nation. The Expected.Family Contributions

which result from computations by these varioulfservices should not

SUMMARY
5

e).
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st,

differ significantly, however, due to USOE's accreditation of these

services.. Variation in the-treatment of students can, and does, occur

when the institution exercises ,its option to adjust the'EFC or the

parental contribution component of the EFC. As with ,most phases of the

Campus Based programs, tIsm has intentionally' allowed institutions the

freedom to interpret, Within specified guidelines, the outcome of need

analysis forlMuLas designed to serve all postsecondary instituttons and

Students. %

41Z;1

64
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INTRODUCTION

8
.

DETERMINING THE COST OF EDUCATION:-

STUDENT EXPENSE BUDGETS

Institutional financial aid offices are charpd with the

responsibility for estimating the total cost of education for student aid

recipients. Working within Federal guidelines, local financial aid

officers must establish budgets usea in the calculation of Basic Grant

and Campus Based student aid awards. As illustrated in Exhibits IV.2 and

IV.3, the cost of education is a prime determinant in establishing a

student's level of need. Expense budgets established or use with Campus

Based programs must also be tailored to meet the act 1 costs to be

incurred by students and must recognize that all students cannot live on

the same budget.Ihe National Association of Student Financial Aid

Administrators (NASFAA) presents the following as an overview of

institutional responsibilities concerning the preparation of student

budgets. this discussion is based on the report of the6 NASFAA-sponsored

National Student Expense Budget Conference held in March 1977:

As student budgets-are contemplated, an institution must identify and
develop the economic standards which should be reflebted within its
student budgets. Thus, the appropriate standard of living must be
defined and the general guidelines which reflect this standard must
be identified for each expense component.

The budget shOuld provide for retsonable costs (that is moderate/
mndest but adequate) necessary to enable a student to attend a
post-secondary educational institution during an academic year or
proportionate period thereof. The budget should Provide for the

t..



essential goods and services necessary to permit the individual
student to devote his/her primary energies to the pursuit of an
acceptable educational objective.1./

Basic Grant Budget Regulations

As withlother aspects of the Basic Grant program, the U.S. Office of

,Education (USOE) has elected to impose a rigid structure on the

development of budgets which are used in the calculation of Basic Grant

awards. This unique procedure is mandatqd by statute:

190.51 General attendance costs

Except as provided in Section 190.52 through 190.55, the following
are recognized as a student's costs of attendance:

(a) Tuition and fees:

_(1) The amount chargpd to a full-time student by'the
institution for tuition and fees for an academic year.

(2) Tuition and fees may intlude travel costs within the United.
States required for completion of a course of study, but
not for travel between the student's, residence and the
institution, or for travel outside the'United States.

(b) :ROOM and board: 4ft,

(1) The amount charged the student by the institution under a
contract for:

(i) Room and board for the academic year,
(ii) Room, plus an, allowance of $625 for board for the

academic year, or
(iii) Board, plus an allowance of $475 for room for the

academic year,

(2) If no qpntract is entered into for either roam or,board, an
allowance of $1,190 for the academic year whether or not
the student lives with a parent, or

(3) If an institution enters into a contract with the student
for roam and/or board for less than seven days a week, a
daily rate will be computed liased upon the standarp
allowance and used for those days not covered by the
contract. This amount,will be added to the costs
established under clauses (i), or (ii), or (iii) of
subpaxagraph (b)(1), whichever applicable:

1/_ National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,
Fundamental Financial Aid Self_Learning,Guide (Washington, D.C.,
NASFAA: 1980).

8.2



(c) An allowance of $400 will be made for books, supplies, and
miscellaneous expenses for the academic year.

(d) An institiAtifon may not charge a student who receives a Basic
Grant more than it charges a student enrolled in that same
program who' does nat receive a Basic Grant.21

Even with this mandated proceduTe, however, the Basic Grant budget is.

likely to vary from institution to institution as a result of differences

in associated costs, specifically the charges fortuition andlo; fees and

on-campus room and board. In reality these can be viewed as "fixed"

costs, in the sense thqt the local aid officer cannot exert discretion

over, the doflar amounts he/she affixes to them. They are predetermined

by the applicable institutional governing authorit.

Developing Campus Based Budgets

In developing Campus Based budgets, institutions.ate again confronted

with the existence of fixed costs. However, there is a great deal more

freedom to supplement these fixed.costs as the total budget is con-.

structed. In fact, the financial aid officer may'include a wide range of

cost items in the budget including the anticipated eXpenses for tuition\

and fees; room (housing)'and,board (food)--which, for the . urpose of this

study, have been treated as a combined cost;'tiansportation (commuting as

well as home visitation costs); and other personal expenses including,

but not limited to, books"; medical, laundry, clothing, in4urance and

recreation costs. The use of.these items as the basis for budget

preparation is derived from the Title IV regulations concerning the

t definition of "cost of education" as applied to the Campus Based aid

programs. Section 176.11 reads;

The amount required to enable a student to pUrsue his education

at an institution of higher education includes amounts charged for
tuition and fees, the amounts charged by the institution or the
expenses reasanably incurred for roam and board, books,, supplies,
transportation, miscellaneous personal expenses, and expenses related
ta maintenance of a student's dependents. In the case of a student
engaged in a program of study by correspondence only his costs of

2/- Federal Register, Vol. 44, No. 18 - Thursday January 25,' 1979.
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tuition and fees shall be recognized as a cost of education for'the
purpose of this pt; provided, however, th travel and room and
board costs incurred specifically in ftflfiLlTen of a required period
of residential training may be considered a cost of education for
such a student.3/

. Once the financial aid officer determines which categories of ex-

penses he/she will allow for in the established standrd, the litxt task

is 0 assign specified casts to each item. Dope derivation of these cost

figures, particularly the methodology employed, is an area of great

controversy within the financial aid community. A financial aid officet

must seek a balance between the realities of student circumstance, local

market conditions, student desires and needs, and theosefulness of the

resulting budget as a base for developing the aid package. Moreover,

while it is true that every institution establishes some sort of standard
4 student budget this does not necessarily mean that these schools adhere

strictly to them. For some institutions the standard budgets.provide 4

base from which to build realistic expense budgets, reflective of the

life circumstances of individual students. In other cases, schools set

out strict parameters within which adjustments to.the budget may be

applied.

THE ISSUES

Measuring Student Costs

Just as one would shop around for an automobile, a house, or a
doctor's services, so too do families compre costa of attendance at
several institutions under -tonsideration. In order to encourage
rational, informed choices, accurately measured and reported student

. expense by4gets need to be provided to potential students and their

Alan Wagner's emphasis, above, on the need for "accurate" student

expense budgets is a theme that has been carried out in a number of

discussions of budgeting practices. From these discussions have evolved

USi61070b.

4/-.Alan Wagner, Cutting the Coat to Fit the Cloth: Student Expense
Budkets, (4ashingeon;- D.C.: College Entrance Examination Board, 1976),
p. 8.

it
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some differing approaches to preparing student budgets. Wagner groups

these approachea into.three categories. "These are: (1) use of

secondary sources; (2) use of a student survey; (3) use of student

expense diaries. u- 5/

Secondary sources, wilich may include logal living cost breakdowns

covpiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Department of Agriculture

at other local government agencies, 'may,provide general keys as to the

overall anticipated cost of living in a given locale. Many schools also

r4ly on the publitations proded by the American College Tasting Program

(ACT) and the College Scholarship Service (CSS) which estimate the costs

of attendance at their-member-institutions as a starting p budget

preparaSion.

The Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators

Invitetsional Student Expense Budget Conference concluded that schools

would b ..best-advised to utilize a number of da;a-gathering techniques

in order to arrive atithe most accurate budget totals. Specific xec-

ommend4tions included 04 conduct of a survey of student estimated

expenses in order, to get a handle on students' perceptions.of their own

cost of living. An even more exacting practice is to require students to

maintain "student expense diaries." These diaries can provide a more

detailed picture of_actual student expenditurs. The conference

attendees caution, however, that the implementdtion of sophisticated

techniques for aPense.data-gathering can be a costly and time-consuming

project for the individual institution. No matter which method is
- .

chosen, schools must also recognize their responsibility to update the

data, before the start of each new academic year to reflect current

economic twnds.

Wagner reminds his readers of the true scope of the debate

surrounding the method of preparing student expense budgets: "It is

important to keep-in mind that the real issue here is that these

different methods (of obtaining cost data) can lead to different cost

_

2/Ibid., p. 22.
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6estimateifkor the same item. 11 I This will be worth keeping in mind
4

when considering the extent'of the variance in the budget information

provied by the institutions.

Budgetin Ethics and Equity

ot.

As will be seen in the results portion of this chapter, there exists

4 a high degree of variation,in the total budgets which institutions
44

establish. This raises a number of issUeslEbncerning their utility. Ar.
41,

. .

schools developing these budgets purely as a measure of student cost or

are there other possible rationales fo a particular mode of budget
,

preparation? This issue .is specifically addressed in the final report of

the joint "Midwest Association of Student Financi41 Aid Ad6inistrators

(MASFAA)/USOE Invitational Student Expense Budget Conference" held in
,

April of 1976. In a section which.considers the use of standardized .

student expense budgets, the authors warn:

... the sprocèss of budget construction may easily be used for
purposes which do not serve the needs of_students. For example,
student budgets should not be established for manipulative or

\\sv
-inconsis4ent purposes, such as rationing of funds, justifying large
und requests, showing that the full need of students has been met,

o ecruiting students by pubiishing misleading institutional costs.
Rath , the aims of expense budgets should be to measure educational
costs accurately, to.serve as devices for administering aid

,

efficiently and resmisibly, and to insure basic equity among members
of a defined group.11

This report goes on to further address the question of equity in budget

preparation. Their basic conclusi is that a system which allows for

such a wide range of approaches to buget preparation in turn leads to

broad variance in,the actual budgets which are assigned to students.

Moreover, under such an unbridled system, students nnot be Illaranteed

that they will receive equitable treatment no matter which postsecondary

institution they choose to attend. As has been noted-previously, the
.

./Wagaer, ibid., p. 22.6

2/Midwest Association of Student Financial Aid Officers/Unit d States
othCe of EdUCation. Iniritationar-Student Budget Confere ce: Working
Papers, (Washington, DC.: MASFAA/USOE, 1976), p. 5.

r-
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assigned budlget-is an integral factor in the determination of a student's

."need" and,-therefore, the amount of financial assistance that student

may potentially receive.

In"additio'n to consistency of trAtment, thefe isnother facet

the issue of equitable budgeting practices -- that budgets should

accurately reflect the costs which a student will be expected to bear

during 4he academic year. The National Association of C011ege and

University Business Officers (NACUB0), imits publication, The Management

of Student Financial Aid, stresses the point that "reasonable budgets are

8/needed'to calculate an.accurate need figure for the studeht. 11 - The *

comparisct of.calculated student expense budgets'with the "actual"

expenses incurreclby students is a complex area of study. As can be

deduced from the previous discussion of the. methods used to determine

Specific cost items, there is_ito single, unimpeachable source which can

provide the basis for such a comparison. Thus, the limited scope of this

study will not permit it to pass judgment on the "reasonableness" of the

specific cost items which comprise student budgets.

1 The use of the terminology to describe some of the phenomena

asociated with budgeting issues has been another topic-of

NASFAA has this to offer on the trrm "reasonable":

As this discussion proceeds, it may become necessary to employ
different words to connote the same meaning. This need arises, in
part, Out of the uses of ihe word "moderate" and.exhe phrase "modest
but adequate," which are ff6 interchangeable"even though they sound

+similar. Webster's New World DiNtionary and Student Handbook'
provides for a choice of definitions which include the following:
moderate...reasonable or ordinary....modest...simple or
reasonable...not extreme... The common denominator of these
defiriitions is reasonable.2/

8/- National Association o f College and University Business Ofiirs,
Mhnagement of Student Aid (NACUBO: Wasbington, D.C., 1979) y. 31..

9/- NASFAA, ibid., p. VI. 4.
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RES1ILTS

Standard Budgets Adopted by Institutions

The figures contained in Table 8._ are the av e budget figures

which institutions have established for four basic types of students.

Presenting these figures minus tI2liion and fee charges provides a clearer
dr

picture of the discretionariloritons of these budgets and avoids the .

confusion which may rd"ault fram attempting to Fompare budget totals whiah

also include the differentials in tuition between public and private

institut1o. Additionally, the, mean figures expressed below do not, in

and of the elves, indicate the high levels of standard deviation within

each category. The budget categories listed in Table 8.1 were chosen in

order to provide a picture of the.tre'atment of the Vast majority of

postsecondary students. Also, these4budget categories were the ones

which most institutions indicated that thvmployed.

TABLE 8.1: STUDENT BUDGET TOTALS FOR FOUR, StANDARD BUDGETS, BY LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION NET OF TUITIONSAND FEES: ACADEMIC YEAR'
1108-79

41.

Type of,Audget 41.

Besicli On-Campus IndepeAdent Married

LL'INETITUTIONS 1888 2375 '3299 5388

4Year Public
.

1869 4432 .11053 5075
,

4-Year Private is, I. 1749 2510 3466 5375 :

,

2-Year Public : 1970 2465 3536 56i1
N k..

2-Year Prlvate \, 1791 2323 3842 510
Proprietary 2081 2263 3030 5764.

\,

Institutions Reporting: fi5747-1 76 86 83

t

Source: Institutional Sit Visit Survey.
/

.

r/
- Basic budget: single, dependent, ives off-campus (at hot6), flill-time,

nine-months, state resident (if applicable'to tuition); On-Campus: same as
basic budget except qudent lives in on-campus housing; Independent: same
as lasic budget except student is independent; an&Married: sq!!! as basic.
budget except student is married. I.



By and largoi institutions appear to be the most frugal in their

budgeting of studehts Who are dependent upon their parents for support

and housing. The difference in the total budget between these students

and the same types of students who chose to'reside on-campus ranges up to

061 at proprietary schools and $532 at 2-year public schools. This

could cause the student, and his or her parents, to conclude tha taking

up residence on-campus is quite-a 4psirable option since it appears that

the .institution will provide financial aid to meet all of these costs,

while they have placed a strict limit on the costs asiociated with

maintaining that student at'home.121 Aid officers may be taking the

view that*the actual costs to the parent of maintaining a child while

heAhe attends a postsecondary school are limited, and not all that much

) above the costs which would normally be incurred by that family. For

, example, it is a. contention that charges for rent, mortgage, utilities or

Ilousehold support may not vary at all, or differ Only slight...1y, dureito

the presence at home of one child:

The budget totals for the "basic" budget category provided t)

institutions range from $250 to $3,840; those for dependent'students

residing on-campua range from $1,200 to $3,530. This wide-range

variance, which does not include differences in tuition costs may, in

fact, be more significant than the average figures. The mere fact

these totals eould vary by up to $3,500 is a clear indication that

institutions are not adhering to any set standard in developing their

budgets.

Simitarly the budget totals for unmarried independent students do

not reveal the existence of any uniform standard of treatment. The totala

range of the-budgets, ne f tuition, which schools assign to independent

stuaents reveals even mo ariance. These budgets extend from a low of

$160,all the way up e 4. The budfiet totals for married students

, also represent a of perceptions as to the level of support

10/ .

of course, assumes that the school will_package aid to meet the
full cost-'-'an issu6-4hiCh Will be SddresSed in Chapter 9.
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which they require. Althoug e range of means stretches over $700, the

true degree of variance is r aled i the $7,838 range in the 83 examples

of married student budgets submitted by institutions.

There are, howeVer, a few patterns of consistency which are evident

from this table. It is clear that most institution types assign higher

total budgets to independent students than dependent students; the

exception being 2-year private schools whose on-campus dependent budget

is higher than the independent budget. In comparing the independent

student'i,budget (net of tuition and fees) to the married student'

budget total one also finds some degree of consistency. At 4-yearl

public, 2-year public and 4-year private schools, the married student

budget is approximately 160 percent of the independent budget

totals,11/ At 2-year private schdols it represents approximately .47

percent of the independent total; and proprietary schools allow ma ried

students over 190 percent of the independent student's budget. The mean

difference between these Iwo budget totals is 163 percent. This

comparison of the budget totals for two different student types pdints

out the question of whether schools establish budgeting procedures which'

apply to all student-types. In other words, do aid officers whd develop

"generous" budgets for one category of student offer the same gene

to other student types, and, as an adjunct eo this, do aid officers which

assign more frugal cost allowances also apply these principles across all

budget.categories and student types?

Detailed Comparisons of "Basic" Student Budgets/

In addition to totals, nearly all of the institutions in the study
-

provided detailed data on the compdsition of their "basic" student

budgets (Table 8.2). As previously note4, 9,is category is defined as
*

the single, dependent student residing off-campus with his/her parents

and attending school full-time over a nine-month academic period.

11/ 66_. 1 percent for 4-year publics 155 for 2-year publics, and 158
percent fert-4-year grivatesT

4
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TABLE 8.2: BASIC STUDENT BUDGET.COMPONENTS (IN DOLLARS), BY TYPE AND
CONTROL Of INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 .

ALL
SCHOOLS

Tuition
(for residents)

Room & Board 830

Transportation 257

All Other 634

Budget Total!" 3042

4

Institutions
Reporting:

169

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

'4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

609 2398 291 1843 1592

902 815 754 1154 702

272 181 347 2'74 266

672 585 621 484 726

24542/ 3979 20122/ 3755 3252

49 51 31 10 28

011
Source: Instit tional Site Visit urvey

1/Note: Compone ts will not always sum t exact totals due to rounding
0 and missing da a. V

3/For nonresidents at state schools, add $990 in additional tuition charge's
if a 2-,year school': add $1823 if a 4-year school. These average nonresident
surcharges are based on 14 and 29 cases, respectively.

_A more simplified approach to viewing the components of the basic budget

is to4-examine the proportion of each budget which is comprised 'of

indirec (or non-tuition) expensea. Table 8.3 presents these proportions

for the basic budget by institution type. For public institutions the

percent the budget devoted to indirect costs is expressed for students

who must pay in-state as well as out-of-state tuition.

8.11
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7
"I"lb ABLE 8.3: .PERCENT OF INDIRECT (LIVING) COSTS IN BASIC BUDGET, BY LEVEL

CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

re,P

Institutional Level and-Control
ALL

SCHOOLS 4-YAr 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year .Propri-
Pub.fic Private Public Private etary

1 Excluding non- 4

resident tuition 56.6 75.2 401 t .. 85-.6. 50.9 52.1
surcharge

Including non-,

resident tuition N/A 50.3 N/A 59,3 N/A N/A
surcharge

\ Institutions
\ 169 49 51 31 10 28

Reporting:

Source: Institutional Site Visit St-vey.

The above percentages .can be interpreted as indicating the amount of the

student's total cOst which is, spent on his or her support. The remainder of.

the money is returned directly to the institutidns in the form of tuition and

fees. Consider the implications of this split: at four-year private schools

nearly 60 percent of the money invested in a higher education is given

directly to the school. Students at these schools who are financing their

education'through one form or another of financial, aid are able to utilize

only 41 percent of this.aid for living expenses. Theshigh cost of tuition at

these schools results in their receipt of a larger portion of the aid awarded

to students and, in turn, makes it inevitable that these schools will receive

a disproportionate share of the total appropriation of financial aid dollars

(see Volume II of this report).

In general, Table 8.2 illustrates that thereglis considerable variance
,

in the costs which schools assign to the components of thie "basic"

budget. Although some schools may assign high dollar am unts to 8ne

8:12
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category .(e.g., room and board), they do not necessarily assign high

values eb`Sil of the components. 4-year schools seem to .assign higher

dollar values than 2-year schools, with proprietary sch8ols occupying. a

middle ground but there are exceptions to this rule.

Detailed Comparisons of Other Standard Budgets
..111.

Additional budget data provided by institutions (attached as an

appendix to this chapter) alsd provide a comparison of their practices.

regarding the budgeting of other student types. For example, the costs

for room aild-boar'a allowed for married students contain quite a bit of

variance (Table 8.4):

TABLE 8.4: ROOM AND BOARD ALLOWANCE FOR MARRIED STUDENTS (IN DOLLARS), BY :
LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control .

ALL
SCHOOLS 4-Year 4-Year , 2-Year 2-Year Propri-

Public PrIvate Public -Private -etary

Room and Board_

1 Allowance for - . 2995. 3038 2940 3172 1911 3914
.. Married Students

.',Institutions ,

Reporting: A8 29 24 * 16 3 11

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

!tarried students attending a 2-year private school must maintain their

roam and board expenditures at a..ievel some 70 percent below. their

. counterparts at a 4-year private 'school. Married students at proprietary

institutions seem to receive the greatest flexibility in their room and

board costs. Also noteworthy is the sharp difference in room iand board'

costs for married students at 2=year public versus 2-year pri;rate schools

(approximately 60 percent).

44vio
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-This difference surfaces again in the treatment of non-married

imdependent students. At 2-year public-schools, independent students are

'budgeted for $2,116 for room and board charges while the same student

wo ceive. only. $1-'208 if attending a 2-year private school; again a
,

60'io t'differeatial. Interestingly, this trend is turned topsy-turvy

when examining the budget for the dependent student living at hope. In

this instance .2-year public schools allow a full 70 percent less for room

and board than the 2-year private schools ($754 versus $1,154).

Once again, the ranges of,responsps which the institutions supplied
-

provide a good indication of the vari/hce withift.ithese budget

components. In developing their "basic budget" the costs which schools

assign to room and board range from $150'to $2,995; for transportation

the cost estimates stretch from $2d through $985; and for the "other"

category of expenses from a Eo $3,623. There are same possible expla-
-

natiand far this apparent absence of equity,in budgeting practices.

First, aid officers must attempt to develop budaes in line with the

,realities of the local student community wiliCh they serve. This would

-include havini a'gener,a1 knowledge of the reglonal cost of living as well

as the demography of the student body. For example', a student body which

is comprided primarily of nontraditional andA independent students will
fat

=' have differing needs than a more homogeneous, dependent student

appulation. SecOndl.there is a general lack of consistent detinitions

for the terms used to label the budget components.' For .nstancer the

'interpretations whic16-schools apply to Che term "transportation" can vary

greatly depending on a number of local consideratiOns. For students

residing off-camptts, the transportation budget is intended to cover the

, cost of'the students' commuting to and from schbol% This,cost may vary

;According to the geographic rbcation of the school. At schools situated
. .

in urban areas the cost of commutation may be rather modestenough to

cover.daily round-trip bud or rail fareswhile at schoals in predomi-

.- mal3t1yArural locations, the cost, commuting may be quite.high"students
/

ay bstraveling from within a hundred or mOre mile radius of the

ca Some schools also include-the cost of oney two -or more
.

,
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round-trip visits-to the student's home during the academic year as part

of'their transportation allowances. "The amount of the transportation

allowance will thua be a function of the individual student, the location

of the institution *and the aid office's policy on home visitation.

Finally, the,variance in the costsflassigned to "other" expenses
. -

included in the st1 udent budget can be largely attributed to the

sub-categories of expenses whiqh aid officers may ihclude in this

,component. Awn& the'types of expenses which schools indicate that they

will include as."other" expenses are:, bOoks, medical care, dental care,
,

insurance,..recreation, entertainment, clothing, laundrY, on7campus meals,

and more. Not only will thel*number of these items'which schools include
.

in thei.r.budgetArary, but the dollar amounts which they allow for will

also be subject to the discretion of,the aid officer.

_

-Adjustments to Standard Budqets
J.

Use-of Student Estimates to Adiust Standard Buftet

At a numberkof institutions, students are required to submit

estimated expense budgets of their own. In some of these cases the

financial aid office(r) will use tfIs budget as the basia for preparing

'the individual student budget. In other instances' theie budgets are used

as information-gathering devices useful in the preparation of the.

institution'a standard budgets. The.following table indicates that*

institutional policies regardMg student-submitted budgets can be

class]. Eo five general areas of practice. It should be noted that

a 1 ge number of ilnstitUtioni indicated that they subscribed to more

than one of these procedures; thus the percentage column_totals to more

than 100 percent. In adaition to the cases cited below, two institutions

(1,3%) responded that they used the students estimated expense budget

only if it is lower than the costs assigned in the standard budget.

-10
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TABLE 8.5: PERCENT OF.INSTITUTIONS'EMPLOYING VARIOUS PRACTICES. WITH REGARD
TO STUDENT ESTIMATED BUDGETS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Treatment of ,Student Estimates
Percent of

1/
InstitutiOns--

If individual categories,are higher,.they are reduced to
the standard even if the overall total is the same as
standard. '26.8

If individuil categories are higher, they are used as
long as the overall total ip the Same as the standard 26.8

If the student's estimate is lower than the standard and
is judged to be unrealistic the standard is used. 30.6

The standard budget is always used. 28.0

Standard budgets are tailored to the individual student
needs; proper documentation may be required. 29.9

Institutions Reporting: 157

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

' 1/Percentages reflect the multiple response potential of the question.

Institutions appear to. rely heavily on their standara budgete'in

order to achieve sone degree of,uniformity in their treament of

students. There also appears to be an inclination among institutions
s
allow for thpse special circumstances which may warrant significant_

adjustaents to the established standard budget. Almost 301percent of the

resliondents indicated that they are dillg to disregard the'standard

student budget if a student can properly document his/her condition.

The use of-baget adjustments is especially crucial as financial aid

,1offices attempt to cope with the increasing,number of "nontraditionail S

students whd are persuin ostsecondary education. In reviewing'the"

scope of adjustments whi choots apply to budgets, one finds

adjustments which range fr m a token, 'at best, to those which seem to

over-estimate the actual expensessincurred'for the specific purpose cited.

- 4
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Students Fith Dependents

In response to an inquiry as to how they treat the budgets of

-students with dependents, 122 schools (84.7%) responded that they made
4

additions to the'standard budget total while 22 (15.3%) respondents

indicated that they did not make such an adjustment.

Analyzing those 122 positive responses can provide a most revealing

view of the variance in treatment which students of similar circumstance

may receive depending.on the instiputions which they attend. At 10

schools (7%), students with dependents hive their budgets adjusted
141,

accordingoo their individual circumstance (i.e., student reported

needs). The rematning schools indicate that they employ a specific

i,ollat amount to appropriately idjust thpir budgets. The following table

(Table 8.6) is an examination of'the dollar adjustments which schools
. .

make to allow for the'support of one dependent.

_

TABLE 8.6: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS EMPLOYING SPECIFIC BUDGET ADJUST-
MENTS FOR STUDENTS WITH ONE DEPENDENT:
1978-79

ACADEMIC YEAR

tc

Adjustment Percent of ResponSes

Individual Treatment 7.0

Collage Scholarship Service,
Standard

$ 0

104

15.3

$ 1 499'

$.500 -. 699 10.4

$ 700 - 849 ; 22.2
44s

$-850 - 999 14).4

$.10611 1249 11.1

Ov401250 10.4

Institutions Reporting: N.. . 144

Source: Institutionallite Visit Survey.
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It is obvious that'instifUtions are simply not adhering to any

standard formula in determining the level of this adjustment. Althoup

15 (10.4%) schools claim to be using the College Scholarship Service

(CSS) standard as _their guide, it is quite difficult, to deiermine just

what that standard is. In reviewing the CSS liferature on budget

preparation, the nearest item which one can find to a suggested standard

is the information provided on the "naticinal median" budget totals for

specified student types. This_median is derived from the budget
12/ ,

information which CSS.receivep from its member institutions.-- , ror

the past, two years, CSS has Ihosen to provide median budget totals for

students with an unspecified number of dependents. Prior to this, CSS
0

broken this category down by the nuMber of dependents. Under'the

present framework, 3t is almost impossible for schools to decipher the

dollar amount which should be-allowed for a single dependent. There is

no doubt that this practice Vs helped perpetuate the varying gpproaches

to this budget issue.

*

Those schools which utilize specified dollar amounts as their

adjustment for the student's first dependent-provided quite a variety of

figures. The range of adjUstments stretched from a low of $235 alI the

way up to $2042. The mediah for these responses falls somewhere

the $700-$849 category; $750 being the most f quently quoted figure (in

22 caaes). It is probably not a matter of coin idence that the standard
. , 1

Federal Internal ReIenue Service deduction for additional dependents was

set at this same $750 figure for the 1977 tax'year- (the year from which

--, ' aid eligibility for the 1978-79 academic year would havellpeen computed),
.. \ lt.

.This 'is further evidence of the lack of consistant guidance Agarding

budget7calculations Made at el5; institutional Level and the types of

sources which.instiputions'must draw upon.

,

/12 Note: CSS collects this data in order to prepare an annual guidee\to
"S.tudent Expenses at PostpecondarxInstitutions" and far use in its'`
Need4Analysis Reports. had broken Ehis category.down by the,numbier of
dependents. Under,the present framework, it is almost impossible for
schools co dec44pher the dollar amount which shOuld.be allowed for a
single dependent. There is n6 doubt L-at this.practice has helped
perpeViate the varying approachss to this budget issue.

8.18
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Part-time Students

Another of the sub-groups which comprise the nontraditional student

population are "part-time" students. Part'-time students ate rapidly

becoming the most.significant minority, and, in many cases, the majority,

of the student bodies at a growing number of institutions: The Federal

government maintains nO hard an4 fast definition for part-time status:

Each institution is virtually free to establish its own regulations

regarding part-time status. Normally, schools establish a required

number of credits per semester (e.g., 12 or 15) for students to qualify

as full.,time. Students who take, less than that requirement are

considered to be part-time. The government has established a-cotrse load

floor, below which it will not.recognize students as being eligible for

aid -- "half-time or more." At a school which requires 4.student to take

a minimum of twelve credits to be considered full-time, 'a-student would

have to take six credits or more in order to be considered aid eligible.

The majority of the institutions surveyed have accounted for the

special circumstances of part-time studehts by adjusting their Budgets to

suii these students. As Table B.7 indicates, most of'these financial aid

office(r)s (47.8%) pro-rate the standard budget in accordance with the

course load being carried by the student, while an additional' 22.3

petcent only adjust the tuition portion of the budget in circler toreflect

the costs acPtually incurred by the student. These 'are vastly differing

approaches to this issue. Institutions which Pro-rate part-time student

budgets are, in a sense, equating the level of support which they should

be required to provide the student with the level of commitment which

that student has been able to make to his/her education. Schools Alich
Wallow part-time studerits to be budgeted for the full cost ()E.-their living

expenses are not making such a distinction betweentmembersMI the student

population. Over one-quarter of the institutions (26.7%) do not

recognfe !Act-time students for financial asiistance 'othdr thall Basic

Grants. Part-time students at.these *schools w5ibuld still, however, be

-eligible for BEOG awards if they meet the half-time requirement..

8.19
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TABLE 8.7: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS WHICH MAKE BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS FOR
PART-TIME STUDENTS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

I.

Type of Adjustment
Percent of
Respondents

Prq- e budget basedlon student
&urseload 1

Don't fund parttime stud'ent.s

Only adjust tilition portion of
expense budget

.Budget only for tuitio fees

Adjust.budget individually

47.8

26.47

22.3

1.9

1.3

Institutions Reporting: 157

Source: Institutional .Sit,e Visit fvey.

The treatnent of part-time stude'ti has obviously caused considerable

consternation among 4Astitutions. Pe haps'there has been no established

pattern of treatment for part-time s ddents because there is no

established type of part-time studen . Those students wfb are attending

school part-tipe due to-the necessi ies of their family situation (e.g.,

working andtor single parents) have different needs than those stpdents
-

attending school p4rt-time b'y their own choice and should be treated

IP*

accordingly.

Stddents With a Student Spouse

One category Of budget adjustment which concerns a limifed,-but

-nevertheless' unique, number of students is the treattent of students with

h student spouse. Most financial aid offices have set up special

procedures to meet the needs of these students.

(

,4
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TABLE 8.8: PERCENT OF I TITUTIONS WHICH MAKE ADJUSTMENTS TO EXPENSE
BUDGETS MADE F ENTS WITH A STUDENT SPOUSE: ACADEMIC.
YEAR 1978-79

Adjustment Perceht of
Respondents t

Adjust according tc a set formula
or by a specifie dollar amount 54.1

Do not adjust 29.7

Adjust according to individual
circumstance 10.1

Follow CSS and/or ACT standard 6,1

Institutions Reporting: 148

Source: Institutipnai,Site Visit Survey.

Almost 30 percent of the institu4ons do not make any'special adjustment

for these studenti and treat them as they would other marrkea students. .

- The remaining 70 percent acknowledge that these students represent

special"Icases and must be budgeted accOrdingly. These financialaia

officers base such a decision on the belief that if two,students at the

same campus are married, they comprise only one household. Thekefore,

their combined budget should total enough to support thAt single

household.- Were both these students' budgets computed as individual,

independent students the combined t would exPeed the cost of sutort

for'one married,household.13/ f1 \

113-- Using the figures for average budgets this point is il1us$iated. At
4year public school the siogle independent budget averages $3953;
doubled, this totais $7906: The married student budget is set/at'''.
$6004 a difference of $1902.

4,
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' . Among the igstitutions which employ formulaso compute this

adjustment .are 38 Schools which add the direct e'ducational expenses of

. the spouse on.to the standard married t?udget. The rest of the formulas

, in uS include: sUbtracting .$2500 'from the M'arried budget and.packaging
.

each s-tudsog individually; doubling the single student budget; and,.

budgeeing each spotise'Z)r.ohe-half of.the total married budget. The

dollar' amounts used biro the 24 instit'utions who indicated that they made
. , . _

z'
such adjustments td the.married student budget ranged.4-om, $500 to $1500

,
A 1 4 1

1 .

1 with a mean of.$878. An additiopaltnine institutions reported that they

,
ebllowed the Col lege Scholarship Setvice or American College Testing

. . .

yrogram's procedures to guide them in these macters. It is, \Owever;
-,'

unclear whlt practice these inStimtions arliemploying. Thre is no

. mention at all of .this'ip.icular student circumstatice-in either the A14
. ' .

or CS& guidei published for.financial aid officers..
... , ,

,Qther Bget Adjustments

There are quite a few additional.expenses which stulents may incur

, which schools have indicated ehey consider geworthy of budget0
adjustments. To'begin wi *1 oximately half of the institutions

. *sppnding.(see Table" 8'.9) report t t, they will addsto the:standard-..

budget thbse coSts related to the re uiremehts of becific academic
N.

program (e.g.,,nursing, engineering, music, art, etc.). The majority of

the 77 schools which make thesd 4djust ents,05 so in accOrdance with the

actual.co s incurred by,the student. e remaining 12 schools have

establishes set 'dollar amounts which they add on to the budget'. It is

presumed that these dollar amounts are based on in.formation provided by

) the academic departments concerned. The 76 institutions, whit do not

make any adjustment for these direct educational costs, expect the

astudent to stretch his/her budget in order to meet the fivncial demands

--,e0 his/her academic ., \\
....-;WI. h regard to other eaucationally-related exi5enses.(e.g., higher

. r
tran ortation costs) most institutions prefer *view students.

.

/individually. As is evidenced in Table 8.1it 81 schools cho. se this
( .

. . -.

appruikoh. Schools may choos to'adjust the transportation portion of a

8.22 /
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TABLE 8:9:
,

PERCENT QF INSTITUTIONS EMPLOYING SPECIFIC BUDGET
ADJUSTSENTS FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAM COSTS: ACADEMIC YEAR
1478-79 ,

'tyt5. of ./Wjt.ttme.nt
Percent of
Respondents

Adjust 14 a specified amount
. ,

Adjust according to documented'
individual circumatante

Do not,adjust

Institutioas 'Reporting:

Sourde: I;istitutional Site Visit Survey.

7.8

42.5

49.7

153

student budget'either to provide for excesses in the-costs af local

commutation to and from,sdhool and/or ior the.cost of trips to and from

the student's home (if that homeis outaide the community where the

school is located. The latterwcategory is especially applicable to

out-6f-stOte-students attending pulili cic r private universitiesy Most
/

institutianiwnich make such in adjustment alloW for tWo round-trips home

.6r:these students.

8.10: /NSTITUTIONS WHICH EMPLOY CIFIC BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS FOR
OTHER EDUCATIONALLY -RELA EXPENSES (E.G., HIGHER
TRANSPORTATION COSTS): ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-.79

cNo

.Type of Adjus,pment 4.5 '

Percent of
Respondents

Adjust acco.rding to documented
52.9

individual circumstance,

Adjust by a s)ecific
10.5

transportation allowaace

Do not adjust 36.6

Institutions Reporting: 153

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
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There are a potentialiy inexhaustibl4 number of remaining reasons wh

schools could choose to adjust 'studenebudgets. A total of 69 insti-
.

tutions have specifically designed adjustments which cover those students

attendi.pg summer,schooh. Since these.students will be attending school

for twelve, rather than the traditional nine, months per year these

schools feel that they deserve some special consideration. Some schools

merely eliminate the requirement that students produce earnings over the

summer vacation; others add the costs ,Qf summer school tuition,and fees;

while still others exteod the nipe month budget by an additional 33
.

. percent or4design a jimited three month tiudget for the summer.

(Twenty-eight institutions have developed specifit practices for

Sdjusting the budgéts of handicapped students. ,The majority of these' -,

inStitutions will allow for the medical or transportation-related Costs

-associated with the particular handicap. A.few of these schools

indicate that they actually adjust the budget downward due"to the .imount

of püblic'a&istane which handicapped persons may be able, to receive.
1

This is a cul-ious practice since such.aid would, conceivably, have been
A

claimed as non-'taxable income on the financial aid application completed

by the student and thus computed as part of the expected family

contribution.

An additional 22 schools said that they were willing.to consider

adjustments to the budget

provide proper documentati

While at the other end of

adjustments, to the budget

meet the aid office(r)'s e

. SUMMARY

for any number of teasons.

on of his or her need for

the spectrum 43 schools wi

for bhose students whose c

stablished standard budget

if the student could

such an adjustment.

IA, not consider any

ircubstances do nsit

Snd adjustments.

This examiQation of institu.ticcal practices regarding the preparation

student budgets has revealed a great deal of variance. Such variance is

evident in the standard budgets which schools develop as well as in the
V

manner'in which adjustments to these budgets are made. The limited'stope

of this study makes it impossible, at this time, to pinpoint the exact

8.24 Iso
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causes of_the variations which have been noted. Certainry, there ls some

lack%e guidance on!theline details of'budgeting practices.

Additionally, there are a number of rtasons which prompt institutions to

assign enlphasis to local market,considerations and adhere to'such

priorities rather. than nationally derived standards. Althou t is easy 41

to speculate that .these two factors weigh heavily on the variance in

budgets and budgeting practices, the degree to which they affect the

'delivery of financial aid to students is not quite so clear.

4

8.25 190
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TABLE 8.,ANI poLuct VALUES FOR VARION STUDENT BUDGETS, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
AND CONTROL AND STUDENT TYPE: ACADEMIC.YEAR 1978-7.9

Basic,

Single
Dependent
Off-Cam*:us

4=YeAt

Si-
.Tuitionl/ 0

Roam/Board 902
Transportation 272
Other
rotal Budget (I.'

,

2
2

672
454

Institutions Reporting 49
.

4-Year -Private

Student Type

On-Catapus Independent
P

Married

.60,9

1,490
154

765

3906
- 24

609
4,810

343
1)146,
.3,953

29

Tuition 2,398 2,398 2,398
Tioom/Board . .815 11423 1,693
Tradsportation 181, 166 21
Other 5$5. 718. . 1,443
Total 4udget 3 979 4'619 . 5 998

.

Inttitutioris Re?puting 5i - .
23,

'2-Year Public

Ttil4 ma/
Room/Bdard
Transportation.
Other

1r Total Budget

Institiitions'Reporti

Privdte

Tuition
Room/Board`
Traniportation
Other
Totkl 'Budget

1

,Instittitions keporting

S.

291, 291

754 .1,453
347 1500

.621.

2,012

31

4843
.1t,154

274

484
-3 755

10

r

, 740

5.

3 224

1,843:'
1,541.

400
5.26

- 609

3,308
097

2,019
6)004

29

2,398.

2,940
306
055A

7 600 .

291
2,116
.462

920'

3,866

16

,. , ...

291

3,172-
478

1,520
5)434

J6

1,843 1,841

1,208 1,911'
s221. . 358,

989. 2,405
4,205s: - . 5,1973

. .7

Iiionresident Euition averages $1,823 (26, ..cidsei4 for 4-year public sChools
"

and $990 for 2-ye5pIng1ic-schools.
.

4
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TABLE 8.A: DOLLAR VALUES FOR VARIOUS STUDENT BUDGETS, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
AND CONTROL AND STUDENT TYPE: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (Continued)

Student Type

Basic,
Single

Dependént-

Off-Campus On-Campus Independent Married

Proprietary

Tuition
Roorq/Board

f #

Iransportation
.0ther
Total Budget
inititutions Reporting ,

1,592

702
266

726'

32522

1,542

1,656
163

674
4,702

1,592

1,812
il

1,120
5,035

1,592

3,916
391

1,626
7,619

28 6 12 11

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
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PACKAGING: COMBINING AID RESOURCES FOR THE' STUDENT

.00

INTRODUCTION .1

,

Since no one finandial aid program akone ik designed to meet the

total need of any particular student, eligible.students are most often

awatded a mix of various financial aid,,sources. The amounts:and, types of.

aid "pacicaged" depend.upon the funds Svailable, the requirements' of

various funding sources, and the need of.the student.
'

Perhaps the most tmportant'concept of packaging is that it is an

ft exercise in philosophy and goal definition." Institutions must

establish and maintain a .thoroUghly consideredlilitckaging philotipphy that

is in keeping with institutional goals.- This philosophy must also

reflect, student needs and be designed in accordance with Federal

regufationi. By doing so,' sC'hools are better able tO'equitahly \

distribute financial aid to students.

The Issues and Components of an Aid Package

Numerous aid sources are used in the process of packaging. Iresented

beiow'are.some of the more "commonly used grant and self-help sources used

in packaging.

Grants: Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG), Supplemental

Edwational Opportunitir'Grant (SEOG), State Entitlellent,

Inittitutional Grants, Ptivate Scholarships.

Self-Help: National Direct Student Loan (NDSL),. College Work-Study

(-CWS), Guaranteed,Stddent Loan (GSL), Federally Lnsured Student Loan

(FISL), Summer Saving?, Academic Year Earnings, institutional or

Private Loan Funds, Campua Emplclyment (other than CWS).

-
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In addition to the four Federal financial aid' programs (see Appendix

3); aid officersadminister funds from state, institutional, and private

4ources. Some of t he,state programs (e.g., State Student InCentive

Programs) consist Of matching Federal and state funds. State Aid is
4

restricted to -state residents and is often confined to use at public "
. )
institutions within the staie. Relatively few state grants and/or loans

can be used at out-of-state scrlools, although exceptions do exist. A few

states support student expenses at any accredited'school (New York, for

a°4 example), and a limited 'number of state-to-state reciprocity agreements

exist. Most postsecondary institutions' have aid programs .of their own.

Sources of funds include allocations from the school's annual operating

budget, private, personal, and corporate gifts, and earnings and

principal from,endowment funds. It is common for separate institutiona4

funds to be reserved for specific types of students, such as academic

achievers, athlete's, or those majoring in specific subjects.

The role of the financial aid office in admirastering institutional
.

aid varies widely. Some institutions channel all aid through the aid

office. In other cases only need-baser institlUtional aid is administered .

by the aid office.
)

Other private institutional aid may be administered

by a scholarship ot?faculty. commLttee.

Private grants are awards given directlyteo a particular student or
,

gtoup of stu4ents (often upon graduation from high school), Sources

include corporations, civic associations, nonprofit organizations, and

privatefindividuals. Institutions may not have control oven the size and
1 A

Iorm of these grants, but aid offices sttll need to be aware of each.such

award in order to have a knawledge of all of the stiltdent's financial

resources.

Measuring Equity.

In an attempt to provide institutions witS some e xternal guidance as

they attempted to develop 'packaging strapgieb campatib le with the

increasing number of sources of student financial assistance, the Keppel

Tail( Force, in 1976, ,introduced a model for-"eqUity packaging."

According to the task force xepartf equity packaging is based on the

.9.2 1
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objective of "using student aid to increase access, choice and
retention".1/. The task forcelgoes on to identify two premises which
stem fram these objectives:

1) that students with lesser resources fram parents and other
sources not requiring employment or borrowing have a greater
claim on scholarships and grants than do those who already have
those resources available to them.... (nppel, p. 72.)

2) that scholarships and grants should be distributed in such a way
as to equalize opportunity raeher than to perpetuate existing
inequities caused by birth or inequitable access tO other
resources.2/

7
In order to meet these.goals, equity packaging attempts to give all 4.

students a so7called "equal running start" by awarding enough gift aid

(in combination with family contribution, Basic Grant, or other

entitlement funds) to brin,,N,ll students up to a predetei-mined percentage

of the student's budget. Self-help or other resources are then used td

cover remaining need.

Exhibit 9.1 may help to illustrate the underlying principles of the

equity scheme. Note that in Example A, ,gift aid is awarded as a fixed

percentage of. need. In Example B, gift aid is awarded up to a fixed

dollar amount so that students receive a similar imount or proportion of

self-help assistance. Exhibit 9.1 presents a rather simplified picture

of aid packaging and, -in both exaMples, asgumes that the institution will

be-able to meet,the full cost of a student's education. However, in

practiceo'few schnols are able to do this for every student.

The gap between the student's gross financial need and the size of

the aid package is known as "unpackaged need." From the student's

perspective, unpackaged need represents the amount of additional money

which the student will need in order to attend school. Remember, too,

that the unpackaged need figure is over and abOve the amount of

calculated contiibution to which the student and/or his/her family have

already committed themselves to provide.

.1 Francis, Keppel, National Task Force on Student Aid Problems. Final
Report,4(Brookdale; California: The Task Force? 1975), p. 72.

p. 72.

9.3196
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47.

Example A: n eturnable aid is packaged a4 a fixed percentage of
s u ent nee51. The selfhelp burden is equalized as a
entage of need.

a

Example B: A fi ed level of nonreturnable ai.,d is packaged. The

Self help burden is,equalized among all recipients.

AMTLY CONTRIBUTION

INCOME 1-:.(>

AP 4
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The amount of unpackaged need and its proportion, relative to the

total cost of attendance, can vary greatly from one institution to
. -
another. It will be a function of the same factors that affect the total

aid packake: the availability of funds, demography of the student

population, the school's packaging prioritie's, and level of the studeht

budgets. The level of unpackaged need may vary within a single'

institutign because of variations in the treatment of the aid packages

for different student types. For example, schools mar choose to package '

the full need of dependent students while agreeing to meet only a portion

of the need of independent students. Or, an institution may establish a

dollA ceiling above which it will cezise to package aid. The result of

such a practice is to exclude students with higher than average budget

totals fram-the possibility tliat their full need will be met.

The level of unpackaged need which an institution is willing to

tolerate can be a deciding fac r in choosing a packaging philosophy.

The pair af exhibits on the foll wing pages illustrates the-distribption

of unpackaged need u o. basi sets of packaging guidelines. Exhibit

9.2 shows the effect of a s stem. re aid is packaged up to a fixed

dollar amount of net financial need ( this case $2,500). The effect is

to concentrate the total unpackaged need among students w.th the greatest.

amount of net need. Obviously, those students whose net .eed falls below

or is equal to $2,500i either due to their being assigned a lower, budget

or higher total family contribution, would not have to cope with the

problem of unpackaged need.

In Ekhibit 9.3, the institution has chosen to award financial

assistance ilp to 75 per-Cent of student net need. Thus, a student whose

net nee

1

is $4,000 would rgceive-$3,000 in aid and be left. with an

unpacka ed gap of $1,000. A student whose need equals $1,000 would

receiv an aid package totalling $750 and be left with only $250

remain ng. T*effect of this packaging practice is to spredd the amount

of unpackaged need among all students, while attempting to prevent any
,

student fram being burdened with an excessive amount of unpackaged need.
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EXMIBIT 9..2: EXAMPLES OF UNPACKAGED NEED* - AID I'S PACK.AGED UP TO A FIXED

. DOLLAR AMOUNT

$5,500

5,000

4,500

4,000

3,500

8
3,000

2,60

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

STUDENT 'STUDENT
A

STUDENT
C

STUDENT

*The dollar amouht of the aid package represent the student's gross
financial need mipus all entitlements.

Unmet Needs =

Package =, F77-71

1 9
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EXHIBIT 9.3:r1174:1PLE5 OF UNPACKAGED NEED* - AID IS PACKAGED 0 TO A FIXED
PERCENTAGE OF NEED (75%)

$6,000

5,500

5,000,

4,500

4,000

i-f 3,500

g 3,060

li1,1 2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

*The dollar amount of the aid package represent the student's gross
financial need minus all entitlements.

Unmet Needs =

Package

.39-o
S.



Unpackage may also provide an interesting basis foc compariion

between institutional packaging concePts. By assigning a level of

unpackaged need, -an institution forces a student to take additional steps

to meet the full cost of his/her education. For some students the most

feasrble way t9 make up this unpackaged need gap is to secure a

Guaranteed Student LOan (or the applicable Federally insured or state

guaranteed loan). Other students may choose to take on more outside work

(A-ther durilly the summer der academic year), inéreas'e the level of their .

family's contribution, or-endure a lower standard of living.

Centralization of-Packaging Approaches

As with other institutional practices, the issue of centralization is

applicable to packaging. USOE has devoted much thought to the idea of

requiring institutiOh to conform- to specific packaging typologies. One
P a

proposal, for exarble, would offer institutions two, three/Or four

models upon which to base student aid Nakages. In effect,.this would

involve a conscious decision on USOE's part to identify packaging

frameworks within which schools would mirk; something USOE is currently

reluctant to ddo If such a decision was made by USOE, it would reflect

an attempt to balance the mandate for equitable treatment of aid

recipients with the sovereignty of institutional decision making.

In a sense, some aspects of packaging have already been centralized.

Jlart of the Need Analysis Report (NAR) which ACT and CSS forward to

institutions deals with the basic self-help portions of the aid package.

The NAR assigns a student a certain dollar amount from summer savings as

well as a portion of his/her academic year earnings that is to be placed

towards meeting,educational costs. 'By allowing CSS or ACT to make these

decisions for them, many inttitutions have acknowledged that the

standardization of this aspect of the packaging .Eirocess is not a threat
pa,

to their local autonomy.

General Approach to Packaging

Because of the sometimes complex nature of student financial

assistance--with its array of aid sources, budgets,and-student types--it

111

%
is not surprising to find that institutidilftoften differ in their

9.8
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approaches to packaging. Fran an examination of the data collected, nine

basic packaging typologies were identified. Although different in Ileir

_treatment of nonreturnable and self-help sources, each method makes use

of family contribution as the first step in meeting the needs of

student. An explanation of each typology is presented below.

I. Nonreturnable Aid/Self-Help tatio: Institutions using this
packaging method strive to equalize the ratio of grants to
self-help support f 1 students.

II. Fixed Grant: Som institutions include a fixed level'of
nonretvnable (: ant) aid in the package of ,eachrecipient.
Once the fixed ,.ount of grant aid is awarded, self-help is used
to\fulfill any unpackaged need. In some instances, the fixed
grant amount s large enough so that no self-help is needed.

III. Fixed Self-H L. ." ount: Another pickaging philosophy is to
award each re nt a fixed level Of self-help.. With this
method, loans and work-study monies are packaged firstt, followed
by nonreturnable aid.

*IV. Fixed Work Amount: Some institutions require recipients to
assume some type of work-study or campus employment respon-
sibility as part of their aid package. Variable grant amounts
are also included in each package. If ne ssary, loans may also'
be used to cover any remaining need.

V. Fixed Loan Amount: Although not as common a practice, same
institutions require students to assume a fixed loan
responsibility. As with the "Fixed-Work" method, recipients
here are given a grant award. Work is then padkaged, if
necessary.

VI. Floating 1 t'Amount: A common approach in paIZing is to
direct at gt some grant money to all recipients without
establishing'either a minimum or maximum amount. The major
distinction between this approach and those introduced
previously is that it is less restrictive. Aid officers are
free to adjust the grant amount and then go on,, if necessary, to

award an appropriate amount of self-help.

VII.' Grant Amount Floats--Or is Zero: Same institutions that vary -

the amount of nbnreturnable aid from student to student (as is
the case in the preceding typology) may also refrain from
awarding any grant moniea ,at all. When no grant monies are
packaged, need is met solely thro gh self-help means.

VIII. Based on Scholastic Ability: A small number of institutions
base their aid packaging on the basis of a student's academic
performance. For example, high ability students may bg given
preference toward receiving grant or scholarship monies' while
students showing less ability may be packaged primarily with
-self-help. This is in direct violation of the intended uses for
Campus Based funds.

9 ./9
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IX. No Established Rdles/Case-by-Case Trleatment: Some institutions,
report that they lack established rules for aid packaging. FOr.

these schoolaN all students are treated on a case-brcase,
basis.

RESULTS:
I.

Overall Institutional Practices

'As mentioned in° the previous section,. allithir instiutions conformed

to one of nine basic packaging tylpologids. Table'9.l lists these

typologies along with the percentage of institutiov that use each type.

The table arso contains the'percentage ot students(as calculated from

the combined enrollmen't totals of all durveyed institution's) that are

affected by each packaging
.

method.
'

From this table it is obsermed that tbe largest group of schools

conform to the packaging philosophy Wed on a "Nonreturnable A

Aid/Self-Relri Ratio." As this method is used by more institutions than

any oeher (29.9%), it affects'an even greater proportion df studentp.

The enrollment totals of the 49 institutions using this packaging typ

represent nearly 40 perCent of the total number of students atten lng the

schools surveyed. This is due io the fact that "Nonreturnable Aid/Self-

'Iblelp Ratio" packaging ismost .6ommonly used at 4-year public instituslions
..

(see Table-9.2) wheritthe average enrollment is substantially higher ehan

that of any other inititutional.type (see Tabl-5.1).

Andther observation worth noting is that only one school (0.6%)

employs the "Fixed Loan" typology of packaging. This institution was a

!'2-year private college. Such a packaging approach may be necessary to

meet the needs a an excessively large Timber of students or to cope.with

limitations on aid resources. It is also pbssible that very few'studenEs

at that school receive aid, or that typical unpackaged need is not great

enough to create much of a burden.

To conveniently summarize the degree to which' each packaging method

was used, a rank-ordering of the moq.t to least commonly used typology is

presented below. Thts ranking is bas:d on the proportion of institutions

-"using each tPpology.

9.10 293
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TABU 9.et' ESTiMA146 I3ERCENTAGE OF INSTITUTIONS USING DIFFERENT PACKAGAG TYPOLOGT,ES-AND,PERCENTAGE OF STPDENTS,

v

77.-"*"...'%"Zi.

. PACKAGED _WI Th EACU.:

F
liWrce6tage of

- Institutions Wat
111tilize Each Typology

:Percentmgi of IStucienta

Effected lby Each

Typolop?

Ingtitutions turtling

ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/ ' A

1.4

Nonretu'rn
able .6 id/

Sal f-Welp
Ratio

Fixed braht, Fixed Self-'
Amt.: Self- 'help Aftt...:

help Variis .Grants Vary
or May Ile. or Hay Be

Zero Zero

4:

Baste packaging Ty.poloti,ea Used by Inatitu4ilies
-

,

Fixed Work ,Fixed Loan
Amt.: Loan Amt.:J/Ork
Vary dr Hay Varied or

Be Zero; ' ?lay lle Zero;

Grants Vary Grants Vary
But are Not But are Not

Zero ,Zero

Floating-
Grant
Amk (All .

get Some)

'

Grant Amt. ig
Floats s'ir

or ia Zara

A

t".

Packagf Nor-gmtab-

Bas db. Lish.ed Itulps;

Scholaitic Case by-Case
Oil it).* treat/slat, '

a.

"

29.9

39.9

.

3. I

1.9

8.0 2.4

5.2

0.6

0.7

25.6

18.4 9. II .

I . 2

,
0.3

4.9 s teZ 23 2

-r

TOTALS

444

Source:. Institutional Site Visit-Survey.

! /Percenisges ii e rum percentages.

I.

'

204
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25 1E4
'
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TABLV 9.2% ESTIMATED PERCENTACE

Inititutional'Type

Nonreturn-
able Aid/
Sea-Help

Ratio

qt4

4

F PACKACING'TYPOLOGIES USED BY, VARfOUS fNSTITUTIONAL,TYPES: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

-Basic Packaging Typologi6s Used by Institutions

Fixed Trent

Amt.: Self-
help Varies
or May Be

Zero

Fixed Self -

help Aft.:
Crants Vary
or May Be

Zero

Fixed Work
Amt.: Loan
Vary or Hay,
Be Zeror ^

Create Vary
But are Mot

Zero

Fixed Loan
*mt.: Work
Varies or.

-
Hay Be Zero; Floating

Grants Vary &ant
But are Not Amt. (All

Zero get Scme)

Package ' No Estab-

Crant.Amt. Based on limbed Rules;

Floats ' ScholeatiC Case.by-Case

or is Zero Ability Treatment '

TOTALS

4-Year Public

'.4-Year Private

'2-Year kiblic

2-Year Private

,Proprietary

Institutirms Reporting

41.5"

33.8

19.6

33.2

ii.4

-414

7.2

2f4

0.0

0.0

(La

' 10.0

15.3

3.3

0.0

0.0

2.2

0.7

6.7

0.0

19.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11.9

0.0 ...""

25.0

20.7

16.7

23.1

43.3

5.3

10.1

34.2

31.8

11 .`3

0.0

5.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

'

8.9

11.9

19.5

0.0

34.0 -1./

100.0

100.0

1.00t0

100.0

100.0

164
5 13

V
4 42 23 2 25

Sourcei inktitutional Site Visit Survey,

Ypircentages ire 'Lead from left to right.
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Most Con *pow/

Packaging Typology

Nonreturnable Aid/Self-Help 'Ratio
Floating Grant Amour.it

No Established Rules/Case-by-Case Treatment
Grant Amount Floats/Or is Zero

4 Fixed Self-Help Amount
Fixed Grant
Fixed Work Amount
Based on'Scholastic Ability

Least Common: Fixed Loan Amomxt.

Table.9.2 presents the estimated percentage of packaging typologies

used by each institutional type. As mentionedwpreviously, 4-year public'

instiiutions are moat'apt to utilize the "Nonreturnable Aid/Self-HelP

I

Ratio" packaging method. From the figures contained in this table, it is

also apparent that 4-year and 2-year private institutions fall into this
.6011

group. More 2-year public schoolsIse the "Grant Floats/Or is Zero"

scheme while the greatest percenEage of proprietary institiltiohs favor

the "Floating Grant Amount" typology.

It is In teresting to note thal the "Fixed Grant" method was used only

st 4-year institutions. Sin6ert studene,s enrollment peridd at these

schools is naturally.alonger than at 2-year colleges or prOprietary

schools, 4-year'institutions,may,package a fixdd grant.award'in order to

.tower the degree to which sasie'students- may be overburdened with Jour

years ofloans and/or work'responsibifities. Also' noteworthy in'kTable

9.2.is the fact thit over one-third of'the proprietary schools'do not

have an established packaging practice. This may be a result of the fact

that 4 lower percentage of these institutions participate in ttie Campus

Based programs (see Table 6.1), and therefore do not possess the

discretionary funds which would necessitate an established packaging

policy.

Sequence of Aid Awards

Frequently, the sequence in which aid is packaged will differ from

ohe institution to another. Financial aia officers at one school may,

for example, package grants first while officials at another institution

begin packaging with self-help. The sequential order which is chosen may

9 l 2



be 'elated to the Aature and size of the aid sources as well as the

packaging philosophies adopted by the.institution. Various %schools smay

package according to idenstical principles and achieve similar outcomes,

while sequencing awards in what appears to be opposing methods. One

;articular institution reported that it reordered its sequenciAg ga

priorities upon its shift from a manual to cmnputer packaging system -

without affecting the end result.

l*stitutions were asked several ildations regarding the sequence used

in awarding grants and self-help aid. When asked to note the practice

used in awarding limited grant and scholarship monies, 82 percent Of the
4

'institutions stated that the most needy students were givemptiority over
(

all others. Of Elie retea- ining institutions, 8 (5%) favored students with

academic ability, while another 11 schools mentioned that preference was

givewto those who applied earliest for aid. A few schools mentioned t

other considerations, including preference in awarding grants to

,freshmen, or consideration of a student's extracurricular aZtivities.

Nine'schools were treated as inapplicable because they said that ttiey

either had enough gift aid to meet all Aieds or that they had no gift aid

at all.

When,aid officers were asked to,specify the types of-"ptudents for,

which nonreturnable aid becomes the initial pickagingsconsideration, 4]

percent of the institutions nosed thatisuch aid was packaged first for 4

all its students; 31 percent stated that theti neediest students were.

the first to receive nbnreturnable funds. Fifteen schools (10%) reporteck

that packaging began with grant aid for the earliest applicants. (T4s

could be the only practical approach if a%school had a very limitdd

amount.of nonreturnable' 1dd io disburae.) Nine Ithools lin-i-c-ed gift aid

to academic performance. Preferences for athletes, ,dependent students

with VA benefits', dormitory students, independent students, minorities,

or returning students were also mentioned by a few institutions. Twenty

schools reported that they never begin packaging with gift aid.

Institutions were also asked to'note the type of students who were

packaged with self-help first. Nearly.half (47%) stated that elf-help

9.14 20,9
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was the first consideration for less needy students. Twenty-nine schools

(20%) start all:packaging with self-help. Presumably,these include the

20 institutiond,tited in the last sentence ofthe preceding paragraph.

Other institutions package self-help first for the following student

types: late applicants (10 caset); those considered most needy (7

gases); independent students (5 gases); dependent studento (3 cases); and

those explicitly,requesting self-help (3:cases). Fourteen schools (9%)

report that no students are packaged with self-help first.. Once again it

should be notechat the sequencing of aid awards may not have a

significant impact on the outcomes of a school's packaging process.

Use of Computerized Pagkaging Systems

. Of all the institutions surveyed, only, 13 (7%) reported thae they

utilize a,camputerized system.for.packaging aid. Twelve of these schools

are pOlicly controlle4 with enrollments in excess of 3,000

undergraduates. The remaining-institution is a small,'private, liberal

,arts college. These results tend to demonstrate that,computerized

packaii.u, systems are used most offen'at larger schools
% I\

majority of achools confinue to emplioy manual packaging

-Secifig Packaging Practices

. linquded in this survoy were a number of detailed,inquiries into
4

spetific aread f financip1 aid packaging.. These were: trealmett of

e.

The vtst

techniques.
A

independent Wudents;.tr tnent of slimmer
F

earnings; treatment of private

(noninstitutionaWaid; student choice beeween loans and.work; and tbe

4.0e of guaranteed student 16 A didcussion of eak of these areas is
. A

presented below.

Treatment of Indepeident Students:. The greatet degree of
consistency =Ong the schools fon, any aspect of packaging is in the
treatment olrindependent students. In the.assessment of need, 94
percent of the schools treat independents likedependents except that

student'a awn income is substituted for that of his/her parents.

cz Of the remaining institutions, 4 percent calculate the need of
in ependeAs on a case-by-case basis while 2 percent use parental
in ame figures to determine need.

9.15 21 0
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At 92 percent of the schools surveyed, nonreturnable aid was' '

packaged for independent students in the same manner as for dependent
students. Four percent.of the schools packaged independents on a
case-by-case basis, while anOther four percent distributed a fixed
portion of nonreturnable aid to all eligible independents.

Treatment of Summer Earnings: Through the use of a mandatory
contribution from summer earnings,,many institutions have established
a minimum self-help requirelent.for its students. Institutions
generally adjust the size oi this contribution in relation to the
recipient's year in school (e.g., freshmen contribute $500 from
summer savings; sophomores, $600; juniors and seniorsl $700).
Eighty-seven schools (59%) noted that they follow this procedure laten
asked how summer earnings were treated. Of those remaining, 26
schools (18%) required that a fixed dollar amount of summer earnings
be used as part of the self-heflp base (see Preface, Section IV).'
This fixed amount ranged fram under $100 to over $700 with $500
being Elle mode. Fourteen other schools required students to apply
the full amount of their summer earnings towards the self-help base.
This'practice is most frequently found at 4-year private institutions
and most likely requires the financial aid managers to-perform'some
type of income verification on summer earnings. Nine other
institutions adjusted summer contributions according to one of the

fopowing: expected parental contribution, expected parental income,
student's area of residence, student maritalstatus, or dependency
status. Eight schools did not We account of summer earnings at
all. Of these, seven are either proprietary schools or 2-year pUblic
institUtions which, if vocational in their orientation, could
sensibly adopt 0.1is policy. The other school not considering summer
earnings is a 4-year public college.

The Treatment of Private (Noninstitutional) Aid: Private,

noninstitution*1 aid generally refers to finincial assistance offered
by civic groups, corpbrations, unions, or philanthropic foundations.
It can include academic scholarships and,categorical scholarships
(e.g., those for music students, athletes, etc.). Loans and work can k

) also fall under the category of private aid, although these cases are
few. When asked how nonreturnable, private'aid was treated in
packaging,,59 schools (40%) reported that such aid was used to offset

self-help (work/loans). Thirty-three institutions (23%) said that a
portion of this aid was used to reduce the loan/work burden, and the

. remainder placed toward reducing the llevel of nonreturnable aid.
A4other 33 schools (23%) used the:entire award to reduce the
Student's level of nonreturnable aid. Fourteen (9%) of the schools
treated private aid ai part of the total resources a student brings
with fiimiher to the instieution. Of those remaining, six 'On
reported that treatment was decided on a case-by-case basis One
school linked this method with class standing and reported Aat
private aid offsets self-help for first-time applicants, but offsets
grants thereafter.

ft,
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dhoosing Between Lbans and Work: One bundred schools (6 ) reported
that all-students may choose between loans and work.in fulfilling
this-self-help portion of their aid package. Thirty-six schools
(23%) do not give students this choice. The remainder said that
PI some" students would have the choice, while presumably others would
not. The distinction is likely to rest on very pr,actical
considerations or the academic rules of the institution. For
example, seven s;hools noted that low grades may disallow use o f.
Aeither work or loans. Four.noted that some academic departments may
prohibit work for their students o)t the ground that their curricula
are too deminkling. Four other s ools said that limits on funds may
deny students the choice betweerVloans and work. Two institutions
reported that the issue of cho e was decided on a case-by-case basis
Wale two others do not allow freshmen to take out loans. Another
said students are not given the choice "if it would raise
administrative problems."

Using Guaranteed Student Loans: Slightly more than 80 percent pf the
institutions surveyed reported that they may counsel against, the use
of Guaranteed Student Loans. Of theser more than half said they
offer such advice "infrequently" while the rest give it "often".
Each institution that counseled against the use of these loans was
asked to note the ieason(s) why they chose to do so. The most commoi
explanation given wab that it is possible to meet a studen.t's need
with other aid-sources. Other reasons for such counsel include: the

desire to minimize loan burdens (cited by more than a quarter of e
agplicable cases); the expectations that a student's potential
earnings may be too. low to justify the loan (cited by about 16
percent of the cases);.and the lack of eligibility for loans

.

(mentioned by about 15 percent of the institutions).

Relationship Between Selected Packaging Practices and Basic
Packaking Typologies ,

.44
*

Table 9.3 provides a distribution of the estimated percentages of

"institutions using specific packaiing under the nine basic pacliaging

typologies. One interesting observation here deals with the practice of

j packaging gift aid first fot the most needy students when the supply of

these funds'is limited. Of all the institutions that agree with this

statement., the large-st group (30.8%),also noted that they package all

students with some grant monies. These institutions must apparently

package in a manner that allows all students to receive same grant aid,

regardless of the extent to which-the demand exceeds the supply of these
.

funds.
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TABLE 9.1: ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE OF B:V:Ir PACKAGING TYPOMICIES USED BY SELECTIVE PACKAGIN(: PkACTICES:

ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Selective
Packaging
Practices

Nonreturn-
able Aid/
Self-Help
Ratio

Fixed Grant

Amtp.. Self-

helreNeries
or Hay Se

Zero'

Fixed Self-
help Amt.:
Grants Vary
or Hay Be

'Zero

ic Packaging Typologies Used by Institutions

Fixed Work
Amt.:"Loan
Vary or'Hay
Be Zero;
Grants Vary
But are mot

Zero

Fixed Loan
Amt.: Work
Varies or
Kay Be Zero;
Grants Vary
Out are Notl

Zero

Floating
Grant
Amt. (All
get Some)

Grant Amt:
Floats
or is Zero

Package
Based on
Scholastic
AbiLity

po Estab-
lished Rules;
Case-by-Case

Treatment

TOTALS

Independent students are
assessed for need like
dependents, except student's.

income replaces parent's
income

Indpendent students are
peckaged like deltnadents

School may counsel against'
use of GSL's

If demand exceeds supply of
gift aid, neediewt students
come first.

All students packaged w(th

gift mid first

-

Neediest students packaged
with gift aid first

4ess needy students packaged
with self-help first

Private grant aid ks used
to offset self-belp first
(or exclusivelY) '

All xtudents may choose

among loan/work mix for
self-help

Summer savings: elliUM
fixed contribution, based on

year An school, as per CSS

.1'Institutions Report g

20.0 1.6 6.5 2.4 0.6 30.1 15.9

27.7 1.3 6:3

Iit
12.3 (1.6 33.0 16.0

'
30. 7 1.4 7.8 2.9 0.7. 24.6 19.6

29.8 1.5 4.7 2.1' 0.8 . 30.8 21.9

c

31.2 1.4 4.2 2.1 0.0 35.0 11.31
4o

24.4 2.2 7.9 0.6 0.0 24.7 2131.1

25.2 2.3 5.2 3.6 0.0 32.9 1,7.3

1

32.4 2.1 5.8 1.1 0.4 5.0' 161.7

e

30.5 1.2 8.7 1.8 0.0 19.9 21.1

/ /
36.5 3.5 9.0 5..0 1.1. 18.2 15.1

49 5 13 4 1 42 23

0.0 26.8

1.6 11.1 100.0
.#

1.9 10.3 100.0

)

0.0 7.5 100.0

1.1.0 100.0

9 .

0.0 1§.7 100.0

13.5 100.0

1.5 10.5 100.0

1.3 15.5 100.0

3.3 8.1

2 25 164

10Q.0

100.0.

Source: Institutiona Site Visit Survey.

I/Percentages are row percentages.

a
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Table 9.3 also points out two inconsistencies between a specific

packaging practice noted and the packaging typology enployed. Eleven

percent of the schools that stated that their students' aid packages

start with gift aid also reported that they do not'follow an established

packaging typology. This appears to be a contradiction in terms since/3

this'packaging practice does represent a typeoof predetermined packaging

policy. Another inconsistency appears in the percentage pf institutions

that,allow students to choose between vol.* and loans to meet their'

self-help obligation. Although.a small percentage (1.8%) of the

institutions provide students with this choice all of them-report that

they package students with a fixed amount of work. This inconsistency

may be due to an error committed in data reporting or it may be a result

of the vagueness with which z6 institution's packaging practices are

, interpreted.

SUMMARY

Nine distinct packaging typologies were identified from the data

collected. Although these typologies differed, the two most commonly
.4

used methods ("NOn-Returnable Aid/Self-Help Ratio" and "Floating Grant

Amouni") provide for a grant award to be included in all aid packages.

4egardless.of the tyloology used, a notgble level of agreement was
4'

reflected in the responses given to questions on selected padkaging'

practices. These included: the treatment of summearnings; the

assessment of need'fot independent students; counseling'provided on

Guaranteed Student Loans; and the determination of self-help source

(whether loans or work). One practice where inconsistency was most

apparent was in the treatmen of private (noninstitutional) aid.
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SECTION V

STUDENT SERVICES.: INSTI`rUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

PREFACE
4

A

The remainder of this volume will focus on a number of the

institutionally based services which must be provided for students in
0

connection with financiaCaid. Among the areas ol discusson will be:

the administration of Naitional Direct, Student Loans (Chapter 10), the

disseminaEion oi information to students (Chapter 11), the monitoring of-

student enrollment status (Chapter 12); and .the.validation of

student-repOrxed data (Chapter 13). For the instituEion, the provision

ff

of thwib services presenrdimany challenges, not 'the least ofehich iAs the

necessity to coordinite the adtivities of the financiar aid office with

other administrative departments (e.g., business office, registrar,

admissions office).

Eh-of the chapters herein'will address specific dutied which 410

institutions are i4quired_to perform as part of their agreement to

participate in the Federal student financial.aid programs. Same of these

functions (e.g., the loan collection and skip-trace aspects of NDSL

compliance) seem to be .13eyond the purview of traditional institutional

activities, while the counseling and enrollment-related functions cited

appear compatible with the types of activities normally undertaken by

postsecondary institutions.

ImP

;
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:ADMINISTRATION OF.THE NATIONAL DIRECT'

.
'TinnmmTricheiN PROGRAM '.

Az

INTR6DUCTION

The purpose of 'the National Direct Student,Loan Program (NDSL) s to

"assist.in the establishment and maintenance bf.low interea; long-term

deferred loan programs at institutions of postseconry educatiOn, to

students demonstrating need for financial assistance in order to pursue

their courses of study at 'such institutions." In the Program Management

Guidelines, the institution agrees to comply with the legal statutes, the

"General Provisions Relating to Student Assistance Program" found

Title IV-F of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended (20 U.S.C.

1068-1088g, "General Provisions"), and any regulations as they become

effective, implementing those statutory requirements. The institution,

therefore, agrees to (1) capitalize at least 10 percent of the fund, and

(2) fulfill its legislative ma'ndate, by managing the program according tq

--Federal guidelines.- Each of these agreed areas of responsibiiity will be

discussed in turn.

.Source of Fund4

When an institution'decides to participate in the NDSL program, it

enters into a legally binding contractual relationship with the U.S.
%

Commissioner of Education to provide the participating institution with

up to 90 percent of tag-Inds necessary to capitalize an NDSL. program,

and then to replenish the funds annually as necessary (but in accordance

with program guidelines) to maintain the viability of the program. .pf

1

i course, the goal is to have each participating institution achieve a

10.1
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Tai

d
"self-rotati g status," in which a steady staCe is reachedwhereby the

amount loaned each year is balanced by the amountsreceil.ked

rdpayments, thus requiring no additional contribution from the Federal

Treasury. However, since loan repayments follow by seversl,gears the

initial loan and are spread.out over a.number of years, the achieve4nt

of a self-rotating status may take several yars. The achievement of

this goal is also contingent upon .the .auccess of.the institution in

managing its collerions.

f Federal Management Guidelines

4
.0'

The Federal guidelines for management of the NDSL program entail very

-'sPecific procedures which, bY virtue of the institutional agreement with

the Commissioner of Education, schools are required 'by law to follow.
1

. These,procedures.are deaigned to,aid the institution in managing,the NDSL

Program, and to side-stevpotential difficulties before they emerge.

The present guidelines, as written, are not Qnly easy to understand,

but contain requirements for repeating specific procedures at critical

phasea of the loan..process in oifilec to minimize the inpacts'of human

error on the operatidn and financial viability of a,prograi.

Institutional coMpliance widh the Federal guidelines involve about a

dozen separate key elements for NDSL program management which fall into.

'two main'areas of;management 'responsibility:- cafis.seling and record

keeping:

'The counseling actixities specified in the Federal guideline0onsist
,*.

of bot6,prerloan counseling and exit interviewing, with encouragement to

Condict additional counseling as well-r' In terms of pre-loan counseling,

the guidelines stipulate,that:

is essential to the sound administration of the loan prOgrams
that borrowers'have as complete an Understanding as possible of their
.responsibilities and rights under thp programs. It is strongly
recomfaended that eithdr inqvidual or group counseling sessions be .

held with'the borrowers prior to,advancing the loan. Pre-counseling
sessions should clearly set forth the nature and purpose of the
program, clearly indicating die borrower's obligationfto repay. 'Each
borrower Muit be given a copy of the Promissory Note which sets forth
the terms of repayment alonlg with the borrowet's rights and

obligations.

10.2
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The Fedetal position on preloan counseling is very clear then: full

. information (with regard to the student borrower-rights, obligations, and

lerms of repayment) is to be conveyed to the prospective borrower prior
%.1

to theliloan'a being made, including theAeceipt of a copy of the

Promissory Note.

The Promissory Note is the legally binding do6ument between the

student borrower and the institutional lender. It is evidence of

indebtedness andt.by signing the PrZmissory Note, the student enters a

contractual relationship and acknowledges the receipt of the loam; the

rights and obligations as a borrower; and the terms of repayment,
"

deferment, and cancellation. Therefore, the'guidelines again call for

counseling af the time the losh is made but prior'to the initial

disbursement. The regulations *tate that:

...before an institution makes its first disbursement to a student,
it must have one of its employees meet personally with that student
to insure that the borrower understands his or her obligations under
the loan, including the obligation to apply the proceeds only to
educational expenses and the obligation to repay.the loan. Tlie

interview May be held individually with %itch borrowerp.oryith groups,
of borrowers. :the institution must attach a copy of 4he repayment
plan to the Copy of the promissory note and-give a copy of the plan
to the borrower.

Clearly, counseling before and.during the making of the loan are

regarded as important management functions of the institution by the

developers of the Federal guidelines. By the same token, a great deal of

importance is placed on counseling at the time the student borrower

leaves the institution. The NDSL regulations state that an institution

must, if possible, conduct an exit interview with each borrower before

the borrower lextres thp institution and, insofar as feasible, these

interviews must be conducted on an individual basis. However, if

individual interviews are not feasible, a group interview is permitted.
4-

During the exit interview, the institution must provide borrowers

with'a detailed, dplanaticai of their rights and obligations. Borrowers

also must be informed of their Obligation to repay the loan in accordance

with the schedule. Furthermore, the school must inform borrowers that it

S.

,
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is their responsibility to inform the institution of any change of

address; each borrower must know the full amount of his/her loan and the

interest rate; and each borrower must know the amount of the first

payment and the date it is due. Deferment and cancellation possibilities

should also be covered in exit interview sessions.

Record keeping seems to playan important a role in ensuring that

students repay thir educational debts. Alan-Maynard, the Bursar at

Brown University, states in the Journal of Student Financial Aid that:

...collections are just as dependent on good records areports
(i.e., reports to OE), and no evaluation of the collection effort at
a particular institution can be made independently of those records
and procedures. oTf colleges'and universitles, thereforer ars having
diffipulty with collections, it behoovea",them erThqt a,t lIery phase

of their record-keeping to be sure that it is accuraireliable, and
accessible before proceeding further:

There are a number of necessary and required record-keeping

practices. These include:

maintenance oi the borrower's current address and enrollment
status while in school;

easuring the borrowers notify the financial aid office upon
leaving school;

A

maintenance of viable communication with the registrar's office
for communicating when a borrower does leave the institution;

maintenance of the borrower 's current address, after the.
borrower has left school;

communicaEion with the graduated or terminated borrower durngs
the grace period;

collecting from borrowers after.the grace period is terminated;
and

locating "lost" borrowers, and collecting from delinquent

accounts.

While the student is in school the participating institution.is'required

to provide for the exchange of information among all appropriate
.

inst tutional offices, e.g., the registrar, student financial aid,

busitis, and alumni offices. This exchange will enable the institution

to dete ne: (1) the date the borrower will graduate ao that an 6Xit

10.4 220
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interview may be scheduled;sor (2) whether a student has left school

without proper notice so that it may mail the borrower the reqUired

information.

Once the student leaves school, however, the responsibility of the

institution continues. For each borrower student, there is a nine-month

grace *iod,"at the end of which repayment begins. During the grace

period he school must:

90 days into the grace.period, transmit to the borrower, in
/writing, the-very same information it required to communicate
during the exit interview, as well as any *her information
necessary to satisfy Truth-inI.Lending Act Agulations;.

180 days into the grace period, notify the borrower of the crate
the borrower's grace period ends; and

at least 30 days befue the first payment is due, notify the
borrower of that due date and amount.

(----
In the case of students lesving the institution without notice, Schools

must also mail the borrower a copy of the promissory nOte and twd copies

of the repayment schedule, and must request the borrower to sign and

return one of the copies of the repayment schedule.

-AA the grace period caMes to a close, there is still another Series

of steps the institution is bound to follow4as part of its agreement to

participate in the NDSL program:
w

the institution must send each .borrower'a letter of notice and a

statement of account at least 30'.days before the date on which
the first repayment installment is due, and a statement of
4ccount4att1east 10 days before the.due date of each payment
ifter the first;\

if a payment or a deferment or cancellation form is not received

within 15 days of its due date,. the institution must contact the

.
borrower to deuand payment (first oVerdue notice);

within 30 days of the date of the first overdue notice, if the
borrower does not respond satisfactorily, it must contact the
borrower again by telephone or in writing (second overdue

notice); .

within 15 ddys fif the date of the second overdue notice, if the

borrower does ot respond satisfactorily, it must ,contact the

borrower by te ephone or mailgram (third overdue notice); and

10.5



within.15 days of the third overdud potizel if'the borrower does
not respoild satisfactorily, it must.send the borrower a final
demand letter. The final demand letter must tell the borrower
that the loan,will be referred for collection or for litigation
if the appropriate payment or loan is not received within-I0
days.

At this point, if the institutiOn is unable to communicate with the

borrowqr, it must engage the Services of a commercial skip-tracing

organization or perform equivalent skip-tracing activities 'with its own

personnel.

Legally, delinqUency for an in#titution means "the Principal amount

outstanding on direct or defense loans fn default for 120 days if

repayment in monthly installments, and 180 days if repayable in less

frequent instalLments." Once delinquency occurs, -an institution must

engage a collection agency or bring suit igainst delinquent borrowers i

certain criteria are met: all reminder notices must have been sent, and

the institution must be certain qf the bgrrower's whereabouts.

In summary, then, if the institution has camplied with the procedures

incumbent upon it as an NDSL participant and the loan at this point is

still in default, the following will have taken place:
_

the borrower will have had an exit interview, or will have been
_mailed comparable information;

the borrower will ha been contacted three.times during the

grace period;

the borrower will have been sent three notices subsequent to the
first payment date;

the borrower will have been sent a warning of collection of-
litigation effort;

- skip-trace activities will have een conducted, if the borrower
cannot be contacted; and

the borrower will have been oti ied of the intent to seek
collection, satisfactory e lana 'on, or suit,

At this point, the institution musi bring

against any proper endorser) if collection e

is determined that the borrower has assets w

it against the borrower (or

fort? have failed, and if it

.ch may alwer all or

substantially all of the outstanding obligations; that the borrower has

10..6 4,4
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.no known

borrower

and tbat

to bring

defense or satisfactory explanation of the delinquency; that the

$ s whereabouts are known, so that he/she can easily be served;

the amount outstandinglexceeds $500. The institution may choose

suit 'against the borrower even if these copditions are not met.

Clearly, the NDSL ptrticipating insqtution has a,substantial seri s .

of mandated sequential procedures to follow in the management of an NDS

loan from the preloan counseling through potential legal action for

collection of delinquent accounts. It is therefore not surprising,that

many participating institutions find that'compliance with this sequence

of procedures is difficult ro maintain and that default rates have been

reported which are correspondingly high. Recently, USOE has implemented

a program, at the urging of 'then Secretary of Health, Edt;cation and

Welfare, Joseph Califano, whereby schools can iefer certain delinquent

borrowers to USOE which will assume collection responsibilities. This

procedure we! initiated in response to institutional /peas for assistance

in collecting from "hardcore" defaulters. Additionally, th'ose borrowers

ieferred to USOE can have their names removed from institotional default

roles, thus lowering the school's calculaed dOifault rate. The next

section briefly reviews some of the key issues surrounding compliance and

loan default.

tHE ISSUES
4b,

There are essentially six groups of interrAtted issuOs which.are to

be addressed as part of the analysis of this chapter. A brief discussiOn

of each will be undertaken prior to presenting the findings with respect

to the research into each of the issues.

Compliance. With Guidelines

In the description of the NDSL program above, the full panorama of

procedures with which participating institutions are supposed to comply

is itemized. The first issue is therefore to establish the extent of the

compliance (and noncompliance) with each procedure and to deteumine

whether noncompliance is pervasive across all categories of procedures or

whether some. of the guidelines are more_stisceptible to noncompliance than

others44either across the boardor'by selected school types).

10.7
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The Compliance-Default Relationship

One of the often stated results of noncompliance with.the required

NDSL processng procedures is am inflated rate of default on the NDSL

repayments. The second issue then is to explore the relationship of

noncompliance to the rate of default on NDSL repayments. This issue

involves, not only a one-on-one examination of the compliance with

specific.required procedures and the corresponding default rate by type

of school, but also an examination Of the clustering of procedures where

noncompliance is associated with the overall ichool default rate. This

latter approach specificallr recognizes the interactive nature of the

impacts.of noncompliance with individual required procedares on the

overall default rate by type of school. Finally this issue includes the

identification of the differences in noncomplian e profiles between those

schools (by type) with high default rates 'and default rates.

Default Rates and the LeveflOf Effort

41here is some concern that the root cause of noncompliance, and

therefore eiccessive default rates by type of school, is the workload

borne by the financial aid office (FAO) staff which is attributable to

-.NDSL. The data are avaLlable from Chapter. 5 on the composition and use

of FAO staff in NDSL activities, and on the per staff member NDSL

recipient loads faced by the financial aid offices of different types of

alTchools, which can be coTrelated with the default rates calculated by

type of school. It is expected that, at some point, increasing workloads

will produce identifiable impacts (i.e., increases) on the schools'

default rates.

4 Default Rates and the Costs of Education

This issue is raised betause of the possibility that the availability

of NDSL funds would influence the tuition and fee policy of the school,

which, in turn, may have repercussions on the size of the NDSL loans, the

students' abilities to pay, and the eventual default rate of the school.
4

In order to address. this issue, the cost of education by type of school

will be correlated with the default rate, with the expectation that the

cost of education, standardized by type of school,,will positively

influence the default rate.

. 4).8
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44 an alternative approach to this issue, itImay be hypothesized that

a tuition and fee-instigated increase..in the average NDSL loan is

facilitated by donfiguring the financial aid packaging process in order

to accommodate the increase in.uition and fees. If this is the case and
.

et

if it leads to higher default rates by type of school, then this effort

should be'identifiable through lort:elating the typology of aid packaging

philosophies with default rates, having first standardize4 for the type

of school. 4

School-Specific Delinquenct Definitions

While there isoa standard definition for repayment delinquency undet

the NDSL program, some schools are,believed to employ definitions which,

in fact, deviate from this standard in one direction or another. To the

extent that these alternative definitions ard used o initiate actions in

Cl.the financial aid office, then the collection activi 'es of the financial

aid office shoul4 be more aggressive or less aggressive depending on

.whether the alternative definition is more restrictive or less

restrictive, respec 'vely. Therefore; this effect should manifest itself

4,in high default ra .s (using the standard definition of delinquencY)

being associated with those schools using less restrictive alternatives,

low default rates (using the standard definition of delknquency) being

associated with those schools using more restrictive alternatives, and

intermediate default rates for those schools using the standard

definition of delinquency.

School Experience and the Default Rate

,

Lastly, there is an issue as to whether those institutions that have

achieved self-rotating status on their NDSL program, and are presumably

exercis.ing more efficient and prudent management procedures, will have

lower default rates than those institutions which have not achieved

self-rotating status. The core of this issue is that the achievement of

self-rotating status is an indication of the interest, dedication,. and

proven experience of the schools' staffs relative to the NDSL programs;

and these attributes carry over into activities which will reduce the

default rates of these schools. One potentially confounding influence in

this issue may be the length of time that theltrogram hasbeen in
)

4t
10%9
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operation at the,schooi. ,This is particularly.the'case, since, ev4

under the hest OPcircumstances; the achievemeneof a self-rotating

status is a very time-consuming process. Therdfore; the examinatign of

itherelationship between the status of the school and it default rate gill

should take place oaay after, standardizing for the length of time the

NDSL program has been in operation .at the school.
I

THE .RESULTS,

A total of 137 ins4itutions in this study reported that tHejr.

administer.National Direct Student Loans to their students. Basically,

there are.three classifications for these programs: (1) those which have

achieved selitrotating,status,-(2) those that have not achieved

self-rotating status, and (3) those that fluctuate between self-rotating

and nonself-rotating from year to year which are referred Was "mixed."

Table 10.1 shows the humber of reporting institutions by these

classifications, and institutional level and control.

,In general, between one-tenth and one-quarter of the schools of each

type had "mixed" NDSL programs, with proprietary and 4-year private

schools.at the upper end of this range, and the other school types near

the lower end of the range. The most interesting pattern, however, is

the distribution of schools by type between self-rotating and

nonself-rotating status. For the 4-year and proprietary schools, between

two and six times as many schools are nonself-rotatingas are

self-rotating, with 4-year private schools showing the largest

difference. On the other haad, the 2-year schools show thit half of all

their NDSL.programs are in the self-rotating-category.

Even though the numbers of ichools reporting are much larger for

4-year than 2-year schools, the numbers should nevertheless be sufficient

to explain the achievement of self-rotating status by the latter (and the

.nonachievement of this status by the former) during an examination of

IsIDSL program operations, below.

A
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TABLE 10.11 NUMBERS OF REPokTINg,stlipms, BY NDSL FUND TYPE.AND
IN§TITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Fund Type

fielf-rotating J
Nonself-rqtating
MixecC

Schools RePorting ii51.0137)

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year. 4-Year
Publi Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

11 5 9 4 4

32 29 6 3 8

6 12 .. 3 1 4

49 * - 46 18 8 16

Source: Institutional Site VisieSurvey.
/

Compliance with'GKidelines

"..

The guidelines require compliance with many .procedures. These In be

catdgorized intb two main-groupil counseling and record keeping.

Furthermo el as described earlier, the counSeling takes place at a

variet f times throughout the lean award and repaymen.t process. Table

10.2 Ahows the level of eompliance both prior to, and at the timep of,

the award of the oan. Of the 136 schools-reporting, close to two-thirds
41,

provide counseling prior ib the award of all school types, except 4-year.

privates for which only one-half rport compliance. Comparable figures

are reported for compliance with counseling at the time of the loan,

except for proprietary schools which report a compliance rate of over 80

percent.

Compliance with both counseling rèquirement"s is partially predictable

from these findings. Almost 45 percent of the proprietary schools report

both counseling activities, while 4-year private schools report a

combined compliance rate of less than 25 percent. The combEned

counseling compliance pattern is also reflective of an inverse patteyn of

total noncompliance. That is, none of the proprietary schools reported

neither type of counseling, whereas almost 20 percent of-the 4-year

private schools reported no counseling prior to, or at the time of, the

award.



TABLE410.2: PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS COMPLYING WITN SELECTED NDSL AWARD
COUNSELING GUIDELINES, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEV;144,AND CONTROL.
ACADEMIYEAR 1978-79 *.

f '

Counseling Prior to
Award (Nas81)

Counseling at Award
(NIB43)

Counseling.both Prior
to and at Award (Nm,42)

Counse1ing either Picior

to or lit Award (11s3.120)

Or

Institutional Level.and Control

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Privaee etary

66.7 50.0 61.1 462.5 62.5

60..4 , 54.4 61.1 62.5 81.3

33.3 23.9 27.8 37.5 43.8

89..6 80.4 94.4 87.5 100:0

Schools Reporting (Nus136) 48 46 % 18 8 16

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
s

Focusing ovhose 42 institutions complying with both counseling

requirements, Table 10.3 shows that ndne of the sChools, regardless of

school type, relies solely on group counseling. In fact, few of these

schools used group counseling even in'cimbination with individual

counseling. None of the 2-year private schools did-so, and only between

20 and 30 peicent of the other'nonproprietary schools did so. Only in

the- cases of proprietary schools was group counseling extensively usd

(about 43 percent).

Clearly, for those schools complying with the,two initial counseling

requirements, primary reliance was placed on individual counseling. Even

for proprietarast which used group counseling the most, over 50 percent

AP relied entiiely on individual counseling. In the case of 2-year private

schools, 411 thtee of the "compliers" relied on individual counseling.

(Since no schools relied solely on group counseling, all schools used

some individual counseling.)

10.12
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TABLE 10.3: PERCENTAGE OF scHools WHIcH COMPLY WITH NDSL AWARD .

COUNSELING REQUIREMENTS AND WHICH ALSO COMPLY WITH OTHER
AWARD COUNSELING SPECIFICATIONS, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL'AND
CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Institutional Level and Control

13ounse1ing Type

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

1

2-Year
Public

2-Year Propri-
Private etary

Individual Only 68.7 81.8 80.0 100.0 57.1

Group Only 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Both Individual
.and Grot.

31.3 18.2 20.0 ')0.q 42.9

Counseling i4jects
.

Repayment Terms 87.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Interest Charges 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0

Debt Limit -68.8 63.6 80.0 33.3 71.4

Withdrawal Notice 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Address Change 100.0 90.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

Personal Data 75.0 81.8 100.0 66.7 100.0

Schools Reporting (Na42) 16 . 11 5 3 7

Source: institutit;nal Site Visit Survey..

1/This entire table.is based upon the 42 schools which relSorted complying
with the required counseling both prioeto and at the award of the NDSL.

The remainder of Table 10.3 examines the content of the counseling

undertaken by the 42 complying schools. For the most part, the schools

of this category report that the content of the interviews conform to

that specified by the regulations. Some noncompliance is present in all

school types in the explanation of the limitation of the debt, which

averages about one-third of the schools. Noncompliance is notably lower

than this in 2-year public schools, but'double the average in 2-year

private schools. Lastly, 4-year pub'lic schools frequently do not discuss

the repayment terms during the interviews.

While the schools shown in Table 10.3, whick.conducted interviews

both at the time of the NDSL award and prior to the award, always

conducted individual interviews (sometimes supplemented with group

10.13
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interviews), the sdhools shown, in Table 10.4, which conducted interviews

only prior to award, frequently relied on group interviews alone,and

selddm used group interviews to supplement individual interviews. In

terms of the comparison of responses on interview contents,-howver, the

results are mixed. The compliance forisAp items is higher (e.g., debt

limit), whereas for seVeral Of the items, particularly for the 4-year

schools, lower compliance rates are shown. This id the case for the

critical itemg of "withdrawal notice" and "address change" requirements.

Less personal data arelalso acquired by the prior-to-award groUp schools,

but this (*is not a required componLt of the interview.

TABLE 10.4: PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS WHICH1COMPLY WITH THE PRIOR-TO-AWARD
COUNSELING REQUIREMENT ONLY wHICII_AJAP COMPLY WITH OTHER' .

NDSL AWARD COUNSELING SPECIFICATIONS Bi INSTITUTIONAL
LEVEL AND CONTROZ: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Institutional Level and Control

ipunseling Txpe

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year.

Public
2.-Year

Private
Propri-
etarY"

Itandividual'Only 66.7 83.3 83.3 100.0 100.0

Group Only 20.0 8.3 . 16.6 0.0 0.0

Both Individual
and Group

13.3 8.3 0.0 0:0 0.0

Counseling Subject
Repayment Terms 93# 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Interest Charges 86.7 75.0 100.0 100.6 100.0

Debt Limit 86.7 66.7 -82...3 100.0 100.0

Withdrawal Notices 93.3 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0

Address Change 80.0 75.0 83.3 100.0 100.0

Personal Data 73.3 66.7 66.7 50.0 66.7

SChools Reporting (N..38) 15 12 6 2 3

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

/1- Thls table is based on the 38 schools which reported complying with
the pre-award counseling requirement'only.

23 0
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Continuing with this theme, Table 10.5 exaMines the responses of

those schools conducting contemporary award interviews only. In terms of

group vs. individual interviews, sdmewhat.the -same reliance is placed on-

individual interviews by these schools as. did the prior-to-award schools,
-

along with abbut the same level of sole reliance on group interviews

(note the exception for 2-year public schools), but almost 110 use of

group interviews to supplement individual interview. The leve.).Af
A

compliance on individual interview items conforms generally to that
1k

reported for prior-to-award-only schoolp, although proprietary school's
r

showed a marked,Oecrement_in compliancle:-

. 'The question was also asked of NPSL schools as to whether a gerieral.-

statment was-provided to the student with the loan offer, the form of the

%statement, and the content of_ he_statement. Table 10.6 shows that,'

between 88 and' 100 percent of øtoolsprov.ded such statements to the

stpdentel, with "2-year schools being under 90 percent'and proprietary

schools being at 100 percent. When limiting the queltion 66 written

statements, the percentages for private schools drop to around 80

percent; public schools remain at abdut 90 percent, and proprietary

schools remain at 100 percent. 0

Whether the statement was verbal or written, each school was asked

the content of the statement. Table 10.6 shows that, of all schools

asked, between 70 and 100 percent provided the content items depending on

the item and the type of school. While the percentages reported are

bounded-on the upward side by the percentage of schools providing such

statements, it is clear that the contents-of the statements are generally

mixed. The contents ire particularly mixed in the proprietary schools

ancrthe 4-year schools, Also, note Olat many of the content items are -

provided orally rather thin An written form. This occurs at a minimum

whenever a larger percentage of schools report sup lying the content item

. than report providing a written statement.-

e..
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TABLE 10.5; *PERCENTAGE Oi SCHOOLS COMPLYING WITfl'THE CONTEMPORARY'AWARD
COUNSEL/NG REQUIREMENT ONLY WHtCH ALSO COMPLY WITH.OTHER
NDSL AWARD. COUNSELING-SPECIFICATIONS BT.INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL
AND CONTROL: ,ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Institutional Level-and Con ol

Codnseling Type'

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year,

Private
.Propri-
etary

Individual Only . 81.8 78.6 .

.,

100.0 100.0 66.1
Group'Only' 18.2 21.3 0.0.' 0.0 16.7
Both Individual
and Oro*

..

0.,0 0.0 0,.0 0.0 16.7

Counsaling Sub:jest
Repayment Terms 83.3 85.7. ( $3.3 100.0 100.0
Intereat Cbarges .83.3 ;92.9 ' 100.0 0.0 , 83.3
Debt Limit .66.7 71.4 50.0 50.0 33.3
Withdrawal Notice 91.7 . 85.7 83.3, 100.0 83.3
Addrest-Change':, 91.7 92.9 100..0 100.0 83.3
Personal Data 50.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 50.0

Schools Reporting (N=40) 12 14 6 2 6

Source: Institntional Site ViSit Survey. Ii

sliThis table is based on the 40 schools which reported complying with
fl.the requirement ,to counsel students at the time of the NDSL awSrd only.

10.16
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TABLE 10.6: PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS PROVIDING GENERAL STATE NTS WITH THE
NDSL LOAN OFFER, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND NTROL:
ACADEMIC-YEAR 1978-79

7'

Schools Providing
Statements ,

Schools Pro;Fiding-

Written Statements

Statement uontents

School Type

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
PrivatO

Propri-
etary

95.8

91.7

70.8

70.8
89.6

83.3

85.4
81.3

91.3

82.6

73:9

71.7
87.0

89,1

84.8
78.3

88.2

88.2

88.2
76:5

88.2

82.4

88.2
76.5

87.5

75.0

75.0

75.0

Z5.0

75.0

75.6
87.5

100.0

100.0

75.0
68.8
100.0

68.8

87.5
100.0

Promissory Note
Source of Funds
Interest Notes
Cancellation
Provisions

Grace Period
Repayment Terms

Schools Reporting (Ns,135). 48 46 17 8 16

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
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Counseling, of course, does not end with the initial award of the

NDSL. The next key c9unseling activity is the exit interview. Of the

138 s-chools reporting, all but two (two out of 16 prqprietaries), reported

that they hold exit interviews with the student. A total of 134 of the .

i136 schools holding exit nterviews reported further on the type of

interviews held. Talile 10.7 shows that for most school types, 60 percent

or more of the schools used individual interviews (for proprietary

schools, the percentage is well over 90). For 2-year private schools,

however, groilp interviews were used as often as were the individual

i nterviews.

In terms of subjects covered during these exit interviews, a great

deal of compliance is reported.. Table 10.7 shows that at least 90

percent compliance was achieved for all.items in all schools, except for

the terms of the repayment which was covered in only 84 percent of the
_

4-year public schools. Note that compliance in all items was achieved by

the eight 2-year private schools. These results are altered only

marginally when the pertentage of eligible students receiving an exit

interview is examined by type.of school. Apparently, the public schools

are able to provide exit interviews to about 10 percent less of.the NDSL
A

recipients than do their private school counterparts. At tlhe bame time,

2-year schools provide exit interviews to abopt five percent more of the

loan recipients than do the 4-year schools. The proprietary schools are

in the middle; with almost 90 pprcent of exit interviews completed,

whereas the 2-year private schools lead with almost 97 percent, and the 4

4-year public schools trail with only 80 percent of loan recipients

covered by an exit intervieW. These results are consistent with ehe full'

coverage of exit interview subjects reported-by 2-year private schools,

and the less than full coverage reported by 4-year public schoolsi But,

it is clear that the greater coverage of the 2-ye:I private schools is .

expedited through a very high usage Of group (as opposed to individual)

interviews, which may be less effective in the long run.

Of. course, one explanation for the inability to administer exit,

interviews to all NDSL recipients is that the borrowers may drop out of

school without going through formal severance of their relationship with ,

the school, or they may simply.not show up for a scheduled interview

10.18
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TABLE 100: PERCENTAGE 6F 4 OOLS CONDUCTING NDSL EXIT INTERVIEWS WHICH
COMPLY WITH 0 EXIT INTERVIEW SPECIFICATIONS, BY
INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONtROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Le4el and Control

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propq4-
Public Private Public Private etary

Counseling Type
62.0
34.0

4.0

75.0
. 20.5s

;

4.5

88.9
11.1

0.0

50.0 .

50.0

.0.0

92.9
7.1 ,

QIh

Individual Only
Group Only
Both Individual
and Group

Schools Reporting (N=134) 50 44 18 8 14

ppuns0.ing Subejecel/
84.0

96.0
96.0

98.0

98.0
.98.0

,

93.5,'
97.8
93.5

100.0-

97.8
95.7

88.9
100.0

. 88.9

100.0

100.0
100.0 .

100.0 .

100.0
100.0

100.0

100(1'
100.0

. 92.3
100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

Repayment Terms
Loan Amount
First Payment Due
Cancellation
Provisiona

.

Accelerated Payment
Change df Address

Schools Reporting (14=135) 50 46 18 8 13 .e

Students Receiving
Exit Interviews

.Schools Reporting (N=130)

80.4 90.5, 85.8 96.6
6

87.7

47 45 17 8 13

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/- Multiple responses as allowed.

10.19235
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session. Table 10.8 shows ehat formal communication procedures are in

effect between the registration office and the financial aid office in

between two-thirds and four-fifths of the sdhools. The highest is 4-year

private schools, while the lowest is 2-year, private,schools. This is a

bit of a surprise considering, the high percentage 'of NDSL recipients

receiving exit interviews in 2-year private schools, but the answer may

be in the timing of the notification of termination.

Table 10.8 shows that, indeed, the 2-year privatt schools tend to

discover student dropedts sooner than othit school types. Furthermore,

it appears that the 4-year public 'schools,.do not' discover a majority of

the dropouts until the start Of the next semester. Assuming these

- statistics, an early dropout detection syitem is effective in increasing
. .

the proportion .of students recei.ving exit interviews but, jst as

importantly, the frequency of dropouts combined with the typica lly slow

-ditcovery process increases the importance of the preaward and on-receipt

co unseling, which are the last p6ints at which contact with the recipient

is '~a'ssured.

F011owing the exit.iitterview, loan recipients are contacted.and

tracked durinethe
*
period if the loan

reportedfthat they

nine-month grade period, as well as after the grace

is iA default. Virtually dll ok the schools which
,

administered NDSL programs also indicated that they

tracked NDSL r4cipients during the grace period (135 out of 137): There

were lifferences exhibited, however, with regard to the contact medium

used. Table 10.9 indicates the-frequency of usage'of four of the most

comv,ort.,:nVim: (1) three contacts by. , letter1-(2) thtee'contacts by

telephone, (3.) thkee contacts by telegram, and (4) the mailing of a

package containing the From/ssory Note and two copids of the repayment

schedule with4thik request that one'copy be signed And returned. The

4W

letter is the most common procedufe, and is used.more than twice as

frequently as the second most common procedure: the package. The use of a

telegrams is'the least common procedure.

4 I
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TABLE 10.8:- PERCENTAGE-or SCHOOLS WITH FORMALIZED PROCEDURES TO MONITOR
STUDENT TERMINATION, BY INSTITU.TIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Formal Procedures
in Effect

Institutional Level and Control

4-tear 4-Year. 2-Year 2-Year\ Propri-
_Public Private Public Private

72.3 82.2 77.8 66.7 71.4

Schools Reporting (Nso13) 47 45 18 6 14

%
Discovery of Dropouts

Prior to End of Term 22.0 34.1

End of Academic Term ,24.0 25.0
Start of Next Term .4.0 40.9

.
,

Schools Reporting (11'8134) 50 44

29.4 ,75.0 80.0
35.3 12.5 6.7

351 ç12.5 13.3

17 8 15 I?

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

TABLE 10.9: PERCENTAGE,OF SCHOOLS USING SELECTEDPACE PERIOD TRACKING

.PROCEDURES FOR NDSI". BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control

Contact Medium 1,

4-Year,

Public
4-Year

Private
2-Year

Public

2-Year

Private
Propri-
etary

79.6
20.4
6.1

30.6

70.5
9.f
0.0

391.6

72.2
22.2
0.0

22.2

87.5
37.5

12.5
37.5

75.0
12.5

6.3

37.5

Letter -

Telephone
r Telegram
yackage

'Schools Reporting (Niel* 49 46 16 8 16

Borrowers Successfully
Tracked

Schools Reporting (Nsi106)

84.3 .80:9 69.2 91.6 69.7

39 35 14 7 11

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
_

1/- Multiple responses are allowed.
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The figures'on Tdble.10.9 clearly imply that all school types

frequently use more than one medium in their tracking activities. The

most tracking is undertaken by 2-year private schools, however. These

schools show the highest percentages using the media of letter, telegram,

and telephone, and are near the top in the use of the package. This is

. consistent with the high degree of compliance shown above for the exit

-----intermiew, and explains the over 90 percent of- borrower\ successfully

track'ea by this type of schoo1.11 The two least succesSfu "trackers"

by this measure are proprietary schools and 2-year public schools, with

less than 70 percent successfully tracked. The former is low in

telephone usage, although average or above in all other media; whereas

atter is low in telegram and package usage, although average in the

her media. This suggests that the use of multiple media is necessary
-

to achieve success in borrower tracking during the grace period.

The last set of complianck,ctfkrities involves those procedures used

in dealing with delinquent borrowers. First of all, Table 10.10 shows

that a wide discrepancy.exists in the percentage of schools tracking

delinquent accounts themselves.. Aslittle as 25 percent of the

proprietary schools do their own tracking, while just over 50 percedt of

2-year public school's, and 70 to.75 percent of the remaining school types

do so. ThEp use af commercial organizations to.do the tracking has.much

less variation (note that most schools,use both methods). Proprietary

and 2-year private schools use these firms a little over 60 percent of

the time, while other school types rely on these Agencies 75 to 80

percent of the time.

Table 10.10 also indicates the frequency of usage of different

techniques to induce repayment of delinquent accounts. The favorite

\technique is to employ a collection agency. About 90 pertent of all

school types ase this approach. In addition, however, strongly worded

\

kirIt should be pointed out that two-thirds of air schools are able to
contact at least 90 percent of their NDSL recipients. The average
percentages shown on Table 10.9 reflect the fact that ten percent of
schools are unable to contact half of their NDSL borrowers (two
percent contact no borrowers).

10.22 238



TABLE 10.10: PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS USING VARIOUS PROCEDURES TO DEAL WITH
NDSL DELINQUENCY, BY _INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-7'9'

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

Trackingorganizationall
School ' 68.0

Commercial Agency 74.0

, 1

Schools Reporting (Nam137) 50

Collection Procedureal/
di

Penalty Charges 414.3
,

Strong Letters . 85.7
Attorney . 55.1

Collection Agency 87.8

40D

Schools Reporting (Nw135) 49

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

69.6 52.9 75.0 25.0

78.3 76.5 62.5 62,5

46 17 ....- 8 16. 1

17.4 12.5 12.5 12.59

87.0 68.8- 87.5 , 56.3
41.3 12.5 25.0 12.5

89.1 87.5 87.5 93.8

46 16 8 16

Pre-Legal Action Contacts
No Legal Action 11.1 17.8 - 14.3

Less Than Three Contacts 11.1 6.7 0.0
Three or Four Contacts 24.4 15.5 57.1
Greater than Four

53.3 60.0% 28.6
Contacts

12.5

0.0
37.5

50.0 1

0.0
0.0

40.0

60.0

AI

Schools Reporting (N=127) 45 45 "i4 8 15

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/
-. Multiple responses are allowed.

Nib
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letters are sent by abdut 85 percent of the schools (lower in 2-year

public and proprietary schools). Other techniques, such as adding

penalty charges and' employing an Atorney are much less frequently used.

The only exceptions are the 47year schools which use attorneys fbout half

the time.

The- last measure of delinquent account activity on Table 10.10 is the

frequency that contact'is Made prior to talcing legal action. Clearly,

the pattern of handling these accounts varies by type of school. At one

end of the distribution, proprietary schools require more than four

contacts prior to taking legal action on a delinquent account in the

majority of cases, and always require at least three contacts before

action. Also, note, however, that none 'of the proprietary schools

refused to use legal action alit a remedy. They,give the delinquent

student plenty of opportunity-to repay the loan, but eventually always

end up by eaking legal action ithe,only schooj type to consistently do

"-Ali other schools refuse to take legal action. between 10 and 15

percent of the time. On the other hand, the 4-year schools in 5 to 10

r)rcent of the time will takelhaction with less than three student

conacts. In spitdRof these tendencies,'however, the 4-year schools

still require at least:five ontacts in the majority of instances. Two

year schools:on the other hand, in no cases take legal action with less

than three student contac and, only in the case of private schools,

require more than four co cts in the majority of cases. Publid 2-year

dchoold require morethan four contacts in less than 30 percent of the

time.

In summary, the feature that strikes one immediately is the large

number of activities that a school must undertake in'order to be in

compliance with the guidelines. Furthermore, the type of activities

required could be considered outside the normal range considered as

traditional,with.an institution' of postsecondary education. It is not

Surprising then to find that compliance with these procedures is very

.mixed. Compliance.is fairly low in the area of preaward and

4r
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contemporary-award counseling. Compliance increases with the exit

interviews, although-a libstantial number of exiting students are still

miss;d, and the quality of the interviews remains in doubt. Campliance

then falls ciff with grace-perioO tracking and delinquent account

activities, but this might be expected considering the difficulties of

such activities.

In general, even if full compliance were observed (and it isn't), a

great deal of concern would be expressed regarding the quality of the

activities undertaken. In this study some effort was expended to

consider the qualitative aspects, but a great deal was left to be

determined. In spite of this, there is a tendency to try to identify
at.

where compliance (both qualitative and quantitative) is the best. 1The

above statistics tend to imply that *compliance is best in 2-year private

schools and worst either in 4-year schools or 2-year public schools,

depending on which of the various statistics are selected.

The key, however is not how good the compliance is 22E se, because

regulatory compliance is only an intermediate goal (or at least it should

be). Rather, the goals of the NDSL program are equitable distribtition of

the aid (discussed in Volume II of this report) and the efficient

operation of the program in terms of a reasonable (a law) default rate.

Whether such a measure of efficiency is systematically related to the

nature and extent of, regulatory compliance is the subject of the analysis

in the next section of this chapter.

The Compliance-Default Relationship

For purposes of this analysis, default rates are defined as the

amount of NDSL funds currently in default divided by the amount of NDSL

funds currently in repayment status (excluding funds loaned to students

currently enrolled, still in the-grace period, or for whom the debt has

4 been cancelled or deferred). Note that this definitiion embodies the

NDSL activities of the school over a.number of years, so that any attempt

to correlate the default rate, as calculatd with current guideline

compliance, runs the risk of substantial confounding, unless the degree

10.25 rt
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of compliance has been constant throughout the history of the NDSL

program at each school -- a very unlikely event. However, if there is

actually a strong relationship between regulatory compliance and eventual

loan default, an attempt to measure this relationship, even under the

circumstances described above, should exhibit some systematic

association. That is, if there is actually a strong association, we

should be able to measure some of the association in spite of the

historicil confounding but, if the underlying relationship is not strong,

the confounding influences are likely to render any relationship

uameasurable with the existing data.

,Vith

rdtesiii

range of

these points in nd, Table 10.11 shows the overall default

andpi'irol of school. This table exhibits a substantial

deiiiltrates, with 2-year public schools taking the clear lead,

and proprietary schools following Closely behind. The other three school

types are all grouped around 15 percent, which is less than half of that

of the 2-year public schools, but nevertheless high in absolute terms.

Unfortunately f r the analysis, the number of observations for

proprietary schoclls, and in some*instances for 2-year private schools as

well, will restrict or prohibit analysis of the cause of the observed

2.evel.of NDSL default.

TABLE 10.12: NDSL DEFAULT RATES IN PERCENTAGES, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVET,'
AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control.

4-Year 4-Year -2-Yetr 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

Defatilt,,,Rate(%) .14.8 17.0 18.4 27.2

Sobooli'Reporting (11.119) 43 4 50 17 .7 2

Source: Institutional Site Visit Sutvey'and 1979 FISAP File supplied by
USOE.



Table 10.12 -Rresents the default rates as they are associated with

various ccepliance items, as well as related operating features of the

financial aid office. For example, Table ld.12 contains a breakdown by

the type ;f repayment plan used for NDSL. Specifically, the three NDSL

repayment plans included are:

Plan 1 Egual total payment of principal and interest-each year;

Plan 2 7 Equal payment of principal plus payment of interest on the

ulipaid balance; and

v Plan 3 se Graduated periodic installments.

The default rates on Table 10.12 exllibit few consistent patterns, and

often exhibit patterns contrary to expectations. For example, two school

types have higher default rabes for those schools with self-rotating NDSL

accounts than for those without self-rotating accounts. Additionally,

providing a general statement to the student is ass6ciated with higher,

rather than lower, default rates; and, if the statement is in writing,

the default rate is higher still. This same contrary finding is shown,_

in general., with regard to taking legal-action: those schools which- 8

never take legal action against defaulters usually have lower default

rates. Cause and effe
li

may be reversed here, but the defaulE rates are
il

.

high enough in these ic dOls to'ordinarily suggest that legal action

would be beneficial.
P

Usually,,. graduated ppriodic installment payments are associated with

lower default rates, bdt extensive counseling is not reflected in lower

default rates. In fact, on average, 2-year schools that do no counseling

have lower default rates than those that conduct both prior-to, and

at-the-time-of, award counseling.

Clearly, gross relationships between regulation compliance and

default rates and selected program operation characteristics are

difficult to detect. Therefore, in order to attempt 'to sharpen the

measured relationships, a comparison of the distributional extremes (in

terms of default rates) will be made, along with an attempt at

multivariate analysis.,. First, however, a few more potentially meaningful

gross relationships will be examined.
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TABLE 10..12: NDSL DEFAULT RATES,
CONDITIONS, BY INST
YEAR 1978-791/

7\

IN PERCENTAGES, FOR SELECTED COMPLIANCE
ITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC

Funding Status
Self-Rotating
Not Self-Rotating
Mixed

Counseling
None
Prior Only
Contemporary Only
Both

Statement Provided
Yes
No

Written Statement
Yes
No

Repayment Types

Plan 2
Plan 3

Legal Action Taken
Yes
No

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

14.5(9)
14.5(27)

11442(6)

14.3(4)

16.5(14)
14.2(9)
14./6(8)-

15.0(39)
6.6(3)

15.2(37)
12.5(2)

15.8(14)
17.8(25)

11.6(6)

14 . 3 ( 3 5 )

1 5 . 2 (3 )

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year

Private
Propri-
etary

19.8(5)
15.6(29)

20.8(12)

19.1(9)
16.6(12)
17.2(14)
17.2(11)

17.4(42)
17.5(4)

17.9(35)
12.7(4)

18.8(21)
17.7(26)
14.3(9)

17.1(40)
14.9(8)

27.1(9)
39.3(5)
37.0(2)

10.4(1)
31.8(5)
42.5(6)
22.5(4)

35.0(10
24.1(1)

35.0(14)

39.7(7)
33.6(7)
,13.7(3)

1r'
34.8(12)
10.4(1)

18.3(3)
22.0(3)

8.1(1)

10.0(1)
0.0(1)

43.5(2)
10.7(3)

19.8(6)
16.0(1)

19.8(6)

8.0(4)'
33.7(3)
12.0(2)

21.5(6)

0,0(1)

27.2(2)

'-
27.2(2)

.1==10,111111,

.0=11111.11

27.2(2)m

27..1(2)

4i.7(1)
11.7(1)
41.11.110.1

27.1(2)
.7MM

Source: Institutional'Site Visit Survey and 1979 FISAP File supplied by

"USOE.
' .

Abli. ,

. ,
.

1/The number of observations upon which each defaulst xate is based is
shown in parentheses next to the percentage in questOn.

NO'
3/Multlple responses are allOwed.

10.28
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School Experiende,and'the Default Rate

44

One of the potentially importapt relationships-to be explored is that

between NDSL fund status and loan default, having standardized "for the

schp91 experience in NDSL.matagmaent: The hypothesis ii that quick

?achievement of self-rotating s4tus is indicative,o an efficient

operation and a likelihood of a low default rate, whereas conOtnued not

self-rotating status ova,number of years is indicat'ive of the
-

opposite. Table 10.13 presents the available standardized default rates:

TABLE"10.13: NDSL DEMULT RATES, IN ERCENTAGES, FOR,ZIDSL FUND STATUS AND
YEARS IN OPERATION, BY STITUTIONAL LEVEL-AND CONTROL:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Self4Rotating Fund

Institutional Level and 'Coptrce

4-Year
Public

4-Year

Private.

2-Year

Pub.lic

2-Year
Private

ProRri
etary-

16.4(3) 10.0(1)..
t.

27.2(2)Less-than 11 years
Greater than 10 years 14.6(9) 19.8(5) 32.5(6) 22.4(2)

Not Self-Rotaiing Fund
46.2(1) 10.3(7) . 19.2(4) -406Less than 11 years

Greater than-10 years 13.3(26) 17.2(21) 39.5(1) 22.0(3) .1=1,

1/4--

Mixed Status Fund
Less than 11 years 11.4(2) 8.1(1)
Grater than 10 years 14.2(6) 22.7(10), 37.0(2) =-- wao.o6401

Sourcp: Institutional Site Visit Survey and 1979 FISAP File supplied by USOE.

liThe number of observations upon which eac default rate is based is
shown in pdrantheses next to the percentage in.question.

1

\

,L

.04'

Extremeltmixed results are evident. Self-rotating and mixed status

funds do show (for those figures available) that lower default rates are

associated with quick athievement of the fund status (10 years or less),

but the convers% is not the case. .The more experienced schools with not

self-rotating tin funds should have higher default rates. This is not

10.29
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e.

always the case. While the.more experienced 4-year private schools with

not5self-rotating funds do have higher default rates than their less

experienced counterparts, their default rates are still lower on average

than those with similar experience but wi"-self-rotating or mixed status

funds. Furthermore, for dther school-types without self7rotating or

mixed status funds, the relationship between default rates of schools

withodifferent experience levels is opposite of that for 4-year private
i

school
q.

The tnfluence of DeLinquency Definitions

.While the definition of default rates used for the calculations in

this chapter is the same for each school, the definition of delinquency

..used by Oach school in kts ripsz. loan Collection activities varies. The,

hypothesii is tfiat if a school actually uses a definition of delinquency
,

which is,more resttictivesth4n.the Office of Education's%efinition, then

the defadlt.rate as calculatedilkSi4 the standardsdefinition) should be

lower du'e to more inteftsivee*C0ker collection attempt's.

Table 10.14 sbows thatailiila'the'case only Eor 4-year schools and,,.for"2-year public schbols. For the 2-yearprivate schools, the effect is
. I.

-the oppOaite, and quite strongly so. In any eVent, for both public

school typei, even though the direction of the effect is as predicted,

the sizeof the efiect is,very small-and nOt statisiically significant.
, -

FurthermOre, in the caie of 2-year publiC Schools, not only is the

predicted effect mmall, but%the result lexties both default tates (i.e.,

that.for scHools using the USOE standard, and those using more

testrictIve standards) at 3/090high levels (near 30 percent).

Default Rates and the Cost of Education'

Earlier it was hypothesized that the bigher the cost df

higher the efpected default rate (all other thinks equal).

shows that this hypothests is confirmed for-2-year schools,

4-year schools or proprietar schools.

10:30
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TABLE 10.14: NDSL DEFAULT RATES, IN PERCENTAGES, F R DELINQUENCY DEFINITION
CATEGORIES, BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR
1978-791/

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year 4-Year .' 2-Year 2-Year Propri
Public Private Public Private etary

USOE Standard

More Restrictive

15.1(19)

14.1(20)

19.5(23)

12.4(19)

31.0(6)

29.2(7)

25.3(4)

9:3(3)

42.7(1)

1111.1./Il

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey and 1979 FISAF File supplied by US0E4

liThe.number of observations upon which each default rate is based is shown'
in parentheses next to the percentage in question.

Since the influence of the cost of education on the default rate is

hypothesized to operate through ihe financial aid packaging mechanism,

. the default rate packagidg philosophy relationship is examined Aii-ectly

on Table 10.15. The packaging plans presented on Table 10.15 are

categorized into give typese which represent a Collapsing of the nine
1/

types presented earlier in Chapter

Pack 1 = Nonreturnable Aid/Self-Help Ratio: institutions seek to

equalize the ratio of grants to self-help support for all
stud&nts;

Pack 2 = Fixed Self-Help and/or Work: self-help (including loans)
and/or Work are the first sources of aid that are packaged;

Pack 3 = Floatinis Grants: all students receive some grant support,
but no fixed ceilings or floors are established;

Pack 4 = Grants Float or are Zeilo: same as Tack 3 exqppt that not

all students receivi-some grant support;.and

Pack 5 = No Established Rules: .students are treatedi4n an
individual first-came, first-serired basis.

1/Specifically, packaging types II, V, and VIII were dropped due to a
lack of observations, and the categories III and IV were combined.
This same collapsing of packaging types is followed in Chapter 8 of
Volume II of this report.
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TABLE 10.15: NDSL DEFAULT RATES, IN PERCENTAGES, FOR COST OF EDUCATION AND
PACKAGING PHILOSOPHY CATEGORIES' BY INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND
CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79i/

Institutional Level and Control

Cost of Educationl/

4-Year
Public

4-Year
private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Below the mean 15.4(20) 19.4(27) 31.6(6) 8.0(3) 42.7(1)
Above the meaic 14.2(23) 14.2(23) 35.9(11) 26.3(4) 11.7(1)

Packaging Type

13.9(16) 19.6(16) 32.1(5) 27.4(2)Pack 1
Pack 2. 11.4(8) 14.2(9) 42.4(2) --- ailk104M,

Pack 3 18,.0(13) 17.0(11) 43.0(5) 11.9(2)
Pack 4 17.7(2) 10.6(6) 28.1(4) 16.8(3)
Pack 5 13;1(4) 23.5(6) 12.3(1) --- 27.2(2)

Source: Institutional Site Viiit Survey and 1979 FISAP File supplied bylISOE.

1/The number of observations upon which each default rate is tired is
shown in parentheses next to the percentage in question.

2/- The mean value'used as the cutoff point was calculated.on the
basis of all the-scehools in the NDSL sample, not just those for
which defigtt rateg could be calculated.

The pattern of financial aid packaging shown on Table 10.15 is very

mixed. Tor example, default rates for 4-year public schools are highest

for those using packaging philosophy 3 and lowest for those using

packaging philosophy 2,1whereas.4-year private schools have the highest

delault rates in those schóols with no packaging philoaophy, and the

least in schools using packaging philosophy 4. When examirilng 2-year

schools, two rather unique patt.erns are identified. In private -year

schools, packaging philosophy 1 has the highest average default rate and

philosophy 3 the least. This is contrastecrwith 2-year'public schools in

which philosophy 3 is associated with high defaults and no philosophy

with the lowest defaults.
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. Clearly there may be some association between the costs of education

and default rates, but the manner in which packaging philosophies are

used as the mechanism for producing theeeffect is unclear. Further

analysis may serve to bring this to light.

Default Rates on the Level of Staff Effort

Also described in the Issue section of this chapter was the corieern

that noncompliance with the guidelines (or, as we have learned to this

point in the chapter', the "quality" of the compliance) is associated wit)-1

varying staff workloads which, in turn, influence the NDSL default rate.

In order to test this relationship, a seriet of three meatures of the

financial aid office work effort were correlated with categories of

default rates on Table 10.16. The first of these measures is the annual

staff allocated to NDSL in terms of person-years. Table 10..16 shows the

mean default rates for those schools above and below the average in

persSn years of NDSL staff effort. The hypothesis is that those below

the mean should have highe default rates because of,a lack of effort

relative to those above the mean. In fact, for all public schools, this

is the case. The second measure used is the number of weeks per staff

person per year devoted to NDSL activities. Here again, as with the

first measure of NDSL work effort, the hypothesis is confirmed for public
1

schbols, lbut not for the 4-year private schools.

he third measure is slightly different in that a higher number of

NDSL recipients p4r NDSI; office worfcer should be associated with higher

default rates. But again, a similar pattern emerges. The public schools

confirm the hypothesis, while the 4-year private schools do not

(although, as before, thelpfiures for this school type are very close).

In this instance, however: comparative statistics for 2-year private

schools are available which strongly support the contrary findings for

the 4-year private schools. It is unclear at the present time why public

schools should support the hypothesis, and private schools should not.

10.33
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TABLE 10.16: NDSL DEFAULT RATES, IN PERCENTAGES, FOR LEVELS OF FINAIIPIAL AID
. OFFICE STAFF EFFORT, BY INSTITUT14)NAL LEVEL AND CONTROL:

ACAPEXIC YEAR 1978-791/

NDSL FTE Staff

Institutional Level and Control

4-Yearf
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Below the mean 15.8(30) 15.6(27) 34.8(16) 18. 4(7) 27.2(2)
Above the mean 12.5(13) 18.7(23) 28.8(1) ---

NDSL'Weeks Per Staff
Below the mean 15.'6(34) 16.8(36) 34.8(16) 18.4(7) 27.2(2)
Above the mean 11.7(9) 17.6(14) 28.8(1) --- -

Recipients/NDSL Staff
Below the mean 14.4(36) 17.1(39) 32.8(12) 23.8(5) 27.2(21
Above the mean 16.8(7) 16.8(11) 38.3(5) 5.0(2) IN= MIOMII.

Source: Institutional"Site Visit Survey and 1979 FISA2 File supplied by USOE.

1/The mean values used for the cutoff points were calgulated on the
basis of all the schools in the NDSL sample, not just those for which
default rates could be calculated. The numbv of observations upon which
each default rate is based is shown in parenaleses next to the percentage
in question. .

Profiles of Exttemes in Default Rates

To thig point, analyses of default rates using thoofull set of

observations have not produced many definitive answers. This may be due

to the influence of confounding factors'that could not be accounted for

through three- or four-way cross-tabulations (see the following section

for a multivariate approach) or to weaknesses of the underlying

relationship (as meastired) due io the time dimension difFerences inherent

in default rates and program operations and compliance variables (see the

discussion above). In order to strengthen the perception of impacts of

selected variables on default rates, profiles of high default rate

schools were compared with profiles of low default rate schools. To do

10.34
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ethis, the pmtrage characteristics 'of those schools with default rites

below the 25th prcentile within each type of school were compared with

the average characteristics of those schools of a corresponding type with

4 default rates above,the 7.5th percentile. Because of a lack of

ob4ervations, 2ply the 4-yer schools and 2-year public schools could be

inc/uded in this analysis.

Most of the figures on Table 10.17 show very mixed results. That is,

the differenees in the percentages of schools having the characteristic ,

(in some cascs the mean'values'of the characteristic ,itielf) are as

Likely to favor high-default sdgOOls over lo default schools of one

tsschool type, as they are to favor low-def schools over high-default

schools wht considering another school type. For exampLe, the expectedi

higher percentage of low-'default schools use counseling at the time of

the award than do high-default schodf; within 4-year schools, but the,

opposite is found within 2-year public schools. Again, the higher

default schoolW are found to have larger student enrollments within the .

public schoolS1 but lower stude enrollments within the private schools.

'Some relationships on Wile 10.17 are consistent across school types,

but contrary to the hypothesized relationship. For example, the use of

two of the goniact media, letter And telephone, is associated more with

high default rate schools-than with low default rate sch651s,

donsistently across all school4type&. Also, more high-default schools

use commercial firms to track delinquent borrowers than do low-default

schools.

In spite of these anomalies and mixed findings, there are several

l

items' for which the results are consiatent across school typ and
. .

compatible-with the hypothesized relationship. More high def u lt rate

schools are.of the mixed status fund type than,low-default schools, more

of the high-default schools utifize the repayment plan which requires

equal payments with full interest on the unpaid balance included in the

payment mid the residual of the payment going to principal (Plan'2), and

more of the low-default schools utilize periodic payments of graduated
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size. Thus, the funding status of the school may have some impact on the

default rate under certain,circumstances, but the type of repayment plan

seems to be a likely influence on the repayment propensities o the

students in all cases.

The low default rite schools seem to track a higher percentage of

borrowers during the.grace peiod regardless of school type, and the

packaging philosophy of "Floating Granta".seems to be assotiated in a

systematic fashion with high default_rate schSols; but the clearest

association found on Table 10.17 is that between the workload of the

financial aid office staff and the school default rate. Thit is, the

ratto of NDSL recipients to staff members is much higher for the high

default rate schools than for the low default rate schools. This means

that the effort devoted to the monitoring of each recipient on average

(i.e., the quality of the procedure compliance) is much lower for high

default tate schools and may, in fact, be a significant contributor to

the higher default rates observed.

Multivariate Analysis of Default Rates

In order to ascertain the net effect of the variety of potential

explanatory factors presented on the NDSL defaillt rates for the schools'

sampled, a multivariate (regression) approach was instituted. Through

this method it is possible to jointly consider 4 wide selection'of

potential explanatory variables, an attempt that is impractical using a

cross tabulation approach. A series of three regression runs were made

in order to identify the subset of variables which had statistically 4'

meaningful influence on the NDSL default rate.

Table 10.18 presents the results of the.three regressions. The
-

column designated (3.. contains beta coefficients, which are the number

of units of standard deviation of the default rate associated with a one

standard deviation change in the variable in question. These beta

coefficients are directly comparable among variables and represent the

size of the contribution of each to explaining the variation in the

default rate. These beta coefficients are unaffected.by the units in

10.36.
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) TABLE 10.17: COMPARATIVE PROFILES (MAN STATISTICS) OF HIGH AND LOW NDSL
DEFAULT RATE SCHOOLS, BY INSTITUTIONAll LEVELAND CONTROL AND

. NDSL DEFAULT RATE CATEGORY: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Number of Students
Cost of Education ($)
Selectivity
Funding Status (Z)

Self-Rotating
Not Self-Rotating
Mixed

Packaging Types (%)
Pack 1
Pack 2
Pack 3
Pack 4
Pack 5

NDSL FTE Staff (Person Years)
Recipients/NDSL Staff
Length of Operation '(Years)
Prior Counseling (%)
Contemporary Counseling (%)
Written Contract Provided (%)
Repayment 'Wes (%)2./

Plan 1 -

lit P/an 2
Plan 3

Registratiqn Notice (%)
Individual EXit Interview (%)
Exit Interview Missed (%)
Students Tracked (%)
Media orContact (%)2!

Letter
Telephone
Telegram
Package

Delinquent Tracking (%)21

School
Commercial

Institutional Level and Control and
*NDSL Default Rate'CategorWs

4-Year Public 4-Year Private 2-Year Public

High
(N=11)

Low
(N=13)

High
(N=13)

Low
(N=14)

High
(N=5)

Low
(N=4)

7418 6592 1029 1297 5501 1767

676 '8270 i591 2628 476 386

904 890 811 989 845 887

40.0 23.1 8.3 25.0 25.0 75.0 -

40.0 61.5 58.3 58.3 50.0 25.0

20.0 15.4 33.3 16.7 25.0 0.0

36.4 38.5 23.1 14.3 20.0 24.0'

9.1 30.8 15.4 21.4 20.0 0.0

45.5 23.1 30.8, 28.6 40.0 0.0'

9.1 0.0 7.7 . 21.4 20.0 50.0

0.0 7.7 23.1 7.1 0.0 25.0

1.42 1.60 0.94 0.75 0.66 0.484

1610 387 851 362 159 102

16.3 18.9 18.5 14.7 ll.Y -9.8

72.7 66.7 41.7 50.0, 25.0 50.0

45.5 66.7 50.0 66.7 75.0 50.0

66.7 60.0 70.0 77.8 '100.0 66.7

9.1 15.4 41.7 25.0 75.0 50.0

81.8 76.9 58.3 58.3 25:0 0.0

9.1 15.4 16.7 25.0 0.0 50.0

90.9 61.5 83.3 91.7 100.0 75.0

54.5 61.5 72.7 63.6 50.0 100.0*

18.5 22.4 17.3 7.2 6.3 3.0
78.3 83.8 58.6 93.3 68.8 85.7

90.0 76.9 83.3 58.3 75.0 50.0

40.0 15.4 16.7 8.3 50.1 25.0

20.0 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

20.0 38..5 66.7 16.7 25.0 0.0

63.6 69.2 75.0 66.7 25.0 66.7

72.7 53.8 91.7 66.7 100.0 100.0

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey and 1979 FISAP File

1/- The NDSL Default Rate Categories of "High" and "Low" repre

above the' 75th percentile and below the 25th pergentile of

rates, respectively. The numbers in parentheses represent

schools falling in each NDSL Default Rate Category and the

the means of the,table are calculated.

2/Multiple responses allowed.
10.37
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TABLE 10.18: RESULTS OF MUpTIPLE REGRESSION OF NDSL DEFAULT RATE ON SELEaTED
CHARACTERISTICS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Characteristic (i)

Commercial Tracing
4-Year Private
27Year Public
2-Year Private

graduate Enrollment
ost of Education
Selectivity -

ack 2
ack 3

Pack 4
Pack 5
NDSL Recipients/Btaff
Nett Self-Rotating Fund
Mixed Status Fund
Years in Program
Prior ,gounseling
ConteMporary Counseliv
Written Sta ement
Plan( 2

Plah 3
No/Exit Inter iew
P rcentage Tracked

Delinquency Definition
o Legal Action

1

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

$i Fi_ $ Fi $

.142 0.77

-.386 0.52 -.195 0.73
.502 4.48 .515 15:36 .529 20.61

-.004 0.00
.378 1.99 ; .313 4.70 .297 4.59
.643 1.15 .690 6d53 .535 10.19

-'4383 1.73 -.605 14.75 -.592 16.10

--7.0014 0.00
-.175 0.61 -.069 0.34
.126 0.28
.294 2.29 .094 0.61

.168 0.94 .148 j 1.79 .121 1.31

.385 2.16 .184 2.43 .197 3..07

.119 0.21

.088 0.18
-.325 2.84 7.092 0.56
-.108 0.31

-.021 0.01
.085 0.22

-.075 0.14
-.075 0.13
-.182 1.02 -.230 3.87 -.225 3.92

.099 0.32

-.341 3.72 -.218 442 -.183 3.40

Constant Term 0.396 0.781 0.748

R2, 12 0.70, 0.29 0.57, 0e45 0.55, 0.47
Number of Cases /71.3 54 55

Table F-Statistics at 5% F(24,18)=2.15 F(12,41)=1.99 F(8,46)=2.14
Table F-Statistics at 1% F(24,18)=3.00 F(12,41)=2.65 F(8,46)=2.92

Overall F-statistics 1.73 4.59 6.97

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.'

1 0 .38
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which the variables are measured (Lei" pounds vse ounces), but are

. influenced by the size of the variation in the explanatory variable. For

example, the raw cdefficient for a variable cOuld be statistically

significankoly different from zero, indicating that one can, with a great

deal of confidence, believe that the variable influences the default

rate; but, if the variable in,question does not vary much (its standard

deviation is small relative to its mean), then the beta coefficient will

be correspondingly snall. r

The column designated Fi contains the, F-statistic for the

coefficient. In general, a calculated F-statistic that is greater than

its "table value" indicates that the probability of-the true value of the

coefficient being zero is less than the probability to which the table

value refers (generally .05 or .01). The table value for the F7statistic.

will change depending on the number of observations for the regression

'and the number of explanatory variables used. Table.values for both the

five percent level and the one percent .level are shown beneath each

column.

Other statistics at the bottom of each columa,of Table 10.18 include

the raw value of the equation's constant term, the coefficient of

multiple deter4nation (R2 ) and its adjusted value 2
), the number

of cases upon which the regressiqn was based (as the specification

chadges, the number of schools reporting infermation on all specified

variabled changes), the table values of F-itatistic at alternative

confidence levels, and

regression. The R2 is

default rate explained

account for the number

the overall F-statistic for dhe entiKe

the proportion of the total variance in the

by the regression. The R adjusts R
2

to

of variables used in the equation. This

adjustment is made because the R2 increases by defiftition whenever'an

eiplanatory variable is added and this tan be misleading if R2 is used

to judge the goodness of fit. This adjustment is not necessary as the

number of observations becomies large. The last item is the overall ,

F-statistic which essentially is an Overall test of the significance*of

V, or the significance of the explanatory power of the total

10.39
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regression. The meanings of these statistics will become clea as they

are used.to analyze the results of each of the three regression runs.

A total of 24 vcariabl.es were used in the specification for Run 1.

These variables were selected on the basis of their performance during

the various analyse's, and provide the universe from which the final set

should be Chosen. A total of five of these variables had significant

coefficients (at the five percent level -- only two-at the one percent

level):.2-year public schools; no packaging philosophy, not self-rotating

fund status, counseling prior to award, and not taking legal action. In

every inItance, the beta coefficients were 0.3 or above, and the signs

explainable, if not predictable.

For example, 2-year public schools have been shown to have Aigh

default rates in general, and a large positive beta coefficient is

observed. The Tack of a sytematic packaging philosophy (Pack 5)

contributes towards higher default rates, as does the failure to achieve

self-rotating status (although the direction of the causal ."arrow" in

' this case is in doubt). Prior counseling is associated with a reduction

in the default rate, as expected. Those schools which- never take legal

'action against delinquents have significantly lower default rates, which
#

may be due to either the effective use of other techniques or the lack of
.

a delinquency problem.

Overall, the results of Run I were iliteresting, but not startling.

About 30 perCent of the adjusted variance was explained by the

-regression, but the overall F-statistic shows that the R2 (and
2

R )

ate not statistically different from zero. In an effort to improve the

explanatory power of dr regression, the number of variables was reduced

to 12. That is, the five variables with significant beta coefficients

were retained, along with seven variables whose beta coefficients were

relatively large although not significant: 4-year private schools '(which

seemed to have lower default rates on average), undergraduate enrollment

size, the cost of education, student selectivity, one of the othet aid

packaging phi3csophies, the NDSL recipient load per staft member, and the '

percentage of borrowers tracked through the grace period.'

10.40



The results of this second run (Run 2) are also shown on Table
-2

10.18. he R was substantially improved (about half of the total

variances is explained by the regression), and the overall F-statistic

indicates that the explanatory power of the averall regression is

statistically significant (at both .the five and one percent levels). In

addition, seven of the twelve coefficients are significant at the five

percent level, and six at the one percent level. Obviously, same

Coefficients became statistically significant which were insignificant in

Run ,1: percentage of borrowers tracked through the grace period, student

selectivity, cost of education, and undergraduate enrollment. At the

same time, however, prior counseling and the lack of an aid Packaging

philoaophy lost their Statistical significance. The other aid packagtpg

philosophy (Pack 3) and the dummy variable for 4-year private schools

retained insignificant coefficients.

Therefore, in specifying the third and final reiression (Run 3), it

was decided to drop all of the packaging philosphies, the dummy variable

for 4-year privates, and prior counseling. At the same tine, it was

decided to retain one variable with an insi.gniffcant coefficient (NDSL.

recipients per staff member), because of its performance in the analysis

of-Chapter 5, and because of its "near significant" F-statistic. Thus,

Run 3 contains a 'total of eight variables.

Table 10.18 shows that all hut one of the eight coefficients in Run 3

are significant at the one percent level. The one exception is the NDSL

reciPiene load per staff member, with'its small and insignificant

positive association with default rates. The goodness of fit improved

marginally, but the statistical significance of the explanatory power of

the regression improved substantially. No sign changes are observed,

although a definite pattern of contribution to the default rate is

evident. Specifically, the cost of education and association with 2-year

public schools,are both strongly and positively associated with default

rates, with undergraduate enrollment and not achieving self-rotating fund

status having a somewhat less strong, but still significant, positive

impacts.

10.41
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In Chapter 5, it was clearly shown that larger school's (i.e., schools

with larger undergraduate enrollments) had more efficient operations in .'

the sense that, because of economies of scale, more ailspaipients could

be,handled by each financial aid office staff member.L.-Tbe results of the

preelprinvestigation indicates quite strongly, however, that same of the

observed economies of staffing may be ialse economies in that some of the

increased load on the staff islbeyond noçmal scale economies and is

likely to contribute to higher NDSL defau t rafEl. This conclusion is . I

exacerbated by the fact that, in tho4 sch ols. with larger undergraduate

enrollments, the financial aid office often haS the added responsibility

of handling.the financial aid for the gradua e school as well as'the

financial aid for other parts of the school ( .g. law schopl) which is

not refleated in the figures presented in this\stu y.

The posieive assoCiation of the cost of educati n with NDSL default

rates is expected, all other things the same, becau F of the added

financlal burden.placed on students (and parents) by\,high-cost

institutions. Not only are students more likely to need financial aid,

but they are more likely to include loans as part of the aid package (see

Chapter 5, above) and the size of the loans are likely to be larger. All

of these factors would theoreticallay increase th4 probability of a loan

default.

Counteri'alancing to this somewhat is the str g and significant

negative impact of student .selectivitygon the default rate. That is, the

average-of. the SAT/ACT scores of the admitted students is negatively

related to the default rate of the institutiOn. Also contributing

negativelyLto the defautt rate is the percentageNd borrowers tracked

through the grace period (i.e., the more borrowers successfully tracked,-

the lower the default rate), and the lack of legal action on the part of 4

the school., '

Student Vs; School Contributions *to the Default Ratp

In concluding this analysis of the NDSL ptogram and the schools'

compliance with regulatory guidelines (and the consequent impact on NDSL

default rates), it is appropriate that some attempt he made to identify

.411%

eh.«
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those factors which are controllable by the institutions, and which
I

appear to infl4ence the NDSL default rate. Of course, all loan
.

.
\

delinquency ultimately stems from the choice of the lzorrower not to repay,
. .

.the loan (some for good reasons hnd soMe not), bUt many of these choices lyse
. I

can be forestalled or altered by actions.taken by the gchool. Thereforb,
t

i,f such actions of the schoolsscan be identified, appropriate policies

can)Kdeveloped to lower th NDSL default rate.

Among the eight factors identified in Run 3 of Table 10.18, there are

some obviously school-based actibns which can alter the default rate. .

One iS the-tracking ofrborrowers during the grace period. .More effort in
,

. 1.6.

this direction will tend to'reduce the ultimate level of NDSL
,

delinquency. Another is.the cost of,education. Most schools have
.

,

alternatives to tuition and fees as funding source>s and 044.should be

. , aware of the impact on the NDSL default rate of- electing this funding
,--

.

- source as the institutions costs of_production increase.
* . ,

-.

Most of the factors identified, however, are not as straightforward

in their interpretation. For,exaMple, not taking legal action-is cliarly

associated with lower NDSL default rites and is also clearly an activity

undertaken by the school, but'whether no legal action is a cause or a

consequence of low default rates is unclear from the analysis'as

,presently configured. Much the same type of conclusion is arrived at
i

with respect to the achievement of self-rotating NDSL fund status on the

6part of the school.""A idhievement of this status is.associated wth lower

default raps, bai the tausal direction is unknown.

The selectivity category of the school is in many respects under the .

I.ong-run eontrof of the institution through admission polities and the

quality of education supplied-by the school. Howeqr, the school's

olicy and its impact.on the default rats are remote, so that the most

c///P

apPropriate interpretation here is that this variable is student-related
4

rather than school-related. The more Capable students are more'likely to
Y

be in a position to repay tly loan thin less capable students. On the

other hand, the size of the undprgraduate enrollment is also the result

of a long-run policy of the insctitution, but in this case the impact on

,
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the default rate should be classified as school-related. It was

suggested above tfiat this variable is a proxy for the adequacy of

financial aid office staffing (capturing the intended impact of NDSL

recipients per staff.member), and hat high default rates are the result

of inadequate staffing (even,recognizing that legitimate economies of

scale are probably operative.in schools with large student enrollments).

The last variable of 2-year public schools, however, is more

dijficult to designate as a representative of either a student-based or
:0/

institution-based factor. From the gross statistics, it was clear that
0

2-year public schools had higher average default rates as a class, and

membership in this category of schools has cdntinued to be significantly

associated with higher NDSL default rates throughout the multivariate

analysis. Some of the impact may be school-based in that ill of the

vocational-technical schools are included ia this category, and these

schools traditionally have lower "articulation" rates (i.e., fewer

students continue.on ta upper level education). On the other hand, there

may be signif'icant differences..in the composition of the student bodies

and/or NDSL recipients of these schoOls which would terid to make the

impact on the NDSL default rate student-baped.

In order to approacH this question, an attempt was made to identify

, systematic differences in the characteristics of the undergraduate NDSL.

' rec4ients between 2-yeat public schools and all other school types,

using data from the student survey. The results of this effort are

presented on Table 10.19: While a large number of recipient (or

recipient-associited) )characeristics were campared, only those,which are

significantly 'different, at least the five percent level, are presented.

Some of the characteristics compared can be directly associated with

the NDSL recipients in the schodls. For efample NDSL recipients in

2-year publie schbols are significantly olaer on average than recipients

in the other school types -- including the 4-year schools. This may be a-
,

reflection of the vocational-technical schools being included in the

2-year public school category. Further, the NDE., recipients in 2-yPar

public schools have lower taxable incomes (representing earning power).

10.44
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RISONS OF SELECTiD NDSL RECIPIENT CHARACTERISTICSTABLE 10.19: COMP
471/4

.

B EN TWO-YEAR PUBLIC AND ALL OTHER SCHOOL TYPES:
CADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Characteristics
2-Year All Other
Public Schools

F-

Statistic

!1,3115). Award Size ($) ' 404 660 11.43

NDSL Award/Budget (%) 12.6 16.9 5.18

Unpackaged Need ($) 1,122 617 7.14

Unpackaged Need Budget (%) 16.3 3.5 4.94

Age Category andex)1/ 2.2 1.8 17.54

Expected Family Contribution ($) 2,194 938 5.36

Living Expenses ($) ,41736 2,791 14.93

Living Expenses Budget (%) 88.6 63.8 32.90

Net Price/Budget (%) 63.7 .55.1 5.47

Taxable Incame (5) 8,017 10,815 5.13

Nontaxable Income ($) 1,355 904 5.33

F(1,143) at 5 percent= 3.91
Table F-Statistics:

F(1,143) at 1 percent= 6.82

Source: Student Survey.

1/- 1 = younger than age 21

2 = between ages 21 and 25., inclusive

3 = older than age 25'



These recipients also have higher nontaxable incomes, which largely

compensate for the taxable income difference while in school. The

problem is that much of the nontaxable income is not available following

school when the loan is to be repaid.

The remaining significant factors are centered either on a

combination of recipient and school characteristics or on the makeup of

the financial aid package. In the first category, it is observed that

the living expenses of 2-year public school NDSL recipients are higher

than in other schools and, further, that such living expenses are a

greater percentage of the student budgets in these schools. This is due

either to the special location and nature of these schools or to the

added family living expenses to be expected of older students.

In the ,second category, the 2-year puillic school NDSL aWards are less

on average (and a smaller percentage of the student budget on average)

than those for other school typeso which would ordinarily lead one to

believe that the probability that the smaller NDSL will be repaid would

increase.' To Ehe contrary, however, these small loans are reflective of

a packaging 'philosophy which significantly increases the financial burden

on the NDSL student recipient and decreases the probability that the NDSL

will be repaid. For example, the amount that the family is expected to

contribute-to the support of the student in 2-year public schools is over

twice as,large as in other-school types; that part of the student budget

not covered by expected family contribution and packaged aid (both in

absolute terms.and as a percent of the student budget) is significantly

higher for 2-year public schools; and the burden to the student in

covering the budget (called the "net price" and cOmposed of all loans,

work, and unpackaged need) is higher as a propqrtion of the budget in

2-year public schooks. Clearly, in view of these findings, the 2-yeat

public school coefficient in Table 10.18 represents predominantly

nonstudOlt-related activities.

At first glance*, it appears as if the problem is that the NDSLs are

too small in 2-year public schools. This statement assumes that a small

1 0446



NDSL places a large imomedi'ate financial burden (i.e., net price) to the

student while in school, which has an.impact.on the borrower's ability to

repay. This hypothesis is only partially true, because increasing the

NDSLs actually serves only to change the composition of the burden or net

price to the student borrower (e.g., shifts the burden to NDSL and from

GSL) and does-not reduce it. It may increase the focus of the borrower

on this component of the net price during the repayment period and

thereby,zreduce delinquency, but this effect is likely to be marginal.

Rather, the real prbblem is the inflated size of the net price in the

first place. This means that the amount of the nonreturnable aid is too

small. It is too small because the BEOebudget formula penalizes

students in schools associated with high living expenses and for tuitiod

and fees (2-year public schools). They are penalized beclause the allowed

living expenses are limited and tuition and fees are not limited in the

BEOG need calculation formula. The 2-year public schools thus lose on

both scores. The half-cost provision of the BEOG regulations then, of
1

course, amiplifies the problem. Finally, the difference logically could 4

be made up by SEOG funding, bdt the calculation of the need upon which

the SEOG allocations to the schools are blfged. favors high tuition

schoolsji.e., they look "needier" under the BEOG formula) and penalizes

the high living cost schools.

It is sad to note,;hat, under the present rules, it may be difficult

to get the SEOG aid to the students of 2-year public schools even if the

allocation formula were not biased, because of the SEOG.matching aid

requirement. These schools just do not Azve the institutional aid

support that other school types have.jwith which to provide Matching funds.

In any event, while the 2.-year public school coefficient in Table

10.18 is not student-related, it is also not school-related. Rather, it

is largely 2rogram-related. Nevertheless, considering all of the

regression results, on balance, the factors identified in this analysis

are school-controllable. That is, the factors contributing to the high

default rates for NDSLs are largely attributable to actions of the

10.47
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schoOls. Considerable care must be exercised with these finding's,

howeihr, since, in spite of the high levels of statistical significance

obtained, only about half
/
of Z.-1-24riation in NDSL default rates have-

.

been explained. That is, the analysis, has reached clear conclusions with

respect to only about half of. the Problem. So, while some policy actions

may be readily evident, they can be-expected go solve only part of the
10.

problem; and the search forphe causes of, and'solutibns to, the

remaining part of the problem needs to continue.

4

.
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STUDENT INFORMATION
4.

INTRODUCTION

Tht finanCial aid community--professional as ciations, financial aid

administrators, State aid commissions,-student groups--have traditionally

utilized their own expertise to develop innovative methods for

disseminating information on student financial aid. The Office of

Education, a relative newcomer to this area, has attempted to improve the

'quality of available student information services in order to maximize

the impact of the Federal support programq. This concern for the

availability of student.information arises as one-attempts to comprehend

the complexity of the system pf financial aid. Without some under-

standing of all of the various kinds'of financial aid and the rules for

th'air use, students cannot be.expected to make an informed decision on

whether or not to enroll in a.postsecondary institution.
"v.

Students need-information on financial assistance throughout their

scholastic careers to make a series of crucial decisions regarding their

pursuit of postsecondary education. Although this is- an ongoing process,

there are certaiw-ti.mes when the avai.lability of information is

especially critioal. As high school students attempt to decide whether

or not to tittend a postsecondary school and, subsequently, which.school

they will attend, their need for accurate, comprehensible information is
-

great. For the most part, entering students must rely on their high

school guidance counselors and the admissions offices of the post-
.

sedondary institutions they contact to provide information on the



potentitia availability of student financial aid. For these students who

defer their decisions to attend a postsecondary school, the institution
. .

itself may be their sole souife of auch information.

Continuing itudents usually interact more directly w\th local

financial aid offices to obtain informatidn regarding thetdetermination

of their eligibility and the'extent of their awards as well as to meet

their counseling needs. _Recipients of assistance must ailso rely on the
I

aid office to apprise'tfiemvaf changes in atudent financial aid programs

and to maintain their financial 'aid records in good.order. Many

recipients will also require information on their financial-aid situation

upon completion or termination of their education. In particular,

students who have secured loans in order to finance their education, must

be informed of their rights and obligations with regard to repayment.

At first glance, the process of information dissemination for student

financial aid appears to be strictly decentralized. Out of necessity,

the bulA of the responsibility for the provision of inforationMustake

placed at the local level where contact with the "consumers" can most

4 readily occur. this does not reduce, however, the need for higfi school

counselors, institutional aid officers, and ultimate sponsors of student

aid programs (e.g., states, Federal government), to supply accurate,

descriptive information.

THE ISSUES OF CONSUMERISM

The Federal government's recognition of the importance of student

consumerism Was an outgrowth of a variety of influencing factors.

Traditionally, a great deal of financial aid information was disseminated

by persons whose prime responsibilities were other than financial aid

(e.g., admissions personnel, high school counselors), and frequentlY

these persons did not fully understand the system they were attempting to

explain. Furthermore, the rapid development, periodic changes, and

0 intricacies of the4programs made them increasingly.difficult for these

unspecialized individuals to master. Another contributinefactor to the

1.1..2



rise of student consumerism was the pressure exerted by student lobbyists

) who belie4tdthat many schools had been negligent in providing students

with a "f411 disclosure" of financial aid policies-and procedures.

In response to teese needs, the Spudent Consumer Information

Requirements, which established rules and procedureOfor postsecondary

schools concerning the provision of information to students on financial

aid, was published in 1977 by the Office of Education, based on the

Education Amendments of 1976. These regulations stipulate that an.

institution must furnish all of the following information upon request:

-the student financial ass istanqe programs avipable to enrolled
students, including ir*irmation on the Title IV (BEOG and Campus
Based) programs in which the school participates, as well as
state and .institutional programs;

the forms and procedures by which students apply for aid, the
student eligibility requirements, and the criteria used by the
institution to select financial aid recipients and determine
award amounts;

the,requirements for continued eddgibility under the programs;

the rights and responsibilities of students receiving Federal
grants and loans;

the means and frequency by which the funds are disbursed;

6. the institution's definition of "maintainiq satisfactory
progress" in order to continue to receive financial aid funds,
and how/students who have dropped below this standard may
reestablish eligibility;

the terms of loans and sample srepayment schedules;

te-t-erms which apply to aftlr employment extendgd to the student;

the cost A attending the institution (Le., tuition and fees,
books and supplies, room and board, and any additional program-
costs);

the institution's refund policy;

the academic programs offered bythe instituLion;

data on student retention at the institution;

thg number and'percentage of studen4 completing a.particular
program, if available; and 40

the titles of the individuals to be contacted for more
information and the ways in which each can .be reachgd.

I.
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Finall3r, the requirements mandate that each institution must have an 0.

i

employee, or a group of employees, aVailable on a full-time basis to help
,

all students obtai information. This requirement, however, may be
.

waived for an insti ution too s l to need a full-time employee.11

These requirement

;'seaid "handbooks, a number of which were collected during the course of
P

the siteVisits. Upon examination, it appears that while some of these

mat?ials' do-an outstanding job of explaining student financial aid. at ;

their schools, the diversity of presentation and treatment is quife

broad. This issue will.be discussed in greater detail later in this

.chapter.

have led many institutions to produce financial

Other. Information Initiatives by USOE

The Federal government also publishes its own information materials

which outline the whys -alla' wherefores of the Federal student aid

programs. Many institutions employ these publications in combination
. A'

with others provided by state agencies or private sources 4A-41w:basis

10 for their information disse ination 4forts.. As noted above,

institutions also may oose unique, independent approaches to student

information by develOping'and pub4shing their own matItials..

The Division of"Training and Dissedination of the Bureau of Student
. ---

Financial Aid at mog, by far the most prominent soUrce of Federal
,

information, has launched a campaign to advertise the availabilit;(0f,

Federally funded studenLassistance programs. Directed primar.il7 at the

higil school population, this effort includes the distribution of posters
,

containing a pocket with Basic Grant applications, and distributing
L.

Ntl

student f nancial aid fact sheets and a brochure enti ed "Federal

Student Aid: Where Do You Fit In?" to 25,000high sch ls, public-

libraris, c ity organizations, and Social Security Administratton

offices Ithr ughout the nation. A toll-free Wide Area Telephone Service
1

(WATS) nIumber is also-maintained bY anjnde"pendent contractor in'order to

provide general program information and respond to specific incluiries'

concerning the Completion of Basic Grant applications. Finally, a

1/Bureau of Student Financial d Bulletin. USOE: February 1978, p. 5.

11.4
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publication listing institutions which participate in the Campus Based

programs has been distributed to ,high schools and to lending institutions

acroas the couatry.

The Division also prorates better understanding of financial aid

programs among secondary school personnel through training projects. One

component of this effort has been the development of a Basic Grant

slide/cassette-prventation, distributed to 25,600 high schools. This

has drawn a very f'avorable response, and,there are plans to make the same

material available ai a filmstrip. Secondry, two sets of workshops,

sponsored by a consortium of professional associations (the National

* Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA), the

American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA), and the National

AssociatiOn of College and University Business Officers (NACUB0)) have

been provided for high school counselors and postsecondar4 administrators

of financial aid. The purpose ckg these workshops/1a to foster expertise
...., N

among these individuals and to help them provide accurate information to
4.,

.

prospective aid recipients. i

Finally, the Bureau has produced and disseminated public service

televiSion announcements advertising the Basic Grant program. For the

1980-81 aeademic year, a new set of television adve-rtisements has been

produced using animation, familiar personalities, and a generally

"soft-Aell" approach. Through these announcements1-40E hopes to catch

the eyes of prospective aid recipients and to make them aware of the .41411,

availability of "Study Money."
1

The Role of ihe Institutions

The ultrimate responsibility for the dissemination of information on

_ studen rnancial assistance lies primarily with the institutions. They

are the cal point of the financial aid system, due to their role as the

diiect hurser of aid dollars. Furthermore, institutions have a vestechs
- a

inter in ensuring that their students receive all of the financial

11141
asii ce for which they are eligible, since a significant portion of

the revenues which schools receive for tuition, fees, and on-campus
a.

P

)i1.5
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housing and hard are derived from the financial aid dollars awarded to

their Stu To assure that studentOfinance their educational costs

as effective y as gdssible, financial aid offices must provide students

with needed counseling and information.

RESULTS: USES AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The Use of Media

,Le
The Student Consumer Information Requirements, detailed above, have

spurred the design and distribution of an array'of publications sponsored
1

by individual institutions. A wide range of disSemination activities

have been tried by institutions,-in their attempt to comply with the

regulations. However, as noted earlier, these 1

: manifested themselves in inconsistent degrees of

cal interpretations have

quality and

comprehensivenegs. The actual materials utilize4 by institutions to .

. inform students about financial aid range fram rather small sections

buried in school catalogues, to separate brochure\s and pamphlets which

addreseall of ale relevant issues of student fi4ncial assistance in a

strai tforird, comprehensive, attractive manner. An example of the

latter is a large public university's financial aid packet which goes

considerably above and beyond the'minimum Federal requjrements by

including an aid application, an explanation of chool's aid

packaging philosgphy, a suinmary of the need analysis process for aid

applicants, and examples of estimated family contributions.

Despite attempts by various offices within USOE to disseminate

information on student financial aid programs, data cAlected from the

institutions in this study reveal that nearly one-third of the schools--

31 peetent--make little or no explicit use Of the matRrials provided by

USOE or other agencies. On the other hand, 20 percent do use literature

provided by USOE, and 14 percent use other materials from Federal and

state governments as supplements that are incorporated into their own

materials.,

270
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In order to disseminate information to students at a particular

institution, an aid officer can use a variety of different appaches.

Ideally, aid officers would be expected to provide information in the way .

which would best suit the'stUdent population at their individual

institutions. In practice, though, fiscall time, motivational, resource,

and/or talent considerations govern their ability to develop and

implement effective information services. Oyer 90 percent of the

institutions utilize brochures ahd/or pamphlets in order to inform

students about financial aid. Financial aid fact sheets are furnished by

most of the schools (76%), and many (607o) also publish information in

student newspapers. To reach prospective.students, most schools (84%)-
4

send representatives, usuall34 admissions' officers, to meet with high .

school seniors, at which time the issue of financial aid is addressed.-

Furthermore, about half ot the schools mail letPers containing

information about available aid programs-directly to high sChool

seniors. More than one-third of the schools.' dote that they use

television or radio spots to inform students about their institutions an.d

411fthe *reliable student 4 programs. Othet vehicles for publicizing

financial aid include! "outreach" speeches, seminars, and workshops

(used by 23%); school catalogues (15%); bulletin board announcements and

posters (8%); placing advertisements in local newspapers, and personal

interviews (5% each). A few schoola also mentioned that they maiI

letters to the parents of prospective and enrolled students. Others

counsel students concerning financial aid at the time students register

for their classes. Finally, three percent of the schools (five

institutions) reported that they take no measures to inform students

about financial aid.

Application Forms

Perhaps the most basic information service.an institution can provide

is to furnish applications for the'financiial aid programs for. which a

student may be eligible. How individual institutions choose to

distribute the forms is a matter of institutional discretion. Of the

schools participating in the'site visit survey, the majority (83%) make

1

11.7
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Basic Grant application forms available in the financial aid qifice and
Wv

make an effort to inform students about this. About one-third of the

schools also report that ihe forms are available at other campus

locations, su h as the student union or library. As part of an overall

.recruiting sttegy, one-third also indidate that all incoming students
Ny

receive the necessary application forms. Finally, a few schools note

that whikf Basie, Grant application forms are available at the financial

aid office, no efforts are3ade to disseminate them or to advertise their-4

For those students who wish to apply for a Basic Grant, a substantial

number of schools (62%) supply them with the College Scholarship

Service's Financial Aid Form; almost as many use the BEOG application
L,

form (59%).. The American College Testing (ACT) Service's Family

Financial Statement is distributed for this purpose by far fewer

institations (24%)While stilk others use state application fpris or

follow the recommendations of their own priVhte need analysis services:

In practice,,the advent of the Multiple Data Entry (described in Chapter

7) systeM appears to, have limited the number of forms in use at most

instieutions.

The Role of the'Stddenti-

.Ultimately, it is the student who is the intended beneficiary of the

information diSsemination efforts undertaken by schools and government ,

agencies. The initial step for a potential aid recipient is his/her

. interface with the aid application process. As part-GT the data

collection activities, students were asked where they obtained their

financial aid application forms. As'Table 11.1 illustvtes, there is

'almost a universal response to this item, except in the proprietary

schools. In descending order of importance, the top three sources of aid

applications named by students are'

\

the school attended (particular y the aid office) which
typically accounted for about ,5 pkrcent of the responses;

heir high school counselor (approxiliiat,ely 10-20%);
. ,

nd the two leading scholarship services, ACT and CSS (about

.0
.

e

I

, . .

.
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TABLE 11.1: RANK ORDER OF WHERE STUDENTS OBTAINED THEIR FINANCIAL AID
OPPLICATION FORMS, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 ,

Top Four Loca5ions Where
Financial Aid Applica-
tion Forms are Obtained

Institutional Level 4s1,Control

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Proprie-
Public Private Public Private tary

Financial Aid Office/
Other Location on
Campus

High School

ACT/CSS

Lending Institution

Source: Stuaene Survey.

2

3

4

.1

2 2
\

2

3 s' 3

4 s 6

3

5

1

2

6

3

'With regareto family intome, the most significant finding is.the

increasing importance of the bank asfa leading location for obtaining

application forms as income increases (see Table 11.2). Again, this:can

be attributed to a heavy reliance upon Guaranteed Student Loan& among
. . I.

,. .. .

students tn the upper income brackets.

TABLE 11. : RANK ORDER OF LENDING INSTITUTIONS AS LEADJ. GAQragl,QE.--°`

FINANCIAL AID-APPLICATION FORMS, BY INCOt LEVEL AND LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF DISTITUTIONS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

4.

I.

Family Income of
Dependent Sitidnts

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year:\ 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year; Proprie-
Public Private Public Private tary

4 $0-$6,000 :

$12,000-$18,000

$25,000-$30,090

8

05.

4

6

5

3

S

'7

5

4

5
.

9

9

L -
i-'

6

3 ..

3

,
Source: k.t4c11ent Survey.

:)
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Proprietary school students reporte&similar access to applications twith

regard to the'two t6p locations; for these students, however, lending .

institutions are .the third leading location. Presumably,. this is a

teslet of their greater dependence ckpon the Guarapteed Student Loan

program, c9mbined with their limited access to Campus Based funding.

Data were also collected from students with regard to the specific

aid applications they submitted (Table 11.3) and whether they received

any assistance in completing-the forms. As reflected in-the following

tables, excluding the 4-year .private institutions, there is an

overwhelming proclivity for students to complete-ffleric-rant application

forms regardless of whether or not they sought any assistance. The

proprietary schools; in particularr exhibit, a heavy reliance on the BEOG

Application form. In part, this is due to the fact that thes%

institutions frequently do not participate in any of the Campus Based

programs. .By and large, students attending .4-year private institutions

tended to use the College Schoifship Service's Financial Aid Form, the

American College Testing Program's Family Financial Statement, or the

Pennsxlvania Higher Education Assistance,Atlhority application. Although

the.forms obtained from banks were used infrequently in' ipplying far

theY were utilized primarilAfor 4-year private and proprietary.

insti.tutionS. This ie likely, due to the higher cost of attendanoe at

these schools.

With respect to obtaining assistance in completing their financial

aigLapplications (Table 11.4), 13.1 percent of the students reported,that
A

someone else completed the forms for.their signatures, 45.2 percent

indicated that another party assisted them in generating.the necessary

information, and 41.7 percent noted that they received no he* t

former instances; this service was generally provided'by a family Zie r

(7.7%) or the financial aid office at the schobl they attend (21.6%).

Of those'students reporting "other", their high schobl counselor

accounted forh& majority of respofises (73.67.). That so many students

sought same form of assistance in completing their applicatiOhs for aid '

underscoxes the complexity of the process and the necessity for

additiopal,counseling on thiA. matter.

11.10 ,
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TABLE 11.3: APPLICATION FORMS SUBMITTED BY STUDENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER,
THEY OBTAINED ANY ASSISTANCE, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF
INSTItUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Xi

/ Form Type

Institutional Level and Cohtrol

,4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2Year Proprie-
Public Private Public Private tary

Ihstitutio-nAl 14.2 21.7 8.6 11.0 9.1

BEOG 56.9, 34.2 55.6 54.9 76.5
CSS/ACT/PHEAA.L/ 27.2 40.6 34.7 31.6 10.8

,
,State

1
. 0.04 0.03 0.13 - -

Private 0.18 0.23 0.18 0.36 0.18
,. Other (Federal) 0.06 0.09 ' 0.22 0.75 0.11

.

Lending Institutiod u. . 1.2 2.9 .39 1.1 3.1

Source: Student 'Survey.

liPedhsylvanieHigher Education Assistance Authority.'

TABLE 11.4: LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY STUDENTS IN COMPLETING THEIR AID
APPLICATIONS, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR
1978-79

o

ALL
Institutional Level and Control

SCHOOLS
4-Year- 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Proprie-
Tublic .PrivAte Public Private tary

Someone else
13.1 46.1 46.4 31.0 28.5 37.9completV

Someone else

r

45.2 10:3 13.0 17.1 13.8 16.4
assisted

4 .

No assistance ,

41.7 43.6 . 40.6 51.9 ,57.5 45.7
received _

, , .)

Sourcv Student Survey.

Completion of at least one financial aid application is a

prerequisite for the receipt of financial.assistance. As was noted

earlier, institutions use a variety of methods to4istribute aid A
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TABLE 11.5: PROPORTION OF STUDENTS NOT APPLYING FOR FINANCIAL.AID, BY
DEPENDENCY STATUS, INCOME AND LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-1979

Student
Dependency
and Income

Dependents

$ 0-$ 5,999

'$ 6,000-$11,999

$12,0004$17,999

$18,000-$24,999

U5,000 or more

Independents

$ 0 -,$ 2,909
4

$ 3,000-$ 5,999

$ 6;000-$ 8,999

$ 9,000-$14,999

$15,000 or more

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

3.4 0.7 5.4 *2.7

6.0 3.2 6.3 11.9

11.8 6.7 22.6 21.6

25.2 15.2 19.3 25.9

53.8 74.3 46.4 37.8

1. 12.3 12.4 19.5 24.4

16.2 7.2 9.3 6.1

14.b 7.5 16.1 22.5

18.7 15.8 16.6 22.7

39.0 57.1 40.5 23.6.

Proprie-
tary

2.8

%,-20.2 -

26.2

42.0

34.9

1 19.2'

ve

Source: Student Survey.j

applications in the hopes that all eligible students will be readted by

- eke aid process. Unfortunately, there are a signifiCanv number of

students who never apply for financial aid. Obviously, one would expect

that st nts from wealthy economic bgckgrounds would be more. prone not

to apply e to presumed ineligibility. HoWever, as Table 11.5 above

indicates, a sizeable'number of students, spanning all.income cate ories,

did,not apply for!financial aid for the 1978-79 academic year.

The corollary to the above i Tablq1p11.6, which illustratea why

student,s do tiot apply for financial aid, particularly those at the lower

income levels where,they would seem to-be entitled to at least some

need-based aid. (Caution must, of.codfpe, be taken when using income as

prima facie evidence of eligibility; other factors, QuCh as assets, can

.. 11.12
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TABLE 11.6: REASONS WHY STUDENTS DO NOT APPLY FOR MANCIAL AID, BY DEPENDENCY, "INCOME,
AND LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

C).
Reason Foriallot Apeying

Institution and I Did Net I Did Not Parents Would Not Did Not Need It-- The Forms Or I Was Overall Pio-.

Student Chsrsc- Think I Was Know About Complete Finsncill Receiving Other Procedures Were Previously portion in

teristicm Eligible Financial Aid Stotement Support (eg., Nelfare) Too Difficult Rejected._ a GroupSI

4-Year Public

Dependeutt

$ 0 - $ 5,999 71.7 0 0 11.6 0 W 3.4

$ 6,000 - $11,999 68.1 16.3 14.3 8.8 21.9 2.3 6.0

' $12,000 - $17,999 78.3 4.4 9.0 10.2 . 16.0 5.0 11.8

$18,000 or more 84.5 8.6 8.3 10.7 6.7 2.0 79.0

Independents :

f $ 0 $ 5,599 73.2 16.7 4. 3 15.6 l4.5 2.1

$ 6,000 - $11,999 86.4 13.9 o 10.1 4.8 . 1.4 23.4

$12,000 or wore 75.6 10.3 0.5 18.5 6.5 1.0 .48.1

'UP

4-Year Private
4.

Dependents fc-'4
$ 0 1 5,999 35.2 3.5 19.8 I . 20.2 21.3 5.4

$ 6,000 - $11,999 35.5 2.6 7.9 39.4 1/.9 1.9 6.1

$12,000 $17,999 85.1 12.7 5.2 1 8.9 8.7 2.0 22.6

$18,000 or more 88.1 3.0 13.0 I 8.8 3.6 2.4 65.7

Independenls

$ 0 - $ 5,999 34.2 13.3 1?.1 11.3 18..6 0 28.8

$ 6,000 $11,999 75.5 4.7 0 18.4 0 1.5 24.5

$12,000 or more 87.2 6.8 AO 0.4 8.4 7.1 0.4 46.7

2-Year Public_ . . _ . _ . _

Dependents

$ 0 $ 5.999 30.5 63.8 2.6 1.0 11.3 6.2 0.7

$ 6,000 $11,999 33.9 4.0 2.9 36.0 18.6 4.0 3.2

$12,000 $17,999 , 92.3 10.0 .. 1.4 5.2 3,9 0 6.7

,.$18,000 or morq 71.6 10.9
(

3.5 c
16.8 4.4 0.8 84.5

'Reqpondents wet(' allowed to-Provide multiple answers; therefore rows will'add up to more than 100 percent.. In addition, only the major responses have'

been presented.
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TABLE 11.6: YEASONS WHY STUDENTS DO NOT APPLY PDR FINANCIAL AID, BY DEPENDENCY, .INCOME,

AND LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 19/8-19 (continued)

41.

Reason For Not Applying".

Insti t ion, and I Did Not 1 D'id Not Parents Would Not . Did Not Need t-- The Forms Or I Was Over al I Pni
Student Charac- Think I Was Know About Complete Financial Receiving Other Trocedures Were Previously par t ion i

teristics Eligible Financial Aid Statement Support (e.g., Welfare) Too Dif f icul t Rejected a Gro.:up

2-Year Public

62.4

61.1
64.8

15.7

22.6
9.6

.
0.8
841 .
0.2 't .

.
18.5

9.4
21.9

Indeyen/ents

$ 0 - $ 5,999
$ 6,000 $11,999c*---...._

$12,000 or more 1

2-Year Prif
Dependents

$ 0 - $ 5,999 100.0 0 . 0 D

t- $ 6,000 - $11,999 51.2 22.8 0

1-4 $12,000 - $1 7,999 97.4 1.8 12.6

1-- $1 8,000 or more 73.7 5.5 6.5 15.1

4--
Independents

$ 0 $ 5,999 43.4 8.4 0 68.1
$ 6,000 $11,999 26.7 0 4.0 .

$12,000,000 or more 89.0 0 0 11.0

Prorrietar_y
Dependents

$ 0 $ 5,999 76. 7 0 0 19.0

$ 6,000 - $11,999 48.3 3.8 13.5 29.2

$12,000 - $17,999 35.9 58.0 3.6 2.8

. $18,000 or more 84.5 7..8 3.0. 9.1

Independents

a

$ 0 - $ 5,999 80.2 r 10.2 0 10. 7

$ 6,000 - $11,999 86.0' 5.0 0
0

6.8
$12,000Nor more 81.4 0 0 . 17.6

/
TomL 81.8 10.0

...

5.7 . 13.5

279
!f: Student S4r vey.

.

6. 7 1.1 19.6
2.0 2.4 15.1
6.8 1 0.3 65.1

0 LI 2.1
) '26.0 0 11.9

11.7 0 21.6
15.3 0.'7 63.8

0 30. 5
31.8

89.0 35. 7

3.8 0 2.R
13.5 0 8.8
6.5 3.3 20.2 '
4.4 0.5 68..?

2.6 35.4
1:0 0 2.8.6

0 16.0

6.7 1.5
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make certain low-income families ineligible for need-based aid.) 'this

question w posed to'each student in the survey, and surprisingly, of

thesover 4,600 stu ents who said they did not apply for financial aid,

87.8 percenfelt they were ineligible foi assistance. Moreover, as

shown in Table 11.6, 'the importance of this reason remains'largely

consistent across institution types and income levels. While clear
#

relationships are difficult to disc rn due to gross differences in Ole

sizes of the various cells (see ehe right-most column), the following

observations can be made.

qt.,

Oir

1. ,v The predominant reason for not applying for financial aid,
\regardless of income or institutional setting, is a
perceived ineligibility for need-based aid. Wbile factors
othef ehan income may ke soma students ineLigible, it is
striking that eveh at th lowest incometieveIs, u6st
students who fai1 to apply or aid believe thems41ves to be
ineligible.

2. The second most common reacon for not.applyin g was the
rApeipt of'other funds', such as Veterans: anal, Social
Security benefits or welfare, which covered all'of the
student's needs. This reason was given most often by'
students in the'lowest income categories where access 'to
such assistance is greater.

3. Not.knowing about financial aid was the dexe most frequent
response and one which was most likely to be given by the
independent students.

4. Finally, di.fficulty with' either the apPliCation 'forms or .

the process in general prevented apothe'r,group of students

(7.8%) from ever applying for financ al assistance. _

The No,tificatA

/.

-

f Financial Aid Awards §

V. -

Due to the financial considerations which studeAts. must resolve

before reaching decisions concerning access to and persistence in

.postsecondary schools, the timing of student aid'award notices can be

crucial. Laie award notification, it is arguedi can-diminish the optibns

available to the student and, for certain students prvide,a.barrier to

the pursuit of further education. It is logical 0 assume that award.
445.'

notification mdst be coordinated with t.he start of the, aeadellic year.

The bard minimum, which can be expected,by the student, is that
C

instituiions do not wa it until the term has begun to furnish them with

this_vital information.

1)-15
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TA.BLE 1 1.7: RANK OR.DERY,OF THE LAST MONTH THE STUDENT COULD HAVE BEEN
INFORMED ABOUT HIS/HER FINANCIAL AIllAWARD, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL
OF INSSITUTION: ACADLMIQ YEAR 1978-1979

N
0

\
\

.
Mon;-1;4

-. 4

.4PiefeAr
Public

January 4

yebrilary 7 ,

M#rth 8

April -
(

9

-

Is

4 "

May

a 5.June,

July,
.

. 3 '

Auguse 1

September . 2

October 11

Npvember 12

Decembe 9

institutional Level. and Control

4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Proprie-,
Private Public Private tary.

_
6 3 ' ... .2

:la 5 :12 10 .

8 4 - 4. 5.

. 7\... 1g . 11' 12

4 '10 6 .. 11

5 6 6 4 6
.

',

3 9 7 7 .

1. 1
.

8

2 2 . 2

k
11 10 9.

. 4

12. 6 10 9

9 8 , 8 . j
O

1 .Stildent Su ey..

s' The most =mon re ponses are ranked 1, the least dommon, 12.
.

a

- As shown in,Table 11. sudents cOnsistently reported that Adgust

and September were the last months that 'they could be informed of -iheir

aid'awards and still be able to attend posts Ondary in-stitutions, except

for pi-oprietary school students, 'who reported September and January as

ale last .two months. The latter difference may be due_to the more.

.flexible nature of the.apademic calenclars at these'schools (i.e., they

le may not k the traditional\Sepqember toi June.mold), Moreover, these
N\
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relationships 'were found.to remain stable when examined within

institutional.categories by the'student's total family income(these

:a..iples are not shown). Additional breakdowns of these responses

:according to year in school, for example, may ptovide an expanded View of
'.\
:'award-notification timing when.theic tasks are undertaken.

Caolorling Services

For students 'alreaay atten44rig postsecondary institutions, and for

students whose decisions:on &irol1ment and continuance are based on

financial.considerations, a ounseling can be.a critical service.

Although same instituticins have.shown that a great, deal of inftormation

,regarding student financial aid tan be disseminated on a mass basis,

these same institutions are often those which also exhibit concent for .

the quality of financial aid counseling services--the 'ohty means for

dealing with the pirticulars and special circumstadces Of an individual

student's case. Moreover, schools which participate in.Fedex2.1 'student

loan programs, either NDSL or Federally or state insured loans, must

conduct 'special loan counseling sessions'with recipients4a:WITition to

/the general financial aid connseling which one 4Ould-expect them to

provide.

ieginning with the 1980-81 academic year, the U.S. Office.of

Education is4introducing a simiDlified financial aid application system

phich has been adopted Tor Use by BEOG, CSS, and ACT. In the view of

,many, students and financial aid officers alike, the .nancial aid

application sed for the 1978-79 academic year (when the data collection

efforts for this study were undertaken) was not a' simple form. In order

Ep compensate f-or the complexities of the.appliicatian process, some

schools have'taken steps to assisE students and their families in

vmpleting
the forms. Eleven percent of the'schools indicated they

encourage the use of "third pirties" to help applicants deal with the aid

process, and another nine percent actually make arra4ements for this

type of assistance. Migh school Counselors and other interested parties,

-such as field workers from the Upward Bound and Talent Search programs,

4,



have been utilized for this purpose a.S well. In another 20 percent of

the caseso financial aictficers, personally, provide s udents with

assistance in completing aid application forms. Addition ly, some aid

offices attempt to reach out to the families of student aid Applicants.

Mailinjs (.*to.fstudent homes, staging "Parent nights," and visits.to.local

high schools were cited as comgpnents,of an overall strategy designedoto

encourage accurate and timely completion of the forms.

Depending 'on the availability of resources, the cotposition of the

student body, and admillistrative philosophies,. the financial aid offices '

May aitempt to'provide other aid counseling services which are directed

at specific kinds of students. Suclt services are provided ohly by a

minority of schools; twothirds oT the institutioni Surveyed reported
_

hat they made no effort at all to provide2.special counseling services to
_

specific student popdlation. Of° the third that-do .provide some form of

special counseling: ethnic minoritiesare the populations of intereSt

11 percent of the cases, counseling for handicappea students is rovided

1:0);10 percent, and providing idformation to Native Ameticans accounts for

nine percent. In general, the school's financial aid officer or other

aid Office staff are responsible for providing this guidance (51% and

24%, respectively,Z. Student employment centers are also involved in the

provision of some counseling aspects.

Counseling, by nature, is a very petsonalized, and therefore

potentially very effective, nstrument of'communicating student

information. Motivarional and aliendting barriers can be overcome

through the use of counseling. The printed word is no substitute for

personal contact. The potential to "educaEe" the student a year or more .

before be/she goes to college, =Res the high school counseling aspect of

student informati.on a very viable vehicle for improving student access to

postsecondary educatton.

, Of the students sampled for this study (see Table 11.8),

approximately 43 percent were recipients of some form of financial aid

during the academic year 1978-79. Of.these, 34 percent also received

financial aid counseling while in high school. Of the reiaining

r 2s,

*
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nonrecipients. (aproximately 57%), 16.2 Percent received financial aid

counseling in high school. Ostensibly, We could conclude that counseling*

relttive to financial 'aid while in high school willVirtually double

dne's chances of receiving:financial 'aid. However, we alust first look at

what differentiates students who do, and do'not, seek,counseling about

financial. aid. while in high school. a

TABLE 11.8: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REEIPT OF HIGH SCHOOL
COUNSELING AND THE RECEIPT OF FINANCIAL AID, IN
PERCENTAGES: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

, ALL Curt nt Aid Current Non-
STUDENTS Recipient Recipient

Student received
high school
counseling

76.3 - 83.8 66.1

Studant did not
23.7

*a,

.16.2 33.9receive high
school counseling

Source: Student Survey. a

Referring to Table 11.9,' it can negseen that while students in the

lower-income categories are somewhat more prone to obtajn,financial aid

counseling in high schools, access to sua assistance is well distributed

across the spectrum of family income levels. Overall, approximately 31

13ercent .of'our sample of.sttidents seek counseling. Rank-ordered by

ethnicity from most to least prone, the groups are: Uhite, non-Hispanic;
,

Black, non-,Hisnici giapanic; American Indian; and Asian. These ethnic

groups appear to be significantly less'prone to seek counseling than

other students. This suggests fthe need for possible further development

4011*

of cial student counseling services at the high school level.

7'
CA
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Table 11:9. indicates that\high school cemnde1ing appears toLmprove one's

chances of-sveiving aid: It also indic at those most likely to

seek aid counseling are the needier and,'theor tically, the most likely

to receive aid should they apply. It canalso be teen that students who

are Asian, or whose families have incomes of $30,000 or above, are less

likely to se;\aounse ing.
. . ,

. ,

i - , ,t *,
-

TABLE 11:9: PERCENT OF STUDENTS REPORTING HAVING RECEIVED HIGH spion
FINAICLAL AID COUNSELING, BY TOTAL FAMILY INCOME AND

- ETHNICITY: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Student
*Chatacteristic

f.

Percent of Students
Who Received.Financial Aid

Counseling While in
,High-School

-

9

q

. If

In6OMe (Dependentb..6111.0

k
29.7.'less than $1,500

$.1,500 $ 2,999 49.1 , r-
$, 3,000 - $,5,999 16.6 .

$ 6,000 - $ 8,999'' 35.9.

$ 8,000y741109940; 39.4
- $14,90 36.8

$.15,000' - $17,999 34.1

$18,000 - $20,999 30.0

*\t
$21,-000 - $24,999 .

$25.,000 - $29,999

% '19.6

34.3.

.,$30,001- $34,'999 25.0 1
$35,006 Ind over' 1.5.0

EthnicilY
r

AMerican Indian/Alaskan Native 24-.2

Asialp or Pacific Islander : 13.4

Black, not Hispanic 28.2

Hispanic 26.4

White, not.Hispanic 3S.,5

. Source:- Student Survey.

11.20
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.TRIO Program Parkicipation and Access- to F'inancial Aid

The TRIO proplaw were authorized under Section 417. oethe Higher .:

EducationAct Of 1965 in Subpart 4, Special Programs for,Students f5om
,

. Disadvantaged Backgrounds (as amended by'the 1976 Education

.Amendments). The legislation authorized seryices speqifically designed

to identify and to assiSt-"YAths from iowincome families who have,

academic potential, bilt who' may lack.adequate secondary school:
-;

- preparation; who may be 13hysicaliy hamdicappedror who may 1:4 .

,

., disadvantaged because.of sevre,rural isqlation, .to enter, continue, or
. ,

'resume programs of secondary and postsecondary'education. These *

;

,programs, which have come to be 'inown as the TRIO2/- .Programs, include:

Talent Seach-off-camIts communierzbased recruiting programs
designed to: '

fc-0

4,

1'4

ft,

identify youths of financial:or cultural need to complete
secondary or undertake postsecondary education;

publciie'and provide students with information on existing
student finanCial aid;

encourage secondary or college dropouts of demAnstrated
aptitudeto Continue or resume postsecondary education;

.%

64o4hirds of the.partficipants.r.must meetPlow-intome
. t4Xl.crlaa

.!
.

, Upward BOund4-oh-caMpus, postseceindary preparatory recru itment.

prpgram dersigned for high sthool youths of grades 10-12:

-- to-generate skills and motiveti.on necessary for sucCess'in

education beyond high school;

- to provicl youths from -4oW-income backgroupds and with
.

.

9adequate secondar7 schOol preparation with a variety of

,
academic and cultural activities on a full-time basis .

duringthe iummeis and academic years;
1:

6e. t

',to *provide tutorial -a.ssistance- in' areas of English.

Mathematics, and.otfier areas of.iliadequate prepara
$

° --. Special Services--oncampus'compensatory and counselin services

'./.f?r-postadcOpdhrx education,students designed to;
. . 1

, 3 %
U

t

: 3/The "TRIO". label, waS asstgned to eho.se programs ue to their,ori inal
tripart.structure (TE4pt./Search, Upward Bound, hnd Special Services).
'While the programs have-pandi'd4 the pickname has endured:

.

.1

11,9 21.,
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assist students from' deprived educational, cultural, or
. economic backgrounds, the physically handicapped and-those

with limited English-speaking ability who are in need of
such services;

provide tutorial kesistance in nompensatorY skills courses,
reading, writing, mathematics', communications;

provide counseling and 'supportive'servIces 'for students in
need'of information, academic and personal support-
assistance;

provide.educatia nal bilingual teaching, guidance and

counseling.

Educational Opportunity Centers--on an,ff-campus educational
resource, information recruitment centers serving areas with
major concentration of low-income families, designed to:

assist residents who demonstrate need to pursue
postsecondary educatioy

provide inforbation, counseling ana assistance on admission
and financial aid; 7

pvovide counieling,and.tutOring for enrolled students from
the area who need such assistance;

provide counseling and recruitment information to staff
members of neighboring high schools, colleges, and
universities.

Service Learning Centerson-campus compensatory and cbunseling
services

- one:-third of SW. participants do not have to fit the

low-income criteria;

designed to provide compensatory educational and-other
special-services for students who are enrolled or aCcepted
for enrollment in that institution.

K

Training Authorityon-and off-cabpus staff and leadership
personnel training. .Institutions, vblic, and nonprofit private
organizations may contact the Commissioner of Education.to:

develop and provide in-service training programs fort-TRIO

staff and personnel;

improve their skills amd the delivery and effestiveness of
services-1

P

.
21D.'Ellu

Prepare
Student

m, ;1Description of the TRIO Programs" ia Working- Paiers
d'for. the Third Student-Commissioner Conference. United States f7
Association, Washington, D.C., February-1980.

11 . 222SS'
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A careful'look at the characterisi;ics of the three programs, the

, studuts they are respectively des,igned to.serve, and the time frame

defining eligibility indicates that Upward Bound is the program most

conducive to high financiat aid program participation rates. The

specific program, goal is completion of secondary education and access to

college. Upward 3ound is di-iented tdwards overcoming access barriers to

college, and the lowjncome requirement defining TRIO particiiants render

cost to be a significant obstacle. Upward Bound is designed to assist in

overcoming that obstace. The time frame of the program is sharply

'focused on the year'in high school when a potential college student will

be directing his/her attention to access to cjillege and the financial

resources necessary to do so..

A recent study conducted for the USOE, Office of Evaluation and

Dissemination, emphasized the Oositive effects which the Upward Bound

program appeared to have on the rates of enro4ment and persistence among

its partiCipants. This study concluded that "Differences in the

(pdstsecondary) entry rates of typical (Upward Bound) patticipants and

non-participants were more pronouncedt,41-

It is not surprising that,..among all aid programs, participation

rates for those enrolled in the.Upward Bound.program are signific4htly

higher than for other studen,ts (iee Table 11-10). In fact, for-both SEOG

and BEOG recipients, the rate is double while the ratio is slightly lower

'among the self-help programs,.as would be expected. Acceptence rates,

i.e., the percent of those who applied, that receive aid, are also,

expectedly high.

It/Research Triangle Institute. Evaluation ptudy of the Upward Bound
Program: A Second Follow-Up, Final Report. Research Triangle
Institute, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina; November 1979,
p. 172.
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TABLE 11.10: PERCENT OF TRIO STUDENTS RECEIVING BASIC GRANT AND CAMPUS
BASED AID: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Tyloe of Federal Financial Aid Receive

TRIO Program BEOG SEOG CWS NDSL

4,

UpWard Bound
\

*.,

57 20 21 18

Talent Search 42 13 18 18

\ Special Services 53 18 24 -J 15

Source: Student Survey.

SUMMARY

The impact of information on the receipt of financial aid is well

documented; USOE and postsecondary educational institutions have

recently made attempts to improve the quality of information services

prompted by the Consumer Information Requirement authorized by Congress.

As information presented in thil chapter has illustrated, an information

gap still exists. There continue to.be'students who simply do not

believe they would receive aid despite the fact ttlat their low income

situation sRems to indicate their[potential eligibility. Additionally,

there remain some students who do\not know of the existence of financial

aid programs. While considerable progress has been made in the area of

information dissemination, the lack of consistency which can be found
.t

among institutional information efforts is indicative that there is a

need for improvement in this area. For the student, and especially the

prospective student, comprehensive, accessible information sources are a
A 1

necessity in order to determine the potential sources for financing

his/her postsecondary c4reer.

- '
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INTRODUCTION
7

12
RECIPIENT MONITORING

Monitorinvthe factors which may affect the enrollment status of

student financial aid recipients is an integral part of an over ll.policy

of fiscal management. The ap.kication of rules and regulation iahich are

the responiibility of college governing authorities, independent of the

financial aid office, can potentiallx alter the eligibility status of

students receiving assistance. 'For *ample, a student whc- fails to meet

certain academic requirements may be'suspetidkl from classes, or a student

who drops a course in m4d-term may forfeit.his/her full-time status.

allege circumstances would obviously prompt a Modification in the

student's aid eligibility status. In -order to discern the existence of

such circumstances, the Tinancial aid office must maintain certain

channel§ of communication with other institutional offices.

The way in whch institutions conduct monitoring activities is

largely a function of the individual institution. As will be seen in the

following discussion, there is some degree of continuity in the way

inititutions describetheir monitorinq praetices. It is only natural to

expect, though, that large institutions may employ computer-based

practices-
1/

while small schools rely on manual and/or informal

practices.
as

1/- Institutions which possess centralized data processing systems can
pprform regular crosschecks of registration, academic, and financial
aid rosters in order to identify special cases.

12.,1
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Aid Disbursement Gontrols

If the eligibility status of a student changes during the award

period, the indtitutibn j.s liable to recover any. Federal financial aid
,

t

which it may have paid in advance to the student. If they choose,

institutions .can disburse aid funds to students in \ a\ manner which will

reduce the risk of such'overawards. Table 12.1 examined the methods
.

which institutions use to disburse SEW, SEOG, and NDSL awards% to
2/

students.-

The first method listedpayments disbursed directly to students at

the start of each academic termis, on the whole, preferred by most

students V,snce ii aces their aid money directly in their hands and does

not place any outs de constraints on the way in which they manage their

resources (i.e., they can use the money for tuition and/or livin5

expenses). Obviously, ficmever, in the case of an overaward, the

financial aid office would be &Toed to collect the overaward ifrom the

student.

The next three procedures-47hich in;.Tolve crediting students accounts

and/or awprding oil schedule with academic progressa9,better suited to

eaaier, mori,reliable overaward recoveries. By crediting payments to the

student accounts, schools autamaticallr (ande the studeat's signature is

obtained) apply the financial aid moliey to payment for -tuition, fees, and

,applicable room and boaild charges. ,A.ny remainder is.paid.to the student,

but the bulk is uses as part of thia credit. If a student is found to be

overawarded, the oney, in many gases, i$ reimbursed to the financial aid

office from th tuition or roomingreimbursement which the student.would

have been e Ltke to receiv . The next two methods, which base

disbursem nt according to t e rate,Of academic progress, could

potentially eliminate overa arding caused by student Withdrawal. In

a sense, though, this is t e least attractive method, from the

institution's standpointr ue to the administrative burden it kaposes.

3161s funds are disbursedion an ".is-earned" basis throughout the periCod
of the student's employinent.

1

1
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TABLE . PERCENT OF SPECIFIC PRDCEDURES USED TO DISBURSE BEOG, SEOG, AND
DSL P41ENTS, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTIZ4TION: ACADEMIC

R 1178-79

Pstyments

''r1144e
Dir Ctly-

To
S udents

f

4-Year Publi
BEOG

NDSL
;AOC

4-'1/ear P

: BEOG

SEOG
NDS

2-Yea
BE

Procedure Used

Payments
Credited
Directly

To Student
Account At

Start Of Year

Mutiple
Payments

As
Academic
Progress
Is Made

11.

Multiple

Credits
As

Academic
Progress -

Is Made Other Total

53

53

56

ivate
19

24
31

Public \
G 40

46

50SL

.2-Y dr Private'
EOG' 10.

SEOG 22

NDSL 25

33 ,

30

24

72

69

58

oprietary
BEOG

SEOG
NDSL

35

22

20

InstitutiOns RepOrting:

60

56

38 c=-°`

31

39

40

o 7 100
5 12 ,100
4 "6 16 100

2 7 100

2 5 100

2 9 100

16 0 20 100

18 0 18 100

22 0 11 100

10- 10 10 100

11 11 , 0 100

12 12 13 100

1/ 8 15 100

17 17 17 100
17 L 13 .20 100

147

Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey

Table 12.1 reveals several trends in the disbursement of Federal aid

. awards to students. There is a notable propensity for private schools to
7

employ a student account system, while public inititutions are more prone

tO disburse aiA dollars directly to the student. The use of a student

12.3
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account system will ensure that the private school's tuition bill is paid

before the student can begin to match his/her resources to his/her living

expenses. As has been.noted in Chapter S of this volumA, tuition charges

account for'a much larger proportion of all student expenses at private

schools than at public institutions, which may be a contributing factor

to this practice. Muiple disbursement systems based on academic

progress are used primarily by 2-year and ptoprietary schools. This may

indicate that these schools perceive their studenti as being the most

vulnerable to withdrawal or course load changes. Among the responses

which were provided indicating the use of '2other" institutional- Practices

for the disbursement of Feder,g1 aid to students are 10 schools which

indicate that they disburse Basic Grant awards via the Alternate -

Disbursement System (ADS) and/or do not participate in the Campus Based

programs; others which make disbursements at a varying number of times

during the lemeiter;ttind some institutions which use still other

practices which best suit Iheir individual circumstances.

.ProceNs To Prevent Multiple Or Overawarding Of Aid

In preventing mdlt.iple awards and overawarding (see Table 12.2), most

institutiolis rely upon closely coordinated activities with other

adiinistrative offices, specifically the registrar's apd bursar's

offic0. Through this practice, aid officers are able to keep close

track of student larollment status, course loads, and financial awaids

made to students from outside sources.

MAintaining contact with other postsecondary institutions attended by

an aid cecipient is another common practice. . By making use of a

"financial a9 transcript," aid officers are provided with a record of

past grant, loan, and work-study monies awarded to an incoming transfer

student. This is especially useful in keeping track of the cumalative

amount of NDSL and SEOG awards which a sti:Ident has received.,

Another but less common practice used to prevent overawarding is.to

recalculate the student's award amount. This practice allows the aid

officer co determine 'if a miscalculation and subsequent error in

packaging the award wss made. Other methods mentioned includel .(a) that

291
12.4



TABLE 12.2: PERCENT OF PROCEDURES USED TO TO PREVENT MULTIPLE OR OVER-
AWARDING OF AID: AtADEMIC YEAR 1978-741/

Percent

Close coordination with registrar's office to monitor

`

80

76

63

30

20

.19

19

31

4

1111"

t.?

withdrawals .

Close ,coordination with bursar's office to\monitor refunds

.Contacting all other postsecondary schools attended by
applicant to ensure that no awards were made

Recomputing award amount a second time to valldate the
first computation

Requiring a tax form to validate each SER/application

No payments made prior to the end of the add/drop period
,\

No payments Made prior to the end of the refund period-

Other procedures

No fo rt 1 procedures

,6

Institut ons RepOrtihg: 167

- Source: Institutional Site NTisit urvey.

i/Percentages reffecethe multiple response potentiaf of the question.

V
a/student submit appropriate tax forl 0 validate information giyen on

rip
aid applications; (b) that no payment are ma4e prior to the end of thit.

drop/add period; and (c) that no paymenta-a4 made prior to the end of

the refund period. Although these practices do not seem to be as common

-was those cited above, they do appear to occur with equal frequency.

Of the resOonses.contained in the "Other Procedures" heading on Table
VP*

12.2, =alit make mention of the use of coordinated manual record keeping

systems. Some institutions utilize master contr-ol cards or else conduct

periodic reviews of financial aid folders.

Very few institutions are recorded as not having any 'formal method of

preventing overawarding.. But of those that do not, Ehe most common

reasons stem from the institutions which participate in only the BE0b

program or those"where\ the number of recipients is just too small to

warraht any specific prevention actp. 4

12.5
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Student Withdrawal and Course Load Changes

The financ6c:id fice can best monitor student withdrawals or

changes in course lQas if it is fully viltegrated into the institution's

practices regarding t//hese matters. As Table 12.3 reveals, of the

institutions surveyed, 33 percent require students to forMally notify the,

financial aid office before permission to withdraw or change course load

is granted. This may involve the signing af'a document by the financial

aid office, which the itudent then presents to the registrar with,his/her

course change Ntdditional signatures may be required from the bursar,"

parking violaeions office, campus housing office, library, or other

school departments as part of this process). The remainilg twolhirds of

the institutions utilize a vartety of other methods 4n order to monitor

student enrollment status. These methods involve mostly the periodic

monitoring of enrollment or other rosters in order to spot potential.

prtblems.
4-

Recovering Awards

Although the U.S. Office of Education requires institutions to

collect aid funds-which may have been overawarded to students, same .

schools repor difticulties in complying with this regulation. Of the

institutions surveyed, 25 percent provided information with respeCt to -

,

recovering portions of grant aid from students who withdrew or otherwise

changed-Oeir 'enrollment status. Of these, 37 percent indicated that

they experienced no difficulty in recovering these awards or that no

recovery was necessary; another :31 percent noted that they were in the

process f retrieving these funds. Student resistance accounti for 37

percent of the explanations for .failure to collect the money, and another .

11 percent can be attributed to the institution's failure to pursue this

activity. Table 12.4 summarizes the reasons for not having recovered all

ofg the amount of awards due.

12.6
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TABLE 12s3: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS USING SPECIFIC PROCEDLIRES FOR NOTI-
FICATION OF THE FINANCIAL'AID OFFICE OF A CHANGE IN STUDENT'S
COURSE LOAD OR ENROLLMENT STATyS: 'ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-791/

Percent of
Institutions

Financial aid office must approve a studentPs
33change in course load or enrollment status

-

Financial aid office is ttutomatically informed 33

Financial aid office is notified on a delay',
12basis, but within 60 days

Financial aid office checks 'academic progress of
22students periodically-or contihuously

Financ&al aid office petiodically receives
lists of withdrawn students

Financial aid office employs other or informal
means to monitor enrollment status

*

Institutions Reporting: 162 j.
Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

1/Percentages reflect the multiple response potential of the question.

12.7
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TABLE 12.4: PERCENT OF REASONS FOR FAILING TO RECOVER ALL OF THE AMOUNT '0
OF BEOG ANb SEOG AWARDS OWED TO INSTITUTIONS: ACADEMIC
YEAR 1978-79

0

At.In the Process of Recovering_ Awards

/ \

11
.

r

f.

,...

.*

:

Percedt

,

.1

Still waiting
qt.

'turned over to Basic Grants for co lection
Students have agreed,to pay
A

Student Resistance

17

. 12 .

2

19

9

9

ks

5

4

2

-,

Students do,not care to Ray backistudent
delinquent . .

School contacted the studenZs add did
all it could do to recover funds, '

school was unable to reach or locate.
students after repeated at.tempts

fInatitutional Shortcoming.. .
,

Lack of cooperation from .the Busliness. OffiCe+

Low number-of students in category/sApol °

does not pursue case
.

Conflict with other duties precludes any '

expeinditures.of effort-on this activity
#

Institutions Reporting: 58

.

Source: Institutional Site Visit_Survey.

t
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. SUMMARY .

In general., it is in the institution s best interest to maintain.an

efficient sistem for monitoring the academic program of student'aid

rebi.pients. As part of the Tesponsibilities which are attached to the

recept of Federal_ai*a funds, institdtions must insure that none of these

monies are misappropriated. Schools can eilther attempt to aisburse funds_

in a manner which requires 'academic progress as a prerequislte for the

receipt of aid, kep close tabs on the student throughout the academic

year, or apply somecombination of the two. It is apparent that the size

of the ins itution as well- as the gersonnel and resources

computers available to performmonitoring functions can predetermine the

scope of the monitoring-acti'vities undertaken. The consequences for' A
%

instifutiow which do not properly Alonitor the progress of aid recipients

(c...ould potentially include the loss oileligibility for Federal student aid.

12.9
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VEHIFtING kEPORTED DATA: STUDENT VALIDATION

,

4.

tNTRODUCT.ION
.

4s-thope .04, Federal financial aid pyograms has grown over the

years, the-U.S.. Office of Education has become increasingly aware of t e , 4

need tovlatect and correct program Abuses. During the 1975-7,6 kbademip

yekr, U.SOE conducted a validation study to assesa the extent of

misreporting on Basic Grant Applications. :In part,this effort was
. . ) ,

aesigned to identify the extent of:program abuses. The results indicated

that 18,5 percent of the Basic Grant applicants had intoreectly reported

income data. However, the majority of these inaccuracies resulted from

ignorance of the regulations or carelessness on the applicant's part.

Only 10 to 20 percent of the errors were attributed to-deliberate

miareporting.

'With cooperation from USOE, private need analysis services and

educational institutions, validation qystems were developed to check the

"truthfulness" of financial information given by parents and students..

Different methods of validation are used with both the Basic Grant and ,

Campus Based programs and these are otitlind in this chapter. Also

'contained ia this sectiii is a discussiOn Of the effects which

,validations have upon student awards.

Validation of BEOG Applications

There are three basic methods by which BEOG applicants are selected

for validation.. They are as follows,:

13.1
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1) 's Institutional referrals$ Aruestionablewcases are referred to thelp

. .

. Ofqce of Educ4.tion when an institution cannot resolve them

alonev Alt

.

2) USOE Referrals: Suspicious cases are identified for the 0

of Educt ieion bi its processing contractori:
,

ice'

Ar- 3)4 Fre-established criteria gases: Applications that contain data
,

,
.,

.,. a,
b 'IThich is-indicativ of misreporting are auebaticallysflagged.-'

, .
,

71\ for valiilation.
. .

4.

able 13.1 presents the number

. 1Ftherabove methods fotthejear.

comp.iled by ApRged Manaiisent
'

Illalidatibnats)
. / i..

4

TABLE 13,1. 'NUMBER OF STUDONTS SELECTED FOR 13E0G VALIDATION VIA VARIOUS
SELECTION METHODS: .ACADEMIC YEARS 1975-78

of BEOG validations-performed via each'of

1975 throlgh 1978. (This data was

Sciences for-an earlier study ofr BEOG .

M

Academic Year

1975-76, 1976-77 1977-78

Institutional Werrals

USOE/AOT Referralaa/

Pre7istablished CriterIa '1,200 6,000 -

700 900

!MI

.1,0001/

1,4001/

8,000

- Source: Applied Management Sciences. Validation of StudLt ann'arent
Reported Data on the 3alic Grokn.t Application Form. (Silver

Spring, July 1978), p. 12.

i/Anticipated.

5iInc1uded with Institutional Referrals prior to 1977-78.

r
All three types o.f validation selection procedures pesult in students

and parents being sent an initial letter identifying the data items for

which they must supply documentation. Such documentaticin may take the
4_

forT,of Feteral'Income Tax Forms (1040 or 1040A) W-2 forms, or notarized

statements. ?
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RESULTS:* INSTITUTIONAL VALIDATION PROCXDURES

BEOG validations may also be verformed by the institutions. Mast

institutional validation'procedures involve scoerce documentation of the

reported data. Table 13.2 presents data-collected from the institutions

xlia this study, detailing the percentage of institutions that Allize the

most comdon vafidation practices.

,TABLE 1362: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS USING SELECTED PROCEDURES TO'
-VALIDATE BEOG AtiPLICATION DATA: ACADEMIC YEARS 1977-78
-4ND 1978-791/

. 1977-78 - 1978-79'

Compare BEOG applica'tions

with other firiancial aid 68 71
/ applications submitted
' by students

Require IRS'1040 tax return
forms 56 77

Require documentation of .

nontaxable income 35 49

Require documentation of a

dependency status, 32 52

,

Other procedures to
validate dati items 13 . 22

BEOG apiprications are not
validate4 24 10

r Reporting 167

Source: Inst7t,ftional Site Visit Survey.

1/Percentagesk refledt the multiple response potential of the question
and are based on the numiter of respondents.

The data presented in Table 105.2 indicates that BEOG'validation is

becoming a progressively more common as well as a- more detailed

13.3



practice. Validations were performed at a significantly'higher rate

during the 1978-1q79 academic year as compared to that of 1977-1978. The

greatest increases in the Validation of specific items occurred in

relation to income soutces -(both taxable and nontaxable) and dependency

istatus. In practice, these are the factors which will potentially have

the great st bearing on the'resulting Stu4ent Eligibility'Idex (SEI).

As of -he 1978-1979 academic,year, 10 percent of the' inetitutions

reported'that they do not validate BEOG applfcations. While this is a

marked improvement ovpr the

1977-78 period, it is. still

standards of practice. The

24 percent which did not validate for the

a rather high level of deviation from USOE

"other" validation practices identified by

institutions included: .requesting letters signed, by parents attesting to

the accuracy of sprtain information; requesting other =specified forms

of doCumentation; and sCheduling conferences with students. Same other

institutions summed up their practices by 'iePorting that they acted CI

total compliance with the USOE validation manual:
. *

If the validation 'of a studentbs application reveals the)presence of

invalid data, varioUs methods can-.be employed by institutions to correot

this information. AA indicated in Tab.le 11,..3, the most common means used ,

is the perdonal interview. By sitting down with Ihe student On a

one'6.POntlone basis, the aid officer can attempt to co4'rect all questionable

Ao
dat4.37#$, procedure can best ensure that the student's BEOG award is

proceSsed without undue delay and that the aid office does not

inadvertently overaward the student. Same institutions reiy on USOE to

reconcile validation-questions after'the student has been gil.len the

opportunity to correct the data. Other procedures, such as contacting

parents direc.t,ly, are also used.

Additionally, table 13.3 displays an inCrease in the lase of student

.Ippctintments to correct invalid data (772 to 892). A notable decrease is

shown in.the number of institutioni that do not attempt to correct this

data,(16Z to 5%).

303
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TABLE 13.3:- PEROENT-OF INSTITUTIONS USING SWCTED PRACTICES TO
CORRECT INVALID DATA ITEMS ON BEOG APPLICATIONS: ACADEMIC
YEARS 1977-78 AND 1978-791/

,

.1977-78 1978-79

Schedule appointments with students,
-assist them in correcting the data,
and have them re-sip their SER$

71 89

Referito USOE after givir* students
the opport,unity Eo.cgrrect the data 23 25

Other procedures are used to correct
invalid BEOG data, 14 -17

Institution uses no procedure to
corlect invalid BEOG data 16 5

Institutions Reporting: 158 163

Source: Institutional Site ,Visitlurvey.
,

11Percentageq reflect the multiple response potential of the question
and are based on the number of resPondente.

"-

4

Validation of Campus Based Applications

Due to the central:pized processing of-Basic Grahts,

to take major steps to ensure; the 'propel. validation of

US(4;134$ been able j,

student 'and patent
,

reported application data. Howeverftbe validation,of CampuS,Based aid ,

applic'ations dust be handled at the- ilatitutiona1 leval. .As Tathe 13.4

illustrates, most institutions emplOy one or more methods to validate

data reported on Campus Based applications. These procedures are similar

to those used tor BEOG vaiidatfons, .The heavy reliance on comparing

varlous doCuments in a'student's file and requesting proper documentation

are repeated here. The table alalo'demonstrates that there has been a

general ttend towards increasing validation procedures in all categories

/
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from the 1J10278 academic year to the 1978-79 academic year. A decrease .

in ehe number of schools that do not validate Campus Based applications .

is also apparent.

TABLE 13.4: PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS USING SELECTED PROCEDURES TO VALIDATE
DATA ITEMS ON CAMPUS BASED AID APPLICATIONS: ACADEMIC YEARS
1977778 AND 1978-791/

1977-78 1978-79

Compare Campus Based ap lications
with othir financial aid applications 69
Submieted by students

Require IRS 1040 tax return form 67

Require documentation of dependency 44

Require docamentation Of nontaxable
Income 40

Other 7 116 18

Campus'Based app4cations are not
validated 15

InstitJtions Reporting 144

0 'Source: Institutional Site Visit Survey.

72

78 .

53

47

22

9

148 .

k -

'lt
Percentage reflect ,theJaultiple response potential of ths question

and are based on the number of resp"ondents ,

As,displayed in Tb1e13., institutio9s whlch attempt td,correct 3

invalid data on CaMpus Based aPplications are moSt likely to make these
t

corret*iOns after examining suppotting financial dodumentation. The !lie'
,

-dfpersonal intprviews to diicuas4the data question is au9ther

. procedure commonlx employed; TheSe interviews are conductecC by financial

aid officers with students or parenis. -Some of the "other" responses'

0

4

Ar
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TABLE 13:5 PERCENT OF USING SELECTED PR CEDURES TO CORRECT
, INVALID DATA, TEMS ON CAMPUS BASED APPLI

YEARS 19777,8JAND 1978-79
TIONS:

:C
.

,
A

'

1977-78 1978-79

Use documentation. (e,.g., 1040

to make correections and recompu e
awards

47 49

-Interview with student or parpfts 36 38

' None/haven't had'to correct data 14 9

Other procedures 3

Institutions Reporting: 164 161

c3tirce: Institutional Site Visit Survey.
.

given by institutions include: "refer to On"; "have studont coOplete,a
,

new 10p1ication"; and "take appropriate action on a case-by-cake". The
;

results also display.a decrease in the number of institutions pot
. -, N

-

correcting invalid data on Campus Based apprications-. ,

' Th4,Z,lidation .rocesS and The Student'

. % .

It can be noted fro the responses given on the Student Quqstionnaire
4 e ,

that only 4.2 percent o the students repcirted.that their 1978-0.9 BEOG4'
1 I

A
4

applgations were validatea. OA the avprage, dependent' studentis reported
.,

i
.

;

---° that the'y spent an average' of 13:7 hours in providing 'ihe'reQuOsted
\

k

. r

o-documentation to verify i4f-orm4tia;n reported on.the SER, while,

, ,

i
-

. v...
independent students repokted that they sp4At an averar of .12.0 hours.

,

.-- A.* 1 c. ' .

From the totals in Table .6, it can be noted thSt more thiin
,

one-half (58.3%) of the Validated students did not enerience alchange in

41';' their BEOG aid awards. Another percent'of the.students swil their

awards ihereased while 12.6 percent siw a decr,ase.
Nt

In all'but'2-year,

private in+tutTOnsy'any'change in the,award amount was mbre- a t to be

an in eade rather than i;aecrease.
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TABLE 13.6: ESTIMATED EFFECT ON 13E0G AWARDS AS A RESULT OF VALIDATION, BY

INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

AUL
SCHOOL* 4-Year

Public

Institutional Level. and Control

4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Private Publiè Private etary

NO Change 58.3

Award Incteased 29.1

Award Decreased 12.6

'54.2 54.6 60.2 43.5

29.0 24.3 19.2 14.5

16.8 21.1. .2046 22.0

Source: Student Survey.

As can be seen in Tabl,e 13.7, tower income dependent students are
\

more likely'to have their.BEOG awards incretied while higher income

dependent,students generally experiince *no chahge or a decrease in their

awards after validation. When validating the BEOG applications of

independent students, the greatest)ipjority of these students'(55%.) do

not expeiience a change in their aWards, Slightly.more than one-quarter
.

(26%) flave their awards increased, le a somewhat smaller number (18%) .

. 1 -74
hamf experienced a decrease in their award.

From the results +resented in Tables 13.6 and 13.7, it appears ehat

\ the Process of validating Basic'Grant applications has not resulted-in
,

."punitiye" actions (e.g., reduced awards) being taken against large
r

.

)141mbers of students.. This process has apparently served to ensure sat

the distribution of Basic Grant dollars acc rately reflects the financial

1neei of the Appli.pant gool.

SUMMARY

Validations are performed to check the "truthfulness" of informatidn

provided on aid applicationst The viatidatipn-of BEOG and Campus Based

applicatLons most often require source documentation of the data

#
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-TABLE 13.7: ESTIMATED EFFECT ON BEOG AWARD'S AS A RESUi.,T OF VALIDATION BY

PARENTAL INCOME LEVEL: ACADEMIC YEAR4197p-79.

No Change
AWard

Increased.:

Award
Decreased-

Der,endehts,

$0-$5,999 65.3 31.9 2.8.

$6,900-$11,999 , 52.1 37.0 10.9

$12,000-$17,999 22.7 -11.6

$18,000-$24,999

,65.7

73.4 4.5' 22.1
.

$25,000 or more 81.5 2.9 15.6

Independents 55.4 26.3 18.3
s._

Source:; Student Survey.

reported.. This documentation is frequently obtained either fram other

financial aid applications completed by the student or from tax forms.

Of those students whose'awaralevel is changed after validation, the

majority experience.an increase rather than a decrease in their-award

'levels. This is especially the case for independeht students And for

dependents with family incomes less than 818,000.

-4/ The validation(of student reported data has becnRe an area of,s,.
%

.
. 1

,
, .

-.
,

increasing concern for USOE and for many institutions. 4he recent

. efforts whidh USOE has embarked on in order iq "rify information

reported on applications fdIVBasic Grant swards, ai evidenced by the

increasing number of Federa,1 validations performed, is indicative of the

emptlasisiWhich. is being ploaced.on this asp'ect of the aid pr4cess.

Regarding eligibility for the Campus Based 'progrems, it will be the

institutiOn's responsibilityto 'perform their own-validatiofi procedures.

If they chose to ignore the USOErinItiative which Tiaure.that.sfudent

-reported information is accurate, schools will risk Fedeial sanctions.
*
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APPENDIX A

MAJOR PROJECT DELIVERABLES

4

111

Stage I Final Report. Volume I: Federal Management Practice's

2) Stage I Final Report. Volume II: .Funding History and the
Overall Achievedent of Program

A
'Qoals

ik
3) Stage I Final Report. Volume III: Ilgional Office procedures

4) Stage I Final Report. Volume IV: BEOG Simulation Study

5) Supporting Statement for the Request for QpClearance and Data
Collection Instruments: Sité.Visii Study

6) Interviewer's Training 14anual

7) Editor's Manual

8) Supporting,Statement for the Request for OMB Clearance and Data
Collection Instrument: Mail Survey of Institutions

9) .Site Visit Report

10) Data Processing and File Documentation Riport for the SEudent
Survey

11) Sample Design, Yield, and Bias Report for the Student,Survey

12) Yield Report for the Iristitutional Mail Survey

13) Data Processing and File Documentation Report for the Mail
Survey of Institutions

14) Study of the Impact of the Middle IncomStudent Assistance Act
'(4ISAA)

3
A

A
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APPENDIX B

THE CURRENT FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED
BY THE U.S. OFFICE QP.,F4UCATION

As discussed in Chapter 2, Congress has established within the U.S.

Office of Education (USOE) a variety,of student aid programs to remove
,

the economic barriers to attendance at postsecondary institutions for

persAs from all classes of society, who have the ability-arid desire to

benefit fran such education. To accomplish this objective, the Federal:

government offers three types of financial aid through-five programsjall

of which are based solely on'the stuzient's financial condition and are

without regard to race, sex, hi's/her schblastic abilaty, desired course

of study, etc. These programslf financial aid are divided inp three

typ
I

(1) Loans: funds which a student borrows and repays after

graduation or termination; including,

a) National Dirlpct Student LOan(NDSL),
b) Federal InsuSed Student Loan (FISL) or State.Insured

Student Loans (collectively known os-the Guaranteed
Student Loan program);

,(2) Grants (or nonreturnable aid): funds which are gift assistance
and need not be repaid; including,

a) Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG),
b) Supplemehtal Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG): and

(3) Work: a program in which the student moy earn a portion.of
T1T;7her educational costs while attending school namely, the
Co,llege Work-Study (CWS) program.

-

Programs of Federal studegp financial aid vary as toethe degree of

direct responsibility the institutional aid administrator must as,sume.

Those programs for which the rnstitution has cons'derably more control

and igations--namely, the Supplemental Educational' *40..W
the Na ional Di.lot Student LOan, and the College.Work

Opportunity Grant,

tudy programs--

have traditionaIry been call Campus Based or Inatitutio Base to

signify tl4s greaer involv ment. They are different fram the BEOG

program und4-A4hich students apply direct%z.-to the Office of Education

8 7
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for ah' entitlement which,can then be carriga to any school of their '4

cCloice.''. The amount of the grant is outside the control of the finanChal

aid officer.

1/
a. The Basic Educational Opportnaity Grant Program

The. BEOG program was auttlorized under Saubpart 1 of Part A of Tille IV

of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as 'mended by the Educltion

Amenthnents of 1472 and 1976. Its purpose is to provide' eligible students

with a "foundation of financial aid to hell.) gefray the.costs of
4

'postsecondary education."11 .1It'is an entitlement program by which! a
0

student has the legal right to rec
i'v

e' a grat if all application and

eligibility requirements have beeik fulfilled.
, .

\

' The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant,program ise the newest-Of the

Federal student. financial aid programs and is designed.to proKide a

'floor" upon which other financial aid programs are built. ,Unlike the

National Dilect §tudent Loan, College Work-Study, and Supplemental

i'ducational Opportunity Grant Programs, there is no- institutional.

1/4

allocation process. Rather, the institution.receives the total amount

needed to fund all eligibte students in attendance. Students may apply

either by completing a USOE Basic'Grant application, ot by indicating on

the ACT, CSS, State of Pennsylvania, or-State of Naw Jersey student aid

forms their desire to have the data forwarded to the-central'processor in

Iowa City where a nationally uniform formula, approved annually by

Congress, is utili'zed. The result of this analysis is not subject to any

discretionary latitude on the part of the financial aid officer, w 44". nst

merely apply the.result to a Payment Schedule based upon the s-tudent

cost of. attendahce (as defined by 3E0G), and his/her enrollment.status

' (half, three-quarter or full-time) and finally adjust it if the program

is less than eight months in length or Crosses the award period (7/1

through 6/30).. Funds are normally disbursed through the institution, but

a school may elect to-have USOE make payments directly to the student..

The materia17 provided here has been extracted from, the Financial Aid
Tool Kit, developed by Ms. Alice Diamond for the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools.

Basic Grant Handbook, 1977-78, p. 1-1.

a
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(See below, the Alternate Disbursement System (ADS).) The following is a

summary of-the major program characCeristics:

Type of Aid: Nonrepayable gift assistance applied for directly
through the Federal government.

prs

Minimum and Maximum: During academic year 1978-79, BEOG scheduled /
awards ranged from $200 to $1,600 (,e.g., 'for the,academic year
1979-80 the Maximum iEOG award was raised to $1,800). The range may
vary yearly depending upon Congressional approvq1 of funds. The
Basic Educational Ofpportunity Grant is awarded by award period

4111 (July 1 through June 30th), rather,than by the student's academic
program, as is the case in Campus Based programs. If a student's
academic year crosses the government's award 15eriod, it is nedessary
to file two applicationsone for the period covering the remainder
in the first award period, and the next for the ensuing award period.

Cumulative Awards: Normally, a student maY receive BEOG for no more 1
than four academic years. The exception to this is in the case of
courses which art_designed to extend for five years, or where
remedial courseworsk necessitates one additional year. If the student
has seen attending'parttime, and thus receiving reduced benefits, his
period of entitlement will be proportionately extended so as to anow
a maximum of four (or fiVe, if applicable) full "Scheduled Awar4s."
7111F BEO -ogram monitors the number of periods of eligibility vsed
by each stu ent. Students who have less than a fu'll year of
eligibility remaining will have this noted on their Student
Eligibility Reports (SER). The institution should check this
information to assure that no awards are made to students whose
eligibility has expired.

Institutional Eligibility: In order to participate in the BEOG
program, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation in the U.S. Office of
Education. If the institution elects to disburse funds directly to
the student (as do most institiktions) an "Agreement Covering
Institutionalyarticipation in Programs of Student Financial
Assistance" must be signed before funds will be authorized. In
contrast to the Campus Based programs, no time lag between
determination ct,f institutional eligibility and student participation
is necessary. Students enrolled in institutions which b.ecome
eligible during a given award period may receive their full
entitlemgnt for the year even if Lhe eligibility determination and
receipt of BEOG authorization are not received until late in the year.

Program Eligibility: Within an institution's course offeringsf
certain programs may be designated as eligible,. whereas others may be
declared ineligible; This relates to the lengtlf of the course and

B 3 .
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whether high school diploma or recognized equivalent is required of
regular students. In addition to the program eligibility require-
ments outlined below for CWS, NDSL, d SEOG, to be eligible Under
BE0O, a prograM must lead to a degree o certificate inia recognized
occupation.

Student Eligibility: Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive. a HOG, a student must:

1. be a U.S. citizen or'iAtional of the.United States, or a
resicrent of the United States for other ehan temporary purposes,
as evidericed by an 1-151 visa (permadent or resident alien card);

2. be enrolled in an eligible program in an eligible institution;

13e enrolled at least half time (12 clock hours per week).
.Awards for students who are enrolled at least half time, but
less than full.time (24 clock hours), are proportionately
reduced unde;Pthis program;

4. be making satisfactory progress-in his/her course of study;

5. not be in default on a loan obtained for attendance at the
institution or owe a refund on a grant received at the
institution;

6. be an undergraduate. If a Student has received a bachelor's
degree from another institution, he/she is ineligible to receive
a BEOG despite the fact that the current level of training
pursued is at the undergraduate level or thatthe previous
institution was ineligible;

7. demonstrate financial need by means of the BEOG application:

Student Application Process: The student obtains either a BEOG

application, the American College Testing application (Family
Financial Statement--the FFS), the College Scholarship Service . /

application (Financial Aid.Form--the FAF), or if eligible to do so in
the States of New Jers'ey or Pennsylvania, the appropriate state
financial data collection forms. ACTi CSS, and the States of New
Jersey and Pennsylvania have entered into contracts with the U.S.
Office of Education to eradsmit the data receiyej to the USOE
processor for calculation. This system, called muLtiple.data,entry,'I
is a boon to students and parents as it means that only a single form
need be completed to determine eligibility to receive both Cimpus
Based aid and/Or BEOG.

A ter the appliLtion is completed, the student submits it either to
thk need analysis servicer being utilized (e.g., ACT or CSS), or to
BEO in Iowa City if the regular 3E0G application has been used.

.

\,
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The processing'center, based upon a formula approved by Congress,
calculates the student's nigibility IndeX and communicates this

ectly to the student's home via a Student Eligibility Repott (SER).

The student submits his/her SER to the institution he/she plans to
,attend where the ,scheduled award is calculated based upon the BEOG
cost allowances for the school, the student's Eligibility Index, and
the Payment Schedule. Awards are further adjusted for less than
full- ime attendance and for academic periods less than nine months
in l gth.

The institution requests from the DHEW Federal Financing Systems
(D:APS), via the Monthly,Cash Request Form, an amount of cash
suifi0.ent to award firs,t paymen,ts to those students starting classes'
during the month, as well as for subsequent disburqements for those
students now qualifying for a subsequent.payment.

The institution disburses the award to the student either by check or
by credit to the student's account. In the latter case, a signed
receipt or schedule of antioipted disbursements must be obtained
from the student. The student must also sign an affidavit attesting
to the fact that Federal _aid_dollars which he/she ieceives will be
used for educational purPoses.

Validation of USOE Selected Sapple: In- addition to the routine
review which was always encouraged for financial aid officers with
respect to a student sample selected by USOE, institutions will now
be required to verify certain data elements before any disbursement
of funds is made. This sample of 200,000 applicants will be selected
primarily ot.n the basis of criteria indicating a high probability of
questionable' data. A student so selected will have his/her SER
"flagged" by an asterisk next to the eligibility index ia the final
award section. Additionally, the student will receive an
accOmpanying letter and Validation Form with the SER. All subsequent
application corrections made by the stUdent.during the year will also
be flagged.

Award Disbursement:: Payients must be e in equal amounts each
semester trimester, or uarter if the nstitution utilizes such .

academic units. If the School does not have such divisions, at least
two disbursements must be made per year:, once at the beginning and
tlien again no earlier than the midpoint of the Rortion of the
student's academic training falling in that award period.

The Alternate Di.sbursement Szstem (ADS): The Alternate. Disbursement

System provides payments to eligible students enrolled at eligible
institutions which'do not wish.to Aurse payments directly to
students.

,/
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Under- the A

11 ?

system a student-completes part A of a "second-stage"
1application OE Form 304) and than submits it to the.institution for

certification. Copies of this completed form and fhe SER are then
mailed back to the BEOG'processor. After :rocessing, a Treasury
check for the first payment will'be mailed, along with instruetiOns
for applying for subsequent payments (via the Form_304-1).

t

Application Deadlines: Applications for awards to cover the.1978-79
school year-must have'been received by the processor no later than,
.March 15, 1979. This was also the deadline for receipt of
Supplemental Forms. Corrections to previously processed applications
must have been received by May 5. The exception to this is in cases
selected for validation..

Institutional Reporting Requirements: Two types of institutional
reports are required under the pEoG program:

A. The Progress Report

A report submitted three times a year (November 15,
March 15, and July 15) which assesses current expenditures
in order to determine if the institution's authorization
should .be raised or lowered.

B. The Student Validation Roster
3

An end-of-yeAT report which reconciles fiscal accounts and
gives a per-student reporting of expenditures.

h. The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) Program

The Supplemental EduCational Opportunity Grant program (SEOG).is the

current name for the Educational,Opportunity Grant program which was

authorized by Title IV, Part A, of the Higher EducatiOn Act of 1965 (P.L.
A

89-329), as amended. ,

The purpose of the SEOG program is to provide supplemental grants to

assist qualified students who, for lack of financial means, would be

unable to obtain the benefits of postsecondary education without such a

grant.

Type of Aid: Nonrepayable gift assistRce for the exceptionally
needy Audent.

b .

Minumum and Maximum: SEOGs range from $200 to $1,500 for an academic
year If the period for whilch the award is being made is less than 8
mont s or 900 clock hours, the appli,cable minimum add maximucm'are
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proportionately)teduced. For example, if a student is enrolled in a
sixmonth course with 600 clock hours, the minimum SEOG that could be
received would be $150, and the maximum would,be $1',125.

Cumulative Awards: There is also a maximum cumulative SEOG award of
$4000. Thus, if a student has receil.ied SEOG at another schobls, the
institution must correspond with the otlrer, institution to learn the
exact amount of the previous awahl.

,

Institutional ZligibiIity: In order, to participate in the SEOG
program, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Division
of Eligibili,ty and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Education.

Program Eligibility: *Within the school's course offerings, certain
'programs may be designated as'eligible, whereas others .may be
declared ineligible. To be an eligible program under SEOG, a course
must be 6 months and 600 clock hours in length and, if a proprietary
school, must admit as regular students only persons with a high
school diploma or recognized equivalency or, if a public or other
nonprofit school, admit only students beyond the compulsory age of
school attendance who can benefit from a postsecondary program.

Student Eligibility: Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive.an SEOG, a student,must:

I. be a U.S. citizen, a resident of'the Trust Territories of the,
Pacific, or in the United States for other than temporary
purposes, as evidenced by an 17151 visa (permanent or resident .

alien card);

2. be enrolled at least half time(12 clock hours per week). A
clock hour is defined'as 2 50 to 60minute class, lecture,
recitation, faculty supervised laboratory, shop training, or
int'ernship;

3. be making satisfactory -progress toward a degree or.certificate
and be in good standing according to institutional standards;

4. not be in default on a loacreceived for attendance at the
institution or owe a refund on a grant received at the school;

5. be of "exceptional" financial need. Exceptional financial need
is defined as having a fmmily Contribution of less than onehalf
of the total costs associated with attendance at the institution.
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Example:

tuition and .fees ,$2,000
books and supplies 175
personal expenses 450
transportation 250
room and board 1,600

a. $4,475

b.. family contribution $2,000

Result: Student is eligible since family contribution
-

is less than one-half student budget (a). .

6. be unable to pursue the course of study wet4 it not for the
SEOG. Because of t,he vagueness of this revIttion, ys0E has
counseled institutions to take a common-sense.approach. rt is

. not expected that a student would be required to borrow the
maximum allowable or to Work an unreasonable number of hours per
week. Rather, it is expected that attempts will be made to
provide some "self-help" (loan or work) in each student's
package unless documentable justifications exist as to why this
should not be done.

7. be an undergraduate--whereas the training at the institution is
always considered to be undergraduate in nature, it must be
remembered that no student who'lias already earned a bachelor's
degree may receive an SEOG. Therefore, if a student has
received a bachelor's degree at another institution, he may NOT
receive an SEOG by virtue of the fact that he is once again an
undergraduate. This is true whether or not the first school is
an eligible institution.

Method of Application:

1. For the Instituion: The institution applies for these funds
annually, for all eligible students, by means of the Tripart
Application. The Tripart is normally due in mid-October for
funds beginning in July of the following year.

In order to receive funds, an institution must be aetlared

4' eligible by the USOE Division of Eligibility and Agency
Evaluation by January 31st of the year in which it will be
receiving funds. R'equirements for eligibility include national
accreditation by the relevant USOE recognized accrediting body,
course entrance requirements of a high school diploma or
recognized equivalency, completion of OE Form 1059, and the
signing of HEW Form 4410 ,civil rights compliance.

3.20 8-8
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2. For the Student: The stuclent applies directly through the
institution for such fundi. An analysis of the student's
financial need,and the submission of vartous other forms are
required.

SEOG "Matching": In determinihg the amount of sEcki to be awarded,

the aid officer must bear in mind that a student rceiving SEOG must
also receive an equal amount of some other source or combination of
sources of eligible aid funds.

The following are,eligible sources of SEOG "matching funds":

0

1. College 'Work-Study
A

2. National Direct Student Loan 0

0

3. Basic Educational Opportunity Grant

4. Federally Insured I:banONLY W A SCHOOL IS A DIRECT LENDER

Institutional employment

6. Outside scholarships from a private organization

7. State scholarships.or grants

8. For dther types of aid (i.e., grants not from 4 pnivate
rganization or the state, and loan and work from any
source) only if the institution selects the recipient and
determines the amount of the award.

Award Disbursement: An SEOG must be disbursed at leaSt twice during
a student's academiic year. If the institution utilizes quarters or
semesters, it must disburse funds according to these divisions. If,

,on the other hand, it has no such academic terms, it'is required to -

reserve at least half of the grant amount until the midpoint. No

- funds shomild be .disburs-ed until the student actually starts classes.
The SEOG may be.diabursed 1) as a credit to the student's account, 2)
by a check to the student which is then endorsed over to the -

institution for institutional charges, or 3) by a check to the
student for living costs. If the award is disbursed as'a credit to
'the student's 'account, a signed receipt by the student must ekridence
this.disbursement.

In tIle SEOG program, a distinction is made between students who have

previmisly received SEOG, and those for whom 'this is the first
academic year of their award. The first-year award is calfed an'
initial year (IY) award, with subsequent awards deemed continuing
year (CY) funds. In other words, a studelpt should not receive CY
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funds until a full academic year has bevt cOmpleted d a .117
application, evaluation of need, and other document4 have
collected.

Transfer Between SEOG and CWS: An ifistitution is permitted to
transfer up to 10 percent of its highest allOcation bgtween these two
programs.

Reposing Requirements: In addition to the annual application for
funds (the Tripart Application), the institution smust file a final
fiscal report on prograM aCtivities. This report is normalLy due
August 15th for the year ending June 30th.

c. The College Works-Stgdy Program

The ColLege Work-StUdy (CWS) Program was authorized by Title IV, Part

Cy of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-329), as amended. The

purpose of thel'CWS program 'is td extend part-time employment opportu-

nities to students who are in need of the earnings from such employment

in'order to pursue courses of study at institutions of Ifigher'education.

By subsidizing the part-time employment of needy students, the program is

intended to promote the equality of educational opportunity at the

postsecondary level.

Urjter the College Work-Study program, funds are provided to eligible

'insti tions tb create job.dpportunities for their students who are in

nee,d of such earnings in order to attend a postsecondary school. .In

profit-making, private vocational schools, all employment must be work in

the public interest for public or private nonprofit off-campus agencies.

No on-campus employment is permissible at these institutions'. It must

also be noted that proprietary schools may not hire students in nonprofit

organizations which are owned 6r controlled by the school, or by the

corporation, association, partnership or individual which owns or

controls the proprietary institution. The only exception to the

prohibition against "on-campus" etuployment wotld be vocational schoOls

which are incorporated as private, nonprofit institutions and are so

recognized by the Internal Revenue Service. If the institution is

incorporated as a nonprofit entity, it may employ students at the school.
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,,

The*institution is responsible for aifrphases of program

administration including selection of recipients, determination of the

awarirjob development, (job placement, supervision, and maintenance of

records. Untier thetWg'program, the Federal share of compensation is

limited to 80 percent 0'f...the gross earnings. The agency'must contribute

at least 20 percent plus title employer's share of applicable taxes.

<
Type of Aid: F derally sUbsidizecLwork opportunitiea for needy

k studentsowho 1ect to earn a Rortion of ,their educational expenses.

Minimum and Maximum: There is no minimum or maximum award, except
that the student's need, as determined by an approved needs analysis
system, may not be exceeded. Audents may work up to 20 hours per
week at wages set by the emploer in cooperation with the school, but
nof less than the, applicable Federal, state., or local minimum wage.
Students may be paid sUbminimum wages if the employer is eligible for
an exemption from e minimum wage statutes.

Generally, a Student'may not work more than an average of 20 hours
per week white classes are irVsession, averaged over the entire
enrollment period. As many as 40 hours per week may be worked during
Vacation'periods4Pr at other-times when classes are not in session.
Howev r, an institution may perviit A.student to avSrage more than 20
hou s per week (but neyer'more than 40 hours in a given week) if the
institution determines that the student's need is so great thatit
cannot be met fom the earnings of lower per-week hours. In this
case.documentation shold be on Ale in the student's folder.

Insttftuttpnal Eligibility: In order to participate in the CWS
program, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Education.

Program Eligibility: Withih the school's course offeringsr certain
programs may be designated as eligible, whereas others may be
declared ineligible. To be an eligible program under CWS, a course
must be six months and 600 clock hours in length and must admit as
regular students only persons with a high school diploma or the
recognized equivalency.

Student Eligibility: Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive College Work-Study, a stlident must:

be a U.S. citizen, a resident of the Trust Territories of the
Pacific, or in the U.S. for other than temporary purposes, as
evidenced by an 1-151 visa (permanent or resident alien card).
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2. be enrolled at least half time (a minimum of six credit hours
for college students, or 12 clock hours per week for vocational
students). A clock hour is defined as a 50- to 60-minute class,
lecture, recitation, faculty-supervised laboratory, shop
training, or internship. If the school is a 2-year institution
with a summer break, the student may continue his CWS employment

during this vacation period although he is not actually enrolled.

3. be making measurable progress towards a degree ar certificate, .

and be in gRod standing according to institutional standards.

4. have financial need as determined by.a recognized needs analysis
sy-Stem.

Method of Application:

J. For the Institution: The institution applies for these funds
annually for all of its eligible studentst by means of the
Tripart Application.. The Tripart is normally due in mid-October
for funds beginning in July of the following year. In order to
rceive funds, an institution must be declared eligible by the
USOE Division of Eligibility hnd-Agency Evaluation by January
31st of'the year in which it will be receiving funds.
Requirements for eligibility include nation41 accreditation by
the relevant USOE.recognized accrediting body, course entrance
requirements of a high school diploma or recognized equivalency,
the completion of OE Form 1059, and ttie signing of HEW Form 441,
civil rights compliance.

2. For the Student: The student applies directl/ through the
institution for such funds. Analysis of the studenq's
need and the submission of various other forms are required.

Awar4 Disbursement: Federal fegulhtions require that students must
be paid at least monthly. However, most institutions find that
biweek,ly disbursements are preferable in meeting students' needs. It

is not acb,eptable to directly credit any of the Federal portion of
the paycheck to a student's tuition account. Rather, if the student
has outstanding institutional charges, the institution must ask the
Student to endorse all or a portion of the check.

The final cOncern is to assure that a student does not exceed his
earnings. Cumulative ledger cards are used for this purpose, and a
letter must be mailed to the student and supervisor when a student
approaches his CWS award. Regardless of whether the agency or the
sehool is officially the employer, the school retains the
responsibility for seeing that meaningful work is being performed.
Occasional visits to the job site will provide documentation of this.

3e)
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Job Location and Develogment Program: he Higher Education
Amendments of 1976 provided for a spacl 1 program by which the
institution could use a portion of its Work-Study authorization to
help find part-time jobs for its students. The use of tihe funds are
not to be limited to finding eligible Work-Study positions, but
rather can be used as well for locating jobs in the private sector
for needy or nonneedy students.

Summer College Work-Study: If the institution 'is a 2-year program
with a summer break, students may be employed during that vacation as
long as they have filed a statement saying they intend to reenroll in
the fall. If, at any time after sigiing such a statement, evidence
is found that a student does not intend to reenroll, he/she must be
terminated from his job immediately.

Students working during a summer period in which theT)are not
,enrolledmust save the majority of their earningefor the ncxt
academic year. Current regulations require that after required taxes
are deducted, a student's additional expenses may not exceed $300 or
20 percent'of gross wages, whichever is less. Rare, well-documented
'exceptions caa be made -to increase these "costs" incident to
employment to $600 or 40 percent of gross wages, whichever is less.

Reporting Requirements: In addition to the annual application for
funds (the Ttipart), the institution must file a final fiscal report
on program activities. This report is normally due August 15th for
the year ending June 30th,

Transfer Between SEOG and CWS: An institution is permitted to
transfer up to 10 percent of its highest allocation between these two
programs. 0

d. National Direct Student Loan

The National.Direct Stu4ent Loan program (NDSL) (pfeviously known as

the National Defense Student Loan program) was gstablished under Title II

of the .7ational Deense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 (P.L. 85-864), as

amended. The Education Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-328) transferred the

program from the NDEA' to Part E of Title IV of the Higher Education Act

of 1965. The purpose of NDSL is to provide a loan fund at institutions

of higher education for the purpose of making long-term, low-interestJ

loans to qualified students in need of financial assistance. . To be

eligible, the student must pursue study on at least a half-time basis.

400'
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Ninety percent of new capital is provided by the Federal government

with the remaining 10 percent being contribAred ,by the institution. As

with the other Tripart programs, the full adminstration of the program,
, .

including loan collection, is the responsibilAy of the institution.

An important element of the NDSL program is its revolvi.ng nature.

..That is, as students repay loan obligations, these funds are redeposited

in.the account for use by. future enrollees. The revolving nature of the

fund also makes it possible for the institution to carry over funds

across fiscal years as long as the Federal funds aie drawn down and

matched prior to June 344t of the year in which they are authorized.

Type of Aid: Long-term, low-interest loans are.repaid at not less
than $30 per month, beginning nine.months after graduation or
termination of at least half time study. Annual intetest is three
percent Of the unpaid balance once payment begins.

Minimum and Maximum: There is no minimum loan. The maximum total
loan for students who have nt yet completed two academic years of
possecondary education is $2,500.

tri

Institutional Eligibility:' In order to participate in the NDSL-
program, an institution must be,certi.fied as eligible by the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Education.

Program Within the school's course offerings, certain
programs may-be designated as eligible, whereas bthers may be
declared ineligible. To be en eligible program'under NDSL, a course
must be 6 months and 600 clock hours in length and.must, if a
proprietary school, admit asAtregular students only persons with a

-

' high school diploma or recoPized equivalency or, if a public or
other nonprofit school, admit only students beyond the compulsory age
of school attendance who can benefit froth a postsecondary program.

Student Eligibility: Lastly, student eligibil.ity must be

determined. In order to receive an NDSL, a student must:

1. be a U.s. citizen, a resident of the Trust'Territories of the
Pacific, or in the United States for other than temporary
purposes, as evidenced by an 1-151 visa (permanent or resident
alien card)..

2. ...be enrolled at least half time (12 hours per week). A clock

. hour is defined asN.50- to 60-minute class, lecture,
recitation, faculty-supervised laboratory, shop training or
internship.

3
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3. be making satisfactory progress'toward a degree or certificate
and-be in good standing according toiftstitutional standards.

4. not be in default on'a loan.received (GSL or FISL) for
attendance at that institution and not owe a refund on a Federal
grant received at that school.

5. have financial need as determihed by u recognized need analysis
system'.

6. indicate a willingness to repay the loan. Regulatory uage
now prohi'hitv.the mak.i.ng of a loan to any student who, indi tea

an unwillingness to repay. Delinquency on a 'prior loan, pr a .

past history of poor debt payment', may be taken as evidence of
unwillingness to repay.

Method,of Application

1. For the Institution: The institution applies"for these funds
annually, for all of its eiigible students by means of the
Tripart Application. he Tripart is normally due in mid-October
for funds beiinning iniy of the following year.

order to receive funds,.an institution must be decla4ed
eligible by the USOE Division of Eligibility and Agency
Evaluation by January 31st of the year in which it will be
receiving funds. Requirements for eligibility include national
accreditation by the relevant USOE recognized accrediting body, .

course entrance requirements of a high school dipldma..or
recognized equivalent, course length of at least 6 months and
600 clock hours,.completion of OE Form 1059, and the signing of
HEW Form 441, civil rights compliance, In''Otddition, (1) the

institution must match_Federally received funds with a

contribution equal to at least one-ninth of-the Federal dollars;
(2) the institation is responsible for collection of the loans;
and (3) collected dollars are reloaned to other students
.(without the requirement of additidnal matching).

2. For the Student: The student applies directly through the
institution for such funds. An analysis of the student's
financial need, a promissory note,as evidence of the
indebtedness, and...ape.subIllission of various other forms are
required. .114

NDSL Billina and Collection: Unlike other forms of student
assistance, the administration of NDSL is far An completed when the
money is disbursed to the student. 'In fact, the institutioa's
responsibilities have just begun at that juncture. Natisnal Direct
Student Loans are made without security, to students who are
generally unemployed, without assets, extremely mobile, and usually
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without,a tested credit rating. Thus, if the collection program is
to be successful, inseitutions must often put forth efforts greater
than those utilized in the collection of conventional loans. 'Good
collection practice begins at the time the, loan is made. It is'nOw
required by regulation that in addition to the "exit interview"
necessary before a student leaves school, an entrancke or initial
interview must be held. This session, conducted by-'the fia4cia1 aid/.
o icer at the time the first payment of the loan is disbursed,
OFould at a minimum:

1. Enable the ia-stitution to gather vital infOrmation about the
borrower. It has been found that if personal data such as
credit card'qumbers, names of relatives, -driver's license
number, etc., are collected at this point in the aid process,
the student will tend to give more accurate **information than if
asked*for the sa94Linformation at graduation when the purpose of
such data collection is more evident.

2. Impress upon the student that this portion of his/her aid is a
loan and must be repaid.

3. Allow the borrower to raise questions about procedures and terms.
Of-the NDSL. Care should be taken to inform the student both of
his/her obligation and his/her .privileges.

/1,:n exit interview must be Conducted for each borrower before leaving
school. By regulation, the institution must employ all means at its
disposal to assure the stalent's 'attendance at such interviews. Like
the entrance interviw, the-exit interview is both a give and take .

procedure. I4conation on the program will be provided by the aid
officer, whereas the student will provide information useful should
his account became delinquent. Topics to be reviewed'include:

.the grace period

2. terms of\ryment-vpayment ,schedule

. 3. billing procedures (will it be\from the institution or from a

contracted billing service?)

d4e,

4. interest, late charges

5.. cancellation and deferment procedures

6. acceleration without penalty provision

7. notification of address change,r

A writted record of the rxit Intervi

schedule-must be retained for pros
At the school's discretion these
on an ind.i.vidual or group basis.

w and a signed repayment .

documentation purposes.
terviews tn, be conducted
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